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(1) SPCSA Charter Proposal Cover Sheet  
 
Identify the primary point of contact for your Committee to Form.  If you are a Charter 
Management Organization applying directly for sponsorship, please also identify the primary 
point of contact for your organization. 

 

Barring a change in the makeup of the founding group, this will likely be the liaison identified in the 
Notice of Intent. This individual will serve as the contact for all communications, scheduling, and 
notices regarding your application. The Primary Contact is expected to ensure that your founding 
group receives all general communications promptly. Please note that, as with all aspects of your 
application, names and contact information of the Primary Contact will become public information.   
 

Primary contact person: Dr. Amelia Cook 
Mailing address:  

Street/PO Box: 8094 Crushed Velvet Place 

City: Las Vegas State Nevada Zip 89166 

Phone Number:  day  evening  

    
          

Name of team or entity applying:  The Village High School 
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In accordance with NAC 388A.160(8), if this application was prepared by a person who is not 
a member of the committee to form the charter school, or by another entity, including, 
without limitation, an educational management organization, or if such a person or entity 
assisted the committee in preparing the application, the applicant must disclose information 
about that person and/or entity. 

Was the application prepared by a person who is not a member of the Committee to Form the 
charter school or CMO, or by another entity including, without limitation, an educational 
management organization?  Additionally, did a person who is not a member of the Committee to 
Form the charter school, CMO, or another entity including, without limitation, an educational 
management organization assist the committee in preparing the application?  ☐Yes   X No         
If yes, what is the name of the 
person(s) and/or entity(s)? 

 

Please list any affiliations this 
person(s) and/or entity(s) has to 
existing schools and the dates of 
such affiliation. 

 

Please provide a resume for the 
person(s) and or entity(s) as 
Attachment 27 

 

 
 

 

   April 30, 2022 
Signature      Date  

 

Dr. Amelia Cook    
Printed Name: 

 

Note: In addition to the complete, unredacted version of the application, NAC 388A.265 requires that 
applicants submit a version of the application which excludes or redacts from the application and any 
related material to be shared with the public.  All applicants should be prepared to submit a version of 
their application that complies with this regulation, if requested.  
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2) Meeting the Need 
(1) Provide the mission and vision for the proposed school and briefly describe how they serve as 

the foundation for the proposed school, including: 
 
Mission: The Village High School (TVHS) transforms the lives of graduates by offering a high-quality 
education in conjunction with coping, decision-making, and practical life skills that lead to grit and 
perseverance, and better understanding of what it takes to be successful in the world. TVHS’s 
culture will create a safe space for all students.  
 
Vision: We are a charter school that is committed to creating and sustaining an exceptional 
education for students whose needs cannot be met in traditional environments.  
 
TVHS’s mission and vision consist of five core beliefs:  
 

1. Students cannot learn if they do not feel safe.12 
2. Many students are in desperate need of counseling and mental health services at school.3 
3. Formative assessment and data drive instruction.  
4. High quality teachers, curriculum, student engagement, and materials increase student 
     growth. 
 5. Professional development that is focused and thoughtful is vital to the success of the 
     school. 
 

TVHS proposes to give families the ability to attend a quality high school in which students feel in 
charge of their learning, safety, and mental health. Our unique model will transform education for 
diverse and traditionally underserved student populations. 
 

(a) The key components of your educational model  
 
The key components for TVHS’s model is to provide a rigorous, innovative, and blended, problem-
based core curriculum.  Savvas Learning Company offers complete and cohesive support that will 
implement Common Core State Standards (CCSS).4 Based on a constructivist view of learning, 
TVHS’s model encourages students to use real-world problem solving to create knowledge, reflect, 
and discuss their understanding.5 TVHS will provide specialty elective programs in social-
emotional learning, and a day each week, Wellness Wednesday, where students can focus on self-
care, goal setting, and their future, without the pressures of academics. Students learn from 
teachers through whole group, small group, and one-on-one instruction. Group learning allow 
teachers the opportunity to demonstrate for students the application of life-long learning skills via 
team collaboration, data interpretation, and persuasive arguments.  

 
1GLSEN. (2019). School Climate in Nevada (State Snapshot). New York: GLSEN. 
2 Nevada Department of Education. (n.d.). Nevada School Climate Survey. Retrieved from 
http://datatool.nevadaschoolclimate.org/ 
3 State of Nevada Department of Education. (n.d.). SEAD. Retrieved from 
https://doe.nv.gov/SafeRespectfulLearning/SEAD/ 
4 Savvas.com, (2022). About us. Retrieved from https://www.savvas.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3d1m 
5 Kurt, S. (2021). Constructivist Learning Theory. Retrieved from 
https://educationaltechnology.net/constructivist-learning-theory 
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Classroom teachers will mentor students weekly during dedicated one-on-one sessions, held during 
Wellness Wednesday. During these mentoring sessions students will set long and short-term goals. 
These sessions will foster strong relationships between students and mentors as they celebrate 
successes and discuss learning opportunities from roadblocks they need to overcome.  
 
Electives use Goodlife Curriculum- Every Student Ready for Life. Goodlife provides the platform for 
caring adults to effectively connect to today’s youth with confidence, knowing that what they are 
using to guide, teach and empower youth has been curated with the best tools and methods 
available.6 Clear teaching through consistent messaging in addition to mentoring also reduces risks 
of early anti-social behavior, alienation, family management problems, and lack of commitment to 
school. Finally, the framework helps to produce healthy beliefs, creates opportunities for 
involvement, and reinforces pro-social behavior. 
 
SEL intentionally develops attitudes, behaviors, and skills that are fundamental for academic and 
life success. SEL programming incorporates two essential benefits: (1) encouragement of positive, 
strength-based behaviors, integrated as norms for lifetime practice and (2) discourages negative 
behaviors. 7 
 
Educators, policymakers, and employers, alike, believe that SEL is key to optimizing education and 
training. Working in partnership with the stage-model framework, SEED Impact, will be customized 
and integrated into the school to measure, credibly report, and accelerate the learning experience 
of program participants. With a focus on life-transformations, the SEED Impact approach tracks 
major shifts in competency measured across three domains of growth/competency ladders:  

• Being (comfort with self)  
• Doing (aptitude with new skills)  
• Relating (interpersonal relationships)  

 
SEED Impact will guide TVHS’s leadership team to customize these three competency ladders to 
clarify core SEL practices in alignment with our mission and most-desired outcomes. At the start 
and end of each school year, the staff will use the competency ladders to assess each learner’s 
performance. Learners will also self-assess their experience. Combining these two complementary 
survey tools strengthens the validity and reliability of the measurement with SEED Impact and 
amplifies the benefits derived by each participant. 
 
In customizing the assessments, SEED Impact will build on the tools, research, and reporting TVHS 
has already completed in this area. The intent is to simplify and reduce the work on TVHS’s staff as 
SEED Impact guides to effectively implement this advanced approach to SEL measurement and 
accelerated learner growth. Once tools are refined and made operational, SEED Impact will provide 
data analysis and a dynamic report reflecting the SEED Impact brand and tailored for specific 
audiences as requested by the organization. Overall, SEED Impact will be equipped to report the 
impacts that most powerfully capture its work while generating actionable data to guide learners to 
increasingly higher levels of competency.  
 

 
6 Goodlife. (n.d.). Retrieved from SELdoneforyou.com 
7 SEED Impact. (n.d.). Social Emotional Learning. Retrieved from https://www.seedimpact.org/social-
emotional-learning  
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Integrating this approach increases self-reflection and amplifies the students’ learning experiences. 
Staff, instructors, and students will come to share a common, clarifying language that enables the 
learner to understand “where I am” in my personal growth, in relation to “where I want to be” and 
“what I can do next to grow into more of my potential.” The goal is recognition and celebration of 
student success to ignite deeper learning.  
 
Findings will include:  

· Percent SEL gains by participant, cohorts, and subgroup.  
· Distribution of competency levels.  
· Narrative accounts supporting and enriching these data.  
· Summary ratings of the core practices.  
· Correlation of the results from the ladder ratings and self-assessments.  
· Suggested strategies for accelerating growth in SEL.  

 
Working closely with SEED Impact to launch these SEL tools for strategic learning and outcome 
measurement, our program will gain:  

· Streamlined data collection – reducing the work required of staff and volunteers.  
· Ability to blend numbers and narratives in compelling reports that credibly convey the 
fullness of our program’s life-changing results.  
· Baseline data to inform program enhancements and against which to track gains.  
· Ability to compare across cohorts and time periods, and tally results across the 
organization.  
· Ability to causally link the benefits of participating in our program to successes in school 
home, and employment, as SEL benefits translate across environments.  

 
Between program experiences, participants can be challenged to reference the three ladders to 
accelerate their SEL growth. SEED Impact will support our staff to guide participant self-reflection 
on the similarities and differences between the stages reached on each ladder with the next-higher 
stages. Learners will identify skills and behaviors from higher stages to mirror, and then 
throughout the year practice, journal, and report on their successes. This reflection can be 
incorporated in student learning plans. Learners will enter the next program experience with 
heightened SEL competencies on which to build. We will gain holistic, rather than piecemeal 
reporting of results, grounded in SEL research. Our work with SEED Impact is less about evaluation 
and more about the opportunity for staff, leaders, students, parents, and funders to apprehend the 
power of our school.  
 

(b) The outcomes you expect to achieve 
 
TVHS plans to achieve the mission and vision through a rigorous, blended learning, problem-based 
core curriculum, weekly focus on social-emotional learning and self-care, one-to-one mentoring, 
while creating a sense of community and service among students and staff. TVHS believes this 
culture will also increase academic achievement and success after graduation. As a school, TVHS is 
committed to achieving the following outcomes and academic goals. 

· A safe space and accepting culture for all students to grow, learn, and achieve their highest  

· A rigorous, hands-on core curriculum with exceptional and trained educators and 
professionals.  
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· Weekly focus on social-emotional learning, self-care, and mentoring. (Wellness 
Wednesday) 

· Creating opportunities for students to be leaders within the school and community. 

 · Establishing partnerships with institutions of higher education and business professionals 
to create opportunities outside of the school.  

· Meets or exceeds the average student academic performance of the local district in all 
required state accountability tests, WIDA/CRT Science/EOC/NAA/ACT.  

TVHS expects that each student will graduate with a 21st Century College and Career ready 
diploma and the grit and perseverance to be a contributing member of society. The 
educational experience at TVHS will allow students to either attend a college, university, or 
technology school upon graduation and/or immediately access the workforce regardless of 
the path a student chooses. TVHS graduates will have qualities and abilities that will set 
them apart from other graduates. 

The qualities of a TVHS graduate will be:  
· Career ready  
· Effective communicator  
· Financially savvy  
· Confident speaker  
· Strong sense of civic responsibility  
· High integrity  

· Perseverance  
· Model by example for others  
· Critical thinker  
· Self-advocate  
· Personal accountability 

 
(c) Key supporters, partners, or resources that will contribute to your school’s 

success 
 

Below, in Table 2.1, if a compilation of our key supporters, partners, and the resources that they 
will contribute to The Village High School. 

Community 
Partner 

Contact How Partnership supports TVHS and Wellness 
Wednesday 

Letter of 
Support 

Foundation for 
Recovery (89108) 

Laura Plowman Once monthly on wellness Wednesday a Peer 
Recovery Support Specialist will share their 
personal story. Provide relevant trainings to 
students and their families on topics such as 
reducing stigma, overdose prevention, hard 
reduction 

Yes 

North Las Vegas 
Library District 
(89030) 

Director Forrest 
Lewis 

Library card for all students, share variety of 
resources for students and families, instruction on 
how to effectively utilize the library databases 
(once per quarter on wellness Wednesday 

Yes 

Table 2.1 : Partners and Resources 
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Goodlife (Every 
Student Ready for 
Life) 

Nate Chrisman Social-Emotional Learning Curriculum, Staff 
training for mentoring students, Goodlife launch 
day speaker on Wellness Wednesday once per 
quarter 

Yes 

Winzer 
Corporation 

James Rolnik Custodial Supplies/Paper Products and Dispensers Yes 

SEED Impact 
(based out of New 
York) 

Melinda Lackey Social Emotional Growth Assessment, Data 
Reports and Analytics, Teacher/Staff Training 

Yes 

Americorps 
(Nevada Recovery 
Corps 89108) 

Anthony Palomeque Peer Recovery Coaches every Wellness 
Wednesday and possibly 2 additional days a week 
on campus so that there is support for the students 
on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 

Yes 

The Phoenix- TRY 
(89101) 

Alison Chambers- 
Trauma Recovery 
Yoga (TRY) 

Yoga sessions once per month on wellness 
Wednesday, parent resources, family activities in 
the evening, Yoga for the staff  

Yes 

American 
Foundation for 
Suicide 
Prevention (AFSP) 
(National office in 
New York, 
satellite NLV 
office) 

Taryn Hiatt Provided a School Policy on Suicide Prevention, an 
after-suicide toolkit, Staff Training, and resources 

Yes 

City of North Las 
Vegas (89030) 

Community Services 
and Engagement 
Director- Serafin 
Calvo 

Community Outreach team in NLV, will distribute 
fliers and promotional items to the community 

Yes included 
with 
Director 
Lewis 

Office of Suicide 
Prevention (OSP) 
(89074) 

Richard Egan, 
Dominick 

Suicide prevention resources and Safe Talk 
training (teachers), Assist training (counselors), 
Youth Mental Health and First Aid Training (all 
staff) 

Yes 

Henderson 
Equality Center 
(89014) 

Chris Davin, Trevor  Assistance with GSA, LGBTQ safe space, Teacher 
training, support, and resources 

Yes 

Nevada Women in 
Trades (89102) 

Robin Johnson Construction of a school mural using tile and 
teaching the skills to the students each week on 
WW util finished 

Yes 

Opera Las Vegas 
(89141) 

Jim Shore- General 
Director 

Wellness Wednesday once per semester; 45- 
minute presentation/performance "Who's Afraid 
of Opera, Tours of the Opera House, Periodic voice 
classes 

Yes 

DC Financial 
Services ( IL 
60462) 

David P. Chandler- 
Owner/Financial 
Advisor 

During wellness Wednesday, will provide 2-yearly 
informational workshops about financial investing 
and money management 

Yes 

NAMI- National 
Alliance on Mental 
Illness (89109) 

Trinh Dang- 
Executive Director 

Enhance educational opportunities for students 
and families by providing education, support, and 
community-based resources to supplement 
programs and initiatives at the school 

Yes 
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Red Hook Capital  Alyssa Ross Securing a location and securing funding for a 
build-out. Securing a lease on a facility in June/July 
2022 

Yes- 
included in 
Attachment 
#16 

The Pride Tree 
(89179) 

Grant Frailich- 
Founder/President 

Enhance educational opportunities and families by 
providing financial and community-based 
resources to supplement programs and initiatives 
at school 

Yes 

The CEO Within 
(North Las Vegas) 

Alice Vo Edwards- 
Founder/CEO 

Enhance the educational opportunities for our 
students and families by advising on how to 
improve or enhance student success and/or 
student and teacher wellbeing and retention. 
Provide financial and community-based resources 
to supplement programs and initiatives at the 
school where funding becomes available to such 
programs. We are also discussion possible 
participation on the school board.  

Yes 

 

(2) A charter school must have as its stated purpose at least one of the goals set forth in NRS 
388A.246.  Please identify the statutory purpose(s) of the school and how these align to the 
mission and vision of the school.  The six statutory purposes are: 

(a) Improving the academic achievement of pupils;  
 

· Align instructions to learning standards, using measurable learning targets (i.e., 
knowledge reasoning, skill, product demonstrating improvement in perceived self-
efficacy). 

· Include formative assessments (i.e., general assessment for perceived self-efficacy, SEED 
Impact competency ladders and assessment). 

· Provide consistent feedback (i.e., goals charts, animation integration to student portal, 
Wellness Wednesdays, etc.). 

· Use the feedback loop concept for students and staff. 
· Self-assess regularly. 

 
(b) Encouraging the use of effective and innovative methods of teaching; 

 
· Savvas Learning Company Curriculum - Math, Literacy, Science, Social Studies/Civics, 

World Languages (Spanish), English Language Learners (ELL) 
· Seed Impact - social-emotional growth assessment and extensive teacher training on 

working with students that have experienced trauma.  
· Goodlife (Every Student Ready for Life - social-emotional learning curriculum, Staff 

training for mentoring students) 
· Kagan Training - Kagan structures are a way of grouping students and allows for 

students to interact and collaborate.   
· Suicide Prevention Training (through our WW partners OSP AFSP) 
· Audio, Visual, and Kinesthetic lessons in all classrooms. 
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(c) Providing an accurate measurement of the educational achievement of pupils;  

 
· Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA) - assessments that measure growth and 

proficiency as well as provide insights to help tailor instruction. Assessments are given 
in the fall, winter, and spring in the subjects of Reading, Math and Science.8  

· ACT/SAT 
· Criterion Referenced Test (CRT) Science 
· End of Course Exams (EOC) - assessments that are given at the end of the 

semester/year to measure curriculum retention and growth, 70% or higher is a 
passing score.  

· SEED Impact - Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) growth assessments to measure a 
student’s emotional health and growth throughout the school year. Provides training to 
staff on teaching students with trauma and a peer mentoring program. 

· World Class Instructional Design and Assessment (WIDA) 
· Quality Teaching for English Learners Program and Training (QTEL) 
· Infinite Campus Student and Parent portal 
· Workplace Readiness Skills and Assessment  
· School Performance Plan (SPP) 
· Data disaggregation of student populations 
· Formative and summative assessments designed by instructors. 

(d) Establishing accountability and transparency of public schools;  

TVHS will measure its progress in meeting the needs of its student population using the 
data from NV Department of Education Accountability Reports. On an annual basis, data will 
be gathered to develop a SPP as a method of accountability. This plan will detail specific 
goals and action steps to achieve academic success and fiscal efficiency, including budget 
projections and stated evaluations. To maintain responsibility for student’s academic 
success, the academic programs which are utilized will be re-evaluated, and administration 
will discuss with the governing board their findings as to whether there is growth in 
student achievement based on the investment. 

Communication between TVHS, all its stakeholders, and the governing board is essential to 
establishing accountability and transparency. TVHS will communicate with parents and/or 
guardians through the online student information system (Infinite Campus), weekly grade 
updates, mid-quarter progress reports, quarterly report cards, parent conferences, and 
parental involvement workshops. Other such methods of communication may include the 
respective documentation and communication processes for development and update of 
Educational Plans (EPs), Individual Education Plans (IEPs), Behavior Intervention Plans 
(BIPs), and English Language Learner Plans, as appropriate. 

School Board meetings will follow Nevada Open Meeting Laws. Meeting notices and agendas 
will be posted on TVHS website (thevillagehs.com) and on campus to ensure the public is 
aware of the meeting and the items to be discussed. This ensures transparency with the 
public. TVHS’s website will also have a direct link to the Nevada Department of Education 

 
8 Northwest Evaluation Association. (2021). Retrieved from https://www.nwea.org/about/ 
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Report Card. Board meetings will be open to the public, the minutes will be published on 
TVHS website, and stakeholders will receive notification. 
 

(e) Providing a method for public schools to measure achievement based upon the 
performance of the schools; and  
 

TVHS will be following the Nevada School Performance Framework (NSPF) and will receive 
a star rating.9  The star rating includes; Academic Achievement, Graduation Rate, English 
Language Proficiency, College and Career Readiness and Student Engagement. 
TVHS will provide a viable alternative to other public schools which, by stimulating 
continual improvement through the creation of an innovative and unique model to create a 
safe space for all students, foster grit and perseverance, and focus on social-emotional 
learning (SEL).  SEL growth will be assessed three times each year, fall, winter, spring. The 
data will be used to build school culture and adopt best curriculum and practices that can 
positively affect all students. Table 2.2, shows a brief overview of the programs, objectives, 
performance measures, and outcomes 
 
 
 

Program/Curriculum  Program/Curriculum Objectives Performance Measures and Outcomes 
SEED Impact- Program 
Implementation/Teacher 
Training (to be 
implemented fall/winter 
2023)                                                                       
• Curriculum that 
supports social emotional 
learning growth                  
• Assessment and 
tracking of social 
emotional growth                            
• Mental health and self-
care support                                                           
• Peer mediation                                                                                               
• Mentoring 

Findings will include:                                                                                                                        
• Percent SEL gains by participant, 
cohorts, and aggregate                                      
• Distribution of competency levels                                                                              
• Narrative accounts supporting and 
enriching these data 
• Summary ratings of the core 
practices 
• Correlation of the results from the 
ladder ratings and self-assessments 
• Suggested strategies for 
accelerating growth in SEL                                    

With a focus on life transformations, 
SEED Impact’s approach tracks major 
shifts in competency measured across 
three domains of growth:                                        
1) being (comfort with self),                                                                                    
2)  doing (aptitude with new skills),                                                                    
3)  relating (interpersonal relationships). 
Students are given an assessment 3 times 
(Fall, Winter, Spring) to assess their SEL 
growth and the data is using to enhance 
and individualize each student’s high 
school experience to meet their needs.   

Ramsey Financial 
Literacy Program for 
High School Students 

The brand-new third edition 
of Foundations in Personal 
Finance for high school is full of 
content that teaches essential 
personal finance principles like how 
to budget, save, avoid debt, invest, 
be a wise consumer and much more. 

13 chapters and 72 lessons, fully digital 
and print delivery methods, Digital and 
print student textbook parity, 45-, 90- 
and 180-day pacing guides, Auto-graded 
assessments. 

Innovative Schools 
Summit July 5-9, 2022, in 
Las Vegas (mentor 
training, trauma 
informed teaching, school 
culture and climate, at-

High teacher, faculty, and student 
retention rate, Positive school 
culture and climate, Teacher and 
Student retention, Resources 
available for students and families 

Graduation rate, Project 150 Room, 
Growth on SEED Impact assessments, 
Teacher Evaluations, Teacher retention 

 
9 State of Nevada Department of Education. (n.d.). Nevada School Performance Framework. Retrieved from 
https://doe.nv.gov/Accountability/NSPF/ 

Table 2.2: Programs, Objectives, and Performance Outcomes 
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risk and struggling 
students) 
My Perspective English 
Language Arts 
Curriculum (grades 9 - 
12) 

My Perspectives grades 9-12 fully 
meet the expectations of the criteria 
for all three gateways, including 
alignment and usability. The 
materials include texts in each 
grade that are high quality and build 
knowledge and are accompanied by 
tasks and questions so students 
practice building grade-level 
speaking, listening, writing, and 
reading skills. The materials 
consistently provide Across the 
series, the materials provide 
cohesive planning and access to 
vocabulary development and 
differentiation supports, including 
digital access. 

Curriculum is aligned with Nevada State 
Standards and has been approved and 
highly rated on edreports.org. The 
program is also project-based and 
features a technology component. 
Measures of performance; Classroom 
Assessments, End of Course Assessments, 
ACT, NWEA Math Growth Assessments. 

Carnegie Learning Math The instructional materials 
reviewed for the Carnegie Learning 
Math Solutions Integrated series 
meet expectations for alignment to 
the CCSSM for high school, 
Gateways 1 and 2. In Gateway 1, the 
instructional materials meet the 
expectations for focus and 
coherence by being coherent and 
consistent with "the high school 
standards that specify the 
mathematics which all students 
should study in order to be college 
and career ready" (p. 57 of CCSSM). 
In Gateway 2, the instructional 
materials meet the expectations for 
rigor and balance by reflecting the 
balances in the Standards and 
helping students meet the 
Standards' rigorous expectations, 
and the materials meet the 
expectations for mathematical 
practice-content connections by 
meaningfully connecting the 
Standards for Mathematical Content 
and the Standards for Mathematical 
Practice. 

Curriculum is aligned with Nevada State 
Standards and has been approved and 
highly rated on edreports.org. The 
program is also project-based and 
features a technology component. 
Measures of performance; Classroom 
Assessments, End of Course Assessments, 
ACT, NWEA Math Growth Assessments. 

Science- Savvas Learning 
Company (Pearson) 

Savvas Health, Drive Right (drivers 
training), Miller and Levine Biology 
(2019), Experience Chemistry, 
Experience Physics, Environmental 
Science 

Curriculum is aligned with Nevada State 
Standards. The program is also project-
based and features a technology 
component. Measures of performance; 
End of Course Assessments, ACT, NWEA 
Math Growth Assessments. 
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Civics and Social Studies US History Interactive, World 
History Interactive (Project 
Imagine), Magruder's Government, 
Economics 

Curriculum is aligned with Nevada State 
Standards. The program is also project-
based and features a technology 
component. Measures of performance; 
Classroom Assessments, End of Course 
Assessments, ACT, NWEA Math Growth 
Assessments. 

World Languages- 
Spanish 

Authentico- Spanish 1, Spanish2, 
Spanish 3 

Curriculum is aligned with Nevada State 
Standards. The program is also project-
based and features a technology 
component. Measures of performance; 
Classroom Assessments, End of Course 
Assessments, ACT, NWEA Math Growth 
Assessments. 

Goodlife Social Emotional Learning (SEL) 
Curriculum 

GOODLIFE prevention and social 
emotional learning curriculum has been 
architected using evidence-informed 
prevention frameworks. GOODLIFE 
provides the platform for caring adults to 
effectively connect to today’s youth with 
confidence, knowing that what they are 
using to 
guide, teach and empower youth has 
been curated with the best tools and 
methods available. Research shows that 
mentored youth are less likely to skip 
school or engage in drinking, drugs, and 
violence. Clear teaching through 
consistent messaging in addition to 
mentoring also reduces risks of early 
antisocial behavior, alienation, family 
management problems, and lack of 
commitment to school. Finally, the 
framework helps to produce healthy 
beliefs, creates opportunities for 
involvement, and reinforces pro-social 
behavior. GOODLIFE is a Tier 1 and 2 
prevention and intervention educational 
curriculum that improves 
the Social Emotional Learning skills of 
middle and high school students. 
Measures of performance: SEED Impact 
SEL growth assessments, attendance rate, 
graduation rate, and success after 
graduation. 

 
 

(f) Creating new professional opportunities for teachers. 
 

TVHS staff will be offered several opportunities to enhance their “craft” and create 
professional growth. Here is a brief overview of the programs and trainings. 
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Reflective Practice10 - a group of 6 teachers will take turns teaching a lesson in front of the 
group and then observing one another, while taking observation notes based on the 
Charlotte Danielson Framework for Teaching clusters. A lead teacher/instructional coach 
will be the facilitator and supervisor for the activity. The purpose is to reflect on one's 
actions to engage the process of continuous learning. This practice will involve paying 
critical attention to the practical values and theories which inform everyday actions, by 
examining practice reflectively and reflexively. All teachers will be required to participate in 
reflective practice at least one time per school year. Please see Attachment 11 – Teacher 
Evaluation Tools.  

The SEED Impact, SEL program provides training to staff on teaching students with trauma 
and a peer mentoring program.  

Regular trainings on mentoring, SEL curriculum, provides materials, and simulations.  

Through the Clark County School District (CCSD), we will utilize their teacher license 
renewal credit program through the Educational Learning Management System (ELMS).  

Kagan provides yearly training and seminars for educators on Kagan strategies and how to 
apply in the classroom.  

Instructors will be encouraged to participate in professional development opportunities in 
their area of expertise.  

Mentors will receive periodic training on subjects such as truancy and trauma informed 
care and the impact strong school relationships have on student attendance. 

Yearly attendance at the National Student & Security Conference & Workshop 

Yearly attendance at the School Climate and Culture Forum, along with the At-Risk and 
Struggling Students Conference.  

Yearly attendance at the Wired Differently: Trauma-Informed Schools Conference 

TARGETED PLAN 

(1) Explain how the educational model you wish to implement meets the needs of the community 
you wish to serve. 

Proposed to open in the fall of 2023, TVHS will educate and service 300 students in grades 9-10. 
Our goal is to enroll 150 ninth and 150 tenth graders. At capacity, TVHS will be able to educate and 
serve 800 students in grades 9-12.  Our target community are marginalized student groups, 
students who do not feel safe at school, and students who need access to counseling, mentoring, 
and mental health services at school.   

The following five core beliefs are the center of TVHS’s mission and vision:  

 
10 Cambridge Assessment International Education. (n.d.). Getting Started with Reflective Practice. Retrieved 
from https://www.cambridge-community.org.uk/professional-development/gswrp/index.html 
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1. Students cannot learn if they do not feel safe. TVHS’s safe space includes diversity, equity, 
and inclusion training for all students, teachers, and stakeholders. 

2. Robust student engagement is essential for meaningful learning. TVHS’s instruction stresses 
how lessons apply to life outside the classroom allows for customized learning approaches 
to increase engagement, interest, and understanding. 

3. Student achievement is impaired by problems they bring from home. TVHS’s social 
emotional learning model includes counseling, mental health services, and mentorships. 

4.    Schools need high quality teachers, curriculum, and materials to increase student     
        achievement and engagement. 
5.    Meaningful and frequent staff training is vital to the success of the school. 

TVHS will give families in the North Las Vegas Valley the opportunity to attend a quality high school 
in which students feel in charge of their own learning, feel safe, and are mentally healthy. Our target 
community is the North Las Vegas Valley, specifically zip codes 89030, 89031, 89032, 89081, 
89115, as shown in Figure 2.1. There are currently six public high schools; Canyon Springs High 
School, Cheyenne High School, Desert Pines High School, Legacy High School, Mojave High School, 
and Rancho High School within these zip codes. The average performance for these high schools is 
2.8 stars out of 5.11  TVHS’s goal is to significantly raise the star level for students, who live within 
these zip codes that attend the school.  

TVHS’s plan is to serve the North Las Vegas Community by transforming the lives of graduates by 
offering a high-quality education in conjunction with coping, decision-making, and practical life 
skills that lead to grit and perseverance and better understanding of what it takes to be successful 
in the world. TVHS’s culture will create a safe space for all students, and their allies. TVHS is a 
charter school that is committed to creating and sustaining an exceptional education for students 
whose needs cannot be met in traditional environments. 

(2) During the 2019 legislative session, AB 462 required the SPCSA to develop an Academic and 
Demographic Needs Assessment.  A copy of this document can be found here.  Given the 
demographic and academic needs as defined below, please describe how your proposed school 
would meet one or more of the needs defined in the Academic and Demographic Needs Assessment.  

TVHS is a tuition free public charter school and is open to all residents of Nevada. The school’s 
identified community, shown in Figure 2.1, will focus on serving families in North Las Vegas from 
the following zip codes: 89030, 89031, 89032, 89081, and 89115.12 To understand that targeted 
population more in depth, ethnicity demographics along with academic/school climate data from 
schools within the same, and surrounding, zip codes was examined by the committee to form. The 
findings displayed in Table 2.2 present a diverse targeted population, encompassing a variety of 
needs. The data demonstrates there is a need for quality education for high school aged students in 
the targeted zip codes and throughout the North Las Vegas community. As shown in Table 2.3, 

 
11 City-Data.com. (2021). Zip code information. Retrieved from http://www.city-
data.com/zips/89030.html, http://www.city-data.com/zips/89031.html, http://www.city-
data.com/zips/89032.html, http://www.city-data.com/zips/89081.html, http://www.city-
data.com/zips/89115.html 

12 United Way of Southern Nevada. (2021). Community Data. Retrieved from 
http://communityconnect.uwsn.org/community-data 
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areas in the 89030 and 89115 zip codes are in more need, have a lower median income, and have a 
higher student aged population. Based on this data, the committee to form has narrowed down the 
zip codes for TVHS’s location, to 89030 and 89115.  

The academic need in the targeted zip codes is evident. Each of the zip codes aligns to the recent 
2019 Academic and Demographics Needs Assessment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Demographics Clark County 89030 89031 89032 89115 89081 

Population 2,325,798 
(75.5%) 

53,928 68,201 44,034 58,794 29,774 

Population in 
poverty 

299,169 (14.1%) 5,265 
(10%) 

5,876 
(8.7%) 

4,656 
(10.6%) 

5,945 
(10%) 

1,218 (5%) 

Median income $56,802 $35,470 $64,278 $59,427 $36,700 $47,217 

Youth aged 3-17 367,306 (17%) 11,735 
(22%) 

14,329 
(21%) 

8,504 
(19.3%) 

13,839 
(23.5%) 

7,963 
(27%) 

Food Insecurities  293,050 (12.6%) 8,682 
(16.1%) 

8,593 
(12.6%) 

5,548 
(12.6%) 

11,465 
(19.5%) 

4,257 
(14.3%) 

 

Figure 2.1: Targeted Zip Codes 

Table 2.3 : Population Demographics by Zip Code 
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Peer Led Disciplinary Board and Peer Mediation Program; Peer Counseling etc.; and (4) LIFT- 
Linking the Interests of Families and Teachers. 

(c) Academic Need: Applicants meeting this need will propose a public charter 
school model that includes demonstrated capacity, credible plans, and thorough 
research and analysis to prevent at-risk students from dropping out of school. 
Models may include but are not limited to programs designed for student groups 
that are most at-risk of dropping out or programs aimed at enabling credit-
deficient students to get back on track to graduate. Applicants should 
demonstrate a strong understanding of grade-level appropriate indicators for 
successful high school completion, such as early literacy, attendance, and credit 
sufficiency and plans to enable students to successfully meet these milestones. 

The term at-risk is often used to describe students or groups of students who are considered to 
have a higher probability of failing academically or dropping out of school. This term may be 
applied to students who face circumstances that could jeopardize their ability to complete school, 
such as homelessness, incarceration, teenage pregnancy, serious health issues, domestic violence, 
transiency, or other conditions. It may also refer to learning disabilities, low test scores, disciplinary 
problems, grade retentions, or other learning-related factors that could adversely affect the 
educational performance and attainment of some students. While educators often use the term at-
risk to refer to general populations or categories of students, they may also apply the term to 
individual students who have raised concerns—based on specific behaviors observed over time—
that indicate they are more likely to fail or drop out. To be proactive, TVHS will be using three main 
programs to help students be successful in school and in life. Response to Intervention (RTI), 
Savvas Learning Curriculum and Savvas Realize Learning Management System, Wellness 
Wednesday, a One-to-One Mentoring Program, and SEED Impact SEL Assessments. 

1. Response to Intervention (RTI):  a multi-tier approach to the early identification and 
support of students with learning and behavior needs. The RTI process begins with high-
quality instruction and universal screening of all children in the general education 
classroom.20 The tiers of the RTI Processes are: 

a. Tier 1 Interventions- classroom intervention, screening assessment, differentiated 
        instruction by developmental level and learning style 
b. Tier 2 Interventions- small group targeted interventions 
c. Tier 3 Interventions- individualized, intensive instruction and intervention 

 
Research has shown that between 5-10% of the student body will require Tier 2 interventions and 
1-5% will require Tier 3 interventions. 

1. Savvas Learning Company Curriculum: Including Math, Literacy, Science, Social 
Studies/Civics, English Learners (ELL), World Languages (Spanish). In addition to 
classroom instruction, teachers also mentor students during dedicated weekly one-on-one 
meetings (Wellness Wednesday). With their mentors, students set long- and short-term 
goals, and discuss both their academic and emotional experiences while working toward 
these goals. Mentoring sessions build strong relationships between students and their 
mentors. Together, they celebrate successes, discuss reasons for roadblocks, and talk about 
areas of learning opportunity.  Mentors will demonstrate a strong understanding of grade-

 
20 RTI Action Network. (2021). RTI in Secondary Schools. Retrieved from 
http://www.rtinetwork.org/learn/rti-in-secondary-schools 
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level appropriate indicators for successful high school completion, such as early literacy, 
attendance, credit sufficiency, and plans to enable students to successfully meet these 
milestones. 

 
2. Savvas Realize™ learning management system. It’s the digital home of more than 1000 

interactive Savvas programs. With one login, students and faculty can access everything—
from standards-aligned content and customizable assignments to calendars, analytics, and 
groups. Now Realize is even better with a newly refined look, deeper integrations, easier 
ways to collaborate, and more versatility. Savvas Realize moves learning forward to better 
serve each student, teacher, and school system.21 

 
3. SEED Impact: Working in partnership with SEED Impact, a stage-model framework, the 

SEED Impact Competency Ladders, will be customized, and integrated with TVHS 
programming to measure, credibly report, and accelerate the learning experience of TVHS’s 
students. SEED Impact will guide TVHS’s leadership team to customize three competency 
ladders (being, doing and relating) and clarify core SEL practices in alignment with its 
mission and most-desired program outcomes.  At the start and end of each program year, 
program staff will use the competency ladders to assess each learner’s 
performance.  Learners will self-assess their experience as well.  Combining these two 
complementary survey tools strengthens the validity and reliability of the measurement, 
amplifying the benefits derived by each participant.22      

 
In customizing the assessments, we will build on the tools, research, and reporting what the 
organization has already done in this area.  The intent is to simplify and reduce the workload on the 
staff as SEED Impact guides us to effectively implement this advanced approach to SEL 
measurement and accelerated learner growth.   

PARENT AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 

(3) Describe the role to date of any parents, neighborhood, and/or community members involved 
in the development of the proposed school.  

The founding team is committed to be a part of the North Las Vegas community. TVHS recognizes 
the role that parents, and community members have in the success and sustainability of a charter 
school. TVHS wants to engage with the families to create trust, support, and a deep understanding 
of the communities’ strengths, desires, and needs. TVHS plans to gather this information through 
online surveys. In Table 2.7, you will see the results of the survey along with the outcomes of those 
results.  

Survey 
Question 

Community Response Outcomes 

What is the most 
difficult part of 
school for your 
child? 

Top 5: 1) testing, 2) 
assignments/teachers, 3) 
peers/classmates, 4) hours, 5) 
bullying 

Weekly Wellness Wednesday, Goodlife SEL Curriculum, 
One-to-one Mentoring, Peer Mediation program 

 
21 Savvas Realize (2022). What is Savvas Realize? Retrieved from https://savvasrealize.com/#/ 
22 SEED Impact. (n.d.). Social Emotional Learning. Retrieved from https://www.seedimpact.org/social-
emotional-learning  
 

Table 2.7: Survey Results and Outcomes  
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How safe does 
your child feel at 
school? 

66.7% unsafe, somewhat unsafe, 
or neutral. 33.3% safe or 
somewhat safe. 

At-Risk & Struggling Students Conference 
The At-Risk & Struggling Students Conference focuses 
on evidence-based programs and strategies that 
educators can use to prevent dropouts and to help 
students experience success in school. 7th National 
Student Safety & Security Conference & Workshop 
2022. School Climate & Culture Forum Scholars 
struggle to consistently define and distinguish the 
terms, but educators agree on the need to transform 
both “climate” and “culture” to improve academic 
outcomes. 

Does your child 
have issues 
involving 
anything specific 
at school?  

70% mentioned issues with 
mental health, along with 40% 
dealing with gender, sexual 
orientation, and bullying issues.  

Wellness Wednesday, SEED Impact social-emotional 
growth assessment program, Established relationships 
with; Henderson Equality Center, Alternative Peer 
Group (APG), Foundation For Recovery (FFR) 

What is 
important to you 
and your child 
when choosing a 
high school? 

teachers, learning environment, 
school reviews 

Extensive teacher training: Wired Differently: Trauma-
Informed Schools Conference. One-to-one Mentors for 
all students and time each week set aside to meet with 
those mentors. SEL programming intends two essential 
benefits: 1) encouragement of positive, strength-based 
behaviors, integrated as norms for lifetime practice, 
and 2) discouragement of behaviors associated with 
negative school and life outcomes. Increasingly, 
educators, policymakers and employers alike hold that 
SEL is the key to optimizing education and training. 

What programs 
would you like 
to see offered at 
TVHS? 

social-emotional learning, mental 
wellness, adequately trained 
staff, practical real-life skills, 
career skills 

Weekly Wellness Wednesday, Goodlife SEL Curriculum, 
Ramsey Financial programming, Home-Economics, 
One-to-one Mentoring, Peer Mediation program, 
SEL/Real-world Electives 

Are you satisfied 
with the 
education that 
your child is 
receiving? 

only 29% of the parents 
surveyed were satisfied with 
their child’s education, less than 
1 out of 3 

Provide a safe space for students to grow and learn. 
Provide the necessary staff training, school culture, 
programming and resources to students and their 
families to ensure that they are satisfied with their 
child’s education. 

TVHS has and will continue to hold town hall meetings for parents to come and learn about the 
school and to ask any questions they may have. At the meetings, the founding team will be doing a 
presentation about TVHS, there will be fliers available with information, along with representatives 
from the Board and TVHS. We will distribute fliers at local stores and around the local 
neighborhoods and parks. 

(4) Describe how you have engaged the local community to date as active partners in this 
application.  What specific strategies have been implemented to date? 
 

Partners listed in Table 2.8, will all be participating in Wellness Wednesday and are currently active 
in the application process. Partners have committed to hosting different sessions, all different time 
periods, and frequencies, to provide TVHS students and families with the needed resources, 
support, and experiences. A schedule will be determined and finalized the beginning of each 
semester, so that partners can plan well in advance. Data will be used from the previous semester  
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to adjust WW and the sessions offered to better meet the school need. TVHS will continue to seek 
out partners for WW to keep it current and relevant to the students and staff. 

 

Community 
Partner 

Contact How Partnership supports TVHS and Wellness 
Wednesday 

Letter of 
Support 

Foundation for 
Recovery 
(89108) 

Laura Plowman Once monthly on wellness Wednesday a Peer 
Recovery Support Specialist will share their 
personal story. Provide relevant trainings to 
students and their families on topics such as 
reducing stigma, overdose prevention, hard 
reduction 

Yes 

North Las Vegas 
Library District 
(89030) 

Director Forrest 
Lewis 

Library card for all students, share variety of 
resources for students and families, instruction on 
how to effectively utilize the library databases (once 
per quarter on wellness Wednesday 

Yes 

Goodlife (Every 
Student Ready 
for Life) 

Nate Chrisman Social-Emotional Learning Curriculum, Staff training 
for mentoring students, Goodlife launch day speaker 
on Wellness Wednesday once per quarter 

Yes 

Winzer 
Corporation 

James Rolnik Custodial Supplies/Paper Products and Dispensers Yes 

SEED Impact 
(based out of 
New York) 

Melinda Lackey Social Emotional Growth Assessment, Data Reports 
and Analytics, Teacher/Staff Training 

Yes 

Americorps 
(Nevada 
Recovery Corps 
89108) 

Anthony Palomeque Peer Recovery Coaches every Wellness Wednesday 
and possibly 2 additional days a week on campus so 
that there is support for the students on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday 

Yes 

The Phoenix- 
TRY (89101) 

Alison Chambers- 
Trauma Recovery 
Yoga (TRY) 

Yoga sessions once per month on wellness 
Wednesday, parent resources, family activities in the 
evening, Yoga for the staff  

Yes 

American 
Foundation for 
Suicide 
Prevention 
(Satellite NLV 
office) 

Taryn Hiatt Provided a School Policy on Suicide Prevention, an 
after-suicide toolkit, Staff Training, and resources 

Yes 

City of North 
Las Vegas 
(89030) 

Community Services 
and Engagement 
Director- Serafin 
Calvo 

Community Outreach team in NLV, will distribute 
fliers and promotional items to the community 

Yes included 
with 
Director 
Lewis 

Office of Suicide 
Prevention 
(89074) 

Richard Egan, 
Dominick 

Suicide prevention resources and Safe Talk training 
(teachers), Assist training (counselors), Youth 
Mental Health and First Aid Training (all staff) 

Yes 

Henderson 
Equality Center 
(89014) 

Chris Davin, Trevor  Assistance with GSA, LGBTQ safe space, Teacher 
training, support, and resources 

Yes 

Table 2.8: Active Community Partners 
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Nevada Women 
in Trades 
(89102) 

Robin Johnson Construction of a school mural using tile and 
teaching the skills to the students each week on WW 
util finished 

Yes 

Opera Las Vegas 
(89141) 

Jim Shore- General 
Director 

Wellness Wednesday once per semester; 45- minute 
presentation/performance "Who's Afraid of Opera, 
Tours of the Opera House, Periodic voice classes 

Yes 

DC Financial 
Services ( IL 
60462) 

David P. Chandler- 
Owner/Financial 
Advisor 

During wellness Wednesday, will provide 2-yearly 
informational workshops about financial investing 
and money management 

Yes 

NAMI- National 
Alliance on 
Mental Illness 
(89109) 

Trinh Dang- Executive 
Director 

Enhance educational opportunities for students and 
families by providing education, support, and 
community-based resources to supplement 
programs and initiatives at the school 

Yes 

Red Hook 
Capital  

Alyssa Ross Securing a location and securing funding for a build-
out. Securing a lease on a facility in June/July 2022 

Yes- 
included in 
Attachment 
#16 

The Pride Tree 
(89179) 

Grant Frailich- 
Founder/President 

Enhance educational opportunities and families by 
providing financial and community-based resources 
to supplement programs and initiatives at school 

Yes 

The CEO Within 
(North Las 
Vegas) 

Alice Vo Edwards- 
Founder/CEO 

Enhance the educational opportunities for our 
students and families by advising on how to improve 
or enhance student success and/or student and 
teacher wellbeing and retention. Provide financial 
and community-based resources to supplement 
programs and initiatives at the school where funding 
becomes available to such programs. We are also 
discussion possible participation on the school 
board.  

Yes 

 

(5) Describe how you will continue to engage parents, neighborhood, and community members 
from the time the school was conceptualized to when the application is approved through the 
opening of the school. What specific strategies will continue to be relied upon to establish buy-in 
and to learn parent priorities and concerns during the transition process and post opening? 
 

Student and Family Outreach  
Goals for Outreach 
 
1.  Two Hundred confirmed student enrollments by August 2023. 
2.  Ten or more scheduled events, parent meetings, to obtain support from local families and  
      To increase student interest and enrollment. (February 2022 – August 2022)  
3.  At least one parent of a potential TVHS student, will join TVHS School Board. 
 
Outreach Strategies – Spanning October 2021 – August 2023 
 
1.  Networking events for fundraising (See Table 2.9)  
2.  Parent Meetings in multiple NLV zip codes and communities. 
3.  Intense marketing, social media presence and literature distribution. 
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05/05/21 
 

5-7pm 
 

05/08/21 
 

5-7pm 
 

 
Henderson 
Equality Center 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

06/11/21 6-7pm Attend the GSA meeting 
and make connections 
with students. Give 
students information 
about TVHS and 
encourage students to fill 
out an intent to enroll 
and tell their friends. 

Use the results to 
strengthen our 
community 
engagement plan and 
demonstrate the need 
through student, 
parent and community 
voice. 
Solicit more student 
interest and 
enrollment. 

Cocktail Party 
Mix and Mingle 
Fundraising 
Event (Tim 
Winterfeld's 
house) 

 
01/08/22 

 
5-9pm 

Fundraising, Networking, 
Planning for future 
fundraising events.  

Wine Tasting Event 
02/26/22 
 

East Library 
Town Hall 
Meeting (89101) 

02/23/22 6-7pm Networking, surveys, 
letters of support, pass 
out informational 
materials, and 
promotional items. 

Use the results to 
strengthen our 
community 
engagement plan and 
demonstrate the need 
through student, 
parent and community 
voice. 
 
Solicit more student 
interest and 
enrollment. 
 

Wine Tasting 
Fundraiser Event  

02/26/22 7-9pm Fundraising, feedback on 
our model, recruitment of 
TVHS Board members. 

Tickets $25 donation 
each. Current members 
had to sell 4 tickets. 
Theme baskets will be 
auctioned at the end of 
the night for various 
amounts. Hoping to 
generate funds for 
TVHS. 
 

Centennial 
Library Town 
Hall (89131) 

03/03/22 6-7pm Networking, surveys, 
letters of support, pass 
out informational 
materials, and 
promotional items. 

Use the results to 
strengthen our 
community 
engagement plan and 
demonstrate the need 
through student, 
parent, and community 
voice. 
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Solicit more student 
interest and 
enrollment. 
 

West Library 
Town Hall 
(89106) 
 
 
 

03/16/22 3:30-
5:30pm 

Networking, surveys, 
letters of support, pass 
out informational 
materials, and 
promotional items. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Use the results to 
strengthen our 
community 
engagement plan and 
demonstrate the need 
through student, 
parent, and community 
voice. 
 
Solicit more student 
interest and 
enrollment. 

Middle School 
Counselor High 
School 
Presentations 
(Present TVHS 
literature and 
town hall meeting 
information and 
dates 89030, 
89115 focus) 
 
 

03/18/22 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Monaco, 
Von 
Tobel, 
Bridger, 
JD Smith, 
Johnston, 
Sedway 
 
 
 
 

Networking, surveys, 
letters of support, pass 
out informational 
materials and 
promotional items. 
Distribute materials to 
schools by February 16 to 
make sure that there is 
enough time to advertise 
the dates for the library 
events. 
 

Use the results to 
strengthen our 
community 
engagement plan and 
demonstrate the need 
through student, 
parent, and community 
voice. 
 
Solicit more student 
interest and 
enrollment. 

Personal mailings 
to Homeschool 
students 

04/12/22 
 
 
 

 
11am 
 
 

Mailed home promotional 
materials and 
information to 70 
students that are 
currently Homeschooled 

Solicit student 
enrollment 

Wellness 
Wednesday 
Resource Fair- 
Pearson 
Community 
Center 

 
04/13/22 

 
3-7pm 
 
 
 
 
 

Networking, surveys, 
letters of support, pass 
out informational 
materials, and 
promotional items. 
 

Use the results to 
strengthen our 
community 
engagement plan and 
demonstrate the need 
through student, 
parent, and community 
voice. 
 
Solicit more student 
interest and 
enrollment. 

Walnut 
Community 
Center (Yoga 
demonstration 
and informational 
TVHS meeting. 

04/23/22 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3-5pm 

Networking, surveys, 
letters of support, pass 
out informational 
materials, and 
promotional items. 
 
Participate in a TRY Yoga 
session 

Use the results to 
strengthen our 
community 
engagement plan and 
demonstrate the need 
through student, 
parent, and community 
voice. 
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Solicit more student 
interest and 
enrollment. 
 

UFC Fit- Vendor 
Village (89149) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

04/30/22 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8am – 
2pm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Networking, surveys, 
letters of support. Pass 
out information materials 
and promotional items. 
 
Obtain surveys, video 
testimonials, letters of 
support and students that 
completed and intent to 
enroll. 

Use the results to 
strengthen our 
community 
engagement plan and 
demonstrate the need 
through student, 
parent, and community 
voice 

NLV Police 
Neighborhood 
BBQ (89030, 
89031) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

05/21/22 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12-4pm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Networking, surveys, 
letters of support. Pass 
out information materials 
and promotional items. 
 
Obtain surveys, video 
testimonials, letters of 
support and students that 
completed and intent to 
enroll. 

Use the results to 
strengthen our 
community 
engagement plan and 
demonstrate the need 
through student, 
parent, and community 
voice 

Henderson 
Equality Center 
Pride Fest 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

06/10-
06/11/22 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All day 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Networking, surveys, 
letters of support. Pass 
out information materials 
and promotional items. 
 
Obtain surveys, video 
testimonials, letters of 
support and students that 
completed and intent to 
enroll. 

Use the results to 
strengthen our 
community 
engagement plan and 
demonstrate the need 
through student, 
parent, and community 
voice. 
 
Solicit more student 
interest and 
enrollment. 

3-on-3 Basketball 
Tournament 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sept. 2022 
and April 
2023 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
All day 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Networking, surveys, 
letters of support. Pass 
out information materials 
and promotional items. 
 
Obtain surveys, video 
testimonials, letters of 
support and students that 
completed and intent to 
enroll. 

Use the results to 
strengthen our 
community 
engagement plan and 
demonstrate the need 
through student, 
parent, and community 
voice. 
 
Solicit more student 
interest and 
enrollment. 
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Dr. Alice Edwards- 
The CEO Within 
business 
consultant 
(marketing) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
12/27/21 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Bianca 

Feedback on our 
educational model and new 
ideas to improve our 
marketing and social media 
presence.  
 
 
 
 
 

Developed multiple 
promotional fliers and a 
landing page. Increased 
and differentiated our 
marketing materials (t-
shirts, stickers, magnets, 
mugs, prize wheel) Fill out 
a survey and spin the 
wheel to win a prize. Enroll 
at TVHS and get a swag 
bag. 
 

Melvin King- 
Library Board 
Trustee  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
12/28/21 

Dana, 
Andrew, 
Amy 

The libraries would like to 
expand their programs to 
include schools.  

Melvin suggested we reach 
out to the middle schools in 
the area and book town 
hall meetings within the zip 
codes we’d like to serve.  
Outcome: TVHS will be 
sending fliers to 6 middle 
schools to invite families to 
three town hall events 
planned for February and 
March.  
 

Foundation for 
Recovery, FFR 
(Tina Fennel, 
Anthony 
Palomeque, Laura 
Plowman, Ron 
Schnese) 
 
 

 
 
12/29/21 
 
 
 
 

 
Rachel 
Amy 

Establish a relationship to 
bring programs into TVHS 
in the evenings for families 
that are in recovery or 
battling addiction.  

Americorps- established a 
peer coaching program to 
incorporate on wellness 
Wednesday. 
FFR- once each month a 
peer coach will share their 
story on WW. 

American 
Foundation for 
Suicide Prevention 
(Taryn Hiatt) 
 

 
01/07/22 

 
Amy 
Rachel 

Introducing TVHS and our 
new model for education. 
Gain support for the school. 
Programs for WW? 

SEL curriculum and 
resources to use on WW 
and will participate in WW 

The Phoenix 
(Michelle Costigan 
and Todd Jones) 
 
 
 

 
01/10/22 

 
Rachel 

Introducing TVHS and our 
new model for education. 
Gain support for the school. 
Programs for WW? 

Programs for TVHS 
families in the evenings. 
(Yoga, Rock climbing, 
Painting, etc.) 
 
 

Office of Suicide 
Prevention 
(Richard Egan) 
 
 

 
01/11/22 

 
Bianca 

Introducing TVHS and our 
new model for education. 
Gain support for the school.  

Curriculum for suicide 
prevention. Participation in 
WW, peer support. 
Yondr pouches to limit cell 
phone use in school 
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NLV Mayor 
Candidate Robert 
Taylor (interview) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
01/29/22 
 
 
 
 

 
Bianca 
Rachel 

Introducing TVHS and our 
new model for education. 
Gain support for the school 
and to support his running 
for Mayor of NLV. 
 

Keynote speaker on 
Wellness Wednesday. 
Volunteer for after school 
activities. 

Olive Crest- Care 
for Abused and  
Neglected 
Children 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
02/04/22 

 
Amy 
 

Connect with families with 
high school aged children 
that would benefit from 
TVHS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

They have programs for 
teens that align with life-
skills classes. These 
programs are student 
driven. They requested that 
TVHS provide more 
information (infographic) 
to see where they can 
provide support to the 
school.  

Black Monday 
Event with Darren 
Waller (New 
Beginnings) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
02/07/22 

 
Bianca 
Rachel 
Amy 
 
 

Networking, surveys, letters 
of support. Pass out 
information materials and 
promotional items.  

Use the results to 
strengthen our community 
engagement plan and 
demonstrate the need 
through student, parent, 
and community voice. 
Parents want a safe space 
for their students, teachers 
that have been trained to 
work with students 
experiencing trauma, and a 
place that will help them 
focus on their recovery 
 
 

The Phoenix/Try 
Alison Chambers 
Joyce Bosen 
 
 

02/14/22 Rachel 
Amy 

Establish partnership for 
after school activities for 
families of TVHS students. 
 

Will participate in WW and 
offer after school programs 
for students and families, 
with Trauma Recovery 
Yoga TRY 

PTSD in CCSD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

02/15/22 Rachel 
Amy 

Learn about the trauma that 
is happening in CCSD and 
discuss solutions 

Students do not feel safe at 
school and mental health is 
on a decline. TVHS will use 
SEED Impact SEL growth 
testing and building a safe, 
positive school culture. Use 
of Yondr pouches to limit 
cell phone use 

Laura Deitch 
 
 

01/20/22 Lin Potential Board Member 
interview 

Was unable to commit to 
the TVHS board 

Jamee Millsap 
 

1/27/22 Lin Potential Board Member 
interview 
 

Conflict of Interest with her 
current employer 

Dr. Lauren 
Chapple-Love 

1/28/22 Lin Potential Board Member 
interview 

Interested in participating 
in Wellness Wednesdays 
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Kendrik Kumabe 
 
 
 
 

January 
2022- 
ongoing  

Rachel  
Amy 
Sunday 
@9am 
 

Networking to establish a 
possible partnership with 
K-8.  
 

Regular meetings, event 
referrals, marketing 
assistance and grant 
writing 

Director Forrest 
Lewis 
 
 
 
 

03/09/22 Rachel 
Amy 
 
4-5pm 

How we can reach more 
students and connect more 
with NLV. 

Connected to Serafin Calvo, 
will be participating in 
WW, all students will have 
a library cards and access 
to resources 
 

Serafin Calvo 
 
 
 

03/23/22 Rachel  
Amy 
4-5pm 

How we can reach students 
and the community. How 
can we get students to sign 
up? 

NLV Outreach team, getting 
marketing materials for the 
team to distribute. 

Red Hook Capital- 
David Hyun and 
Marissa Quintanar, 
Alyssa Ross 

04/06/22 5-6pm Facilities and land available 
for purchase within our zip 
codes.  

Finding a facility that can 
be home to TVHS 

Spencer Styles- 
Charter Impact 
 

04/12/22 10-11am Budget revisions Finalize budget workbook 
and narrative for 
application resubmission 

NLV Mayor 
Candidate Robert 
Taylor 
 

04/15/22 9-11am Reconnect, get updates, and 
promote TVHS 

Went Live on Facebook to 
promote TVHS from his 
barber shop, encouraged 
people to fill out LOI 

Office of Suicide 
Prevention- 
Richard Egan and 
Dominick Terry 

04/20/22 4-5pm Suicide Prevention 
program, Teacher Training, 
Letter of Support 

Using the suicide 
prevention program and 
OSP will be participating in 
Wellness Wednesday 

Opportunity 180 
Grant Training 
 

04/25/22 4-5pm Information about O180 
Grants and the To Do’s 

Deadlines for the LOI, May 
5, Application due date, 
June 24 

 

(6) Describe the Committee to Form or CMO’s ties to and/or knowledge of the target community.  
What initiatives and/or strategies will you implement to learn from and engage the neighborhood, 
local community?  

The founding team all have close ties with the Las Vegas community. All team members work and 
live within Las Vegas valley.  

Dr. Amelia Cook 
Dr. Cook moved to Las Vegas in August of 2013. She currently serves as a Curriculum Coordinator 
at Cristo Rey St. Viator in North Las Vegas. Dr. Cook's experience spans over twenty years in 
education, mainly in secondary education grades 7-12. She has served as a department chairperson 
and a School Improvement Specialist in Mathematics. Dr. Cook is a nationally certified trainer with 
the Center of Teacher Effectiveness in classroom management and with DimensionU in gaming 
implementation in education. 
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Mari Galloway 
Mari is an executive level professional, she moved to Las Vegas 4 years ago. She is the CEO of 
Cyberjutsu, dedicated to bringing more women and girls to cyber. Mari also is an online instructor 
for the University of Maryland. Mari wants to be more involved within the community and wants to 
help merge the presidents and CEO of major companies with the students of TVHS to secure a safe 
and successful future.  
 
Bianca McCall, LMFT 
Founder of Reach In Now Suicide Prevention and Awareness Bianca is a seasoned executive-level 
professional, who has global reach as an educator. With a practical ability to get things done and a 
fair and thoughtful approach to management, Bianca proposes innovative approaches and initiative 
to get things done. She moved to the fabulous Las Vegas, Nevada in July of 2005, and quickly fell in 
love with its transient nature. She gets to meet people from every part of the world, while they find 
themselves in the desert seeking life-altering experiences. Which makes Las Vegas the most 
spiritual place in this part of the world. She noticed there was a wonderful opportunity to continue 
her education and begin her career in mental health, which she would go on to earn her master’s 
degree in Marriage, Child, and Family Counseling. In June of 2011, Bianca founded Desert Rose 
Counseling Group.  
 
Melanie Palmer 
Melanie Palmer is a native of Chicago, IL and relocated to North Las Vegas, NV in 2017.   Melanie is a 
Radio Broadcaster turned educator, who relocated to North Las Vegas in 2017.  Prior to her 
relocation she worked for the Gary, Indiana School District, a private early childhood education 
institution, the Chicago Public Schools District, and had a 16-year career in radio broadcasting in 
both Commercial and Public Radio. Melanie also serves as the President of the Taylor Michelle 
Russell Foundation (TMRF) named for her late daughter, whose mission is to give children who are 
suffering with Hemophagocytic Lymph histiocytosis (HLH), a rare auto- immune disease, as well as 
other children who are ill with rare diseases, the Chance of a Lifetime. She has been a member of 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., a Public Service Organization, for 28 years. While working as a 
substitute teacher and Master Control Engineer, she saw the disparities in education for minority 
students on the southside of Chicago, which led to her return to school to obtain a teaching 
license.  In 2011, she earned a Type 3 Teaching Certificate in Elementary Education with Middle 
School endorsements in English Language Arts and Social Studies from Chicago State University, 
and in 2016 she obtained an Elementary Education Teaching License in the State of Indiana.  In 
2018, she obtained an Elementary Education Teaching License in the State of Nevada.  Melanie is 
currently an Intervention Specialist and a former Middle School Teacher Lead and Middle School 
Social Studies Teacher. 
 
Lin Soriano 
Lin Soriano is a life-long educator. She moved out to Las Vegas and began teaching elementary 
Humanities in CCSD in 2003. She has since earned Teaching English as a Second Language (TESL) 
endorsement and has held various positions in CCSD, including 5th grade inclusion teacher, 8th 

grade world geography teacher, English Language Learner (ELL) Specialist, instructional coach, 
and school administrator. Lin was a dean of students in a middle school, as well as an assistant 
principal at a middle and high school. She also spent some time in Mexico teaching English to 
children and adults.  She is currently still employed with CCSD as an Elementary School Principal 
and was most recently in the central office in the Student Services Division as lawyer in the Office 
of Compliance and Monitoring and handles all special education due process cases filed against 
CCSD.  Aside from her full-time employment with CCSD, she is an eviction mediator with the Access 
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to Justice Commission through the State Bar of Nevada, and an arbitrator for the Financial Industry 
Regulatory Authority (FINRA). 
 
Josh Sliker 
Josh has been a licensed attorney in the State of Nevada since October 2011 and in the State of Utah 
since May 2013. He was employed by the law firm of Barron & Pruitt, LLP as a Law Clerk from 
approximately August 2010 until he was licensed as an attorney in October 2011, and then was 
employed as an Associate Attorney until March 2016. In March 2016, he became an Associate 
Attorney with the law firm of Jackson Lewis P.C. until his elevation to Principal on January 1, 2021. 
He has served on the board of directors of the Las Vegas Defense Lawyers, a not-for-profit entity, 
since March 2016. Josh is looking forward to helping TVHS structurally, as well as developing 
policies, procedures, and long-term goals. He is excited to be able to recommend TVHS to families 
and clients in the Las Vegas area, and to provide a safe space for students to grow. 
 
Rachel Kaplan 
Rachel has lived in Las Vegas for 16 years, moving out west in 2006 from Michigan. Rachel has 
worked at several different public and charter schools, grades K-12, in multiple states. She has held 
multiple teaching, administrative and supervisory roles throughout her career. Rachel is an 
advocate for all students and for educating the whole child. Having taught mostly marginalized 
student populations, she sees the need for social-emotional education and mentorship for all 
students. Students are slipping through the cracks and getting lost. Rachel believes that “You must 
educate the whole child, and to do this it takes a village.”  

(7) Describe any expectations for parent volunteering.  

Parental and community involvement is a fundamental aspect of the mission and vision of 
TVHS.  The school will reach out to parents and the community through the website, monthly 
newsletters, social media outlets, and event calendars which will be updated monthly to 
disseminate information and maintain open lines of communication. The school will also provide 
workshops, hold parent meetings, and open houses, and email blasts to inform parents of 
involvement opportunities at the school throughout the school year. These include activities such 
as chaperoning field trips, assisting with class projects, helping in the office, speaking during Career 
Week, Family Day, etc.  All parent volunteers will have to fill out an application and must be 
fingerprinted and background checked before they can be on campus.23 

Parent satisfaction is critical to the success of the school. Parents will be active partners in the 
performance planning of relevant goals. There will be a parent representative on the Board and on 
the Board’s Academic Committee. The purpose of the Academic Committee shall be to review 
school data, ensure academic expectations and goals are being met. They will also provide insight 
into instructional activities that meet specific needs of the students. In addition, the public, 
especially parents, will be notified of Board meetings and may be active participants at the Board 
meeting by providing public comment and bringing relevant matters to the Board’s attention. 

(8) For each strategic partnership your school has established with community organizations, 
businesses, or other educational institutions that are part of the school’s core mission, vision, and 
program other than the CMO/EMO identified in the application or dual-credit partners discussed in 

 
23 Nevada Legislature. SB185. Retrieved from 
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/App/NELIS/REL/80th2019/Bill/6313/Overview, NRS 385.080, 388A.515, 
388C.200, 391.104 
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subsequent sections, please complete the table below.  If there are future organizations that you 
plan to seek to partner with, please list those as well.  Include, as Attachment 1, existing evidence of 
support from community partners such as letters of intent/commitment, memoranda of 
understanding, and/or contracts. 
 

Please see Attachment 1 for the Letters of Support, please see table 2.11 for each of strategic 
partners and their involvement in The Village High School and Wellness Wednesday. 

 

Community 
Partner 

Contact How Partnership supports TVHS and Wellness 
Wednesday 

Letter of 
Support 

Foundation for 
Recovery (89108) 

Laura Plowman Once monthly on wellness Wednesday a Peer 
Recovery Support Specialist will share their 
personal story. Provide relevant trainings to 
students and their families on topics such as 
reducing stigma, overdose prevention, hard 
reduction 

Yes 

North Las Vegas 
Library District 
(89030) 

Director Forrest 
Lewis 

Library card for all students, share variety of 
resources for students and families, instruction on 
how to effectively utilize the library databases 
(once per quarter on wellness Wednesday 

Yes 

Goodlife (Every 
Student Ready for 
Life) 

Nate Chrisman Social-Emotional Learning Curriculum, Staff 
training for mentoring students, Goodlife launch 
day speaker on Wellness Wednesday once per 
quarter 

Yes 

Winzer 
Corporation 

James Rolnik Custodial Supplies/Paper Products and Dispensers Yes 

SEED Impact 
(based out of New 
York) 

Melinda Lackey Social Emotional Growth Assessment, Data Reports 
and Analytics, Teacher/Staff Training 

Yes 

Americorps 
(Nevada Recovery 
Corps 89108) 

Anthony Palomeque Peer Recovery Coaches every Wellness Wednesday 
and possibly 2 additional days a week on campus 
so that there is support for the students on 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 

Yes 

The Phoenix- TRY 
(89101) 

Alison Chambers- 
Trauma Recovery 
Yoga (TRY) 

Yoga sessions once per month on wellness 
Wednesday, parent resources, family activities in 
the evening, Yoga for the staff  

Yes 

American 
Foundation for 
Suicide 
Prevention 
(National office in 
New York, 
satellite NLV 
office) 

Taryn Hiatt Provided a School Policy on Suicide Prevention, an 
after-suicide toolkit, Staff Training, and resources 

Yes 

City of North Las 
Vegas (89030) 

Community Services 
and Engagement 
Director- Serafin 
Calvo 

Community Outreach team in NLV, will distribute 
fliers and promotional items to the community 

Yes included 
with 
Director 
Lewis 

Table 2.11: Strategic Partners 
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Office of Suicide 
Prevention 
(89074) 

Richard Egan, 
Dominick 

Suicide prevention resources and Safe Talk 
training (teachers), Assist training (counselors), 
Youth Mental Health and First Aid Training (all 
staff) 

Yes 

Henderson 
Equality Center 
(89014) 

Chris Davin, Trevor  Assistance with GSA, LGBTQ safe space, Teacher 
training, support, and resources 

Yes 

Nevada Women in 
Trades (89102) 

Robin Johnson Construction of a school mural using tile and 
teaching the skills to the students each week on 
WW util finished 

Yes 

Opera Las Vegas 
(89141) 

Jim Shore- General 
Director 

Wellness Wednesday once per semester; 45- 
minute presentation/performance "Who's Afraid 
of Opera, Tours of the Opera House, Periodic voice 
classes 

Yes 

DC Financial 
Services ( IL 
60462) 

David P. Chandler- 
Owner/Financial 
Advisor 

During wellness Wednesday, will provide 2-yearly 
informational workshops about financial investing 
and money management 

Yes 

NAMI- National 
Alliance on 
Mental Illness 
(89109) 

Trinh Dang- 
Executive Director 

Enhance educational opportunities for students 
and families by providing education, support, and 
community-based resources to supplement 
programs and initiatives at the school 

Yes 

Red Hook Capital  Alyssa Ross Securing a location and securing funding for a 
build-out. Securing a lease on a facility in June/July 
2022 

Yes- 
included in 
Attachment 
#16 

The Pride Tree 
(89179) 

Grant Frailich- 
Founder/President 

Enhance educational opportunities and families by 
providing financial and community-based 
resources to supplement programs and initiatives 
at school 

Yes 

The CEO Within 
(North Las Vegas) 

Alice Vo Edwards- 
Founder/CEO 

Enhance the educational opportunities for our 
students and families by advising on how to 
improve or enhance student success and/or 
student and teacher wellbeing and retention. 
Provide financial and community-based resources 
to supplement programs and initiatives at the 
school where funding becomes available to such 
programs. We are also discussion possible 
participation on the school board.  

Yes 
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3)  Academic Plan 
(1) How will you ensure that your school either earns a 4- or 5-star rating or is on track to earn a 
4- or 5-star rating by the end of your first charter term? 

Nevada School Performance Framework24 criteria categories include Academic Achievement, 
Graduation Rate, English Language Proficiency, College Career Readiness, and Student Engagement. 
TVHS will offer the following programs and partnerships within the 9-12 pathways and curriculum 
consistent with the Performance Framework best practices: 

TVHS anticipates offering the following programs and partnerships within the 9-12 pathways and 
curriculum: 

·        SEED Impact- Social Emotional Learning (SEL) 
·        Suicide Awareness and Education 
·        Project 150 Community Room 
·        Ramsey Financial- Financial Literacy 
·        Dual Enrollment at the College of Southern Nevada (CSN) 
·        1 to 1 Technology 
·        Technology Programs (Infinite Campus, Google, Evaluwise) 
·        World Language courses 
·        Tutoring Program for the lowest 20%, bubble students, and for intervention 
·        Student driven extra-curricular activities 
·        SEED Impact social emotional learning growth testing and competency ladders 
·        Yondr cell phone pouches to limit cell phone use during the day 
 

(2) How will you drive growth among students at all achievement levels, accelerating the levels of 
proficiency and on-time graduation of those who are most behind?  

Through these programs, trained and equipped teachers, and a positive school culture, TVHS is 
confident in meeting the criteria and indicators of a four- or five-star school. In Figure 3.1, the 
descriptors for the target levels 4 and 5 are explained. 

 

 

 
 

24 State of Nevada Department of Education. (n.d.). Nevada School Performance Framework. 
Rethttps://doe.nv.gov/Accountability/NSPF/ 
 

Figure 3.1: 4 and 5 star Level Descriptors 
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TVHS believes in the equity of measurable and ascertainable curriculum for all levels of students.  
The curriculum evaluation process will be led by a team of teachers, instructional coaches, and 
administrators who will evaluate and test the relevance and effectiveness of the curriculum on a 
regular basis through assessments. TVHS will align its curriculum with the Nevada Academic 
Content Standards (NVACS). The team will collect teacher feedback and student data from NWEA 
MAP, state assessment data, SEL data, and internally created assessments. Teachers will meet 
weekly with Professional Learning Communities that are grouped by grade levels/content areas. 
This will provide an opportunity to discuss and analyze student data and plan for instruction and 
lesson implementation. 
 
The educational program uses standards-based, state-adopted texts and research-based 
instructional materials, aligned to NVACS, and high-yield educational strategies described above 
proven to improve student achievement and accelerate achievement of students with large gaps in 
learning. TVHS will implement a curriculum from Savvas Learning which provides core pathways 
and one-to-one mentoring for students who attend TVHS to attain and demonstrate mastery of 
state standards.  
 
Teachers will be trained to use differentiated instruction and other research-based 
strategies described herein, as well as state adopted texts, enhanced by supplementary 
materials and programs, to ensure student success. Differentiated instruction across the 
curriculum and targeted intervention programs will serve as vehicles to increase learning 
opportunities for all students, including English Language Learners and students with 
disabilities.  
 

(3) Describe the distinguishing features of your school, including programming and curricular 
choices that make your school unique.  For each feature, describe how it will be implemented. Key 
features may include: 

(a) Programs (e.g., curriculum, PD, afterschool program, parent program, etc.) 
(b) Principles (e.g., no excuses, individualized learning, learn at your own pace, etc.) 
(c) Structures (e.g., blended learning, small learning communities, small class sizes, 

etc.) 

· Wellness Wednesday 
· Blended Learning, Problem-based learning 
· Smaller class sizes (28 students per class) 
· SEED Impact - Social-Emotional Learning Growth Assessment 
· Kagan Structures 
· Goodlife SEL curriculum 
· Yondr Pouches  

 
(4) Describe the reasons for which the features you described in (3) will influence student success.  
Please provide evidence from your own experience and/or valid research. 

Goodlife Curriculum- Every Student Ready for Life. Goodlife provides the platform for caring adults 
to effectively connect to today’s youth with confidence, knowing that what they are using to guide, 
teach and empower youth has been curated with the best tools and methods available. Clear 
teaching through consistent messaging in addition to mentoring also reduces risks of early anti-
social behavior, alienation, family management problems, and lack of commitment to school. 
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Finally, the framework helps to produce healthy beliefs, creates opportunities for involvement, and 
reinforces pro-social behavior.25 
 

·        Percent SEL gains by participant, cohorts, and aggregate 
·        Distribution of competency levels 
·        Narrative accounts supporting and enriching these data 
·        Summary ratings of the core practices 
·        Correlation of the results from the ladder ratings and self-assessments 
·        Suggested strategies for accelerating growth in SEL. 
 

Working closely with SEED Impact to launch these SEL tools for strategic learning and outcome 
measurement, our program will gain:  

 
·        Streamlined data collection – reducing the lift required of staff and volunteers   
·        Ability to blend numbers and narratives in compelling reports that credibly convey fullness 
of our program’s life-changing results 
·        Baseline data to inform program enhancements and against which to track gains 
·        Ability to compare across cohorts and time periods, and tally results across the 
organization                
·        Ability to causally link the benefits of participating in our program to successes in 
school home and employment, as SEL benefits translate across environments.   
 

Between program experiences, participants can be challenged to reference the three ladders (being, 
doing, relating) to accelerate their SEL growth.  SEED Impact will support TVHS’s staff to guide 
participant self-reflection on contrasts between the stages reached on each ladder with the next-
higher stages.  Learners will identify skills and behaviors from higher stages to mirror, and then 
throughout the year practice, journal, and report on their successes.  This reflection can be 
incorporated in participant learning plans.  Learners will enter the next program experience with 
heightened SEL competencies on which to build.  
 
Kagan Strategies28: TVHS’s secondary teachers have the responsibility of helping students master 
our academic content. The research data, as well as the experiences of other teachers and students, 
makes it clear that students perform better academically when use Kagan Structures are used. 
Kagan Structures elevate high school academic achievement. As secondary teachers, TVHS will have 
a second and a broader set of responsibilities: to have students leave the classrooms college- and 
career-ready. TVHS will need to prepare students with thinking skills and interpersonal skills 
necessary for success in the 21st century workplace and world. As students prepare for college and 
beyond, they need skills for success in an increasingly interdependent and fast changing 
environment in which innovation and the ability to work well with others are at a premium. 
Students cannot acquire those skills in our classrooms if they do not work with others. 

 
Wellness Wednesday is a day each week to focus on mental health and self-care. Being mentally 
healthy during childhood means reaching developmental and emotional milestones and learning 
healthy social skills and how to cope when there are problems. Mentally healthy children have a 

 
25 Goodlife. (n.d.). PBIS & Social Emotional Learning. Retrieved from https://www.iwantgood.org/ 
27 SEED Impact. (n.d.). Social Emotional Learning.  https://www.seedimpact.org/social-emotional-learning  
 
28 Kagan Online. (2022). The Power of Kagan. Retrieved from 
https://www.kaganonline.com/power_of_kagan.php 
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positive quality of life and can function well at home, in school, and in their communities. TVHS has 
several community partners that students will be able to have access to such as Ramsey Financial 
Literacy, SEL Curriculum, TRY Yoga, Foundation for Recovery, mentoring, behavioral health, and 
suicide prevention. Students and faculty will also can meet with one another to discuss academic, 
personal, and social goals and determine a plan for student success.  

Youndr Pouches: Yondr has been making schools phone-free since 2014. Through our learnings and 
experience, we have developed a comprehensive program to support the implementation of a 
phone-free school, from arrival to dismissal. Each phone is placed into a Yondr Pouch that locks 
when it is closed. Students and Staff flow into and out of the designated phone-free space, as guests 
enter, they secure their phone in a pouch and unlock their pouch as they leave. 29  Each classroom 
and office within the school will have access to an unlocking magnet so that technology can still be 
used when needed within the school. Yondr also offers a student work program, for students who 
are 18 years of age, to get paid to help distribute, lock, unlock, and collect the pouches at local 
shows and events. Students can make up to $18 per hour working these phone-free events and 
shows. Also, two of our school board members have taught in school’s that used Yondr pouches and 
were part of the implementation team that brought the idea to the school. 

(5) Are there any portions of an existing network or school's model that you will utilize in this 
proposed school? If so, please identify and describe the student performance results of that 
programming. 

Portions of TVHS’s model will include Savvas Learning Curriculum, to include core curriculum, 
world languages, ELL, and Health, along with SEED Impact SEL growth assessment. Savvas, 
formerly known as Pearson K12 Learning, carries a longstanding tradition of innovation and 
leadership by providing content spanning all K-12 grade levels and disciplines. By combining new 
ideas, new ways of thinking, and new ways of interacting, Savvas design next generation learning 
solutions that help prepare students to become global citizens in a more interconnected, digital 
world. Developed authors and educators, their learning programs leverage the power of data and 
advanced technology to deliver immersive, personalized, and flexible content that connects 
teachers and students with real-world learning experiences, helping all learners discover their 
greatness. Designing innovative learning solutions that are more customizable, more adaptable, and 
more relevant — improving every student’s chance to succeed, in the classroom, and in life.30 

SEED Impact is another program that will be used in TVHS’s model. The TVHS elective choice for 
our secondary programming is the SEED Impact Program.  SEED Impact is a program that focuses 
on internal growth utilizing Social Emotional Learning (SEL).  SEL intentionally develops attitudes, 
behaviors, and skills that are fundamental for academic and life success. SEL programming 
incorporates two essential benefits:33 (1) encouragement of positive, strength-based behaviors, 

 
29 Yondr. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.overyondr.com/ 
30 Savvas Learning. (2022). Academic and Product Research. Retrieved from 
https://www.savvas.com/index.cfm?locator=PS32J7 
33 Casel.org. (2019). Practical Benefits of SEL Program. https://casel.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/12/Practical-Benefits-of-SEL-Program.pdf 
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integrated as norms for lifetime practice and (2) discourages behaviors associated with negative 
school and life outcomes. 

Educators, policymakers, and employers, alike, believe that SEL is key to optimizing education 
and training.  Working in partnership with the stage-model framework, SEED Impact, will be 
customized and integrated with our programming to measure, credibly report, and accelerate 
the learning experience of program participants.  With a focus on life-transformations, SEED 
Impact’s approach tracks major shifts in competency measured across the three domains of 
growth. 

 
Research has shown that after three and a half years of SEL intervention, academic performance of 
students scored 13% higher than those not exposed to SEL interventions.34 Implementing an SEL 
program and assessment tool like SEED Impact, schools improved in student performance. Based 
on Casel.org, 27% more students would improve in academic performance, 57% more would gain 
in their skill levels, 24% more would improve social behaviors and lower levels of distress, 23% 
more would improve attitudes, and 22% more would show fewer discipline problems.35 

The use of Yondr pouches will be implemented at TVHS. Yondr is a physical system where students 
will place their phones in a pouch, which locks.36 According to Pew Research Center, the average 
smartphone user clicks on his/her phones 85 times a day and revealed that 46% of Americans say 
they cannot live with their phones.37 Students and faculty will hold on to their own pouches 
throughout the day and teachers will have the unlocking device to unlock pouches at any time. 
Utilizing Yondr pouches will decrease the amount of discipline issues associated with smartphones 
and the distraction it causes to student learning.38 Without the distraction of smartphones on 
campus, Yondr pouches improve learning, decrease discipline, and increase mental health and 
positive school culture. 

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN 

(1) In accordance with NRS 388A.246, provide a description of the proposed instructional design 
of the charter school and the type of learning environment the charter school will provide, 
including, without limitation, whether the charter school will provide a program of distance 
education, the planned class size and structure, the proposed curriculum for the charter school and 
the teaching methods that will be used at the charter school.  Required courses, such as physical 
education, financial literacy39 and computer science40, should be included. 

The founders of TVHS believe that the school must incorporate specific instructional strategies 
in each classroom, in addition to differentiated instructional techniques in the core 
curriculum, to achieve the school’s mission.  TVHS teachers will develop thematic lessons to 

 
34 Casel.org. (2020). What is SEL? https://casel.org/what-is-SEL/ 
35 Casel.org. (2019). Practical Benefits of SEL Program. https://casel.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/12/Practical-Benefits-of-SEL-Program.pdf 
36 Screentime. (2022). Yondr Phone-Free Zones in Schools: What They Are and How They Work. Retrieved 
from https://smallbiztrends.com/2022/03/wellness-wednesday.html 
37 Smith, R. (2018). Could these grey pouches be the answer to smartphone addiction? Retrieved from 
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/02/these-little-grey-pouches-are-creating-phone-free-spaces/ 
38 National School Safety and Security Services. (2022). Cell Phones and Text Messaging in Schools. Retrieved 
from https://www.schoolsecurity.org/trends/cell-phones-and-text-messaging-in-schools/ 
39 NRS 389.074 
40 NRS 389.072 
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provide real-world experiences to core subject matter while addressing rigorous content and 
key areas of the curriculum in alignment with NVACS. TVHS will actively seek and encourage 
both parental and community involvement in the school’s programs to empower students to 
continuously strive for academic and personal success. The program will promote higher 
levels of student engagement in the curriculum through mentoring opportunities, community 
service projects, and one-to-one mentoring allowing for students to build positive 
relationships with their peers, teachers, and their community.  

Emphasizing specific standards-based measures of performance, TVHS will set high 
expectations for all students through standards-based instruction which incorporates 
opportunities for active and genuine relationships among students, families, and community 
mentors within the social emotional learning model to create richer learning communities that 
hold all stakeholders accountable for success. 

· Learning opportunities through initiatives that emphasizes individual and 
collaborative projects as the foundation for learning.  

· Differentiated instruction provides service to all students’ individualized learning 
needs through the RTI framework.  

· High expectation for ALL students while offering support as needed (support 
strategies and resources for English Learners (ELL) and Students with 
Disabilities/Gifted Students) 

· Wellness Wednesdays 
· Commitment to technology integration throughout the curriculum 
· SEED Impact - Social-Emotional Learning and assessment 
· Goodlife SEL curriculum 
· Dave Ramsey financial program 

TVHS’s curriculum is aligned to the NVACS, which incorporates NVACS in English Language 
Arts (ELA) and Mathematics, the new NVACS in Science (NGSS), and the NVACS in Social 
Studies and elective areas. The grade-specific standards will define end-of-year expectations 
and a cumulative progression to enable students to meet college and career readiness. The 
ELA Standards (strands in Reading, Writing, Speaking & Listening, and Language) and Literacy 
standards will emphasize reading, writing, speaking, listening, and language in History/Social 
Science, Science and Technical Subjects. The Standards for Mathematical Practice and Content 
will guide teachers to prepare students with the mathematical skills necessary for success in 
college and future careers.41 

Curriculum Delivery: TVHS will provide professional development planning opportunities and 
resources for teachers to develop lessons that incorporate the NVACS while engaging students 
through various activities.  As teachers build on interdisciplinary connections, it is expected 
that students will naturally begin to link information between and among courses, increasing 
the relevancy of skills and content in such courses. The expectation is that teachers work 
cooperatively through horizontal and vertical planning opportunities using the standards to 
develop lessons and projects throughout the school year.42  

 
41 State of Nevada Department of Education. (n.d.). Nevada Academic Content Standards. 
https://doe.nv.gov/Nevada_Academic_Content_Standards/ 
42 Tucker, P.D., & Stronge, J.H. (2005). Chapter 1. The Power of an Effective Teacher and Why We Should 
Assess It. http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/104136/chapters/The-Power-of-an-Effective-Teacher-
and-Why-We-Should-Assess-It.aspx 
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Curriculum Support: TVHS’s educational program is founded on the principle that students 
will be fully engaged in the curriculum and thereby be academically successful.43 All students 
will be engaged in, and benefit from, the curriculum including students with special needs, EL 
students, and students who may enter below grade level. After school activities, quarterly 
guest speakers within academy strands, participation in school sponsored events, internship, 
and volunteer opportunities with school partners will provide students with opportunities to 
benefit from the curriculum and school wide programs beyond the bell. Faculty will 
differentiate instruction for students, as well as offer tutoring services or other such assistance 
to ensure students remain successful.   
(2) Describe the instructional strategies that you will implement to support the education plan 
and why they are well suited for the anticipated student population.  Outline the data, methods, and 
systems teachers will use to provide differentiated instruction to all students. 

Teachers will be using explicit instruction to deliver content. Explicit instruction is an 
evidence-based practice that is effective because it reduces cognitive load.44 Learning new 
concepts or topics can put stress on students who do not have the prerequisite knowledge and 
skills necessary to perform at grade level.  Instruction will be focused on critical content that 
are aligned with the NVACS so that students can develop a deep understanding of the concepts 
and skills needed for success.  

Instructional practices should focus on purpose and intentionality, and not on quantity.2 The 
goal is to help teachers gain a better understanding by learning through the eyes of students. 
Here are instructional practices that will be modeled at TVHS.45 

· Teacher Clarity - teachers will clarify purpose and learning targets with students by 
providing an explicit criterion on how students can meet success. Models or examples 
will be presented so that students understand what the expectations are and what the 
end project/product looks like. 

· Classroom Discussion - teachers will facilitate class discussions. This will allow 
students to learn from one another and provides an opportunity for teachers to assess 
through observation on how well students are learning new concepts and get insight 
on misconceptions that need to be addressed. 

· Feedback - steady and consistent feedback (written or verbal) are critical in providing 
areas of growth and need. Along with individual feedback, small-group and/or whole 
groups allow for two-way communication by providing feedback to the teacher for 
adjustments in the learning process and instruction. 

· Formative Assessments - to provide students with effective and accurate feedback, 
teachers will assess frequently where students are in relation to a course’s learning 
goals or final product (summative assessment).  

· Metacognitive Strategies - students will be given opportunities to plan, organize, 
manage their own work, create goals, direct their own learning, and to self-reflect 
along the way. Providing students with time and a safe space to be aware of their 

 
43 U.S. Department of Education. (2014). Guiding Principles: A Resource Guide for Improving School Climate and 
Discipline, Washington, D.C. 
44 Calvin, S. (2020). Planning and Teaching with Explicit Instruction. https://www.ldatschool.ca/planning-
teaching-explicit-instruction/ 
45 Alber, Rebecca. (2015). 5 Highly Effective Teaching Practices. https://www.edutopia.org/blog/5-highly-
effective-teaching-practices-rebecca-alber 
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learning progress and their mental state, will allow them to take ownership of their 
success and challenges. 

TVHS will also create an environment for active learning. Active learning means engaged 
learners. TVHS’s curriculum will require students to interact with each other, apply 
curriculum to real-life situations, and use a variety of technological tools beyond the 
classroom. In accommodating individual learning styles and individual learner needs TVHS’s 
curriculum incorporates the following instructional practices:       
      

· Savvas Learning - Savvas Learning offers a variety of educational resources throughout K-
12 grades and disciplines. The programs include core curriculum, supplemental content, 
intervention programs, and professional development services.46 Savvas Learning 
curriculum provides instructional materials that fits TVHS’s blended learning that teachers 
to reconnect, engage, and inspire students. In addition, Savvas Learning offers adaptive 
technology that can assess students’ skills and create activities for students to build and 
master foundational skills.47  Savvas Realize provides access to standards-aligned 
curriculum to better serve every student, teacher, and school system. 48 Instructional 
materials meet every student where they are at with diverse and relevant content that 
encourages student voice and fosters student agency.49  

· SEED Impact - The TVHS elective choice for our secondary programming is the SEED Impact 
Program.  SEED Impact is a program that focuses on internal growth utilizing Social 
Emotional Learning (SEL).  SEL intentionally develops attitudes, behaviors, and skills that 
are fundamental for academic and life success. SEL programming incorporates two essential 
benefits mentioned above 

· Kagan training- Kagan structures are a way of grouping students and allows for students to 
interact and work together.   

· Audio, Visual, and Kinesthetic lessons in all classrooms. 
· Yondr cell phone pouches to limit cell phone use during instructional hours and encourage 

persona interaction and relationship building 
· Universal Design of Learning - The Universal Design of Learning provides a framework that 

includes flexible methods for presentation, expression and active learning, and student 
engagement, so all students (i.e., students with disabilities, English language learners) can 
participate in core instruction.50 

· Systematic and Explicit Instruction - TVHS teachers will use both formative and summative 
assessment data to align with instruction. Explicit components include connecting the new 

 
46 Savvas Learning Company. (2022). Frequently Asked Questions. Retrieve from 
www.savvas.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3e12 
47 Savvas Learning Company. (2021). For Back to School, Savvas Supports Educators and Students with 
Innovative Digital Tools and High-Quality Instructional Materials to Help Move Learning Forward. Retrieved 
from https://www.prnewswire.com 
48 Savvas Learning Company (2022). Move Learning Forward with Innovative Digital Experiences and the 
Highest Quality Content. Retrieved www.savvas.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3iQm 
49 Savvas Learning Company (2022). Equity & Inclusion in Learning. Retrieved from 
www.savvas.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3f2f 
50 CAST (2018). Universal Design for Learning Guidelines version 2.2. Retrieved from 
http://udlguidelines.cast.org 
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content to previous learning, provides feedback, and provides opportunities to practice. 
Systematic components will include building lessons upon one another by moving from 
simple skills to more complex skills, prioritizes tasks from easy to challenging, and scaffolds 
instruction by providing support.51 

· Vertical and Horizontal Teaming – Vertical and horizontal teams will exist throughout TVHS 
creating opportunities for success in every classroom, as both grade-level and content-area 
teams work together to align curriculum, instruction, and assessment.  These Professional 
Learning Communities (PLCs) will provide opportunities within the school to engage 
multiple teaming patterns.  

· Technology - TVHS recognizes that instructional technology can facilitate learning and 
enhance the curriculum itself. All members of TVHS, including parents, will benefit from the 
success of the technology plan. The teachers will improve their lesson plans and delivery 
methods. The students will have the opportunity to be exposed to and to learn an enhanced 
curriculum with all the additional tools for computation and visualization.  

(3) Explain how the proposed instructional model and curriculum will be used to meet the needs 
of and enable measurable growth for all students according to the Nevada Academic Content 
Standards, including those that need remediation and those that are intellectually gifted.   

The proposed instructional model and curriculum of TVHS is through Savvas Learning. Formally 
Pearson K12 Learning, Savvas Learning offers a variety of educational resources throughout K-12 
grades and disciplines. The programs include core curriculum, supplemental content, intervention 
programs, and professional development services.52 Savvas Learning curriculum provides 
instructional materials that fits TVHS’s blended learning that teachers to reconnect, engage, and 
inspire students. In addition, Savvas Learning offers adaptive technology that can assess students’ 
skills and create activities for students to build and master foundational skills.53  Savvas Realize 
provides access to standards-aligned curriculum to better serve every student, teacher, and school 
system. 54 Instructional materials meet every student where they are at with diverse and relevant 
content that encourages student voice and fosters student agency.55  

The Savvas Learning Framework will allow teachers and students the opportunity to: 

• cultivate voice and critical thinking – provides support to teachers to create a space to 
share lived experiences and allows for the encouragement of students to contribute to 
the classroom and advocate for themselves. 

• embrace multiple representations – provides opportunities for teachers and students to 
understand their own cultural experiences and make meaningful inclusive connections 
with others. 

 
51 Iris Center. (2021). Explicit, Systematic Instruction. Retrieved from 
https://iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu/module/math/cresource/q2/p04/ 
52 Savvas Learning Company. (2022). Frequently Asked Questions. Retrieve from 
www.savvas.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3e12 
53 Savvas Learning Company. (2021). For Back to School, Savvas Supports Educators and Students with 
Innovative Digital Tools and High-Quality Instructional Materials to Help Move Learning Forward. Retrieved 
from https://www.prnewswire.com 
54 Savvas Learning Company (2022). Move Learning Forward with Innovative Digital Experiences and the 
Highest Quality Content. Retrieved www.savvas.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3iQm 
55 Savvas Learning Company (2022). Equity & Inclusion in Learning. Retrieved from 
www.savvas.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3f2f 
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• promote and enhance student agency – provides structures and strategies for students 
to produce and implement plans, actions, and projects to clearly define and solve 
problems. 

• foster positive and meaningful academic outcomes – support the production of action 
and deliverables that show mastery of content and skills.56 

 

Through the partnership with CSN, TVHS will offer a dual credit program or Jump Start program 
offered to students. Those who are credit deficient will have the opportunity to make up those 
required credits through programs provided by the school. TVHS will work to ensure that its 
graduates meet state graduation requirements. 

(4) Explain how the school will identify and differentiate to meet the needs of intellectually gifted 
students in a way that extends their learning and offers them unique, tailored opportunities. 
Include information on how staffing will be structured to ensure that gifted students are adequately 
supported. Please note that Nevada law classifies intellectually gifted students as eligible for 
specific support services. How will staffing be structured to ensure that gifted students are 
adequately supported?    

The high school program will offer two options for gifted students:  Gifted Program through the 
content areas (9-12) /High School Gifted Courses: TVHS will offer gifted content area courses 
and/or State-approved high school elective courses. All students in the gifted course will be eligible 
for gifted services. Teachers of gifted students will be certified in the appropriate content field 
endorsed to teach gifted or on an approved waiver to complete the gifted endorsement and finish 
within three years.  

Consultation Model: Some gifted students who may not take gifted courses (due to scheduling 
conflicts or other issues) may use the consultation model. Teachers of the gifted will meet 
regularly with the gifted consultation model student to discuss their progress and set realistic 
goals. The teacher of the gifted may also contact the administration, counselors, 
general education teacher(s), social worker, parent, and/or the respective students, if he/she 
deems appropriate, to discuss and/or monitor instructional alternatives designed to ensure 
that the gifted students achieve successful accomplishment of gifted goals in their courses.   
 
(5) Describe the professional development teachers will receive to ensure high levels of 
implementation of the instructional model and curriculum.  

Teachers will receive professional development that align with the mission and vision of TVHS. The 
Savvas Learning program offers schools customizable curriculum, a range of educational resources 
and technology tools. This includes professional development for educators, ongoing coaching, and 
support for schools. To support the social-emotional learning component, Goodlife and SEED 
Impact will guide the professional development of teachers and the leadership team to clarify core 
practices that will maximize outcomes. In addition, teachers will meet weekly with Professional 
Learning Communities (PLCs) that are grouped by grade levels/content areas and administration.57 

 
56 Savvas Learning Company. (2022). The Savvas Learning Framework. Retrieved from 
https://www.savvas.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3jLg 
57 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2019). Professional Development and Follow-Up Support. 
Retrieved from https://www.cdc.gov/healthyschools/tths/pd_follow_up.htm 
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(6) If the proposed charter school intends to include a vocational or career and technical 
education program, provide a description of the career and technical education program that will 
be implemented by the charter school. 

TVHS will not include a vocational or career and technical education program. 

PROMOTION AND HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS  

(1) Explain how students will matriculate through the school (i.e., promotion/retention policies) 
and how stakeholders will be informed of these standards. 

TVHS’s students will be promoted, or graduate based on academic achievement criteria based 
on mastery of the grade level subject matter. The academic team will review passing grades in 
Mathematics, English, Social Studies and Science (core classes), elective courses, as well as 
how the student demonstrates appropriate social and emotional maturity (growth mindset). 
In determining promotion or retention decisions, TVHS shall consider the recommendation of 
the student’s teachers, academic advisor, adult mentor, the student’s grade in each course, the 
student’s score on required state assessments and any other pertinent academic information 
needed to make an appropriate educational decision that represents the student’s mastery of 
the content.   
 
Assessments: Accountability for student achievement will be the primary mission at 
TVHS.  Assessments will assist the school in determining student mastery of Nevada Academic 
Content Standards and assist in determining whether students are equipped with the 
necessary knowledge and skills they need to be college and career ready. Therefore, every 
child enrolled at TVHS will participate in academic assessments.   
TVHS does not recognize parent opt out or parent/student refusal to test. If a parent keeps 
their child home during mandatory testing, TVHS will utilize the progressive attendance policy 
and the test will be made up upon the student’s return to school.  
Retention Policy: TVHS will implement a strict policy regarding retention. Students must meet 
specific levels of performance to be promoted. For students who are not meeting grade level 
performance standards and are at risk for retention, the parent/guardian will be notified to 
provide opportunities for intervention and remediation. At the end of the year, the student’s 
data will be reviewed, in conjunction with the parent/guardian, and a final determination of 
grade level promotion or retention will be made by administration. If a student reaches 
twenty (20) absences in a school year, that student may be retained dependent on academic 
growth. The final determination will be made by administration.  
 
(2) For schools proposing a high school program, explain how the school will meet state 
graduation requirements.  Describe how students will earn credit hours, how grade-point averages 
will be calculated, what information will be on transcripts, and what elective courses will be 
offered.  If graduation requirements for the school will exceed those required by the State of 
Nevada, explain the additional requirements.      
 
TVHS will meet the state requirements for earning a diploma, as shown in Table 3.1, students will 
have the possibility to earn 24 credits, with the possibility of earning college credits as well. 
Students will be required to pass four years of math, English, science, and social studies. Through 
TVHS’s unique pathway of Social Emotional Learning, students will also be able to earn college 
credits through CSN, and/or obtain their certification to be employed right after high school. 
Mentor(s) from TVHS will maintain contact and communication to follow students beyond 
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graduation and track their success. 
 
  

 

Grading Student Performance: Academic grades will reflect the student's academic progress 
based on the competencies or benchmarks for the grade level/course in which the student is 
enrolled. A student’s academic grade will reflect the teacher’s most objective assessment of 
the student’s academic achievement after careful consideration of all aspects of each student's 
performance during a grading period, including such factors as class attendance, homework, 
and participation.  

The following Table 3.2 will be the academic grades used: 
 

Grade Numerical Value (%) Grade Point Value 

A 90-100 4 

B 80-89 3 

C 70-79 2 

D 60-69 1 

F 0-59 0 

 
Course of Study  
TVHS will offer the following courses of study for each grade level:  English Language Arts 
(including reading, composition, and writing), Mathematics, Social Studies, Science, Computer 
Education and Technology, Health, and Physical Education.58 Pupils will also receive instruction in 

 
58 NRS 389.018 

TVHS Diploma Requirements 

Area of Study Credits(s) 

English 4 

Math 4 

Science 3 

Social Studies 3 

Computer Science 0.5 

Physical Education (PE) 2 

Health 0.5 

Electives 6 

TOTAL CREDITS EARNED 24 

Table 3.1: Standard Diploma Requirements 

 

Table 3.2: Grading Scale 
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financial literacy and social emotional learning. Students will earn up to six credits each school year, 
as shown in Table 3.3. 
 
Grade level placement and promotion will be determined as follows: 
 

By End of 
School Year 

Minimum and Maximum Cumulative Total for Credits 

Year #1 
0-6 credits 

6 credits including one of each Math, English, Science, Social Studies, Physical 
Education/Health and 1 elective credit. (College bound students should take Spanish I) 

Year #2 
7-12 credits 

12 credits including two of each in Math, English, Science, Social Studies, Physical 
Education/Health and two elective credits.  (College bound students should have both 
Spanish I and Spanish II) 

Year #3 
13-18 credits 

18 credits including three of each in Math, English, Science, Social Studies, two Physical 
Education/Health, and four elective credits.  

Year #4 
19-24 credits 

24 credits including four of each in Math, English, Science, Social Studies, two Physical 
Education/Health, and six elective credits.  

 
TVHS’s students, who do not meet the criteria described above, will be considered for 
promotion under the following circumstances:  

1. Received supplemental support services such as special education services that do 
not recommend retention (IEP and/or Section 504)  

2. The Retention/Promotion Committee (teachers, academic advisor, and 
administrators) will determine if the student has shown adequate progress and 
mastery of the NVACS student who does not meet these will be considered for 
retention by the committee. The student’s parent/guardian will be integrally involved 
in the process and any education decision made.   

 
Students must maintain a minimum 60% mastery, TVHS will push for 70%, in NVACS for their 
grade level to be eligible for promotion. Upon failure to perform satisfactorily on the statewide 
assessment, a student shall be referred to the Retention/Promotion Committee consisting of 
the student’s teacher(s), parents, and a school administrator. The team will determine if the 
student receives remedial instruction or be retained. All stakeholders will be informed of 
these standards through TVHS’s website and through the student and parent-guardian 
handbook, which all students and guardians will sign at the beginning of each school year.  
 
(3) For schools proposing a high school program, explain how the graduation requirements will 
ensure student readiness for college or other postsecondary opportunities (e.g., trade school, 
military service, or entering the workforce).   

TVHS plans to offer a Standard diploma along with the 21st Century College and Career Ready 
diploma, students will have the possibility to earn 24 credits, with the possibility of earning 
college credits as well if they choose. Students will have the option to pass four years of math, 
English, science, and social studies, as shown in Table 3.4. Through TVHS unique pathway of 
SEL, students will also be able to earn college credits through CSN, and/or obtain their 
certification to be employed immediately following graduation. 

Table 3.3: Minimum and Maximum Credit Totals 
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TVHS 21st Century College and Career Ready Diploma Requirements 

Area of Study Credits(s) 

English 4 

Math 4 

Science 3 

Social Studies 3 

Computer Science 0.5 

Physical Education (PE) 2 

Health 0.5 

Spanish I and II 2 

Pathway Electives/Special Programs 6 

TOTAL CREDITS EARNED 24 
 
(4). Explain what systems and structures the school will implement for students at risk for 
retention and/or dropping out and/or not meeting the proposed graduation requirements, 
including plans to address students who are overage for the grade level. For high schools, describe 
your plans to support students needing to access credit recovery options.  

TVHS will have in place a tier intervention model (RTI) which will provide the necessary 
structures and support for students who are at risk of dropping out of school and/or not 
meeting Nevada’s requirements for graduation. This tier intervention model will provide 
several opportunities for intervention that will support both the student’s social-emotional 
and academic needs.59  

Students of TVHS will be allowed to earn up to eight credits in one school year. Those who are 
deficient in credits may earn more credits by taking an additional term of courses, taken 
through APEX Learning, to be considered on-track for graduation. APEX courses are 
standards-aligned, interactive, and engaging original credit or accelerating credit recovery. 
The program addresses gaps and targets intervention that assures grade-level proficiency.60 
TVHS’s guidance counselors will be available and provide support to make the necessary 
adjustments to ensure student success and to graduate. The RTI intervention support will 
allow students to receive additional academic support during the school year and/or during 
scheduled intersessions including summer break. This will provide opportunities for students 
to earn additional credits.  

TVHS will also incorporate a one-to-one mentoring program allowing for students to build 
positive relationships with their peers, teachers, and community. Students will meet with their 
mentors through sessions on Wellness Wednesdays where together, they will set long and 

 
59 RTI Action Network. (2021). RTI in Secondary Schools. http://www.rtinetwork.org/learn/rti-in-secondary-
schools 
60 Apex Learning. (2018). Special Report: Unlocking Success for Struggling Students. Retrieved from 
http://cdn.apexlearning.com/al/Struggling-Students-Special-Report.pdf 

Table 3.4: 21st Century College and Career Ready Diploma Requirements 
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short-term goals. These sessions will foster strong relationships between students and 
mentors as they celebrate successes and discuss learning opportunities from roadblocks they 
need to overcome.  

DUAL-CREDIT PARTNERSHIPS (Required for all High School Applicants) 

(1) Discuss the scope of the services and resources that will be provided by the college or 
university.  

College of Southern Nevada (CSN) has agreed in a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to 
provide the Jumpstart Study program and it will be available to qualified students. CSN will offer 
certain approved 299 or lower-level courses that qualify for academic credit and at the same time 
fulfill TVHS graduation requirements. These classes will be offered during the traditional school 
hours and students will be responsible to pay their fees directly to CSN. Each student must pass the 
CSN entrance exam or have the prerequisite ACT score and have a letter of recommendation from 
one of their high school teachers. CSN will provide the course curriculum, enrollment procedures, 
accounting, and awarding of the credits to the students. Collaboration between CSN and the high 
school guidance counselor will be expected. 
 
(2) Describe the proposed terms of the relationship between the charter school and the college or 
university including 

(a)  Proposed duration of the relationship and the conditions for renewal and 
termination 
 

This MOU is effective January 1, 2020 and shall terminate five (5) years later unless terminated 
under the provisions of this MOU. Either party may terminate the agreement without any cause, at 
any time, upon ninety (90) days written notice to the other party. 
 

(b) The manner and amount that the college or university will be compensated for 
providing such services and resources, including, without limitation, any tuition 
and fees that pupils at the charter school will pay to the college or university 

 
The proposed terms of the agreement with CSN will require collaboration by CSN, the high school 
guidance counselor, student, and parent/guardian. 
TVHS is agreeing to cross credit and give students both college and high school credit for the same 
classes. If the class requirements are not met, the student will not receive credit for the course nor 
receive a refund. The classes being offered at TVHS will be taught by an approved CSN instructor, 
using approved curriculum, and meet college guidelines. Instructors must complete CSN 
onboarding and professional training. This includes being supervised by TVHS Administration. The 
approved instructor will be paid $200 from CSN, and extra duty pay for 10 hours at $22 per hour 
from TVHS for each concurrent enrollment the instructor teaches each semester during the school 
day. The student will be responsible for the purchase of required textbooks and supplemental 
materials. The student will be expected to pay the current per credit fee, and any other fees for 
enrollment or entrance exams. No refunds from CSN will be made after the first day of the semester. 
TVHS students will be paying $75.50 per course which will be paid directly to CSN. CSN agrees to 
waive college application fee, new student fee, and athletics/recreation fee. Qualified students may 
enroll in up to 4 courses per academic semester, and courses will be granted CSN credit that may be 
transferred to any college. Both TVHS and CSN will agree to maintain respective student records 
and work together to provide appropriate accommodations and/or disability support. This 
agreement is effective June 1, 2021 and shall terminate 5 years later unless terminated earlier by 
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either party, as per the MOU. Termination of the MOU would require a 90-day notice. The high 
school guidance counselor and TVHS administration will effectively work together to meet the 
terms of the MOU.  
 
(3) Describe the way the college or university will ensure that the charter school can effectively 
monitor pupil enrollment and attendance and the acquisition of college credits.   
 
The monitoring of the Dual Credit partnership will be done by pupil daily attendance, parent 
supervision, and the mentoring staff at our school. TVHS will be supervising attendance of all TVHS 
enrolled CSN students. The MOU states that CSN can conduct site observations to ensure rigor and 
attendance is accurate. The students are expected to adhere to the terms of the agreement to attend 
CSN. The college credits should be received by the Counselors and posted the same semester on the 
student transcript. The student and parents will be notified of the completion of college credits each 
semester. This process will be reviewed by the steering committee CSN/TVHS each semester to 
ensure compliance. CSN will comply with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act. 
 
(4) Identify any employees of the college or university who will serve on the governing body of the 
charter school. 
At this time, there are no employees of CSN who will serve on the governing body of TVHS. 
 
(5) Provide as Attachment 2, a draft memorandum of understanding between the charter school 
and the college or university through which the credits will be earned and a term sheet confirming 
the commitment of both entities to the specific terms outlined in this charter application.  If the 
school is not planning to provide a dual-credit program, please upload an attestation explaining 
that this request is inapplicable.   
 
Please see Attachment 2 
 
DRIVING FOR RESULTS 
(1) Describe the mission-specific academic goals and targets that the school will have.  State goals 
clearly in terms of the measures or assessments you plan to use and describe the process by which 
you will determine and set targets. 
 
TVHS has identified four academic goals as shown in Table 3.5: 

1. Student proficiency in Math, English, Reading, Writing, and Science 
2. Academic growth of at least 1 year in Math and Reading 
3. Reduction of achievement gaps in targeted at-risk subgroups 
4. Percent SEL gains by participant, cohorts, and aggregate. 

  

Goal Measure Metric Target 

Goal #1  
Student proficiency in 
Math, English, Reading, 
Writing, and Science 
 

ACT 
 
Nevada Science 
Criterion Referenced 
Test (CRT) 
 
PSAT/SAT 

Establish baseline data 
from year 1 scores. 
 
Establish baseline data 
from year 1 scores. 
 

Students will score 21 or 
higher on each section 
of the ACT to meet a 
composite score of 21 or 
higher. 
 

Table 3.5: Academic Goals and Targets 
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 Establish baseline data 
from year 1 scores. 

Students will score in 
the proficient category, 
level 3 or higher. 
 
Minimum score of 1440 
to earn National Merit 
Scholarship 

Goal #2 
Academic growth of at 
least 1 year in Math and 
Reading 

Northwest Evaluation 
Association (NWEA) 
growth test to Measure 
Academic Progress 
(MAP) 

Establish baseline data 
from year 1 scores. 
Growth assessment 
given Fall, Winter, 
Spring 

Students will grow 3-5 
Rasch UnIT (RIT) points 
each assessment 

Goal #3 
Reduction of 
achievement gaps in 
targeted at-risk 
subgroups 

ACT 
 
Nevada Science 
Criterion Reference Test 
(CRT) 
 
PSAT/SAT 
 

Establish baseline data 
from year 1 scores. 
 
Establish baseline data 
from year 1 scores. 
 
Establish baseline data 
from year 1 scores. 
 

Students will score 21 or 
higher on each section 
of the ACT to meet a 
composite score of 21 or 
higher. 
 
Students will score in 
the proficient category, 
level 3 or higher. 
 
Minimum score of 1440 
to earn National Merit 
Scholarship 

Goal #4  
Percent social-
emotional learning 
(SEL) gains by 
participant, cohorts, 
and aggregate. 
 

SEED Impact 
Assessment  
 

Competency ladder 
placement, three 
competency ladders 
(being, doing and 
relating). 

Correlation of the 
results from the 
ladder ratings and 
self-assessments. 

 

(2) In the table below, outline the clearly measurable annual performance and growth goals that 
the school will set to meet or exceed SPCSA expectations as outlined in the SPCSA Academic 
Performance Framework indicators and to meet state expectations for student academic growth in 
accordance with the Nevada School Performance Framework (NSPF) adopted by the Nevada 
Department of Education. You may add or delete rows as needed.  Also: 

(a) Describe your presumed baseline and explain how it was set. 
 
The baselines for all three goals were set by examining the performance of surrounding traditional 
Clark County School District (CCSD) high schools. NV School Report Cards were used in the 
examination of state assessment results, along with the Nevada School Climate Survey results. 
TVHS will establish its own baseline data in year one of operation. 
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emotional learning 
(SEL) gains by 
participant, cohorts, 
and aggregate. 

 

(given Fall, 
Winter, and 
Spring) 

the 
student’s 
baseline 
score 

 

(3) In addition to mandatory state testing, identify the primary interim academic assessments the 
school will use to assess student-learning needs and ensure progress towards SPCSA and state 
proficiency targets and describe how they will be used.  

(a) How will you support teachers in developing embedded assessments and checks 
for understanding to ensure that instruction meets student needs? 

To support teachers in developing embedded assessments, teachers will meet weekly by subject 
area, and be given examples of embedded assessments and data. Teachers will then be given time to 
plan out each week. Teachers will plan relevant activities, projects, group activities, to provide 
assessment data about a particular learning standard. The purpose of the data is to use it to make 
instructional decisions on a group or an individual basis. Teachers will monitor the data and will 
refer students whose needs cannot be met through the RTI process.  

(b) Explain how you will know that your proposed interim assessments are valid 
and reliable indicators of progress.  Explain how these interim assessments align 
with the school’s curriculum, performance goals for the school and the SPCSA, 
and state standards. 
 

TVHS administration will utilize the MAP Growth assessments as our indicator of progress. MAP 
assessments will be given three times each school year in the fall, winter, and spring. These 
assessments are nationally benchmarked and are valid and reliable indicators of progress.61 
These assessments align with TVHS’s curriculum and performance goals and are aligned to the 
NVACS. Teachers will also be regularly monitoring each student’s progress through unit pre- 
and post-tests. In Table 3.7, it shows the programs that TVHS will offer, the objectives or those 
programs, and how the performance and outcomes will be measured to shown growth. 
 
 
  

Program/Curriculum  Program/Curriculum Objectives Performance Measures and 
Outcomes 

SEED Impact- Program 
Implementation/Teacher 
Training (to be 
implemented fall/winter 
2023)                                                                       
• Curriculum that 
supports social emotional 
learning growth                  

Findings will include:                                                                                                                        
• Percent SEL gains by participant, 
cohorts, and aggregate                                      
• Distribution of competency levels                                                                              
• Narrative accounts supporting and 
enriching these data 
• Summary ratings of the core 
practices 

With a focus on life transformations, 
SEED Impact’s approach tracks major 
shifts in competency measured across 
three domains of growth:                                        
1) being (comfort with self),                                                                                   
2)  doing (aptitude with new skills),                                                                    
3)  relating (interpersonal 
relationships). Students are given an 

 
61 Northwest Evaluation Association. (2021). https://www.nwea.org/about/ 
 

Table 3.7: Programs, Objectives, and Outcomes 
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• Assessment and 
tracking of social 
emotional growth                            
• Mental health and self-
care support                                                           
• Peer mediation                                                                                               
• Mentoring 

• Correlation of the results from the 
ladder ratings and self-assessments 
• Suggested strategies for 
accelerating growth in SEL                                    

assessment 3 times (Fall, Winter, 
Spring) to assess their SEL growth and 
the data is using to enhance and 
individualize each student’s high school 
experience to meet their needs.   

Ramsey Financial 
Literacy Program for 
High School Students 

The brand-new third edition 
of Foundations in Personal 
Finance for high school is full of 
content that teaches essential 
personal finance principles like how 
to budget, save, avoid debt, invest, be 
a wise consumer and much more. 

13 chapters and 72 lessons, fully digital 
and print delivery methods, Digital and 
print student textbook parity, 45-, 90- 
and 180-day pacing guides, Auto-graded 
assessments. 

Innovative Schools 
Summit July 5-9, 2022, in 
Las Vegas (mentor 
training, trauma 
informed teaching, school 
culture and climate, at-
risk and struggling 
students) 

High teacher, faculty, and student 
retention rate, Positive school 
culture and climate, Teacher and 
Student retention, Resources 
available for students and families 

Graduation rate, Project 150 Room, 
Growth on SEED Impact assessments, 
Teacher Evaluations, Teacher retention 

My Perspective English 
Language Arts 
Curriculum (grades 9 - 
12) 

My Perspectives grades 9-12 fully 
meet the expectations of the criteria 
for all three gateways, including 
alignment and usability. The 
materials include texts in each grade 
that are high quality and build 
knowledge and are accompanied by 
tasks and questions so students 
practice building grade-level 
speaking, listening, writing, and 
reading skills. The materials 
consistently provide Across the 
series, the materials provide 
cohesive planning and access to 
vocabulary development and 
differentiation supports, including 
digital access. 

Curriculum is aligned with Nevada State 
Standards and has been approved and 
highly rated on edreports.org. The 
program is also project-based and 
features a technology component. 
Measures of performance; Classroom 
Assessments, End of Course 
Assessments, ACT, NWEA Math Growth 
Assessments. 

Carnegie Learning Math The instructional materials reviewed 
for the Carnegie Learning Math 
Solutions Integrated series meet 
expectations for alignment to the 
CCSSM for high school, Gateways 1 
and 2. In Gateway 1, the instructional 
materials meet the expectations for 
focus and coherence by being 
coherent and consistent with "the 
high school standards that specify 
the mathematics which all students 
should study in order to be college 
and career ready" (p. 57 of CCSSM). 
In Gateway 2, the instructional 
materials meet the expectations for 
rigor and balance by reflecting the 

Curriculum is aligned with Nevada State 
Standards and has been approved and 
highly rated on edreports.org. The 
program is also project-based and 
features a technology component. 
Measures of performance; Classroom 
Assessments, End of Course 
Assessments, ACT, NWEA Math Growth 
Assessments. 
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balances in the Standards and 
helping students meet the Standards' 
rigorous expectations, and the 
materials meet the expectations for 
mathematical practice-content 
connections by meaningfully 
connecting the Standards for 
Mathematical Content and the 
Standards for Mathematical Practice. 

Science- Savvas Learning 
Company (Pearson) 

Savvas Health, Drive Right (drivers 
training), Miller and Levine Biology 
(2019), Experience Chemistry, 
Experience Physics, Environmental 
Science 

Curriculum is aligned with Nevada State 
Standards. The program is also project-
based and features a technology 
component. Measures of performance; 
End of Course Assessments, ACT, NWEA 
Math Growth Assessments. 

Civics and Social Studies US History Interactive, World History 
Interactive (Project Imagine), 
Magruder's Government, Economics 

Curriculum is aligned with Nevada State 
Standards. The program is also project-
based and features a technology 
component. Measures of performance; 
Classroom Assessments, End of Course 
Assessments, ACT, NWEA Math Growth 
Assessments. 

World Languages- 
Spanish 

Authentico- Spanish 1, Spanish2, 
Spanish 3 

Curriculum is aligned with Nevada State 
Standards. The program is also project-
based and features a technology 
component. Measures of performance; 
Classroom Assessments, End of Course 
Assessments, ACT, NWEA Math Growth 
Assessments. 

Goodlife Social Emotional Learning (SEL) 
Curriculum 

GOODLIFE prevention and social 
emotional learning curriculum has been 
architected using evidence-informed 
prevention frameworks. GOODLIFE 
provides the platform for caring adults 
to effectively connect to today’s youth 
with confidence, knowing that what they 
are using to guide, teach, and empower 
youth has been curated with the best 
tools and methods available. Research 
shows that mentored youth are less 
likely to skip school or engage in 
drinking, drugs, and violence. Clear 
teaching through consistent messaging 
in addition to mentoring also reduces 
risks of early antisocial behavior, 
alienation, family management 
problems, and lack of commitment to 
school. Finally, the framework helps to 
produce healthy beliefs, creates 
opportunities for involvement, and 
reinforces pro-social behavior. 
GOODLIFE is a Tier 1 and 2 prevention 
and intervention educational curriculum 
that improves the Social Emotional 
Learning skills of middle and high 
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school students. Measures of 
performance: SEED Impact SEL growth 
assessments, attendance rate, 
graduation rate, and success after 
graduation. 

 
(c) Describe the corrective actions the school will take if it falls short of student 

academic achievement expectations or goals at the school-wide and classroom 
level.  Explain what would trigger such corrective actions and who would be 
responsible for implementing them.   

 
At the school-wide level, the administration and instructional team will review the school wide 
data to determine the areas of need and use the data to drive the school improvement plan. 
Staff will work together in PLCs to create an action plan identifying both successful and 
unsuccessful strategies.  At the classroom level, the administration, through observations, walk-
throughs, and classroom data, will identify which teachers will need extra support. Professional 
development and mentoring support will be provided. A corrective plan would be developed, 
and the teacher would be expected to implement the corrective action(s) with support.  

(d) Articulate how interim assessments will be used to inform instruction. How will 
teachers and school leaders be trained in their use?  

 
TVHS will use interim assessment results to inform instruction. All reports on interim 
assessments and stated-mandated assessments will be made available to teachers, students, 
and TVHS to disaggregate the data. This data will communicate findings, areas of strength, and 
areas of improvement for each student. Teachers will use this data to inform instruction, 
enhance curriculum and teacher effectiveness, and encourage student growth toward 
proficiency. TVHS will utilize time during Wellness Wednesdays or one time each quarter in 
which faculty and staff will compile progress monitoring results and subject area teams will 
disaggregate the data and plan instruction and future assessments. TVHS will also structure 
non-instructional time during the day for vertical and horizontal team articulation and PLCs.  

(e) Identify specific interim assessments and quarterly performance goals that you 
will use to confirm that the school is on-track to meet ambitious academic goals 
throughout the school’s first year with students. You may add or delete rows as 
needed.  

 

Goal Assessment Quarter 1 
Goal 

Quarter 2 
Goal 

Quarter 3 
Goal 

Quarter 4 
Goal 

Meet or exceed the 
2020 MAP Student 
Achievement Norms 

Measures of 
Academic Growth 
and Performance 
(MAP Test) 

Meet or 
exceed the 
Fall student 
achievement 
norms 

Meet or 
exceed the 
Winter 
student 
achievement 
norms 

Meet or 
exceed the 
Spring 
student 
achievement 
norms 

Set goals for 
next year and 
note 
deficiencies 
and strengths 

Table 3.8: Growth Assessments and Quarterly Performance 
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Progress through all 
three SEL competency 
ladders by the end of 
the school year. Be 
mentally healthy 

SEED Impact 
Assessment  

Progress 
through 
competency 
ladders 

Progress 
through 
competency 
ladders 

Progress 
through 
competency 
ladders 

Progress 
through all 
three SEL 
competency 
ladders 

 

 

 

(4) Describe the process for collecting and storing data, including the information system(s) used 
in addition to the statewide Infinite Campus system. 

TVHS will collect and store student achievement data through the following methods as shown in 
Table 3.9:  

   

Process Purpose Frequency 

Infinite Campus online student 
information system 

Manage student data including 
demographic information, 
registration, grades, schedules, 
attendance, test scores, behavior, 
and student concerns. 

Ongoing throughout the school 
year 

Measures of Academic Growth 
and Performance (MAP Test) 

Online assessment that measures 
student growth aligned to the 
Common Core State Standards 
(CCSS). 

3 times per school year, fall, 
winter, and spring 

Table 3.9: Data Collection and Storage 

Figure 3.2: MAP Achievement Norms 
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PSAT The PSAT measures the 
knowledge and skills in reading, 
writing, and math students learn 
in the classroom. The same 
knowledge and skills a student 
will need to succeed in college 
and career. 

9th and 10th grade 

ACT The ACT is the only national 
college admission test based on 
the number of correct answers. 
By taking the ACT, students can 
make themselves visible to 
colleges and scholarship 
agencies. 

11th grade 

 

(5)  How will the school monitor for disparities in academic performance between student groups? 
What actions with the school take to address identified disparities? 

Achievement gaps are defined as “the differences in academic performance between groups of 
students of different backgrounds.”62 These groups include racial and ethnic minorities, English 
second language learners, students from low-income families, and students with disabilities.4 These 
academic disparities include:2 
 

• Access to academic opportunities (i.e., advanced courses, AP courses, dual credit courses); 
• Student performance on assessments (i.e., SAT, ACT, statewide tests, etc.); and 
• Student attainment (i.e., high school diploma, graduation, college acceptance, employment). 

The National Education Association (NEA) recommends strategies for monitoring disparities in 
student achievement.63 Table 3.10 presents effective strategies NEA recommends and focuses on 
identifying contributing factors early in the school year.64 
 

 
Strategy Practices 

Enhanced Cultural 
Competence 

· Consider students' diversity to be an asset.   
· Increase faculty's cultural competence.   
· Be sensitive to students' home cultures; and   

 
62 National Education Association. (n.d.). Understanding the Gaps: Who are we leaving behind and how far? 
Retrieved from https://studylib.net/doc/18332610/understanding-the-gaps--who-are-we-leaving-behind-
%E2%80%94-and 
63 Osher, D., Fisher, D., Amos, L., Katz, J., Dwyer, K., Duffey, T., & Colombi, G.D. (2015). Addressing the root 
causes of disparities in school discipline: An educator’s action planning guide. Washington, DC: National 
Center on Safe Supportive Learning Environments. Retrieved from  
64 Hanover Research. (2017). School-Based Strategies for Narrowing the Achievement Gap. Retrieved from 
https://www.wasa-
oly.org/WASA/images/WASA/1.0%20Who%20We%20Are/1.4.1.6%20SIRS/Download Files/LI%202017/
May-%20School-Based%20Strategies%20for%20Narrowing%20the%20Achievement%20Gap.pdf 
 

Table 3.10: Strategies for Monitoring Disparities 
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· Understand and capitalize on students' culture, abilities, resilience, and 
effort. 

Comprehensive 
Support for 
Students 

· Screen children early for medical/social services.   
· Work with medical, social services, and community agencies.   
· Identify students who need additional instructional support; and   
· Support students via mentors, tutoring, peer support networks, and role 

models. 

Outreach to 
Students’ Families 

· Make sure the main office is family friendly.   
· Engage/reach out to students' families.   
· Establish family centers at schools and other community locations.   
· Hire staff from the community who speak families' home languages.   
· Provide transportation to and from school events; and   
· Conduct adult education and parenting courses at local schools. 

Extended Learning 
Opportunities 

· Extending learning to summer school programs 
· Dual credit/Jump Start courses  

Classrooms that 
Support Learning 

· Use varied, effective strategies to instruct diverse learners.   
· Use test and other information on students' performance in instructional 

planning.   
· Target literacy and math instruction, if needed.   
· Safeguard instructional time; and   
· Use research and data to improve practice. 

Supportive Schools · Make closing gaps a schoolwide responsibility.   
· Set high expectations and provide rigorous, deep curricula.   
· Focus on academics.   
· Provide safe, orderly learning environments for students and educators.   
· Use test data and other research on students' performance to inform 

instruction.   
· Identify strategies and programs to increase achievement.   
· Develop effective school wide leadership teams; and   
· Provide ongoing professional development for school-based leaders on 

effective strategies for closing the achievement gaps. 

Access to Qualified 
Staff 

· Improve teacher education programs.      
· Recruit, develop, and retain qualified teachers and paraeducators.   
· Attract high quality staff to work with students with the greatest needs.   
· Compensate teachers who take on extra responsibilities.   
· Provide time for faculty to meet and plan.   
· Provide continuous, data-driven professional development.   
· Prepare teacher leaders to be knowledgeable and effective on school 

reform; and   
· Help teachers work effectively with families and communities. 

Adequate Resources 
and Funding  

· Seek adequate and equitable funding;   
· Target resources on closing the gaps;   
· Expand school capacity via additional resources;   
· Engage businesses, universities, foundations in schools' work;  
· Seek federal, state, or private funding in collaboration with partners; and   
· Schools that close achievement gaps focus on improving learning for all 

students, maintain a "no excuses" attitude, use research and data to 
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improve practice, involve everyone in improvement processes, persist 
through difficulties and setbacks, and celebrate accomplishments. 

Source: Hanover Research65 

TVHS will monitor for disparities in academic performance between student groups by dividing the 
process into three phases. The first phase is gathering and analyzing data that will help to gain a 
better understanding of student performance. The second phase includes addressing the question 
“What are the root causes of our disparities” in student performance? Understanding and 
conducting a root cause analysis will help TVHS learn more about how and why disparities exist. 
The third phase is creating an action plan that addresses the question “How will root causes of 
disparities” in student performance be addressed? This stage will help TVHS create an action plan 
that can be implemented, monitored, and improved over time.66 

AT-RISK STUDENTS AND SPECIAL POPULATIONS 
At-Risk Students 

(1) How do you define “at-risk” students? What are the methods for identifying at-risk students 
through academic and behavioral processes? 

At-risk students are students with a higher probability of failing academically or dropping out of 
school, and who face circumstances that could jeopardize their ability to complete school, such as 
homelessness, incarceration, teenage pregnancy, serious health issues, domestic violence, 
transiency, or other conditions. It may also refer to learning disabilities, low test scores, disciplinary 
problems, grade retention, or other learning-related factors that could adversely affect educational 
performance. Other key factors are attendance, low literacy, lack of interest in school, negative 
interactions with peers, behavioral issues including aggression, violence, social withdrawal, family 
history/background, and educational history.67   

Given the population the TVHS intends to serve, there is a significant percentage of the students to 
be identified as ‘at-risk’ based on the definition of “at-risk” as provided in NRS 388A.045: “A pupil 
is ‘at risk’ if the pupil has an economic or academic disadvantage such that he or she requires 
special services and assistance to enable him or her to succeed in educational programs. The term 
includes, without limitation, pupils who are members of economically disadvantaged families, 
pupils who are English learners, pupils who are at risk of dropping out of high school and pupils 

 
65 Hanover Research. (2017). School-Based Strategies for Narrowing the Achievement Gap. Retrieved from 
https://www.wasa-
oly.org/WASA/images/WASA/1.0%20Who%20We%20Are/1.4.1.6%20SIRS/Download_Files/LI%202017/
May-%20School-Based%20Strategies%20for%20Narrowing%20the%20Achievement%20Gap.pdf 
66 Osher, D., Fisher, D., Amos, L., Katz, J., Dwyer, K., Duffey, T., & Colombi, G.D. (2015). Addressing the root 
causes of disparities in school discipline: An educator’s action planning guide. Washington, DC: National 
Center on Safe Supportive Learning Environments.  
67 National Education Association. (n.d.). Understanding the Gaps: Who are we leaving behind and how far? 
Retrieved from https://studylib.net/doc/18332610/understanding-the-gaps--who-are-we-leaving-behind-
%E2%80%94-and 
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who do not meet minimum standards of academic proficiency. The term does not include a pupil 
with a disability.”68 

Generally, at-risk students are those with a higher probability of failure due to academic or 
behavioral challenges. Academically, initial indicators are grades and scores on diagnostic 
assessments.  Behaviorally, TVHS will monitor the success of behavior interventions to indicate 
which students need more significant behavioral support.  Multiple sources and early warning 
systems will be used to identify at-risk students.  TVHS recognizes that many factors can be 
associated with increased risk of academic failure and/or potential dropout of students, such as:69 

· Social and economic risk factors, including:     
o Free and reduced lunch; 
o Single parent family; 
o Student pregnancy or parenthood; 
o Parent educational attainment; 
o Foster care; 
o Homelessness; and 
o Involved in the juvenile justice system. 

· Diagnostic testing (students who do not meet current grade level mastery expectations). 
· Review of attendance records – if a student has a documented history of more than 10% 

absenteeism. 
· Review of discipline records – if a student has documented history of 3 or more offenses in a 

school year. 
· Documented input regarding academic performance provided by previous administration, 

teacher, and school staff. 
 
Students who are identified as academically ‘at risk’ and who are not already identified with an 
Individualized Education Plan (IEP) will be referred to TVHS’s RTI team.  The RTI team will be 
comprised of staff members from the grade level or department, special education teacher, 
instructional coach, and counselor in addition to the student’s parents. The teacher of record will 
notify the parent(s) that his/her child will be entering the RTI program, which will provide 
interventions in all areas of the student’s academic or behavioral deficiencies. 
 
During the RTI process, a goal is written in the deficit academic and/or behavioral area, the student 
is provided with additional interventions, and the student has weekly progress monitoring related 
to the goal. The data is collected and analyzed every 4-6 weeks. If the student is not making 
adequate progress toward the grade level expectation, then instruction becomes more intensive by 
increasing the amount of time in intervention, increasing the number of sessions in intervention, or 
changing the teaching method. If after 12-16 weeks, the student’s data still shows a lack of adequate 
progress, the student will be referred for the special education eligibility process. 
 
Should the student qualify for special education, the student will receive support in regular 
education with supplementary aids and services. Progress monitoring will continue. If a student 
shows little to no academic growth, an IEP meeting will be held to discuss increasing services which 

 
68 NV Rev Stat § 388A.045 (2019) 
69 Collaborative on Health and the Environment (CHE). (2019). Socioeconomic Environment. Retrieved from 
https://www.healthandenvironment.org/environmental-health/environmental-risks/socioeconomic-
environment 
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may include a more restrictive environment and additional supplementary aids and supports. The 
goal is to provide the student access to a free and appropriate public education within the least 
restrictive environment using student’s data in the decision-making process. 
(2) Describe how you will identify the needs of all students.  Identify the research-based programs, 
strategies and supports you will utilize to provide a broad continuum of services, ensure students’ 
access to the general education curriculum in the least restrictive environment.  

All students will be engaged in and benefit from the curriculum including exceptional students or 
students who enter TVHS below grade level. The results of the student’s prior year standardized 
tests results and other student records will be used to determine the best educational setting for 
students (e.g., appropriate course selection, tutoring, referral for special services).  Students who 
are identified as academically at-risk, who are not already identified with an IEP, will be referred to 
the RTI team.  
 
APEX courses are standards-aligned, interactive, and engaging original credit or accelerating credit 
recovery. The program addresses gaps and targets intervention that assures grade-level 
proficiency. With Apex, the learning experience integrates targeted remediation into the direct 
instruction. It also introduces new ideas through chunked, scaffolded instruction that builds on 
students’ prior knowledge and stays grounded through connections to simple, relevant examples. 
With literacy, language development, and academic supports built directly into the curriculum, 
struggling students can overcome the precise barriers they face to access grade-level instruction.70  
 
Savvas Learning curriculum provides instructional materials that fits TVHS’s blended learning that 
teachers to reconnect, engage, and inspire students. In addition, Savvas Learning offers adaptive 
technology that can assess students’ skills and create activities for students to build and master 
foundational skills.71  Savvas Realize provides access to standards-aligned curriculum to better 
serve every student, teacher, and school system. 72 Instructional materials meet every student 
where they are at with diverse and relevant content that encourages student voice and fosters 
student agency.73  
 
Progress monitoring will ensure that students are receiving the appropriate continuum of services 
and equitable access to the general education curriculum. During daily collaborative team meetings, 
staff will review student performance data from all instructional tiers to determine next day steps 
of instruction. Progress monitoring by special education staff will be done on a weekly basis to 
determine the effectiveness of the instructional program. Adjustments to instructional programs 
will be made as student progress or lack of progress is determined. Revisions to IEPs will occur as 
adjustments are needed to a student’s academic program towards a restrictive environment based 
on progress. Apart from providing the specific services listed in a student’s IEP, Section 504, and/or 
ELL plans, as applicable, THVS’s faculty will differentiate instruction as necessary, as well as offer 
tutoring services or other such assistance to ensure students remain successful. Student 
performance will be continuously assessed. 
 

 
70  
71 Savvas Learning Company. (2021). For Back to School, Savvas Supports Educators and Students with 
Innovative Digital Tools and High-Quality Instructional Materials to Help Move Learning Forward. Retrieved 
from https://www.prnewswire.com 
72 Savvas Learning Company (2022). Move Learning Forward with Innovative Digital Experiences and the 
Highest Quality Content. Retrieved www.savvas.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3iQm 
73 Savvas Learning Company (2022). Equity & Inclusion in Learning. Retrieved from 
www.savvas.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3f2f 
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Students not making adequate progress towards the NVACS will be identified and the following 
measures will be instituted: 
 

· All students not meeting standards will be placed on a Progress Monitoring Plan (PMP) and 
specific strategies to remediate any learning deficiencies will be implemented (excluding 
ELLs who have been participating in the English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) 
program for less than 2 years.) 

· Reading strategies in the content areas will be facilitated throughout the curriculum to 
provide students additional practice in addition to those taught during language arts 
classes. 

· Saturdays and daily pullout tutoring may be required for those students consistently 
demonstrating non-mastery of the standards. 

· Students consistently demonstrating non-mastery of benchmarks on teacher generated 
quizzes, chapter tests, projects, investigations, and poor academic progress will be targeted 
for supplemental and intensive instruction/intervention. 
 

In addition, students needing remediation based on respective subject area assessments in specific 
subject areas will be assigned to and placed on a specific PMP targeting these deficiencies. This plan 
requires active participation from the student, the parents, and specific teachers to ensure 
continuous student improvement. This initiative allows each student to have ownership and 
understanding of his or her learning style and allows each student to track and monitor his or her 
achievement. The PMP will consist of specific measurable individualized goals for that student, as 
well the strategies and services (tutoring, required additional classes, English Language 
Development (ELD) services) to be implemented for the student to achieve the specified goals. 
 
Special education must be provided in the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE).  To the maximum 
extent appropriate, children with disabilities must be educated with their nondisabled 
peers.  Students with disabilities may be removed from the regular educational environment only 
when the nature or severity of the disability is such that modifications, supplementary aids, and 
services are insufficient in the general education environment.  Specialized education (including 
related services) can be offered in the general education classroom, a resource rooms, a self-
contained classroom, at home, in hospitals, or in residential programs. 
  
It is possible that a child’s needs cannot be adequately met in the mainstream classroom even with 
accommodations and services.  In that event, the IEP team may decide that some combination of a 
specialized learning environment and the general classroom, or a more restrictive setting, is 
necessary to permit that child to benefit from his or her education.  When a student is removed 
from the general education classroom, the IEP team must explain in detail why the removal is 
necessary.  Even then, the student must be allowed to participate with nondisabled students at 
mealtime, recess, or any other non-academic or extracurricular activity, unless compelling needs or 
performance of that student require otherwise. 
 

(3) Describe the school’s approach to help remediate students’ academic underperformance.  
Detail the identification strategy, interventions, and remediation to be implemented.  Cite the 
research/rationale for the chosen methods. How will you measure the success of your academic 
remediation efforts (in year 1, year 3, year 5, and beyond?) 

TVHS is committed to serving the needs of all its students, regardless of level, learning style, and/or 
special needs. In support of our mission, the goal remains that all students attain and demonstrate 
mastery of the NVACS. Academic underperformance is first identified during the enrollment 
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process when reviewing student’s records and transcripts. The Special Education and Section 504 
team may also choose to immediately refer students with significant concerns to the school-wide 
Student Study Team (SST) to ensure that more intensive actions are taken to address the student’s 
needs. 
 
Students that test below benchmark and/or receive a failing grade in one or more of their classes 
will be transitioned to the appropriate tier level of instruction to receive more face-to-face 
interventions. If a student is already on campus full time and displays low grades and or shows 
needs based on their intervention screening, the student will be assigned to a case manager for 
direct follow up. The case manager will work directly with TVHS’s Academic Advisor and the 
student’s parent/guardian to provide one-on-one interventions. 
 
Students that do not qualify for an IEP or a Section 504 plan will still work with their teachers one 
on one each day through small group interventions and after and before each schedule transition. 
Teachers will schedule interventions with students and parents/guardians to assist in mastering 
their learning objectives. TVHS’s daily collaborative team sessions will identify students and their 
areas of struggle. Each teacher, based on their expertise, will be assigned a group of students to 
monitor and schedule one on one or small group intervention. 
 
If increased performance is not seen on course assignments, assessment scores, and progress 
scores, classroom teachers may refer the student to the SST. The team will prioritize further 
interventions. All academic interventions will be measured by examining year-by-year assessment 
data. If improvement is not seen amongst students within the bottom 20%, then school-wide 
intervention practices will be revised. 
 
In accordance with student’s needs, TVHS may employ Reading and/or Math instructional coaches 
and will employ the adequate number of ELL and Exceptional Student Education (ESE) personnel 
required, as well as the counseling staff necessary to adequately support and properly service 
students. Classroom teachers will use research-based texts, enhanced by supplementary materials 
and programs, to ensure student success. Teachers will be required to document in lesson plans 
when and how each standard is taught and assessed. TVHS will offer free tutoring after school and 
on Wellness Wednesdays to fill and address learning gaps, as well as enrichment programs aligned 
to ELA/Math and Science standards, such as Robotics Club and Art Club. These activities will be 
offered to address all learner needs as well as foster an academic culture and love of learning both 
in and out of the classroom, further promoting TVHS’s mission. 
 
Data-Driven Individualized Supports for All Students 
TVHS will have a Response to Intervention (RTI) team within a Multi-Tier System of Supports 
(MTSS) structure composed of administrators, teachers, and specialists trained to use the 
framework to effectively meet the academic and behavioral needs of all students. TVHS will 
implement strategies designed to address individualized learning needs, including educationally 
disadvantaged students and students with special needs who may be at-risk of falling behind. 
TVHS’s RTI team will oversee and monitor the early warning system including:74 
 

 
74 United States Department of Education. (2014). Early Warning Indicators and Segmentation Analysis: A 
Technical Guide on Data Studies that Inform Dropout Prevention and Recovery. John Hopkins University. 
Boston: MA. 
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· Collecting and analyzing data on the number of students identified by the system as 
exhibiting two or more early warning indicators, the number of students by grade level who 
exhibit each early warning indicator. 

· Preparing a description of all intervention strategies employed to improve the academic 
performance of students identified by the early warning system. 

· Determining, in consultation with the parent, appropriate intervention strategies based on 
data from the early warning system for each student who exhibits two or more early 
warning indicators, unless the student is already being served by an intervention. 
 

Implementation of RTI/MTSS: Multiple tiers of increasingly intense instruction and intervention 
services are implemented to support student success as part of the RTI/MTSS process. Students not 
meeting specific levels of performance in content areas for each grade level (or not meeting specific 
levels of performance on statewide assessments) will receive additional diagnostic assessments to 
determine the nature of the student's difficulty and areas of academic need. Students needing 
remediation or intensive instructional/behavioral support will be matched to strategic and 
intensive instruction/ interventions.75 
 

· Tier 1 is inclusive of all students. All students in Tier 1 will receive high quality, research-
based instruction, differentiated to meet their needs and will be screened at minimum on 
bi-weekly basis to identify struggling learners who need additional support. Core academic 
interventions include the use of the core curriculum and whole-class instruction and 
interventions. Core behavioral interventions include school-wide discipline policies and 
procedures, as well as positive behavior supports. Academic assessments at the Tier 1 
include mid-year assessments, benchmark assessments, formative and summative 
assessments, and end-of-year assessments. Behavioral assessments at the Tier 1 include 
observational data, parent conference records and disciplinary data. 

 
· Tier 2 is inclusive of students not making progress in the core curriculum. TVHS will 

provide these students with increasingly intensive instruction matched to their needs 
including, but not limited to small group instruction, one-to-one re-teaching, pull-out 
intervention, individualized instruction, intensive interventions that address each student’s 
needs, and additional tutoring opportunities with a qualified interventionist. 

 
· Tier 3 interventions are introduced when students need a more frequent, intense, and 

individualized instructional setting, which may include but would not be limited to: daily 
pull-out tutoring, one-on-one instructions; behavior intervention plan, individualized 
counseling, and intensive individualized academic plans following assessments. 

 
After school and summer tutoring will be available to TVHS’s students regardless of being identified 
as being “deficient” in their academic performance in core classes. Key findings from the National 
Center for Education Evaluation and Regional Assistance showed “one year of enhanced instruction 
produces positive and statistically significant impacts on student achievement.”76 
 

 
75 Wayne RESA. (n.d.). Quick Guide for Multi-Tiered System of Supports: The Building Level. Retrieved from 
https://resources.finalsite.net/images/v1568836530/resanet/v3v3youp8fkgrbzuivve/BuildingMTSSQuickG
uide.pdf 
76 National Center for Education Evaluation and Regional Assistance. (2009). The Evaluation of Enhanced 
Academic Instruction in After-School Programs: Final Report NCEE 2009-4077. Retrieved from 
https://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED506725 
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Services for Students with Special Needs 
TVHS’s model allows educationally disadvantaged students, including students with disabilities and 
students entering below grade level, to benefit highly from the core curriculum.  Students with 
disabilities must be supported and challenged to excel within the general curriculum and be 
prepared for success in their post-school lives, including college and/or careers. To accomplish this, 
TVHS will commit to instruction that incorporates supports and accommodates students including: 
 

1. An Individualized Education Plan (IEP) for Special Education students and a progress 
monitoring plan for students below grade level proficiency, which include annual goals 
aligned with and chosen to facilitate their attainment of grade-level academic standards. 

2. Teachers and specialized instructional support personnel who are prepared and 
qualified to deliver high quality, evidence-based, individualized instruction, and support 
services. 

3. Instructional accommodations in materials or procedures - which do not change the 
standards but allow students to learn within the framework of the NVACS. 

4. Assistive technology devices and services to ensure that students with special needs 
have equal learning and developmental opportunities; and  

5. Instructional supports for learning based on the principles of Universal Design for 
Learning (UDL)77, which foster student engagement by presenting information in 
multiple ways and allowing for diverse avenues of action and expression. In addition to 
providing the specific services listed in a student’s IEP and/or ELL plan, TVHS will offer 
tutoring services or other such assistance to ensure students remain successful. 

 
Evaluating Meeting the Needs 
Components of monitoring and evaluating meeting the needs of subgroups include: 

· Teacher utilized flexible grouping. 
· Types of flexible grouping were utilized (i.e., pairs, small groups, and/or independent 

practice)? 
· Teacher differentiated instruction for all levels of learners. 
· Teacher scaffold instruction for special education students and/or ELL students 
· Example of how the teacher differentiated instruction for learners. 
· Assignments and assessments were meaningful, rigorous, and at or above grade level. 
· Teacher grade book reflected meaningful, rigorous, and at grade level 

assignments/assessments. 
· Teacher provided an explicit closure to ensure mastery of lesson objectives. 
· Teacher conducted a review and emphasized the important points of the lesson 
· Teacher utilized technology in the lesson. 
· Teacher maintained appropriate pacing throughout the lesson to engage students. 

 
(4) Describe your Response to Intervention model in detail, including the interventions and the 
anticipated proportion of the student body served at each tier level. Please provide the rationale 
used in this approximation. 
 
TVHS is committed to serving the needs of all its students, regardless of their baseline data, learning 
style, and/or special needs. In support of our mission, the goal remains that all students attain and 
demonstrate mastery of the NVACS. TVHS will utilize a RTI team within the MTSS structure 

 
77 CAST (2018). Universal Design for Learning Guidelines version 2.2. Retrieved from 
http://udlguidelines.cast.org 
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composed of administrators, teachers, and specialists trained to use the framework to effectively 
meet the academic and behavioral needs of all students.78  
 
The RTI model integrates assessment and intervention within a multi-level prevention system to 
maximize student achievement and to reduce behavior problems.79 TVHS will identify students at-
risk for poor learning outcomes; monitor student progress; provide evidence-based interventions 
and adjust the intensity and nature of those interventions depending on a student’s responsiveness; 
and subsequently begin the process to identify students with possible learning disabilities or other 
disabilities. The RTI implementation at TVHS will contribute to more meaningful identification of 
learning and behavioral problems, improve instructional quality, provide all students with the best 
opportunities to succeed, and assist with the identification of learning difficulties and problems. 
Parents will be invited to RTI meetings to review screening data and place the student in a group 
intervention, when a student is placed in a second group of intervention, when an individual 
intervention is designed for the student, and when a special education referral is initiated. Parents 
will be continually informed about the plan and its implementation. 
 
The RTI model at TVHS will have four essential components: (1) a school-wide, multi-level 
instructional and behavioral system for preventing school failure, (2) screening, (3) progress 
monitoring, and (4) data-based decision making for instruction and movement within the multi-
level system.80 The RTI model is a multi-tiered approach to providing high quality instruction and 
intervention matched to student needs, using learning rate over time and level of performance to 
inform instructional decisions. Embodied in each tier are four steps TVHS will implement: 

1. Identify the problem. 
2. Analyze the problem and determine why there is a discrepancy. 
3. Establish a performance goal for the student, develop an intervention plan to address the 

goal, and monitor the student’s progress during implementation. 
4. Use evidence-based data, collected during progress monitoring, to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the intervention. Once effectiveness has been evaluated, the RTI team will 
determine if additional intervention is needed and/or adjust the intervention to support 
student progress. 

 
Within the RTI structure, resources will be aligned to a three-tier model that will use increasingly 
more intense instruction.  Tiers include increasing levels of intensity of interventions.8182 
 
Tier 1 will include evidence-based instruction in the general education classroom with core 
instructional interventions. Tier 1 will include differentiated curriculum and instruction for all 
students. Primary instruction will include at-risk children who have been identified through the 
universal screening process to receive evidence-based instruction, sometimes in small groups, 
sometimes as part of a class-wide intervention. A certain amount of time (generally not more than 

 
78 Wayne RESA. (n.d.). Quick Guide for Multi-Tiered System of Supports: The Building Level. Retrieved from 
https://resources.finalsite.net/images/v1568836530/resanet/v3v3youp8fkgrbzuivve/BuildingMTSSQuickG
uide.pdf 
79 RTI Action Network. (2021). Learn About RTI. Retrieved from http://www.rtinetwork.org/learn 
80 National Center on Response to Intervention (March 2010). Essential Components of RTI – A Closer Look at 
Response to Intervention. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education 
Programs, National Center on Response to Intervention. 
81 Wayne RESA. (n.d.). Quick Guide for Multi-Tiered System of Supports: The Building Level. Retrieved from 
https://resources.finalsite.net/images/v1568836530/resanet/v3v3youp8fkgrbzuivve/BuildingMTSSQuickG
uide.pdf 
82 RTI Action Network. (2021). Learn About RTI. Retrieved from http://www.rtinetwork.org/learn 
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six or eight weeks) will be allotted to determine if the student responds to the intervention—hence, 
the name RTI. 
 
Each student’s progress will be monitored closely. If the student does, indeed, respond to the 
evidence-based intervention, then this indicates that perhaps his or her difficulties have resulted 
from less appropriate or insufficiently targeted instruction. The Tier 1 process will include the 
following components: 

· Expectations – 80% or more of students successful with general education curriculum and 
instruction. 

· Assessments – universal screenings for academics and social/emotional growth 
(behaviors). 

· Interventions – through differentiated instructional practices. 
· Roles and responsibilities – primarily the general education teacher. 

 
Tier 2 will include small group intervention with intensive assistance for students who are 
performing below monitored progress expectations at Tier 1. Tier 2 includes targeted interventions 
for students at-risk. Tier 2 standard treatment protocol interventions will include interventions 
that are: 

· Evidenced-based interventions; 
· From education research; 
· Experiential-based Interventions; and 
· From best practice with like students. 

 
The length of time in Tier 2 is instructional time in addition to Tier 1, and the level of intensity of 
the interventions is greater. They may also be more closely targeted to the areas in which the child 
is having difficulty. Again, the child’s progress is closely monitored. The time allotted to see if the 
child responds to interventions in this more intensive level may be longer than in the first level - a 
marking period, for instance, rather than seven weeks - but the overall process is much the same.   
The Tier 2 process will include the following components: 
 

· Expectation - 15% of students may be at risk and in need of targeted interventions; 
· Assessment - progress monitoring of student response to specific intervention; 
· Intervention - standard protocol treatment intervention as available from the research; 

evidence-based intervention as available in the literature; and 
· Roles and responsibilities - variety of personnel as determined at the local site. 

 
Tier 3 becomes an option for continued and more intensive intervention. Five percent of students 
may be at significant risk and in need of intense interventions. If, however, the child does not 
respond to the first level of group-oriented interventions, he or she typically moves to the next RTI 
level. Tier 3 involves the use of a combination of different types of curriculum material(s) including 
but not limited to: standard protocol treatment intervention as available from the research, 
evidence-based intervention as available in the literature, and unique intervention based on 
teacher expertise. Tier 3 is more individualized as well as more intensive. Weekly progress 
monitoring specific to the intervention should continue; analysis of every four data points will take 
place to determine whether the student is showing progress. If progress monitoring graph line is 
flat lining (student showing no progress) then intensity of instruction will be increased. Intensity 
can be increased by providing intensive intervention to the student in a smaller group or 
individually by increasing the minutes per session, increasing the number of sessions per day or 
week, and/or by changing the method of instruction. If the child does not respond to instruction at 
this level, then he or she will need to be referred for a full and individual evaluation under IDEA. 
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Regardless of the number of interventions TVHS implements, each will be classified under one of 
the three levels of prevention. This will allow for a common understanding across the entire 
process. At Tier 1, evidence-based core instructional and behavioral methodologies, practices and 
supports designed for all students will provide the foundation in general education. Tier 2 will 
consist of supplemental instruction and interventions that are provided in addition to and in 
alignment with core instruction and behavioral supports to targeted groups of students identified 
as needing additional assistance. Tier 3 is targeted for those students that require intensive 
instructional or behavioral intervention in addition to and in alignment with core instruction. At 
this tier, instruction and intervention intensity is reflected in increased frequency, greater duration 
and/or more individualization. 
 
Tier 1 is inclusive of all students. All students in Tier 1 will receive high quality, evidence-based 
instruction, differentiated to meet their needs and will be screened at minimum on bi-weekly basis 
to identify struggling learners who need additional support. Core academic interventions include 
the use of the core curriculum and whole-class instruction and interventions, following research-
based instructional strategies and best practices. Core behavioral interventions would include 
school-wide discipline policies and procedures, as well as positive behavior supports. Behavioral 
assessments at Tier 1 include observational data, parent conference records and disciplinary data. 
 
The RTI process will consist of the following: 

· RTI teams review (Tier 1 meetings) the screening data and identify students in need of 
additional support through Tier 2 intervention. For those students that meet benchmark 
standards, they will continue to remain at Tier 1 and their progress will be monitored at the 
next benchmark assessment. 

 
· While receiving intervention at Tier 2, a student’s progress will be monitored by the RTI 

team to determine if progress is being made adequately. If a student is not progressing and 
the intervention(s) has been implemented as designed, the student will be referred to the 
School Support Team (SST). 

 
The SST will consist of the school administrator, school psychologist, counselor, general education 
teacher and the parent(s), ELL Coordinator (as applicable). The SST will assist teachers in providing 
additional interventions for students with learning, emotional, social, and behavioral problems in 
school, primarily within general education classes. The SST process will be initiated as assistance is 
requested and the collection of student information such as history of grades, background 
screening, attendance, academic, behavioral and/or social-emotional screening assessments etc. is 
conducted. Continual filtering of a student’s response to intervention determines the effectiveness 
of interventions and assists in the data-based decisions. After the consideration of all the data by 
the SST, a data-driven decision is made as to whether a referral for a Multi-disciplinary Team 
evaluation will be initiated. This rigorous and constant sorting and analyzing of information makes 
the SST a reliable and efficient system incorporating the tiers of intervention delivery. 
 
In addition to the SST being a valuable resource for schools it is also a filtering process which serves 
to fluidly move students through the tiers of intervention, always evaluating and monitoring their 
response to these interventions and making data-based decisions every step of the way. It is a 
process that ensures the delivery of general education interventions first to address student’s 
academic, behavioral and/or social emotional needs. The filtering then begins as students who 
continue to perform below standards and show inadequate response to general education 
interventions, even when provided with appropriate instruction and evidence-based interventions, 
formally enter the SST process. 
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The SST will review the screening and progress monitoring data and information provided from all 
other relevant records to develop more focused, intensive interventions for the 
student.  Parent(s)/guardian(s) are integral team members and will be invited to provide data 
regarding developmental history and current functioning within the family and community units. 
Barriers to learning will be identified and strategies to overcome such barriers will be developed. 
Progress monitoring schedule will be determined, and responsible persons will determine the 
implementation of interventions and progress monitoring. Interventions will be implemented and 
monitored.  Progress monitoring data will be collected a minimum of every two weeks and parents 
will be notified of intervention implementation and student progress over time. The school 
psychologist will periodically conduct fidelity checks on the SST Intervention Plan while assisting 
with progress monitoring data collection. 
 
If the focused, evidence-based interventions attempted at all Tiers do not produce a satisfactory 
level of progress, as evidenced by review of the RTI data and an analysis of any existing barriers to 
learning, interventions will be modified, and a comprehensive evaluation may be requested. 
Documentation of the various strategies and interventions employed in Tiers 2 and 3, as well as all 
data pertaining to progress monitoring, will become part of the referral packet. Parents will be kept 
informed of planned intervention efforts and the student’s progress in response to intervention 
throughout the entire SST process. 
 
Referral Procedures - Prior to a referral for students suspected of having a disability, school 
personnel will make one of the following determinations and include appropriate documentation in 
the student’s educational record: 
 

1. For students who present speech disorders; severe cognitive, physical, or sensory 
disorders; and/or severe social/behavioral deficits that require immediate attention to 
prevent harm to the student or others, the implementation of evidence-based interventions 
(including the parent involvement in the intervention procedures) and the observations of 
the student would be inappropriate in addressing the immediate needs of the student. 

2. The activities described in the general education intervention procedures above have been 
implemented but have been unsuccessful in addressing the areas of concern for the student. 

3. The parents of the child receiving the general education interventions requested, prior to 
the completion of the interventions, will request TVHS conduct an evaluation to determine 
the child’s eligibility for specially designed instruction and related services as a student with 
a disability. In this case, the activities described in the general education interventions 
procedures are completed concurrently with the evaluation but prior to the determination 
of the student’s eligibility for specially designed instruction. 

 
In the instance significant risk factors are present or if the student demonstrates severe cognitive, 
physical or sensory impairments, or presents as a danger to self or others, an individual 
intervention plan should be developed as the child awaits the Multidisciplinary Team evaluation. 

(5) How will you communicate the need for remediation to parents?   

 
TVHS will use various methods to share information with students and parents. Ongoing 
communication will be maintained through on-line reporting systems such as, web-based grade 
book and progress reports, parent conferences, and other forms of written and oral communication 
that the parents may prefer. TVHS will make every effort for communication to take place in the 
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home language for those students from homes where a language other than English is spoken. 
Depending on the students program it could be weekly student behavior reports, parent teacher 
conferences, phone calls, and/or emails.  

Specifically, TVHS will ensure communication with students/parents occur as follows: 
 

· Written Notices & Email: Parents will be notified, in writing, at any time during a grading 
period when: it is apparent that the student is doing unsatisfactory work; when course or 
grade assignments drop abruptly or significantly; if a student is in jeopardy of failing a 
course, and/or if a student is in jeopardy of not meeting promotion criteria. Parents will 
also be notified in writing when a student is receiving instruction in an accelerated class or 
grade placement other than for which they are eligible. 

· Phone & In Person: Teacher and/or administrator will call parents with updates or 
concerns and/or request in-person conference. TVHS will also host an open house at the 
beginning of the school year wherein they will make parents aware of school policies, 
procedures, and how to request conferences. Parent conferences will be held as requested 
by parents or as deemed necessary by teacher or administration. 

· Interim Progress Reports: Parents receive an interim report between grading periods, 
which indicate student progress by course and contains academic, behavioral and 
attendance data. 

· Parent Portal/ Online Gradebook: Parents have access to all the child’s grades/assignments. 
· Data Reports: MAP Scores, ACT, PSAT, SAT and reports of student individual performance 

and progress. 
· School’s Star Rating: (School Accountability Reports) will be made available to stakeholders 

and the community at-large via TVHS website and other means. 
 

Additionally, TVHS will coordinate parent workshops to bring parents into TVHS and invite open 
dialogue. TVHS will coordinate other appropriate methods of communication with 
parents/guardians, as necessary, and will make every effort to communicate with parents in their 
native language. TVHS will have a campus podcast to further open lines of communication with 
parents and families, as well as increase engagement on the portal. TVHS will meet this task by 
communicating available resources, announcement of upcoming engagement dates, contests, and 
giveaways to support families who are dealing with remediation. 
 

(6) What interventions will be offered for students exhibiting early signs of behavioral concerns 
and/or need for social emotional supports? How will individual plans for students be implemented 
and monitored? 

The classroom teacher is the first level of intervention for students with behavioral concerns. The 
teacher will collaborate with the student and parent/guardian to foster working relationships and 
promote positive classroom behaviors. TVHS teachers and staff will use Positive Behavioral 
Interventions and Supports (PBIS) along with Functional Assessment and Behavior Plans to 
determine why the behavior is being exhibited. Positive support paths will be demonstrated by all 
TVHS staff with the end-goal in mind to efficiently and appropriately correct student behavior 
issues. 

 1. Positive Behavioral Interventions and Support (PBIS), included with the Goodlife 
Curriculum, is beneficial for all students and provides effective tier one (1) interventions. 
Examples: set routines, silent signals, proximity, quiet corrections, giving students tasks, 
positive phrasing, take a break, state and explain the behavior that you want to see, and give out 
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tangible reinforcers. Wellness Wednesday will also be utilized for students to meet with their 
mentor and/or the Student Success Team (SST).83 
 
 2. Individual Behavior plans, and Functional Assessment provide effective tier two (2) and 
three (3) interventions. Individual Behavior plans target a specific behavioral difficulty. The 
purpose of the plan is to systematically modify a student’s environment with the goal of 
changing the student’s behavior. Individual Behavior plans are most effective when they are 
based on functional behavior assessments. The function of a behavior describes what the 
student is getting out of a behavior and by gathering data and analyzing the antecedents and 
consequences, teachers can create lessons and strategies that produce positive change. 
 
Behavior plans will be developed, implemented by the school personnel, who daily, spend the 
most time with the student(s). Plans and implementation will be monitored by the SST. 
Interventions that will be offered for students exhibiting early signs of behavioral concerns are 
interventions that can be used in the classroom to positively reinforce student behavior for all 
students. Wellness Wednesday will be utilized to provide peer supports, counseling supports in 
the community, positive social groups, video content which promotes resiliency, problem 
solving strategies, and emotional intelligence. TVHS will also utilize a suicide prevention 
program through the Office of Suicide Prevention and American Foundation for Suicide 
Prevention. 

Special Education 

(1) Track Record: Please explain the extent to which one or more members of the founding school 
team (e.g., founding board, instructional leader, etc.) has experience working to achieve high 
academic outcomes of students with disabilities, including students with mild, moderate, and 
severe disabilities.    

One of TVHS’s founding board members serves as an attorney for the Clark County School 
District in the Student Services Division (special education). This member researched 
legislation, policy, state statutes, and federal laws regarding IDEA and special education issues, 
as well as those relating to Section 504 of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). This board 
member ensures that the Clark County School District complies with all laws and policies in this 
area and advised schools on best practices to ensure compliance with the law and maintain high 
academic and behavioral standards for students with disabilities. This member has also been an 
inclusion teacher at the elementary level, focusing primarily on students with mild and 
moderate learning and behavioral disabilities.  
 
Other member experiences include licensed teachers who have worked with students of all 
levels of disabilities. The board also has members of the community serving in positions that 
give students with disabilities real life practical experiences, often furthering functional 
curriculum goals and objectives.  

 
83 Fluke, S. & Peterson, R. (2015). Individual behavior plans & functional assessment, Strategy brief. Lincoln, 
NE: Student Engagement Project, University of Nebraska-Lincoln and the Nebraska Department of Education. 
http://k12engagement.unl.edu/individual-behavior-plans.  
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(2) Identification: How will the school identify students in need of additional supports or services? 

TVHS will utilize the SST team when concerns have been expressed about an individual 
student's academic or behavioral needs. Prior intervention is used to assist the school in 
determining whether the student has needs that are able to be met within the general education 
setting without the need of special education supports/accommodations, or whether the 
student is suspected of having a disability and requires a more restrictive environment.  

(a) (Elementary Schools Only) How will the school accurately identify students prior 
to enrollment (e.g., those who require pre-school special education and related 
services) and in the early grades (PreK, K, 1, or 2) for appropriate services? 

 
TVHS will be grades 9-12 so this question is not applicable. 

(b) (Middle and High Schools) How will the school identify and serve students who 
require special education services and develop transition plans? 

 
TVHS will utilize the SST team when concerns have been expressed about an individual 
student's academic or behavioral needs. Prior intervention is used to assist the school in 
determining whether the student has needs that are able to be met within the general education 
setting without the need of special education supports/accommodations, or whether the 
student is suspected of having a disability and requires a more restrictive environment. If the 
student requires special education services, a meeting will be put together involving school 
administration, the school psychologist, teachers, parent/guardians, and other school personnel 
who are responsible for and work with students who require assistance. TVHS will initiate 
procedures to evaluate the student for eligibility under the Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act (IDEA) and the Nevada Administrative Code (NAC). This meeting is so all 
members can discuss and share information and ideas that will help the student succeed and 
improve the student’s ability to participate in the general education classroom. For a student to 
qualify for special education services the student must have a disability and a unique learning 
need that cannot be met through the general education setting with appropriate 
accommodations and modifications. To determine eligibility, the team will complete the 
appropriate assessments and present and discuss the results. Once this is completed the team 
will determine whether the student has or continues to have one or more disabilities and 
whether the student has a unique learning need that requires special education services.  
 
For a smooth transition to adulthood, young people with disabilities need support, guidance, 
and planning. TVHS will help students with disabilities plan the future they want, pursue 
employment and/or higher education, and navigate the shift to adult life in the community. 
TVHS will utilize the time on Wellness Wednesdays to schedule a time with each student to 
develop, follow and successfully complete their unique transition plan to adulthood and future 
success.  
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(c) (All Schools) How will the school handle over-identification of students as having 
a disability that qualifies them for special education services?  What will be the 
process to transition a student out of special education who has been incorrectly 
identified as having a disability in the past?  

 
TVHS will consider assessing students for special education based on teacher feedback from the 
Response to Intervention process, parent concerns, or other staff member concerns. Students that 
are proving successful and are making continuous gains to achieve grade level success will not be 
assessed for special education if it appears that a suspected disability is not having any impact on 
academic success. However, the staff will consider the entire picture of each student individually. 
Initially, students with learning concerns will be placed in interventions to help the team determine 
the scope of the concern or a possible disability. This will help reduce an automatic reaction to put 
all struggling students in special education. Also, the determination of special education is a team 
decision, and all relevant factors will be considered, including the impact on student learning. TVHS 
will also utilize Section 504 Accommodation Plans in lieu of a formal Individualized Education Plan 
(IEP) if that is more appropriate.  

If a student has been incorrectly identified as needing special education services, the team will 
make that determination at an “exit IEP meeting.” If the data supports the decision and the team 
agrees, the student will be exited from special education. A Section 504 Plan may be considered at 
that time if the student needs accommodations to help access the general education curriculum. It 
is important to note that the parent is an integral part of any IEP team decision, and their input will 
be taken into consideration along with the input of the other required team members and school 
staff.  

(3) Continuum of Services: How will the operator provide a broad continuum of instructional 
options and behavioral supports and interventions for students with a range of disabilities? 
Specifically describe how students with severe intellectual, learning, and/or emotional disabilities 
will be served.  

TVHS will continue to provide interventions and support for instructional and behavioral deficits. 
TVHS will have many opportunities to accommodate and modify with highly trained special 
education staff. Regarding students with severe intellectual, learning, and/or emotional disabilities 
TVHS would include these five best practices; inclusion, home-school collaboration, staff 
development, data-based instruction, and the criterion of ultimate functioning (i.e., preparing 
students for their current and future environment). 

(4) General Education Collaboration/Access: How will special education and related service 
personnel collaborate with general education teachers (e.g., team teaching, team planning, etc.) to 
ensure that all students are able to access a rigorous general academic curriculum?   

TVHS will have bi-weekly meetings for general education teachers to meet with the special 
education team to collaborate and discuss what is working and what is not working. They will be 
able to answer any questions and assist with any accommodations, modifications, or assistance 
with planning lessons or behaviors. TVHS will plan student schedules accordingly and special 
education teachers will be able to push into classrooms to assist with student struggles during 
instruction.  
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(5) Staffing: How will you ensure qualified staffing to meet the needs of students with disabilities?  
Note: Federal and Nevada law requires licensure for the special education teachers, related service 
personnel, and psychologists at all charter schools. 

TVHS will hire staff that is highly qualified and endorsed in the areas needed for our students and 
school to succeed. All teachers will have the required licenses or will follow all state guidelines 
regarding provisional licensing of special education teachers. 

(6) Staff Development: How does the school plan to train general education teachers to modify the 
curriculum and instruction to address the unique needs of students with disabilities?   

General education teachers will have the opportunity to meet biweekly with the special education 
team. TVHS will have mandatory monthly staff developments to make general education teachers 
knowledgeable about Individualized Education Plans (IEPs), accommodations, modifications, 
goals/benchmarks, and how to ensure they are being implemented.    

(7) Discipline: Explain how the school will protect the rights of students with disabilities in 
disciplinary actions and proceedings and exhaust all options in order to promote the continuation 
of educational services in the home school.   

Upon compliance with the provisions of NAC 388.265, and the IDEA, no student with a disability 
will be suspended, expelled, or excluded from attendance if the suspension, expulsion, or exclusion 
results in a change of placement of the student during any school year. Before initiating any 
suspension, expulsion, or exclusion that will result in a change of placement, the team will convene 
a meeting of relevant members as determined by the parent and the IEP team to hold a behavior 
manifestation determination. The purpose of this meeting is to determine whether the behavior of 
the student was a manifestation of the disability of the student.  

(8) Monitoring: What are your plans for monitoring and evaluating both the progress and success 
of students who qualify for special education and related services, and the extent to which your 
special education program complies with relevant federal and state laws?  How will curriculum and 
instructional decisions be tracked and monitored by IEP teams and school personnel?   

All special education teachers are required to keep data collection on student IEP goals and 
benchmarks. This is to determine if instruction is working or if it needs to be differentiated. 
Depending on the type of monitoring whether it is instructional or behavioral it could be collected 
daily, weekly, bi-monthly, or some other interval that is more appropriate for the goal. Behavior 
data is usually collected daily, and academic data is often collected once a week. This will be 
determined by TVHS’s Special Education Team as the frequency that data is collected is related to 
how often measurable progress can be expected. 

(9) Parental Involvement:  What appropriate programs, activities, and procedures will be 
implemented for the participation of parents of students with disabilities? 

TVHS will always send at least two prior notices/invitations to any upcoming IEP meetings. 
Regardless of the level of experience families may have with special education, TVHS will ensure 
that families are well informed as to what their rights are and what they can expect from TVHS. We 
value their partnership in their child's education and will host at least one Family Night 
Presentation for students and families to have an open and honest dialogue about special education 
concerns and share resources and information regarding IDEA and state policies, as well as our 
own TVHS philosophy. The school will aim for families who will understand that TVHS is open to 
their suggestions and ideas and are all interested in achieving the same goal for their child. 
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(10) For Distance Education Schools:  Describe how the school will provide appropriate services in 
the distance education learning environment to students with disabilities.  If you are not proposing 
to operate a distance education or virtual school, please explain that this is not applicable. 

TVHS will not be offering a full-time distance learning program at this time, this question is not 
applicable.  

(11) Please approximate how many students would qualify for these services. Please provide the 
rationale used in this approximation. 

As mentioned in Table 2.2 in “Meeting the Need”, TVHS has estimated that 13% of the school’s 
population will qualify for special education services. 

English Language Learners 

(1) Identification: What methods will you employ to identify English Language Learners?  How 
will you work to avoid misidentification?  

Local educational agents, (LEAs) must identify in a timely manner English learners in need of 
language assistance services. The Home Language Survey (HLS) used to identify potential English 
learners shall be included in the registration packet or given in a questionnaire to parents or 
guardians at the time of the student’s enrollment. In Nevada, the Home Language Survey, at a 
minimum, must include the questions that meet the requirements in NAC 388.620 (Determination 
of primary language of pupil). Each school district shall identify the primary language of each pupil 
who enrolls in a school within the district for the first time.  

A pupil’s primary language shall be deemed to be a language other than English if:  
a) The pupil first spoke a language other than English.  
b) The primary language spoken in the home of the pupil is not English or  
c) The language most often spoken by the pupil is not English.  

In the implementation of this requirement, for students identified as potential English learners 
through the home language survey, the school administers an English language proficiency 
screener (WIDA screener, grades 1 – 12) to determine if the student qualifies as an English learner. 
Results from the assessment must be sent to parents or guardian within 30 calendar days at the 
beginning of the year, or within two weeks during the school year. After English learners have been 
identified using the English language proficiency screener, LEAs must offer to English learners EL 
services and programs until ELs are proficient in English and can 6 participate meaningfully in 
educational programs without EL support. Additionally, LEAs must provide appropriate special 
education services to English Learners with disabilities that are found to be eligible for special 
education and related services. 

(2) Placement: How will the results of the W-APT assessment and other identification and 
program placement decisions be communicated to staff and parents?   

Once students are assessed, the principal will ensure that eligible students are provided 
appropriate EL services. In addition, the principal or designees (ELL Teacher) will ensure that ELL 
students and their parents or guardians are aware of school activities and other opportunities at 
TVHS in a language they understand. Students who are eligible for ELL services will receive these 
services until it is determined, through re-evaluation procedures, that they possess adequate 
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English language and academic skills to allow them to perform satisfactorily in general education 
classes without special instructional considerations.  
 
For students classified as Non-English or Limited English Proficient who are coded as non-English 
or limited English proficient because of the initial assessment, the following steps will be completed 
within the mandated timelines:  
 

1. Classify students who are eligible for English Language Learner (ELL) services as Non- 
English or Limited English proficient. The students are eligible for ELL services.  

2. Prepare a Parent Notification Letter. Once the parent receives the letter, they may choose to 
receive ELL instructional services. If the parent or guardian refuses EL instructional 
services, THVS will meet with the parent or guardian to ensure that the parent or guardian 
understands what is being waived. Parents or guardians may only waive ELL instructional 
services – not testing. TVHS will document the parent conference and place a copy of the 
waiver in the cumulative student folder.  

3. Students will be evaluated with the World-Class Instructional Design and Assessment’s 
(WIDA) Assessing Comprehension and Communication in English State to State for English 
Language Learners (ACCESS). Students will receive an English Language Proficiency Level 
on a scale of 1-6 (1-Entering, 2-Emerging, 3-Developing, 4-Expanding, 5-Bridging, 6- 
Reaching). Teachers will utilize the score report to better differentiate instruction to meet 
the needs of each student. 

4. Once students are assessed, the principal will ensure that eligible students are provided 
appropriate EL services. In addition, Principals or designees will ensure that EL students 
and their parents or guardians are aware of school activities and other opportunities at 
TVHS in a language they understand. Students who are eligible for ELL services will receive 
these services until it is determined, through re-evaluation procedures, that they possess 
adequate English language and academic skills to allow them to perform satisfactorily in 
general education classes without special instructional considerations.  
 

ELL Program Placement: TVHS will implement an ELL program of instruction in meeting the needs 
of the ELL population to be served. Program instruction will be designed to develop the student's 
mastery of the four language skills, including listening, speaking, reading, and writing, as rapidly as 
possible. TVHS will provide effective ELL instructional strategies in all courses including 
mathematics, science, social studies, and computer literacy following state guidelines.  
 
(3) Staffing: How will you ensure qualified staffing to meet the needs of ELL students, conduct 
assessments, and monitor the progress of ELL students?  Note: Nevada law requires licensure (TESL 
endorsement) for the primary teacher providing ELL services in pull-out and inclusive environments at 
all charter schools.   

TVHS plans to hire an ELL endorsed instructor and an instructional aide to assist. The ELL endorsed 
instructor will be responsible for all instructional plans and implement all accommodations as 
designed by the program to meet state guidelines. A certificated and ELL endorsed counselor may 
assist with some testing and supervision and ongoing monitoring. The ELL environment will be 
inclusive in all classes, with pull-out testing as required by the state of Nevada. TVHS is a school of 
acceptance and success for all. 

(4) Curriculum and Instruction: What specific instructional programs, practices, and strategies 
will be employed to ensure academic success and equitable access to the core academic program 
for English Language Learners?  
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The program at TVHS for the ELL students will use an instructional software from the Pearson 
series. It has specific remedial, testing, redo, and additional instructional materials for the ELL 
students. This comes complete with an online, and in classroom model. It includes audio, visual, and 
kinesthetic portions. In addition, it has a homework help section and parent portions as well. The 
Pearson program is used in many state and international schools because it is so inclusive of 
various levels and components. It is also culturally sensitive with reading, comprehension, and 
vocabulary. It also has some reteaching modules in every chapter, as well as practice exams prior to 
the actual exam. It has unit and yearly progression charts with correction strategies to follow. 
Pearson is a series that ELL students will easily adapt to along with other resources used by the 
instructor. Using the Pearson series allows for pacing, modeling, and specific tracking on all testing 
and data. It is a data driven program, backed by research and many years of proven practice by 
teachers of different cultures and countries. 

The ELL instructor will be using a student-centered approach with direct instruction and multi-
sensory learning to meet the needs of the ELL students. The engage-activate model will allow for 
the student-teacher connection initially. The goal will be mastery and proficiency at the student’s 
grade level. There will be some task-based learning, community language learning, and some 
communicative language teaching by the instructor. The instructor may also choose to apply the 
engage-study-activate model, as determined by the student’s exposure to the language and need. 
For the ELL program to be effective, the students will be included in classes with regular 
expectations and given remedial ELL instruction as needed or referred by the instructor. 

The ELL teacher and all teaching staff will also be trained on the Quality Teaching of English 
Learners (QTEL) framework. This will provide access to the rigorous curriculum through a 
scaffolding approach that utilizes current data-based teaching strategies to push students past their 
zone of proximal development and acquire language through content development.84   

All classes will have equal access to the ELL instructor, and all students and classes will be included 
to ensure academic success. The ELL students will be identified in each class, and the expectation is 
the instructors in all classes will be directed to use the presentation, practice, and materials. TVHS 
will have a school wide instructor in-service and training. This will ensure equal access for ELL 
students to gain the knowledge they need to be successful, with the ELL teacher assisting them. All 
classes will be expected and supervised to include audio, visual and kinesthetic elements, with 
projects or assignments. These strategies will ensure academic success, and equitable access at 
TVHS. If a student is failing in a class, the identifying interventions can be put in place and a 
reteaching or extra help by the instructor can be instituted immediately. 

(5) Monitoring: What plans are in place for monitoring and evaluating the progress and success of 
ELL students, including the process for exiting students from ELL services as needed? 

TVHS will progress monitor ELL students on a regular basis using data to track their progress. In 
addition, ELL students will be reassessed every year to determine whether the pupil’s proficiency 
in English is fluent and whether they are able to succeed in courses of study that are taught only in 
English. TVHS will monitor all reclassified students for a minimum of two years after they have met 
language proficiency.  The student must be given the test, ACCESS for ELLs, every year until the 
student exits the ELL program.  Parents or guardians of LEP children do not have the option of 
withdrawing their student from participating in the ACCESS for ELLs.   

TVHS may reclassify an ELL student only if the school administers the ACCESS for ELLs to assess 
the pupil’s proficiency to comprehend, speak, read, and write English. Afterward, the pupil will 

 
84 Quality Teaching for English Learners. (2022). About Us. Retrieved from 
https://www.qtel.wested.org/about 
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obtain a score on the examination that is equal to or greater than a score for a person who is fluent 
in speaking, reading, and writing English, as established by the publisher of the examination.  TVHS 
will monitor any students reclassified as English proficient who have not yet met exit criteria. TVHS 
will ensure that reclassified students are appropriately placed in classes and TVHS will monitor a 
student reclassified as fluent-English proficient, but who has not yet met exit criteria, for no less 
than two years. The purpose of this monitoring is to ensure that the students maintain success in 
any academic class and are no longer in need of language acquisition assistance.   

The monitoring from TVHS will include periodic contact with the student’s teacher(s) to ascertain 
student progress. TVHS will also review the student’s report card annually to review the student’s 
attendance, academic and citizenship grades. To be considered academically successful, a student 
should have no grades below a “C” in English, reading, math, science, or social studies. Specific 
consideration for language proficiency must be taken into consideration in planning specific 
interventions for the student. If, because of monitoring, evidence indicates that the student is not 
successful in English-only classes and needs further language acquisition assistance, TVHS will 
administer the initial assessment test to ascertain the student’s current English proficiency. A 
meeting will be held with the student’s parents or guardians and the student will be considered for 
reinstatement into the ELL program, into an academic remediation program, or the student will 
remain in their current class schedule. TVHS will continue to monitor the student for language and 
academic progress. If the student is determined to be academically unsuccessful, TVHS and the 
appropriate teachers will seek out other services for the student to address any academic 
deficiencies. Prior to making any changes, the principal or designee will meet with the parents or 
guardians to discuss the recommended changes.   

(6) Parental Involvement:  What appropriate programs, activities, and procedures will be 
implemented for the participation of parents of ELLs? 

Parents of students attending TVHS will begin the year with understanding the ELL services 
provided at the school. In addition, they will be informed of and sign the learning compact 
(translated to accommodate all individual language learners). Parents of ELLs will be invited to 
attend school-wide events. Access to programs and activities in the parents’ primary language will 
be provided when necessary. Additionally, parents of students identified as ELL will receive weekly 
progress reports regarding the growth that their child is demonstrating. The ELL Teacher will 
notify parents via phone, letter, or email when a formal meeting should be held to discuss their 
child’s ELL progress. Parents of ELL students will receive monthly calls from their general 
education teacher to discuss the progress of their child and to celebrate academic accomplishments. 
These one-on-one conversations allow for parents to get to know their child’s teacher and to ask 
questions or share their perspective on various matters. If the teacher is not fluent in the home 
language of the parent, a translator will be provided by TVHS to ensure that this necessary 
communication takes place. TVHS plans to use potential Title III funding and SB390 (Sec. 3114(a) 
and 3114(c) to support programs designed for parental involvement of TVHS’s English Learners.85 

(7) For Distance Education Schools:  Describe how the school will provide appropriate services in 
the distance education learning environment to ELLs.  If you are not proposing to operate a 
distance education or virtual school, please explain that this is not applicable. 

TVHS will not be providing full time distance education and not applicable.  

 
85 Nevada Department of Education. (2020). Guidance Document for Title III English Learners and Immigrant 
Students. Retrieved from 
https://doe.nv.gov/uploadedFiles/ndedoenvgov/content/English_Language_Learners(ELL)/Guidance_Docu
ment_TitleIII.pdf 
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(8) Please approximate how many students would qualify for these services. Please provide the 
rationale used in this approximation. 

TVHS will be expecting 30% of the student population to qualify for ELL services, based on current 
school enrollment and the enrollment filled out by the students and the parents completing the 
intent to enroll data. TVHS is expecting to hire an ELL teacher to screen the newly enrolling 
students. The counselor will also review all transcripts and records of incoming students for 
previous enrolling in ELL at prior schools. Students transferring credits from other schools will also 
be interviewed as they register for classes. Parents will also be consulted for the newly enrolling 
students.  

TVHS anticipates approximately 98 ELL students in a school of 325 at the opening of the school 
year. However, TVHS predicts the students will have different developing levels of English with 
some students requiring more and others requiring less remediation. TVHS anticipates hiring 
Special Education Instructional Aide(s) to assist the ELL Instructor. TVHS anticipates students will 
exit the program as they master the proficiency of the grade level expectations. Classroom 
instructors may refer students to the ELL program as needed. 

Homeless/Migrant Services 

(1) Identification: What methods will you employ to identify families who qualify for homeless 
and/or migrant services?  How will you work to avoid misidentification?  

TVHS is planning an individual interview for all new students enrolling, to review their needs, home 
address, and family situation. This involves their current credit status, former schools, and school 
records. By doing this entrance interview, TVHS will be able to identify migrant and homeless 
students and place them into our school with the appropriate resources. A parent will be required 
to attend the entrance interview with the student, at which time a full review of the needs will be 
assessed. TVHS will have a Special Education teacher and an ELL specialist available. Additionally, 
the counselor will have community resources and be able to refer needy students to the 
appropriate services needed. 

Project 150 Community Room will be located within TVHS and will be accessible to all students.  

(2) Meeting the Need:  How will you ensure that identified families receive the required services 
within the mandated timeframe?  

To ensure the students and families receive the services, there will be a follow up check by the 
counselor, and the mentors with the student within three weeks of any new student entering. This 
will include the school specialist, and a home contact made via phone, zoom or email to maximize 
services. The 3-week check will be recommended and noted for all new students and adjustments 
will be made to classes, services, or mentors, as needed.  

(3) For Distance Education Schools:  Describe how the school will provide appropriate services in 
the distance education learning environment to students who qualify for homeless and/or migrant 
services.  If you are not proposing to operate a distance education or virtual school, please explain 
that this is not applicable. 

TVHS will not be providing full time distance education and not applicable.  

SCHOOL STRUCTURE: CULTURE  

(1) Describe the culture or ethos of the proposed school.  Explain how it will promote a positive 
academic environment and reinforce student intellectual and social development.  
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TVHS’s mission, vision, and core values are the foundation of the culture and climate of the school. 
TVHS strives to commit to diversity and social awareness, as well as to academic achievement and 
excellence.  
 
Mission: The Village High School (TVHS) transforms the lives of graduates by offering a high-quality 
education in conjunction with coping, decision-making, and practical life skills that lead to grit and 
perseverance and better understanding of what it takes to be successful in the world. TVHS’ culture 
will create a safe space for all students. 
 
Vision: We are a charter school that is committed to creating and sustaining and exceptional 
education for students whose needs cannot be met in traditional environments.  
 
TVHS’s mission and vision consist of five core beliefs: 

1. Students cannot learn if they do not feel safe.8687 
2. Many students are in desperate need of counseling and mental health services at school.88 
3. Formative assessment and data drive instruction.  
4. High quality teachers, curriculum, student engagement, and materials increase student 

growth. 
5. Professional development that is focused and thoughtful is vital to the success of the school. 

 
TVHS proposes to give families the ability to attend a quality high school in which students feel in 
charge of their learning, safe, and mentally healthy. Our unique model will transform education for 
diverse and traditionally underserved student populations. 
 

(2) Explain how you will create and implement this culture for students, teachers, administrators, 
and parents starting from the first day of school.  Describe the plan for enculturating students who 
enter the school mid-year.  

The creation and implementation of TVHS’s culture will start during student enrollment and the 
hiring of faculty and staff. School culture is not created overnight, but rather born from the school’s 
vision, beliefs, values, and mission.89 Through TVHS’s mission and vision, the culture will develop 
and grow through the accumulation of actions and traditions that align.  
 
Students and their families will be immersed in the norms and expectations of TVHS from the 
moment they step foot on campus. Students will participate in activities that encourage acceptance 
and diversity, as well as communication development. Parents/guardians will be enculturated 
through the enrollment process, reading, and agreeing to the student and parent handbook, and 
direct weekly communication with school faculty and staff.  
 
Faculty and staff enculturation begins in the interview and hiring process. Because TVHS’s mission 
and vision focus on creating a safe space, as well as social emotional learning and mental health 

 
86 GLSEN. (2019). School Climate in Nevada (State Snapshot). New York: GLSEN. 
87 Nevada Department of Education. (n.d.). Nevada School Climate Survey. Retrieved from 
http://datatool.nevadaschoolclimate.org/  
88 State of Nevada Department of Education. (n.d.). SEAD. Retrieved from 
https://doe.nv.gov/SafeRespectfulLearning/SEAD/ 
89 Fisher, D., Frey, N., & Pumpian, I. (2012). How to Create a Culture of Achievement in Your School and 
Classroom. Retrieved from http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/111014/chapters/Creating-Culture-in-
Schools.aspx 
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counseling, applicants will be asked to share their personal educational philosophies including their 
viewpoints on equitable curriculum and pedagogical beliefs. Creating the type of culture, the School 
Board envisions starts at the top. The principal is instrumental in creating the structures and 
procedures within the school that truly embody the vision of TVHS. A strong administrative team 
that constantly and clearly communicates the "why" behind decisions and the purpose of TVHS is 
essential. Once a strong leadership team has been established, all other hiring decisions will fall into 
place to align with TVHS's vision and culture.  Applicants who share similar beliefs to TVHS and 
alignment to the school’s mission and vision will be considered for employment. Faculty and staff 
enculturation will continue throughout the school year by professional development 
implementations and team collaboration. During team collaboration, student academic and 
emotional growth will be discussed to continue to build and enforce school culture. These daily 
sessions will provide the necessary support and interventions for all learners.  

Families and students will be informed and trained on the use of Yondr pouches on campus and the 
reasoning behind why the pouches are necessary to keep students and faculty safe and undistracted 
during the school day. Representatives from Yondr will conduct the informational sessions with the 
support of TVHS.  

(3) Please describe how you will evaluate school culture and evaluate implementation of your 
culture plan.  Include how parent and student feedback will be incorporated in measuring your 
school’s success in creating a positive culture. 

Assessing school culture should be intentional, completed anonymously and individually. These 
assessments will help to gain an understanding of cultural behaviors or markers of the overall 
culture of the learning community. In addition, school culture is the shared experiences both in 
school and out of school, creating a sense of community, family, and team membership, and will be 
measured through observations from all stakeholders.90 TVHS will measure school culture and 
evaluate implementation using a survey that will be collected twice a year. The Nevada School 
Climate and Social Emotional Learning Survey. This survey is administered by the American 
Institutes for Research (AIR) on behalf of the Nevada Department of Education. The NV-SCSEL asks 
students questions about the environment and conditions for learning in their schools.91  

Assessments on school culture will ask questions related to and attitudes towards school culture. 
Qualitative data will be collected, analyzed, and aggregated with all TVHS school leaders, board 
members, staff and families. The results of the survey will be used to shape pathways to school 
improvement, promote individual professional development, and implement the school’s core 
values. Specifically, TVHS will use the data to structure Wellness Wednesday and ensure that we are 
offering programs that are best fit for the students needs.  
 

 
90 Wagner, C. (2007). The School Leader’s Tool FOR ASSESSING AND IMPROVING SCHOOL CULTURE. 
Retrieved from 
https://www.redorbit.com/news/education/847037/the_school_leaders_tool_for_assessing_and_improving_
school_culture/ 
91 American Institute for Research. (2022). Nevada School Climate/Social Emotional Learning Survey. 
Retrieved from https://www.air.org/project/nevada-school-climate-social-emotional-learning-
survey?msclkid=5034efcdc6a711ecb11925f4147acd12  
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(4) Describe the school’s approach to help support all students’ social and emotional needs. Detail 
the identification strategy, interventions, and remediation to be implemented and cite the 
research/rationale for the selected methods.  

TVHS’s secondary program model is to provide a rigorous and innovative core curriculum, as well 
as a social-emotional learning program which focuses on individual and internal growth. Classroom 
teachers will also mentor students weekly during dedicated one-on-one sessions.  During these 
mentoring sessions students will set long and short-term goals with their mentor.  These sessions 
will foster strong relationships between students and mentors as they celebrate successes and 
discuss learning opportunities from roadblocks they need to overcome.  
 
The TVHS elective choice for our secondary programming a combination of Goodlife curriculum 
and SEED Impact Program.  Goodlife Curriculum provides the platform for caring adults to 
effectively connect to today’s youth with confidence, knowing that what they are using to guide, 
teach and empower youth has been curated with the best tools and methods available. Clear 
teaching through consistent messaging in addition to mentoring also reduces risks of early anti-
social behavior, alienation, family management problems, and lack of commitment to school.92  
 
The Goodlife framework revolves around four themes: focus, friends, freedom, and future. This 
framework helps to produce healthy beliefs, creates opportunities for involvement, and reinforces 
pro-social behavior.93 

• focus – examines thoughts, emotions, source of meaning, motives, and intentions that guide 
students’ lives 

• friends – pays close attention to relationships as influencers of a person’s time, energy, and 
emotion.  

• freedom – focuses on the pathway of thinking, believing, and acting as in individual, and 
focuses on decision making as having the power to choose. 

• future – strives to focus on every moment of the students’ lives and teaches how to embrace 
gifts and desires that life brings and to realize that the past does not define a person. 

 
SEED Impact is a program that focuses on internal growth utilizing Social Emotional Learning 
(SEL).  SEL intentionally develops attitudes, behaviors, and skills that are fundamental for 
academic and life success. SEL programming incorporates the two essential benefits as 
mentioned above. Working in partnership with the stage-model framework, SEED Impact, will 
be customized and integrated with our programming to measure, credibly report, and accelerate 
the learning experience of program participants.  With a focus on life-transformations, SEED 
Impact’s approach tracks major shifts in competency measured across three domains of growth 
as mentioned above.94  

SEED Impact will guide TVHS’s leadership team to customize three competency ladders (being, 
doing and relating) to clarify core SEL practices in alignment with TVHS’s mission and program 
outcomes.  At the start and end of each program year, program staff will use the competency 
ladders to assess each learner’s performance.  Learners will also self-assess their 
experience.  Combining these two complementary survey tools thus strengthens the validity and 

 
92 Goodlife. (n.d.). Student Playbook. Retrieved from https://www.iwantgood.org/ 
93 Goodlife. (n.d.). PBIS & Social Emotional Learning. Retrieved from https://www.iwantgood.org/ 
94 SEED Impact. (n.d.). Social Emotional Learning. Retrieved from https://www.seedimpact.org/social-
emotional-learning 
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reliability of the measurement with SEED Impact and amplifies the benefits derived by each 
participant.  

In customizing the assessments, TVHS will build on the tools, research, and reporting that have 
already been done.  The intent is to simplify and reduce the work on staff as SEED Impact guides 
TVHS to effectively implement this advanced approach to SEL measurement and accelerated 
learner growth.  Once tools are refined and made operational, SEED Impact will provide data 
analysis and a dynamic report reflecting TVHS’s brand and tailored for specific audiences as 
requested.  Overall, TVHS will be equipped to report the impacts that most powerfully capture the 
work while generating actionable data to guide learners to increasingly higher levels of 
competency. 
 
The integration of this approach within our programming will afford increased self-reflection and 
exemplify the experience of our program as a learning community.  Staff, instructors, and 
participants will come to share a common, clarifying language that enables the learner to 
understand “where I am” in my personal growth, in relation to “where I want to be” and “what I can 
do next to grow into more of my potential.”  Recognition and celebration of student successes will 
ignite deeper learning. 

Overall, SEED Impact’s approach provides an integrated "mental map" of the entire program’s 
landscape, and a concise way to portray and talk internally and externally about the 
program.  TVHS will gain holistic rather than piecemeal reporting of results, grounded in SEL 
research.  The work with SEED Impact is less about evaluation and more about the opportunity for 
staff, leaders, participants, parents, and funders to apprehend the power of its program.  As more of 
the programs are implemented over time, TVHS will share common language and a unifying 
framework. SEED Impact reports will combine impact data with stories and photos to convey how 
each program and the organization is changing lives.95  

TVHS will implement Wellness Wednesdays that will occur every Wednesday during the school 
year. Wellness Wednesday is an opportunity for students and faculty to engage in healthy lifestyles 
and learn about strategies of mental wellness and coping skills that lead to grit and perseverance. It 
is a day for students and faculty to tend to any academic, emotional, and/or mental needs.96 
Students will have an opportunity to meet with their adult mentors, create and revisit academic 
plans and set goals, catch up on their assignments and assessments so they don’t fall behind, and 
participate in activities provided by TVHS’s partners.  

Wellness Wednesdays will benefit TVHS through the following ways: 
• better physical and mental health 
• healthy lifestyle 
• lower stress levels 
• increase focus 
• improve morale 

 
95 The Aspen Institute. (2017). The Evidence Base for How We Learn, Council of Distinguished Scientists 
National Commission on Social, Emotional, and Academic Development. Retrieved from 
https://www.seedimpact.org/social-emotional-learning 
96 Lopez, G. (2021). Three reasons to keep Wellness Wednesdays. Retrieved from 
https://thepirateshook.com/2021/05/06/three-reasons-to-keep-wellness-wednesday/ 
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• better school and work life balance 
• increase engagement97 

The use of Yondr pouches will be implemented at TVHS. Yondr is a physical system where students 
will place their phones in a pouch, which locks.98 According to Pew Research Center, the average 
smartphone user clicks on his/her phones 85 times a day and revealed that 46% of Americans say 
they cannot live with their phones.99 Students and faculty will hold on to their own pouches 
throughout the day and teachers will have the unlocking device to unlock pouches at any time. 
Utilizing Yondr pouches will decrease the amount of discipline issues associated with smartphones 
and the distraction it causes to student learning.100 Without the distraction of smartphones on 
campus, there may be an increase in concentration, better academic performance, and promote 
positive social interaction by building rapport with others. 

(5) Discuss any required dress code or uniform policy.   

Student dress, personal appearance, and conduct are required to be of such character as not to 
disrupt or detract from the educational environment of the school. Any style that tends to diminish 
instructional effectiveness or discipline control by a teacher is not acceptable. TVHS dress code is in 
accordance with Clark County School District Regulation 5131. The school administration shall 
have the right to designate which types of dress, fashion, fads, or appearance disrupt or detract 
from the educational program and may be a potential safety hazard. The specific requirements and 
prohibitions are: 

• Students must wear shoes with soles. Slippers and sandals are not permitted.  
• Shirts and blouses must be appropriately buttoned in accordance with the design of the 

shirt or blouse. Length must extend beyond the belt level with no skin showing between 
bottom of shirt/blouse and top of pants or skirts. 

• Crop tops, and clothing that is strapless, low-cut or has slits, or tops and outfits that provide 
minimum coverage or that are transparent, are not permitted. 

• All attire may be no more than two inches above the knee. If shorts are worn, they must be 
hemmed and without fraying. Cutoffs are not permitted.  Skin should not be visible more 
than two inches above the knee. 

• No spaghetti straps are permitted. All sleeveless shirts must have straps covering the 
shoulder. 

• Prohibit slogans or advertising on clothing, which by their controversial (e.g., Iron Cross) or 
obscene nature disrupt the educational setting. This includes any clothing that advertises 

 
97 Pilon, A. (2022). What is Wellness Wednesday? Retrieved from 
https://smallbiztrends.com/2022/03/wellness-wednesday.html 
98 Screentime. (2022). Yondr Phone-Free Zones in Schools: What They Are and How They Work. Retrieved 
from https://smallbiztrends.com/2022/03/wellness-wednesday.html 
99 Smith, R. (2018). Could these grey pouches be the answer to smartphone addiction? Retrieved from 
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/02/these-little-grey-pouches-are-creating-phone-free-spaces/ 
100 National School Safety and Security Services. (2022). Cell Phones and Text Messaging in Schools. Retrieved 
from https://www.schoolsecurity.org/trends/cell-phones-and-text-messaging-in-schools/ 
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racial bigotry and sexual activities, tobacco products, alcoholic beverages, or drugs; jewelry; 
wallet chains; or any gang-related clothing. 

• Coats, mittens, and scarves must be removed upon entering the building. 
• Pants may not be worn in a sagging fashion that displays private undergarments, or any 

attire that is not conducive to the educational setting of TVHS. No undergarments may be 
displayed. If a student’s pants do not fit at the waist, the student will need to wear a belt. 

• Sunglasses may not be worn inside the building.  

Any student violating the dress code will not be allowed to attend class. The principal may make an 
exception to this aspect of the policy if the offending shirt or blouse can be worn inside out or 
covered up by another article of clothing. The goal is to find solutions before immediately 
interrupting the student’s classroom instruction. Continuous violations will result in Required 
Parent Conferences and/ or suspensions.  The principal shall retain the authority to grant 
exceptions for special occasions and/or conditions. 

SCHOOL STRUCTURE: STUDENT DISCIPLINE 

(1) Describe the school’s discipline policy.  Discuss the practices the school will use to promote 
good discipline, including both penalties for infractions and incentives for positive behavior. 

TVHS promotes a productive learning environment with positive staff/student interactions rich in 
rituals and traditions that support the school’s philosophy and mission. The school’s culture and 
climate are built around positive reinforcement for empathetic behavior, personal accountability, 
clear standards of conduct, and the expectancy of good character.  

TVHS’s discipline plan calls for the use of restorative justice discipline of pupils and onsite review of 
disciplinary decisions. Restorative justice means nonpunitive intervention and support provided by 
the school to a pupil to improve the behavior of the pupil and remedy any harm caused by the pupil 
(AB 168). Restorative disciplinary practices include holding a pupil accountable for their behavior; 
restoration or remedies related to the behavior of the pupil, relief for any victim of the pupil; and 
changing the behavior of the pupil (SB 89). The plan has been developed in accordance with written 
rules of behavior prescribed in NRS 392.463, NRS 392.4644, and NRS 392.466.  

It includes, without limitation, provisions designed to address the specific disciplinary needs and 
concerns of TVHS. The plan provides for the temporary removal of a pupil from a classroom in 
accordance with NRS 392.4645. Once operational, TVHS will provide a copy of the plan to every 
staff member, and include it in the student/parent handbook, which will be posted electronically on 
the school website for public inspection. 

TVHS holds the following beliefs and policies concerning student disciplinary procedures: 

· Each student is a person deserving of the opportunity to correct their wrongdoings and to 
learn from their mistakes. 

· Each staff member develops positive relationships with students, helping create a 
supportive environment where students thrive personally and academically. 

· Students are held accountable for their behavior. 
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· A fair and thorough investigation will be conducted, including an attempt to discover 
underlying issues associated with the offense. 

· A plan of action based on restorative justice will be designed for students with the goal to 
address underlying issues associated with the offense, change and/or improve the behavior 
of the student and remedy or “make right” any harm caused by the student to others. 

· The feelings of the person harmed by a student’s behavior or actions must be considered in 
the plan of action. 

· Continued support will be provided to both the person harmed and the offender. 
· Search methods and investigatory techniques must comply with the applicable law and 

TVHS policies and regulations. 
· The Restorative Plan of Action, including disciplinary action, must be commensurate with 

the severity of the offense(s). 
· A student’s Restorative Plan of Action, academic and disciplinary chronology must be 

considered, except in the event of mandatory expulsion offenses as provided for in Nevada 
Revised Statutes. 

· The school’s administration is provided, by TVHS’s School Board, with the authorization and 
discretion to make and implement disciplinary decisions and interventions, including but 
not limited to, suspension and recommendations for expulsion, except for mandatory 
expulsion offenses required by Nevada Revised Statutes, for all TVHS students.  

· A Restorative Plan of Action, behavior contract, group and individualized counseling, 
Required Parent Conferences (RPC), referrals, detention, temporary assignment to an 
alternative placement, intervention with social workers, parent conferences, and 
attendance notification may all be utilized, as appropriate.  

In the case of referrals, which are cumulative throughout the school year, the progression of 
discipline is contemplated as follows:  

1) Student removed from class, sees an administrator. 
2) Student removed from class, sees an administrator, and calls home. 
3) Student removed from class, sees administrator, calls home, is placed on   Required Parent 

Conference (RPC) status, or suspended immediately depending on the infraction, and may not 
return without a parent attending school with the student for the entire day. Return day is 
determined by the administrator and parent. 

4) Suspension is defined as either at-home suspension or in-school suspension as deemed 
appropriate by the principal or principal’s designee. 

5) Suspensions for similar infractions will result in multiple day suspensions. 
6) Suspended students will not be allowed to attend or participate in athletics or school activities 

on the days of suspension. 
7) Suspended students will not be on the honor roll for that quarter. 

 
· Any student who receives four or more disciplinary referrals will not be allowed to attend 

any field trips without a parent accompanying them for the day. These students will also be 
suspended from all school activities. 
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· RPC means that either a student-administrator conference (in the case of a student who is 
18 or older) or a parent-student-administrator conference will take place. At the time of 
notice, the school administrator will specify if the required meeting must be held prior to 
the student’s return to campus OR if the student may continue to attend school on campus 
until the meeting is held. 

· The student should be present whenever possible. 
· All parent conferences held because of student disciplinary issues will include 

students/parents being given notice of the charges against him or her, an explanation of the 
evidence, and an opportunity for the administrator to hear information and a defense from 
the student/parent (a hearing). A parent conference must be held prior to a suspension. 

· Temporary Alternative Placement (TAP) can be either off-site in the online environment 
only or can be onsite with the direct supervision of a teacher, the school counselor, the 
school social worker or the school administrator.  

· Every attempt must be made to contact a parent/guardian for each significant offense. 
Parents must be provided with written notification for all Restorative Plans of Action and 
disciplinary actions. 

· Suspensions may be assigned at the discretion of the principal, up to a maximum of ten 
school days.  

· Referrals of expulsion require formal due process. Due process includes a parent 
conference, which will include notice of the charges against the student, an explanation of 
the evidence, an opportunity for the administrator to hear information and a defense from 
the student/parent (a hearing), and an opportunity for appeal. An appeal can be made to the 
TVHS School Board. 

· If the principal believes a crime may have been committed, law enforcement must be 
notified. Records of police involvement must be requested and maintained. Any criminal 
action taken by law enforcement is separate, and not always parallel to administrative 
action taken by the school. 

· Additionally, a manifestation determination and functional behavioral assessment must be 
conducted if the student’s behavior is, or will potentially, inhibit the student’s access to Free 
Appropriate Public Education (FAPE). 

(2) Describe the procedures for due process when a student is suspended or expelled as a result of 
a code of conduct violation, including a description of the appeal process that the school will 
employ for students facing expulsion. 

Suspension 

Suspension is the temporary removal of a student from school for dangerous and/or antisocial 
behavior. When circumstances warrant, students who must be removed from a classroom or 
playground should be kept at school to participate in as much of the program as possible. The 
primary purpose of suspension is to give the student, the student’s parent(s), and the school the 
time needed for resolving a problem. The parents must be notified in writing of each suspension. 
Reasonable effort will be made to contact the parent(s) before the student leaves the school if the 
student leaves during school hours.  
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Duration and conditions of suspensions are as follows: 

Since the time and actions needed to resolve problems depend on individual circumstances, the 
duration of suspension shall in all cases be related to a course of action designed to resolve the 
problem. The duration shall be specified in advance only when known factors preclude immediate 
resolution. The student shall be readmitted as soon as the school has reasonable assurance that the 
problem has been resolved or significantly improved. 

TVHS may impose appropriate requirements relating to parental contacts, the student’s future 
behavior at a school, and schoolwork to be done during suspension as outlined in school 
regulations. 

A Notice of Suspension form is to be used by the principal or assistant principal, when a student is 
being placed on suspension, including in cases of a more serious nature or when circumstances may 
warrant further action, such as referral to the online program, or an expulsion recommendation or 
removal. Within three school days of suspension, a conference with the student, parent or guardian, 
and principal or assistant principal is to be held. No student is to be on suspension more than ten 
school days before a decision or recommendation is made. If a recommendation for the online or 
expulsion is made, the suspension will remain in effect until the final disposition of the online 
program or expulsion recommendation. 

Students on suspension are not allowed on a school campus or at any school sponsored activity for 
any reason without the express prior permission of the school principal. When a student is placed 
on a suspension for any offense, the appropriate administrator will read the following statement to 
the student and will verify that act by making a notation on the suspension form: 

“As the duly appointed representative of the owner of all school district property, I hereby warn 
you that should you come on this property during the term of this suspension without the express 
prior permission of the principal, you will be trespassing upon this property as defined by the 
Nevada Revised Statute 207.200 and will be subject to arrest for a misdemeanor.”  

Expulsion 

Expulsion is the removal of a student from school for dangerous and/or antisocial behavior. The 
procedure for determining whether a student should be recommended for expulsion is set forth 
below: 

1. The principal shall report any violation of the law to the appropriate law enforcement agency. 
“Principal” as used in this section means the principal or their designee. 

2. The principal or designee shall suspend the student by use of a “Notice of Suspension” pending 
further investigation by administration and review of the facts, which may lead to a 
recommendation for expulsion. 

3. Within three school days of the suspension, the principal or designee, must conduct a hearing 
with the student and the student’s parent(s) or legal guardian(s), to discuss the investigation of 
the incident, the violation of school rules and/or regulations, and the student’s prior discipline 
history, as well as any information submitted that the parent(s) or legal guardian(s) would like 
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the principal to consider as it relates to the suspension and the possible recommendation for 
expulsion. 

4. At the conclusion of the hearing, the principal or designee shall make a decision regarding the 
disciplinary action, which may include removal from the day school and placed in the online 
program or a recommendation for expulsion. The principal or designee must recommend 
expulsion if it is determined at the hearing the student has or is believed to have committed any 
of the following offenses: Battery on a school employee; Battery to a student with significant 
injury; Possession of a firearm, including a weapon as defined by the Gun-Free Schools Act or 
any weapon deemed to be dangerous and/or; Possession of drugs or alcohol with intent to 
distribute, which require a mandatory recommendation for expulsion. 

5. If the student is to be recommended for expulsion, the parent(s) or legal guardian(s) must be 
informed of the due process procedures available. The parent(s) or legal guardian(s) must 
decide whether to contest or not contest the expulsion and sign a statement to that effect. If the 
parent does not sign the statement, the expulsion will be treated as a contested expulsion. 

6. The parent(s) or legal guardian(s) will be provided in writing with the due process procedures 
available. These procedures will be provided during the hearing with the principal or designee, 
or with the written decision. 

The following levels of due process are available to the parent(s) or legal guardian(s) of a student 
who is being recommended for expulsion: 

1. A hearing will be conducted by the school principal, or designee. The principal will disclose 
information obtained during the investigation of the incident which resulted in the 
recommendation for expulsion. This information, as well as the student’s prior disciplinary 
record, will be reviewed with the student and the parent(s) or legal guardian(s). The 
parent(s) or legal guardian(s) must be allowed to present any information to the principal 
that the parent(s) or legal guardian(s) would like the principal to consider. The student 
must also be allowed to be heard regarding the incident resulting in the recommendation 
for expulsion. 

2. At the conclusion of the hearing, the principal shall inform the parent(s) or legal guardian(s) 
of the decision and must within two (2) school days following the hearing provide written 
notice to the parent(s) or legal guardian of the decision regarding the recommended 
expulsion. 

3. The School Board must make the following determinations: 
i. What disciplinary offense, if any, has been committed by the student; and 

ii. If the student has committed a disciplinary offense, what is the appropriate 
consequence and educational placement considering the nature of the offense, the 
student’s disciplinary history for one (1) calendar year prior to the date of the 
subject offense, as well as the student’s overall academic record or any other 
academic concerns. 

iii. The decision of the School Board is final and binding. 

(3) Describe the process for completing a plan of action based on restorative justice prior to 
engaging in suspension and/or expulsion proceedings as required under Assembly Bill 168 (2019). 
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TVHS’s discipline plan calls for the restorative and progressive discipline of pupils and onsite 
review of disciplinary decisions. Restorative justice means nonpunitive intervention and support 
provided by the school to a pupil to improve the behavior of the pupil and remedy any harm caused 
by the pupil (AB 168). Restorative disciplinary practices include holding a pupil accountable for 
their behavior; restoration or remedies related to the behavior of the pupil, relief for any victim of 
the pupil; and changing the behavior of the pupil (SB 89). The plan has been developed in 
accordance with written rules of behavior prescribed in NRS 392.463, NRS 392.4644, and NRS 
392.466.  
 
It includes, without limitation, provisions designed to address the specific disciplinary needs and 
concerns of TVHS. The plan provides for the temporary removal of a pupil from a classroom in 
accordance with NRS 392.4645. Once operational, TVHS will provide a copy of the plan to every 
staff member, and include it in the student/parent handbook, which will be posted electronically on 
the school website for public inspection. 

TVHS holds the following beliefs and policies concerning student disciplinary procedures: 

· Each student is a person deserving of the opportunity to correct their wrongdoings and to 
learn from their mistakes. 

· Each staff member develops positive relationships with students, helping create a 
supportive environment where students thrive personally and academically. 

· Students are held accountable for their behavior. 
· A fair and thorough investigation will be conducted, including an attempt to discover 

underlying issues associated with the offense A plan of action based on restorative justice 
will be designed for students with the goal to address underlying issues associated with the 
offense, change and/or improve the behavior of the student and remedy or “make right” any 
harm caused by the student to others. 

· The feelings of the person harmed by a student’s behavior or actions must be considered in 
the plan of action. 

· Continued support will be provided to both the person harmed and the offender. 
· Search methods and investigatory techniques must comply with the applicable law and 

TVHS policies and regulations. 
· The Restorative Plan of Action, including progressive disciplinary action, must be 

commensurate with the severity of the offense(s). 
· A student’s Restorative Plan of Action, academic and disciplinary chronology must be 

considered, except in the event of mandatory expulsion offenses as provided for in Nevada 
Revised Statutes. 

· The school’s administration is provided, by TVHS’s School Board, with the authorization and 
discretion to make and implement disciplinary decisions and interventions, including but 
not limited to, suspension and recommendations for expulsion, except for mandatory 
expulsion offenses required by Nevada Revised Statutes, for all TVHS students.  

· A Restorative Plan of Action, behavior contract, group and individualized counseling, 
Required Parent Conferences (RPC), referrals, detention, temporary assignment to an 
alternative placement, intervention with social workers, parent conferences, and 
attendance notification may all be utilized, as appropriate.  
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(4) Who will be responsible for implementing the school’s discipline policy, including ensuring 
that accurate disciplinary records are maintained, and that discipline data Is reported to the SPCSA?  

The principal will be ultimately responsible for implementing the school’s discipline policy but may 
delegate to the assistant principal as appropriate. Data will be reported to the School Board and to 
the SPCSA and be used to support our programming and policies. 

(5) How will the school track discipline data and how will this data be used make needed changes 
for school culture? What actions does the school plan to take in order to monitor for and prevent 
disparities in discipline practices between student groups? For CMO applicants, and applicants 
intending to contract with a CMO or EMO, describe how the schools currently affiliated with the 
CMO/EMO have monitored for and addressed any disparities in discipline practices between 
student groups. 

Maintenance and reporting of TVHS’s disciplinary records will be administered by the principal or 
their designee. The School Board will provide oversight of the principal as appropriate. The data 
will be used to identify trends or significant numbers of certain disciplinary problems or trends in 
student demographics. When such issues are identified, further investigation and evaluation will be 
undertaken to determine root causes and whether changes to the school environment or culture 
should be made to obviate such issues. TVHS’s response will be dictated by the data. 

Data will be collected and monitored through Infinite Campus Student Information System (SIS). 
With the selection of Infinite Campus for its statewide data collection system, the Nevada 
Department of Education (NDE) becomes the sixth Infinite Campus statewide customer. NDE found 
Infinite Campus to be the only vendor with an off-the-shelf K12 state department of education data 
management system. 

(6) Describe the school’s proposed parent grievance policy.  

TVHS values open and proactive communication among and between the members of the school 
community, including parents, students, faculty, staff, administration, and the School Board. Issues 
that are not dealt with directly can become destructive to the school community and, therefore, 
detrimental to the learning process of our students. The adults in TVHS community must model for 
their students a willingness to address conflict directly, respectfully, and at the lowest level 
possible, whenever possible. 

As such, TVHS will create a grievance policy consisting of four steps that is designed for settling 
differences in a prompt and equitable manner. These procedures guide how any adult member of 
the school community – parent, employee (faculty or non-faculty), administrator, or other adult – is 
expected to express grievances about other members of the community. 

The school’s administration and School Board both expect that conflict will be addressed and 
proactively dealt with following the fewest number of steps possible. The steps include: 

1. addressing the situation directly with the other person(s) involved, 
2. enlisting the assistance of an administrator to assist in facilitating a resolution, 
3. preparing a written grievance for the principal, who then reviews and acts upon that grievance 

as appropriate; and 
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4. preparing a written grievance for the School Board, who then may choose to hear additional 
information at a board meeting and will ultimately make a final decision, not subject to appeal. 

It is important to emphasize that in most cases the TVHS School Board will not become involved in 
a grievance until the final step of the process. Board members are encouraged to refer any member 
of the school community who may approach them with a grievance to the school’s grievance policy 
and the proper process for resolving the issue. 

SCHOOL STRUCTURE: CALENDAR AND SCHEDULE 

(1) As Attachment 3, provide the annual academic schedule for the school (included in the 
student/parent handbook). Explain how the calendar reflects the needs of the student population 
and the educational model. 

Please see Attachment 3 

TVHS’s school calendar meets the requirements of the Nevada Department of Education.  

(2) Describe the structure of the school day and week, including the length of the school day, start 
times, and dismissal times.  Include the number of instructional minutes/hours in a day for core 
subjects such as language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.  Explain why the school’s 
daily and weekly schedule will be optimal for the school model and for student learning.  Provide 
the minimum number of hours/minutes per day and week that the school will devote to academic 
instruction in each grade.  

As shown in Table 3.11 and 3.12, TVHS classes will be 50 minutes, 4 times a week, on Monday, 
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday. This is a total of 200 minutes per week and 7200 minutes for the 
school year, 7200 minutes is equivalent to the 120 hours that students need to obtain for high 
school credit. During Wellness Wednesday each week, students will also have time to meet with 
their teachers regarding academics. Please see Attachment 3. 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.11: Sample Student Schedule 
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(3) Describe your goal for student attendance and explain how you will ensure high rates of 
student attendance. Who will be responsible for collecting and monitoring attendance data? What 
supports will be in place to reduce truancy and chronic absenteeism? 

TVHS offers a pro-active approach to reduce absences by providing a safe and accepting space for 
all students. For example, students who feel safe, welcomed, and engaged at school will tend to 
want to come to school as opposed to those who do not. 

Attendance Enforcement for Secondary School Students’ Grades 9-12101  
a) All students and their parents/guardians will be required to sign an attendance 

notification.  
b) NRS 483.2521 requires students under 18 to show proof of school attendance per. Students 

will be required to submit a DMV-301 to the DMV office for either an instruction permit or 
driver's license.  

c) Students who exceed 6 unverified absences in any class, per semester, will not earn credit 
and may be referred to an alternative placement. Students referred to an alternative 
educational program will not gain credit from TVHS.  

d) If a student is absent due to physical or mental reasons, the parent/guardian must provide 
written notification to the school attendance office within three days of the absence. Failure 
to do this will result in an unexcused absence. 

e) A student who is determined to be habitually truant will be referred to the appropriate law 
enforcement officials and truancy court.  

f) Students more than 30 minutes late to class will be marked absent. 
g) Notices will be sent to the student’s recorded residence after the third, fifth, and eighth  
h) Absences for the following reasons will not be included in the absence total: a. while 

participating in a school-sanctioned activity, b. while on suspension or required parent 
conference, or c. while assigned in-house suspension. 

 
101 Regulation 5113. 2 

Table 3.12: Sample Wellness Wednesday Schedule 
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i) If the parent/legal guardian has reason to believe that there is an error in the attendance 
record, or if extenuating circumstances exist, an appeal hearing may be requested with the 
principal or designee.  

j) After any absence, a student shall be required to initiate contact with their teachers to 
obtain make-up work within three school days. Once contact has been made with teachers, 
the teachers will determine special make-up work and the time interval allowed for 
completion (3-day minimum).  

Truancy Law 
School attendance is vital to academic success in school. Laws regarding school truancy include:102  

a) The principal of the school is required to report the pupils who are habitually truant to law 
enforcement.  

b) A habitual truant is defined as “a student who has three unapproved or unexcused absences 
within one year, for any class.” 

c) A truant is a pupil who is absent from school without the written approval from a parent or 
guardian.  

d) The court the parent to pay a fine of $100 or more for habitual truancy.  
e) The court can order the suspension of existing driver’s license privileges for students 16 

years of age or older if they are habitual truants.  This applies to students 14 years or older 
and it's not just existing license, it's holding up your original license. There needs to be a 
hearing first.  NRS 392.148. Administrative sanctions against habitual truant after 
investigation and hearing; suspension or delay in issuance of driver’s license; appeal by 
parent or guardian.   (a) If it is the first time that administrative sanctions have been issued 
pursuant to this section because the pupil is a habitual truant, and the pupil is 14 years of 
age or older, order the suspension of the driver’s license of the pupil for at least 30 days but 
not more than 6 months. If the pupil does not possess a driver’s license, the order must 
provide that the pupil is prohibited from applying for a driver’s license for 30 days:  

       
(1) Immediately following the date of the order if the pupil is eligible to apply 
for a driver’s license; or 
(2) After the date the pupil becomes eligible to apply for a driver’s license if the pupil 
is not eligible to apply for a driver’s license. 
 
If it is the second time or any subsequent time that administrative sanctions have 
been issued pursuant to this section because the pupil is a habitual truant, and the 
pupil is 14 years of age or older, order the suspension of the driver’s license of the 
pupil for at least 60 days but not more than 1 year. If the pupil does not possess a 
driver’s license, the order must provide that the pupil is prohibited from applying for 
a driver’s license for 60 days immediately following: 

(1) The date of the order if the pupil is eligible to apply for a driver’s 
license; or 
(2) The date the pupil becomes eligible to apply for a driver’s license 
if the pupil is not eligible to apply for a driver’s license. 

 

 
102 NRS 392.130 
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4) Operations Plan

BOARD GOVERNANCE 

(1) Describe the primary roles of the governing board and how it will interact with the
principal/head of school and any advisory bodies.  Explain how the board will evaluate the success
of the school and school leader; and how the board will ensure that there will be active and effective
representation of key stakeholders, including parents.

The primary roles of the governing board will be to establish and uphold the principles and 
integrity of the school’s mission and be prudent fiduciaries of funds, establish performance goals 
for the principal and metrics for determining when such goals are met, provide oversight and 
accountability of the principal. The Board will maintain a strong working relationship with the 
principal and key stakeholders such as students, teachers and staff, parents, and the community. 
The Board establishes the mission, vision, and long-term strategy for the school, continually 
monitors and evaluates performance, but delegates day to day operations to key personnel hired. 
The Board will be responsible for hiring the principal, who will hire the school’s faculty and staff. 
The school principal, selected by the Board, will be responsible for all aspects of school operations 
within the scope of operating policies, mission, vision, and fiduciary responsibilities as adopted and 
approved by the governing board. It is expected that the principal attends all board meetings to 
provide updates on the school's progress academically and other topics of interest for the Board. 
The school’s faculty and staff will report directly to the principal, who will report to the Board. 

The principal will be formally evaluated by the School Board at least once per year, but there will be 
ongoing dialogue between the principal and the Board. The evaluation process will allow the 
administration an opportunity to set personal and professional goals in alignment with the charter 
and the school mission and vision, prior to the beginning of the school year. The Village High School 
plans to use the Evaluwise103 online evaluation system. 

(2) Summarize the qualifications and experience of proposed members of the governing body of
the school.  Please identify each proposed board member and describe why they are uniquely
qualified to serve on this governing board serving this target community. Additionally, please
submit the requested board information in the provided Board Member Template (provide as
Attachment 4).

The founding team all have close ties with the Las Vegas community. All team members work and 
live within Las Vegas valley.  

Dr. Amelia Cook 
Dr. Cook moved to Las Vegas in August of 2013. She currently serves as a Curriculum Coordinator 
at Cristo Rey St. Viator in North Las Vegas. Dr. Cook's experience spans over twenty years in 
education, mainly in secondary education grades 7-12. She has served as a department chairperson 
and a School Improvement Specialist in Mathematics. Dr. Cook is a nationally certified trainer with 
the Center of Teacher Effectiveness in classroom management and with DimensionU in gaming 
implementation in education. 

103 Evaluwise. (2020). Explore Evaluwise. Retrieved from https://www.evaluwise.org/ 
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Mari Galloway 
Mari is an executive level professional, she moved to Las Vegas 4 years ago. She is the CEO of 
Cyberjutsu, dedicated to bringing more women and girls to cyber. Mari also is an online instructor 
for the University of Maryland. Mari wants to be more involved within the community and wants to 
help merge the presidents and CEO of major companies with the students of TVHS to secure a safe 
and successful future.  
 
 
Bianca McCall, LMFT 
Founder of Reach In Now Suicide Prevention and Awareness Bianca is a seasoned executive-level 
professional, who has global reach as an educator. With a practical ability to get things done and a 
fair and thoughtful approach to management, Bianca proposes innovative approaches and initiative 
to get things done. She moved to the fabulous Las Vegas, Nevada in July of 2005, and quickly fell in 
love with its transient nature. She gets to meet people from every part of the world, while they find 
themselves in the desert seeking life-altering experiences. Which makes Las Vegas the most 
spiritual place in this part of the world. She noticed there was a wonderful opportunity to continue 
her education and begin her career in mental health, which she would go on to earn her master’s 
degree in Marriage, Child, and Family Counseling. In June of 2011, Bianca founded Desert Rose 
Counseling Group.  
 
Melanie Palmer 
Melanie Palmer is a native of Chicago, IL and relocated to North Las Vegas, NV in 2017.   Melanie is a 
Radio Broadcaster turned educator, who relocated to North Las Vegas in 2017.  Prior to her 
relocation she worked for the Gary, Indiana School District, a private early childhood education 
institution, the Chicago Public Schools District, and had a 16-year career in radio broadcasting in 
both Commercial and Public Radio. Melanie also serves as the President of the Taylor Michelle 
Russell Foundation (TMRF) named for her late daughter, whose mission is to give children who are 
suffering with Hemophagocytic Lymph histiocytosis (HLH), a rare auto- immune disease, as well as 
other children who are ill with rare diseases, the Chance of a Lifetime. She has been a member of 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., a Public Service Organization, for 28 years. While working as a 
substitute teacher and Master Control Engineer, she saw the disparities in education for minority 
students on the southside of Chicago, which led to her return to school to obtain a teaching 
license.  In 2011, she earned a Type 3 Teaching Certificate in Elementary Education with Middle 
School endorsements in English Language Arts and Social Studies from Chicago State University, 
and in 2016 she obtained an Elementary Education Teaching License in the State of Indiana.  In 
2018, she obtained an Elementary Education Teaching License in the State of Nevada.  Melanie is 
currently an Intervention Specialist and a former Middle School Teacher Lead and Middle School 
Social Studies Teacher. 
 
Lin Soriano 
Lin Soriano is a life-long educator. She moved out to Las Vegas and began teaching elementary 
Humanities in CCSD in 2003. She has since earned Teaching English as a Second Language (TESL) 
endorsement and has held various positions in CCSD, including 5th grade inclusion teacher, 8th 

grade world geography teacher, English Language Learner (ELL) Specialist, instructional coach, 
and school administrator. Lin was a dean of students in a middle school, as well as an assistant 
principal at a middle and high school. She also spent some time in Mexico teaching English to 
children and adults.  She is currently still employed with CCSD as an Elementary School Principal 
and was most recently in the central office in the Student Services Division as lawyer in the Office 
of Compliance and Monitoring and handles all special education due process cases filed against 
CCSD.  Aside from her full-time employment with CCSD, she is an eviction mediator with the Access 
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to Justice Commission through the State Bar of Nevada, and an arbitrator for the Financial Industry 
Regulatory Authority (FINRA). 
 
Josh Sliker 
Josh has been a licensed attorney in the State of Nevada since October 2011 and in the State of Utah 
since May 2013. He was employed by the law firm of Barron & Pruitt, LLP as a Law Clerk from 
approximately August 2010 until he was licensed as an attorney in October 2011, and then was 
employed as an Associate Attorney until March 2016. In March 2016, he became an Associate 
Attorney with the law firm of Jackson Lewis P.C. until his elevation to Principal on January 1, 2021. 
He has served on the board of directors of the Las Vegas Defense Lawyers, a not-for-profit entity, 
since March 2016. Josh is looking forward to helping TVHS structurally, as well as developing 
policies, procedures, and long-term goals. He is excited to be able to recommend TVHS to families 
and clients in the Las Vegas area, and to provide a safe space for students to grow. 
 
Rachel Kaplan 
Rachel has lived in Las Vegas for 16 years, moving out west in 2006 from Michigan. Rachel has 
worked at several different public and charter schools, grades K-12, in multiple states. She has held 
multiple teaching, administrative and supervisory roles throughout her career. Rachel is an 
advocate for all students and for educating the whole child. Having taught mostly marginalized 
student populations, she sees the need for social-emotional education and mentorship for all 
students. Students are slipping through the cracks and getting lost. Rachel believes that “You must 
educate the whole child, and to do this it takes a village.”  

Please see Attachment 4 

(3) Provide, as Attachment 5, a completed, signed, and notarized Board Member Information Sheet 
for each proposed Board member as well as the board member’s resume and a thoughtful 
biographical summary outlining the particular qualifications of each board member as relates to 
both service on a public charter school board and to the specific needs of this particular proposed 
charter school.  

Please see Attachment 5 

(4) If the full founding board has not yet been identified, explain how and when the additional 
board members will be identified.  

TVHS board will continue to advertise for new members through word of mouth, social media posts 
on various platforms (Facebook, Instagram, TikTok, LinkedIn, Alignable, Twitter), and the use of 
Opportunity 180 and their board member connection program. TVHS hopes to find a board 
member with knowledge and expertise in finances (CPA), a member that is fluent in Spanish and a 
member with knowledge and expertise in marketing. 

(5) Describe the board’s ethical standards and procedures for identifying and addressing conflicts 
of interest. Provide, as Attachment 6, the boards proposed Bylaws, Code of Ethics, and Conflict of 
Interest policy.  

Please see Attachment 6 

(6) Identify any existing relationships that could pose actual or perceived conflicts if the 
application is approved; discuss specific steps that the board will take to avoid any actual conflicts 
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and to mitigate perceived conflicts. If these relationships pertain to members of the committee to 
form, this information should match the committee to form disclosures. 

Upon application approval, the committee to form has no identifiable actual or perceived conflicts 
of interest. Should a conflict ever arise, the member would resign from the board and their position 
would then be filled as soon as possible.  

(7) Describe plans for increasing the capacity of the governing board. How will the board expand 
and develop over time?  

Building capacity means providing our Board with the capabilities, knowledge and resources 
needed to perform well, achieve results, and fulfill our mission. The current Board not only fulfills 
the statutory requirements but is composed of respected leaders in their areas of expertise. It is a 
priority to maintain this high-caliber, diverse Board while ensuring its members can devote the 
time necessary for its success. Indeed, we believe the Board benefits from the diverse backgrounds, 
experiences, and perspectives of others. That is why Board members will have term limits and 
elections will be held.  Further, the Board will benefit by networking with other charter school 
boards through relevant state and national charter school conferences and keeping abreast of best 
practices updates.  

New members will be recruited and selected for their skills, which will round out the Board’s 
capacity and knowledge and further aid the school in fulfilling its mission and vision. Parents, 
educators, business and financial professionals and community stakeholders will be ideal 
candidates to contribute to the school’s goals, growth, and objectives. To increase the outcomes 
proposed in this application, TVHS will solicit involvement and participation of these groups. 
Should there be a vacancy on the Board, we will use the school’s digital assets (e.g., internal social 
media and newsletter) to circulate the information as well as approach members of our stakeholder 
groups as potential Board candidates. During the recruitment process, potential Board candidates 
will be invited to learn about the mission, vision and philosophy of TVHS. Each potential candidate 
will be presented with the school’s strategic plan and informed of the time commitment and legal 
and fiduciary responsibilities that are required for a position/role on the Board. Should there be a 
need, the Board may create a membership committee to facilitate recruitment.  

(8)  Describe the kinds of orientation or training new board members will receive and what kinds 
of ongoing development existing board members will receive.  The plan for training and 
development should include a timetable, specific topics to be addressed, and requirements for 
participation.  

Each Board member will have training to optimize their experience on the Board.  We anticipate the 
training plan will include: 

• Initial Orientation - The initial orientation is provided within thirty (30) days of a member 
joining the Board. The orientation is provided by at least two other Board members, and a 
key staff member(s) (i.e., Principal). A minimum of 8 hours of required (mandatory) 
training is provided by Roger Galizzi and James Wiley which includes topics such as: Review 
of the bylaws and mission; Open meeting law requirements, Review of Charter Agreement; 
Job duties for Board members; Review and understanding of the school’s education model; 
Analysis of financial considerations including reading a financial statement, audit and 
understanding of the budget; School tour and orientation on the school operations including 
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meeting of key staff; and Review of the school management plan, school performance 
reports, attendance and other performance and outcome data. 

• Ongoing Training/Development – The Board members have access to multiple 
opportunities for ongoing training. Four (4) hours of professional development annual 
training is required for all Board members and will be scheduled during evenings on a 
quarterly basis and/or through an annual Board Retreat (scheduled by and for the Board), 
and/or the annual Education Summit. Training topics may include Challenges of a first-year 
school; Education and self-government; School achievement and performance; financial 
reporting and performance; educational framework; Developing goals, objectives and 
strategic planning initiatives. 

Board members will attend at least one annual state charter school conference (usually in June and 
September) where they will receive professional guidance and development on topics including 
governance and board leadership, financial oversight, budget, and academic accountability for 
schools. Board members will also be encouraged to join the Parent Teacher Organization (PTO) and 
attend meetings to show school support and to collect feedback from important stakeholders and 
the community. The Board will also determine whether to utilize a third-party training organization 
such as the National Charter Schools Institute or Charter School Management Corporation (CSMC) 
to conduct training.   

(9) Describe the working relationship between the board and staff (academic, operations, and 
financial) and the working relationship between the board, staff, and any education management 
organization. Outline the regular reports that will be provided to the board, their frequency, and 
who will provide them. This may include financial, operational, and/or or academic reports. 

TVHS Committee to Form includes a diverse group of professional and community leaders who 
have contributed funds and time to complete pre-approval activities such as research, marketing, 
formulation of academic plans, and all other aspects of the charter. Members of the Committee to 
Form will continue to support the school financially, tapping their personal and professional 
networks, participating in mentoring, and other relevant support activities. TVHS has no plans to 
contract with a third party CMO or EMO. Any contracts will be for specific professional services 
such as financial reporting, payroll, etc., subject to board approved procurement policies and 
procedures. TVHS is currently working with Charter Impact and Spencer Styles on the budget and 
back-office needs. 

The school principal, selected by the Board, will be responsible for all aspects of school operations 
within the scope of operating policies, procedures, and fiduciary responsibilities as adopted and 
approved by the governing board. It is expected that the principal regularly attends Board meetings 
to provide updates on the school's progress academically and other topics of interest for the Board.  
The process to select the principal are as follows; 1. Advertise the position, for a least one week, via 
social media platforms, fliers, and word of mouth. Request an updated resume and cover letter from 
each applicant. 2. Interview(s) with the TVHS working School Board. If there are multiple 
candidates, there will be two rounds of interviews. 3. The final candidates will then be given a 
scenario to respond to within a given time period. 4. TVHS board will meet to review responses and 
determine a principal based on the different steps of the process.  
 
Through this process, TVHS board has selected Mrs. Rachel Kaplan as the Principal of The Village 
High School. Mrs. Kaplan will be serving in a voluntary capacity until charter approval and securing 
of funding. TVHS will also be applying for the Opportunity 180 Year 0 Grant to support funding.  
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TVHS working School Board: Dr. Amelia Cook, Mari Galloway, Rachel Kaplan, Bianca McCall, 
Melanie Palmer, Josh Sliker, and Lin Soriano 
 
(10)  Describe any board committees, advisory bodies, or councils to be formed, including the roles 
and duties of those bodies. Describe the planned composition; the strategy for achieving that 
composition; the role of parents, students, and teachers (if applicable); and the reporting structure 
as it relates to the school’s governing body and leadership.  

Working Board Committees: 
Learning Experience Committee (curriculum)- Lin Soriano, Mari Galloway, Dr. Amelia Cook 
Fundraising/Grants/Donations- Bianca McCall, Rachel Kaplan, Dr. Amelia Cook 
Student Recruitment/Videos- Melanie Palmer, Bianca McCall 
Outreach- Dr. Amelia Cook, Bianca McCall, Rachel Kaplan 
Policies and Procedures- Josh Sliker, Lin Soriano, Rachel Kaplan 
 
A representative of each committee provides a report during the Board’s weekly meetings which 
are currently held virtually on Thursdays at 7:00 p.m. An email reminder and summary of 
responsibilities is distributed each Sunday evening to Board members to advise what tasks must be 
completed and other pertinent information.   
 
Consultant- Roger Gallizzi and James Willey, Every Student Learns, Inc. (school board training) 
Consultant- Spencer Styles, Charter Impact, Inc., (Budget, financial narrative, and plan) 
 

(11)  Explain the process that the school will follow should a parent or student have an objection to 
a governing board policy or decision, administrative procedure, or practice at the school. 

A Grievance Policy will be adopted and provided to stakeholders that explicitly describe the process 
should a parent or student have an objection to a governing board policy or decision, 
administrative procedure, or practice at the school. The policy will be put in place to ensure 
concerns are heard and dealt with in a timely and equitable manner. 

The Board and school administration expect that conflict will be addressed proactively and include: 

1. Addressing the situation directly with the other person(s) involved. 
2. Enlisting the assistance of the site-based administrator to assist in the resolution. 
3. Prepare a written grievance for the principal, who will review and act accordingly. 

Prepare a written grievance for the Board of Directors, who then may choose to hear 
additional information at the board meeting after which an ultimate resolution will be 
made.  

(12)  What goals will be established for the board and how will board members be held 
accountable?  Outline the key expectations for board members in the table below.  You may add 
rows as appropriate.  What actions would trigger removal from the board and under what process? 
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LEADERSHIP TEAM  

(1) Describe the proposed organizational model; include the following information: 
(a) Organizational charts for year one and one for when the school is at full capacity 

Please see Attachment 15 

(b) Job descriptions for each leadership role (provide as Attachment 7) 
Please see Attachment 7 

(c) Resumes of all current leadership (provide as Attachment 8). NOTE: It is 
strongly encouraged that high quality school leaders/principals with strong 
track records of success with the target population be identified for any school 
which wishes to open in the 2022-23 school year.   
Please see Attachment 8 

Goal Purpose Outcome Measure 

Know and abide by Nevada Open 
Meeting Laws, NRS Chapter 241. Law compliance 

n/a 

Perform all board and committee 
responsibilities. Supporting the mission and vision 

n/a 

Attend the yearly governing 
board retreat. 

Self-evaluation, effective board 
leadership 

Attendance recorded by the 
Board Secretary. 

Complete 4 hours of professional 
development each year. 

Self-evaluation, effective board 
leadership 

Hours shall be recorded by the 
Board Secretary. 

Visit the school site at least one 
time per month on a rotating 
schedule with the other board 
members. 

Understand and become familiar with the 
school operations and happenings, as 
well as show support for the 
administration, staff, and students. 

Attendance recorded by the 
Board Secretary. 

Financial contribution to the 
start-up cost for TVHS. 

Financial support and commitment to the 
start-up process. 

Contributions will be recorded by 
the Board Treasurer. 

Join the Parent Teacher 
Organization (PTO) for the 
school. 

To gather information about the school, 
participate in discussions, and listen to 
what the stakeholders are saying 

Report back to the School Board 
any celebrations or concerns. 

Table 4.1: Board Member Accountability 
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(d) Previous student achievement data for the individual primarily responsible for 
academic programming (provide as part of Attachment 9)  
Please see Attachment 9 

(2) Describe the team’s individual and collective qualifications for implementing the school design 
successfully, including capacity in areas such as: 

(a) School leadership, operations, and governance; 
Dr. Amelia Cook (educator, business owner, entrepreneur), Rachel Kaplan (administrator, nonprofit 
board executive secretary), Josh Sliker (Business Attorney) 

(b) Curriculum, instruction, and assessment; 
Dr. Amelia Cook, Rachel Kaplan, Mari Galloway 

(c) At-risk students and students with special needs; 
Lin Soriano- Elementary Principal, Educational Law Attorney, Dr. Amelia Cook, Rachel Kaplan, 
Melanie Palmer 

(d) Performance management; and 
Josh Sliker, Lin Soriano, Bianca McCall 

(e) Parent and community engagement. 
Bianca McCall, Dr. Amelia Cook, Rachel Kaplan, Melanie Palmer 

(3) Explain how the school leader will be supported, developed, and evaluated.  Please include any 
existing competencies used for school leader selection and evaluation, if available (provide as 
Attachment 10). Provide, as Attachment 12, your leadership evaluation tool(s), as well as any 
supporting protocols or documentation. 

The principal will be evaluated by the Board at least once per year. The evaluation process will 
allow the administration an opportunity to set personal and professional goals in alignment with 
the charter and the school mission and vision, prior to the beginning of the school year. The Village 
High School plans to use the Evaluwise online evaluation management system.  

The principal will be evaluated on six domains: 
1. Professional Growth and Learning 
2. Student Growth and Achievement 
3. School Planning and Progress 
4. School Culture 
5. Professional Qualities and Instructional Leadership 
6. Stakeholder Support and Engagement 
 
Nevada requires that all principals are evaluated annually. However, for principals who receive a 
highly effective rating for two consecutive years, the final summative evaluation requirement is 
waived the following year. During the subsequent school year, those who have met this criterion 
will continue to participate in the observation cycle for formative evaluation and professional 
growth purposes. 
 
Nevada requires observation, and it requires multiple observations for some principals depending 
on the previous evaluation rating. For probationary principals in year one, three observations are 
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required. For year two, if effective or highly effective the previous year, then two observations are 
required. For year three, if effective or highly effective the first two years, then one observation is 
required. If rated minimally effective or ineffective, then three observations are required 
the following year. 
 
For non-probationary principals, if rated minimally effective or ineffective the previous year, then 
three observations are required. If rated effective or highly effective, then one observation is 
required. 
 
Nevada does not include any training requirements in state policy. 
 
Objective Student Growth Measures: Nevada requires Student Learning Goals (SLGs)—district-level 
performance measures—to count for 40 percent beginning in the 2018-2019 school year. Student 
learning data must not be included in the evaluation rating for a first-year principal. Nevada 
requires principals to earn one of the three highest SLG rubric scores (two, three, or four) to be 
eligible for an overall rating of effective. To be eligible for an overall rating of highly effective, 
principals must earn one of the two highest SLG rubric scores (three or four). 
 
Link to Teacher Effectiveness/Instructional Leadership: Nevada requires that principal evaluations 
include "an evaluation of the instructional leadership practices.” 
 
Improvement Plans: Nevada requires that principal evaluations include "recommendations for 
improvements in the performance of the administrator" and "a description of the action that will be 
taken to assist the administrator in the areas of instructional leadership, professional 
responsibilities, and the performance of pupils." 
 
Surveys: Nevada allows for the use of evaluation by students or other administrators to be included 
as part of the overall principal evaluation. (School Discipline Reports, and the School Climate 
Survey) 

Table 4.2: Principal Evaluation (one year cycle) 
Semester 1 Activities Semester 2 Activities 
Self-assessment/reflection on leadership  
practices (optional)   
Action Plan goal setting (conference with  
evaluator)  
 
Individual Professional Development Plan  
review (Years 2 and 3)  
 
On-site observation (minimum full  
instructional period)  
 
Provide list of deficiencies/suggestions at  
time of observation (if applicable)  
 
Review of data/artifacts  
 

On-site observation (minimum full  
instructional period)  
  
Provide list of deficiencies/suggestions (if  
applicable)  
  
Review of data/artifacts  
  
Collect stakeholder perception data  
  
Reflective Summary by Principal (optional)  
  
Second semester summative evaluation:    
o  Ratings on six domains  
o  Review progress on action plan  
o  Review professional development plan   
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Please see attachments 10 and 12 

(4) Explain your school leader’s role in providing instructional guidance and school culture 
guidance. What role will other members of the leadership team play in providing instructional 
guidance and school culture guidance?  

Administration will ensure effective instruction and use of programs by frequently observing 
teachers and providing them with immediate feedback and coaching, along with maintaining a 
consistent coaching cycle and style with each teacher. This information will be provided through a 
face-to-face post-observation conference and the use of the online evaluation tool Evaluwise. 

Teachers are also required to participate in one Reflective Practice cycle in which they teach live in 
front of 5 of their colleagues, and then debrief the lesson in the conference room as a group. All 
participants will be transparent with one another regarding performance and will provide 
immediate feedback, coaching, and assistance. 

TVHS will use Charlotte Danielson’s Framework for Teaching (FFT)104. FFT is a comprehensive and 
coherent framework that identifies the aspects of a teacher’s responsibilities that have been 
documented through empirical studies and theoretical research which promote improved student 
learning. The resources of FFT support teacher professional learning across the career continuum – 
from pre-service teacher preparation through teacher leadership and beyond. 

Additional training and guidance on instruction and school culture will take place on campus 
weekly on Wellness Wednesday.  

(5) Please provide the succession plans for your proposed school’s leader. This should include 
both emergency/temporary succession plans as well as detailed description for how potential 
school leaders will be cultivated and developed.     

Succession Plans for the School Leader 
· Administrative personnel will be cross trained on all roles (ensures redundancy) 
· Office manager will be trained on administrative duties 
· Designate the assistant principal, interim principal 
· If removal is permanent, the position will be made public and the hiring process will be 

followed 
 

104 The Danielson Group. (2021). Retrieved from https://danielsongroup.org/framework 
https://www.nctq.org/yearbook/state/NV-Principal-Effectiveness-77 
 

First semester formative evaluation  
(Conference):    
o  Ratings on six domains  
o    Review progress on action plan  
o     Review professional development plan   
o  Ratings on NVACS 
o  Complete evaluation document 
 
Plan for Improvement/Plan of Assistance (if  
applicable)  
 

o  Ratings on NVACS 
o  Overall Evaluation Rating 
o  Complete summative evaluation document 
 
Develop Individual Professional Development  
Plan for upcoming year.  
 
Plan Improvement/Plan of Assistance (if applicable) 
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Temporary Succession Plans for the School Leader 

· Designate the assistant principal the interim principal until  
· Hire a substitute administrator if the leave is an extended period of time 

 
Cultivating New Leaders 

· Lead Teachers will be selected for each subject area department 
· Lead Teachers will meet with administration weekly to establish goals and provide 

feedback 
· Lead Teachers will be provided with leadership opportunities 
· Assist in writing the School Performance Plan 
· Masters in School Administration and/or School Leadership 

STAFFING 

(1) Complete the following table indicating projected staffing needs for the proposed school over 
the next six years. Applicants which propose to grow their schools to multiple campuses based on 
the school’s academic performance should also complete the second table outlining projected 
staffing needs for the entire network over the next six years. Include full-time staff and contract 
support that serve the network 50% or more. Change or add functions and titles as needed to 
reflect organizational plans. 

TVHS will begin in Year 1 with a total staff of 32.5, including 16 total teachers, 2 administrators, 4 
office staff and 10.5 counselors/support staff: with a starting enrollment of 300 students. By Year 5, 
TVHS will be projected to expand to a total staff of 83 and a total student enrollment of 800. The 
cost of personnel includes a 3% increase for each position each year beginning in year 2 to account 
for inflation and COLA increases. 
 
 
 

TVHS Position 22-23 
Incubation 

Year 

23-
24 

24-
25 

25-
26 

26-
27 

27-
28 

28-
29 

 

Principal 0.8 1 1 1 1 1 1  

Assistant Principal  1 1 2 2 2 2  

Classroom (Core)  8 12 20 24 24 24  

Classroom (Electives) 

Spanish 

PE 

 

2 

1 

2 

4 

2 

2 

5 

3 

3 

6 

4 

4 

6 

4 

4 

6 

4 

4 

 

Special Education 
Teacher 

 2 3 4 5 5 5 
 

ELL Coordinator  1 2 3 4 4 4  

Counselor  1 2 3 4 4 4  

Table 4.3: Staffing  
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· Uncompromisingly student-centered 
· Flexible 
· Creative 
· Growth oriented 

 
TVHS will attract and retain staff by developing and managing staff compensation, paid time 
Off (PTO), and benefit packages which are competitive to area schools. We believe that teacher 
mentoring and training is one key to student achievement as well as teacher retention. Mentoring 
will be provided to teachers new to the profession, as well as new to the campus. Mentoring 
provides teachers new to the profession with practical information, guides teachers as they develop 
instructional skills, and offers feedback and opportunities for reflection. The teacher mentoring 
program will be inclusive of several areas; curriculum, student trauma training, student 
assessment, data disaggregation, classroom management, instructional strategies, communicating 
with parents, assisting students with special needs, and professional responsibilities such as 
maintaining gradebooks and required paperwork. Special to TVHS’s design, all staff will be 
regularly trained on how to mentor students, implementation of SEL curriculum, and how to teach 
students that have experienced trauma. These will be special sessions for teachers that can be 
utilized on Wellness Wednesday and on Professional Development Days. 
 
(2) Describe your plan to recruit and hire teachers/staff who are representative of your student 
body. 

TVHS plans to hold recruiting fairs for teachers and staff within the zip code areas of the proposed 
high school. (89030, 89031, 89032, 89081, 89115) We also several North Las Vegas groups that we 
belong to on social media and will be utilizing those to target our marketing, along with word of 
mouth from current employees. We also have an Employment Interest Form on the website to fill 
out for those interested in employment at TVHS. 

(3) List the proposed school’s salary ranges and employment benefits for each employee, as well 
as any incentives or reward structures that may be part of the compensation system. Explain the 
school’s strategy for retaining high-performing teachers. 

Please see Attachment 7 

(4) What is the proposed teacher-student ratio, as well as the ratio of total adults to students?   

The proposed student-teacher ratio for general education is 28 to 1, for special education the 
proposed ratio is 16 to 1.  

(5) State the procedures - including the individual responsible for each step - for hiring and 
dismissing school personnel, including conducting criminal background checks.   

Hiring School Personnel 
1. Principal to determine staffing needs and salary constraints for each open position. 
2. Principal or designee to notify Human Resources, provide a job description, and advertise the  
    position on media outlets. 
3. Principal or designee to collect candidate resumes for consideration. 
4. Principal or designee to schedule and conduct interview. (panel interview made up of 3-5 staff. 
5. Principal or designee to verify references and follow up on letters of recommendation. 
6. After a decision, the principal or designee will extend the offer to the candidate. 
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7. In a timely manner, after the candidate accepts, principal or designee will provide follow up   
    communication with each applicant. 
8. Begin on-boarding process. 
 
Fingerprinting/Criminal Background Checks 
In Nevada, fingerprint background checks are now required due to the passage of Senate Bill 287 in 
2017.105 Specifically, the bill requires that those who are considered regular volunteers (those who 
visit four or more times per month) undergo these additional security measures. Ultimately 
enforcement is up to the principal of the school. 
 
Additionally, the law requires all those who volunteer to be fingerprinted if they have regular 
contact OR unsupervised contact with students. Fingerprinting is now required every five years for 
volunteers that meet this criterion. The law also mandates those volunteers who will have one-time 
unsupervised contact with students must go through the fingerprinting process. 
 
Finally, the law requires volunteers to act as mandatory reporters of child abuse and sign a 
document acknowledging that responsibility.106 
Dismissing School Personnel 
1. Following the Nevada Educator Performance Framework (NEPF), principal or designee to 

review performance deficiencies of staff, provide course of action necessary for improvement, 
and determination of disciplinary action step. 

2. Employee will be put on a performance improvement plan and the principal will monitor 
progress. 

3. If progress is not made, principal or designee to coordinate discussions of separation of 
employment and/or terms of dismissal. 

4. Obtain resignation letter or final incident to cause separation. 
5. Notify Human Resources. 
6. Collect keys, and any other job-related materials, etc. 
7. Deactivate Infinite Campus account (or other SIS system), alarm code, etc. 
8. Process final payroll and terminate. 
9. Term benefits effective last day of month in which employee terminates. 
10. Provide COBRA notification (no later than 14 days after benefits term). 
 
Human Resources Procedure for separating employment: 
1. Obtain resignation letter/final incident to cause separation. 
2. Executive HR Director will schedule Exit Interview. 
3. Collect company resources. 
4. Deactivate IT accounts and access. 
5. If involuntary, process payroll information (within 3 business days). 
6. Process final pay and terminate in payroll. 
7. Term Benefits effective last day of month in which employment terminates. 
8. Contact ADP to prompt COBRA notification (no later than 14 days after benefits term). 
9. Move hard copy of employee file to the inactive section. 
10. Update fingerprint list/Remove from both fingerprint books. 

 
105 Nevada Legislature. SB287. Retrieved from 
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/Session/79th2017/Bills/SB/SB287_EN.pdf 
106 Nevada Legislature. SB185. Retrieved from 
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/App/NELIS/REL/80th2019/Bill/6313/Overview 
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11. Remove résumé from résumé book (instructional staff). 
12. Pull teacher file. 
(6) Explain how teachers will be supported and developed. Describe the school’s performance 
management system and process for teacher evaluation. Provide your teacher evaluation tool(s) as 
Attachment 11, as well as any supporting protocols or documentation.  

The teachers will be evaluated once per year, based on three different observations. The evaluation 
process that we are proposing is the Charlotte Danielson Framework for Teaching.107 FFT is a 
comprehensive and coherent framework that identifies those aspects of a teacher’s responsibilities 
that have been documented through empirical studies and theoretical research as promoting 
improved student learning. The FFT is an evolving instructional resource that provides a roadmap 
for effective teaching. It outlines 22 components and 76 elements organized into Four Domains of 
Teaching Responsibility: Planning & Preparation, Classroom Environment, Instruction, and 
Professional Responsibilities. Over time, the FFT has evolved to reflect new learning in the field and 
meet the needs of today's classrooms and students. The Danielson Group developed the Framework 
for Teaching Clusters (FFT Clusters) to reorganize the 22 components of the FFT by drawing 
attention to the big ideas that support student learning. This tool anchors comprehensive 
approaches to teacher growth including coaching, professional learning communities, self-
assessment and reflection, and other essential practices. The components of the FFT can support 
teachers to develop practices and approaches that meet the needs of their context. Given the shared 
elements of the current context during the 2020-21 school year, TVHS has identified eight essential 
components from the FFT and a pathway that prioritizes student wellbeing, equity, and racial 
justice. Without a deep understanding of students' identities and lives during these crises, TVHS has 
little chance of meeting their needs. 

Evaluations will be completed and submitted through Evaluwise online evaluation management 
system.  

 

Date Probationary Staff Post-Probationary Staff 

By May 
15th 

Principal develops a preliminary  
list identifying probationary staff  
to be evaluated in the coming  
year  
 

Principal develops a preliminary  
list identifying probationary staff  
to be evaluated in the coming  
year  
 

By June 
1st 

Principal notified staff of evaluations 
for the subsequent school year 

Principal notified staff of evaluations for the 
subsequent school year 

By August 
30th 

Observing administrator meets with 
any new teachers to review and 
discuss the evaluation process 

 

By 
September 
30th 

Observing administrator and teacher 
meet to discuss the self-assessment 
and work performance worksheets to 
be completed by the teacher 

Observing administrator and teacher meet to 
discuss the self-assessment and work performance 
worksheets to be completed by the teacher 

 
107 The Danielson Group. (2021). Retrieved from https://danielsongroup.org/framework 
 

Table 4.4: Evaluation Plan 
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Within the 
first 45 
days of 
school 

Observing administrator conducts one 
formal classroom observation, pre and 
post conference, utilizing the Charlotte 
Danielson teacher evaluation, learning 
clusters, and Evaluwise online 
evaluation tool  

 

By 
December 
30th 

 Observing administrator conducts one formal 
classroom observation, pre and post conference, 
utilizing the Charlotte Danielson teacher 
evaluation, learning clusters, and Evaluwise online 
evaluation tool  

By January 
15th 

Principal notifies School Board of any 
non-renewal considerations 

Principal notifies School Board of any non-renewal 
considerations 

By March 
30th 

Observing administrator conducts 
second/any additional formal 
classroom observation, pre and post 
conference, utilizing the Charlotte 
Danielson teacher evaluation, learning 
clusters, and Evaluwise online 
evaluation tool  

Observing administrator conducts any additional 
formal classroom observations, pre and post 
conference, utilizing the Charlotte Danielson 
teacher evaluation, learning clusters, and 
Evaluwise online evaluation tool 

By April 
15th 

Observing administrator and teacher 
meet for an annual evaluation to 
summarize the teacher’s performance 
and determine goals for next school 
year. Sign formal evaluation 

Observing administrator and teacher meet for an 
annual evaluation to summarize the teacher’s 
performance and determine goals for next school 
year. Sign formal evaluation 

 

(7) Please explain the responsibilities of each of your school’s administrative/leadership team 
members with regard to recruitment, hiring, development and retention of a highly effective staff. 
Identify the staff member responsible for leading payroll, benefits, and employee relations and 
describe how key Human Resources responsibilities will be managed.  

The principal is expected to establish a working environment that qualified faculty and staff want to 
be a part of. Indeed, the ideal environment will be positive, encouraging, and supportive. In terms of 
the mechanics of hiring, the principal will lead interviews of job candidates in conjunction with 
other relevant staff members. The school will also provide a wide range of benefits such as: Health 
Insurance/Vision/Dental, PERS retirement contribution (half), and benefits savings plans. 

Process to hire: 
1. Advertise the position, for a least one week, via social media platforms, fliers, and word of mouth. 
Request an updated resume and cover letter from each applicant.  
2. Interview(s) with the TVHS principal and a hiring committee, made up of various staff members 
and the hiring departments chairperson. If there are multiple candidates, there will be two rounds 
of interviews.  
3. The final candidates will then be observed teaching a lesson to a live class.  
4. The school principal and hiring committee will meet, review the final candidates resume, 
interview, and live observation to determine the best candidate for the position being hired.    
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Responsibilities Local Board School Leader 

Performance Goals The TVHS Board, along with school 
administration, sets annual goals 
that address the student 
performance goals. 
 

The school leader sets academic 
benchmark goals for the Fall, Winter, 
and Spring. School administration will 
monitor student achievement 
throughout the year and assess student 
and teacher performance. 

Curriculum The TVHS Board will delegate the 
identification of curriculum to the 
principal. The Board will ensure 
that it aligns with the state and 
federal requirements. 

The school leader will be tasked with 
aligning the curriculum and ensuring 
that all students can be successful. 

Professional 
Development 

The Board will participate in 
annual professional development. 

The administration will be responsible 
for overseeing, coordinating, assisting, 
and monitoring the staff development 
process. 

Data Management 
/Assessments 

The Board will oversee that data 
management is being compiled in a 
compliant and 
effective way. The Board will 
support the administration to 
procure highly effective 
assessment tools. 

The school administration will 
determine the interim assessments to 
meet the needs of the students and 
support growth. The administration, 
along with the teachers will analyze and 
interpret the data. 

Culture The Board will create and 
adopt policies to promote the 
culture that supports the 
mission and vision of TVHS. 

The school administration and staff will 
be responsible for creating and 
maintaining a safe, positive school 
environment for all stakeholders.  

Budget and Accounting The Board will oversee all aspects 
of the fiscal management of the 
school. 
The Board’s Treasurer 
will be responsible for reviewing 
and approving School Financials. 
The Board 
will adopt a financial policies and 
procedures manual that is 
in line with financial best 
practices of charter schools 
across the country. 

The principal will oversee portions of 
the budget such as classroom supplies, 
copiers, travel, professional 
development, etc. The principal will 
review the school’s budget with the 
Board monthly at the monthly Board 
meeting. 

Student Recruitment The Board will develop a 
start-up budget that includes 
marketing efforts and student 
recruitment. 

Administration will be responsible for 
hosting Open House meetings to 
help recruit students and be 
instrumental in organizing recruitment 
efforts during the startup years and 
beyond. Social media and the website 
will also play an important role in 
student recruitment. 

Table 4.5: Human Resource Responsibilities 
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Staff Recruitment 
/Hiring 

The Board will develop and 
review policies for hiring of 
personnel to support the 
school’s mission and vision 
which follow state and federal law. 
The Board will interview and hire 
the principal. 

School administration will 
be responsible for interviewing (with a 
panel) and hiring all instructional and 
non- 
instructional staff. In addition, school 
administration may attend 
teacher recruitment job fairs. 

HR Services (payroll, 
benefits, ect.) 

The Board will select a third 
party payroll company to 
contract with and provide the 
processing of payroll and 
benefits. 

School administration will 
serve as a HR resource to all staff. 
Administration will work with the legal 
team on the Board to 
ensure HR policies and procedures are 
followed correctly. 

Facilities The Board will select vendors 
that are in compliance with all 
public bidding laws. 

The principal or designee will contact 
the Board with any issues relating to 
facilities and issues 
regarding facility repairs if the Board is 
requested to manage a vendor. 

Student Support 
Services 

The Board will allocate resources 
to the School Leadership for 
Student 
Support Services. 

The principal will develop programs, 
using the Goodlife and SEED Impact 
social-emotional learning curriculum. 
 

Technology The Board will select a third-party 
IT service provider to contract 
with for IT services. 

The principal will be responsible for 
reviewing the service provided by the IT 
company. 

Community Relations The Committee to Form and 
the Board will build relationships 
with groups and 
organizations within the 
community that supports the 
school’s mission and vision. 

The principal will network 
and engage with community businesses 
and organizations for the 
purposes of Wellness Wednesday, 
fundraising, after school programs, 
educational programs, 
guest speakers, etc. 

Fundraising 
/Development 

The Board will fundraise through 
its relationships within the 
community, go fund me, and other 
social media outlets. The Board has 
made the decision to work with 
Red Hook Capital Partners for the 
development. 

The principal will assist the Board with 
its development and fundraising efforts. 

 

(8) Explain how the school and organization intend to identify and address unsatisfactory 
leadership or teacher performance, as well as leadership/teacher changes and turnover.   

Teacher performance will be evaluated through several means. Performance is measured through  
individual goals, student success, and following policy, procedure, and laws. Where appropriate, 
employee performance and assessment will be a collaborative process between TVHS and the 
employee. However, unsatisfactory performance in any area may result in corrective action which 
can include verbal coaching, performance improvement plan (PIP) written warning, written 
reprimand, suspension with or without pay, and/or termination In instances when it is necessary to 
conduct further investigation and the employee’s continued presence in the work environment is 
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deemed detrimental, the school may place the employee on suspension pending investigation for 
up to five (5) days with or without pay.  

An employee will be provided with notice and an opportunity to respond to performance concerns 
regarding the employee or charges being made against the employee. The school may conduct 
further investigation as warranted before making a final determination regarding the appropriate 
action to be taken. Notwithstanding any corrective action taken, the school may always exercise its 
right to terminate the employment relationship in accordance with applicable laws, employee 
contracts (if any) and school policies. The cost of turnover is high at any school and can impact 
student achievement, productivity, and overall school culture. TVHS plans to implement 
appropriate reward and retention strategies to reduce overall turnover of staff and impending cost. 
Turnover is calculated by including the number of days the position was open, recruiting costs, 
training costs, administrative processing, and payroll costs. 

(9)  Will your organization require additional support (from third parties or consultants) for core 
Human Resources functions (e.g., payroll, benefits administration, employee relations, etc.)?  If yes, 
please detail the areas that will require additional support and the costs and criteria for selecting 
such services. If not, please provide a detailed description of how these functions will be managed.  

TVHS will be partnering with Charter Impact for additional support with our core Human 
Resources functions and back-office services. Charter Impact is a mission-driven business partner 
dedicated to empowering charter schools and non-profits with professional, personalized financial 
management and operational support.  

Our regular service scope includes not only the accounting, accounts payable and payroll 
departments, but also assistance with reviewing contracts, ad hoc financial analysis, support with 
vendor negotiations, assistance with facility financing, management of lender relationships, and 
much more. As a general guideline, we provide all of the services that you would expect from an in-
house finance and accounting department, plus student data services. 

Started in 2010, Charter Impact specializes in providing insight and guidance for complex 
organizations in a way that only experienced financial advisors and CPAs can. Our Director-level 
team has an extensive background in finance, public accounting, auditing, grant management and 
technical consulting, which has helped us understand and identify the challenges facing mission-
driven individuals and organizations, and shape and inform how all Charter Impact staff are 
trained. 

Charter Impact has highly developed procedures, practices, and methodologies that can support the 
mission and vision of independent charter schools, and we customize internal controls and 
procedures based specifically on individual client needs. Our focus on sound internal controls, with 
an eye toward incorporating the highest degree of client efficiency and industry best practices 
provides the utmost security for client assets and financial stability, without overburdening client 
staff with unnecessary red tape. 

We believe that strong financial management is a tool that can give small organizations the 
confidence and focus of big ones. It is our duty to address changing financial conditions, 
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requirements, and regulations in advance, discuss them with our clients as they happen, and report 
them in real-time, not a month or two after the fact. By bringing the expertise and expectations 
gleaned from nonprofit, for-profit and government programs, we help improve and refine the 
financial process for charters. 

We know that what we do here has a positive, measurable impact on the students, families and 
communities we serve, and we take pride in providing our clients with timely, accurate fiscal 
information and guidance to enable sound, data-driven decisions for their organizations. 

STUDENT RECRUITMENT AND ENROLLMENT 

(10) Explain the plan for student recruitment and marketing that will provide equal access to 
interested students and families, including how the school will comply with the requirements of R 
131. Specifically, describe the plan for outreach to: families in poverty; academically low-achieving 
students; students with disabilities; and other youth at risk of academic failure. For schools which 
are giving one or more statutorily permissible admissions preferences pursuant to NRS 386.580 or 
SB390 (2015 session), please indicate if you plan to focus your student recruitment efforts in 
specific communities or selected attendance areas.  

(a) What is the enrollment calendar for both the first year of operation and 
subsequent years of operation?  Please specify the dates on which the school 
will begin accepting applications and how long the enrollment window will last 
prior to conducting a lottery.  Note that your proposed enrollment window 
should satisfy the requirements of NRS 388A.453(7). 

 
TVHS plans to begin operations in the 2023-2024 school year. Open enrollment shall commence on 
January 1, 2022, beginning at 12:01 a.m. and continue through February 28, 2022, until 11:59p.m., 
and will occur during a similar time frame in subsequent years in compliance with NRS388A.453. 

A lottery will be held after the Open Enrollment period if the school receives more applications than 
there are seats available. If the limit is not reached during the Open Enrollment period, the 
enrollment window will remain open until the limit is reached. Once student enrollment is capped, 
names will be placed on a waiting list, in order, and students will be offered enrollment as seats 
become available. Families will be notified via email or phone of their child’s acceptance into TVHS 
through the computerized lottery program. 

(b) What enrollment targets will you set and who will be responsible for monitoring 
progress towards these targets? What is your target re-enrollment rate for each 
year? How did you come to this determination? What are the minimum, planned, 
and maximum projected enrollment at each grade level? Outline specific targets 
in the table below.  

 
The school will implement an open enrollment policy, the school will be open to any student in the 
state that is eligible for attendance in a public school, unless the number of students enrolled 
exceeds the school capacity. In this case, students will be placed into a lottery and as seats open, 
students will be randomly selected to fill the open seats. If the number of applicants falls short of 
capacity, the open enrollment window will remain open until capacity is reached.  
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Admission will be determined in the following progression: 

1. Students continuing enrollment at TVHS will automatically be granted enrollment the 
following year with placement determined by number of credits earned based on TVHS 
academic policies. 

2. Siblings of currently enrolled TVHS students will automatically be enrolled into available 
openings in appropriate grade levels. 

3. Students may also be enrolled based on the following preferences: 
• Children of families of TVHS founding team. 
• Children of Board members, teachers, or staff. 
• All other children not meeting this criterion will be enrolled in the lottery. 

 
The enrollment target for the first year is 300 students. The governing body and the school’s 
principal will be responsible for monitoring progress. The target re-enrollment rate is 95%.  

(c) What systems will you put in place to ensure that staff members are 
knowledgeable about all legal enrollment requirements pertaining to special 
populations and the servicing of particular populations of students?  

 
TVHS is committed to providing an equal opportunity education to all applicants without regard to 
race, religion, color, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, national origin, citizenship status, age, 
disability, or any other protected status in accordance with all applicable federal, state, and local 
laws that prohibit discrimination. Employees will receive training regarding the school’s anti-
discrimination, harassment, and retaliation policy as part of new hire on-boarding.  In addition to 
having regular meetings to discuss the rules, TVHS will use applicable state-sponsored 
training/presentations for professional development. Daily and weekly monitoring of enrollment 
calls, and meetings will take place to ensure compliance. 

(11) Describe the student recruitment plan once your school has opened. In what ways will it be 
different than your pre-opening year, in terms of the strategies, activities, events, persons 
responsible and milestones?  How will the school backfill vacancies in existing grades?   

TVHS will assess the community need and the marketing tactics that reach the most families and 
will adjust ongoing recruitment and marketing efforts. TVHS understands that word of mouth, the 
website thevillagehs.org, and social media (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, LinkedIn, 
Alignable) is the most successful way to inform families about the school. In addition, postcards and 
fliers will be sent to residents within a two-mile radius of the school to increase enrollment. The 
school will welcome school tours during the school year to show families what the school is like in 
action and will also host parent information meetings in the evening. The school will take 
advantage of any charter school fairs hosted by the Charter School Association of Nevada. The 
principal will be responsible for ensuring enrollment targets are met. TVHS will use its waiting list 
to fill any vacancies that may occur by grade level. 
 

(12) Complete the following tables for the proposed school to open in 2022-23. Experienced 
Operators applying for multiple schools must complete enrollment summary tables for each school 
campus opening in fall 2022.  
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(a) Minimum Enrollment (Must Correspond to Break Even Budget Scenario 
Assumptions) 

 
Grade Level Number of Students 

2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 2026-27 2027-28 
9   150  175  200  200  200 

10   150  150  175   200  200 
11    150  150   175  200 
12     150   150  175 

       
Total     300    475    675     725  775 

 

(b) Planned Enrollment (Must Correspond to Budget Worksheet Assumptions) 
Grade Level Number of Students 

2022-23 2023-24 2022-23 2025-26 2022-23 2027-28 
9   150  175  200  200  200 

10   150  150  175   200  200 
11    150  150   175  200 
12     150   150  175 

       
 Total     300    475    675     725  775 

       

(c) Maximum Enrollment (Note: Enrolling more than 10 percent of the planned 
enrollment described in subsection b will necessitate a charter amendment) 

Grade Level Number of Students 
2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 2025-26 2026-27 2027-28 

9  158  183  208  208  208 
10  158  158  183  208  208 
11    158 158  183  208 
12    158  158  183 

       
Total   316  499  707  757  807 

       
 

(13) Describe the rationale for the number of students and grade levels served in year one and the 
basis for the growth plan illustrated above.  Start-up applicants proposing to open with more than 
400 students, or more than 3 grade levels should identify and discuss the specific elements of the 
school model detailed throughout the application that demonstrate that the proposed school is 
designed to compensate for the known organizational and academic challenges which accompany 
serving larger student bodies and multiple grade levels in a start-up environment. 

The Committee to Form expects to see a high demand for this new high school model. The proposed 
school facility will be in North Las Vegas. The Committee to Form chose this location because it 
believes this is an area of our city that is in high need. The need is evidenced by the quality of 
schools in this area and the limited number of proficient test scores. 
 

(14) As Attachment 13, please provide evidence of demand from prospective students and families 
within the community you intend to serve.   
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Survey 
Question 

Community Response Outcomes 

What is the most 
difficult part of 
school for your 
child? 

Top 5: 1) testing, 2) 
assignments/teachers, 3) 
peers/classmates, 4) hours, 5) 
bullying 

Weekly Wellness Wednesday, Goodlife SEL Curriculum, 
One-to-one Mentoring, Peer Mediation program 

How safe does 
your child feel at 
school? 

66.7% unsafe, somewhat unsafe, 
or neutral. 33.3% safe or 
somewhat safe. 

At-Risk & Struggling Students Conference 
The At-Risk & Struggling Students Conference focuses 
on evidence-based programs and strategies that 
educators can use to prevent dropouts and to help 
students experience success in school. 7th National 
Student Safety & Security Conference & Workshop 
2022. School Climate & Culture Forum Scholars 
struggle to consistently define and distinguish the 
terms, but educators agree on the need to transform 
both “climate” and “culture” to improve academic 
outcomes. 

Does your child 
have issues 
involving 
anything specific 
at school?  

70% mentioned issues with 
mental health, along with 40% 
dealing with gender, sexual 
orientation, and bullying issues.  

Wellness Wednesday, SEED Impact social-emotional 
growth assessment program, Established relationships 
with; Henderson Equality Center, Alternative Peer 
Group (APG), Foundation for Recovery (FFR) 

What is 
important to you 
and your child 
when choosing a 
high school? 

teachers, learning environment, 
school reviews 

Extensive teacher training: Wired Differently: Trauma-
Informed Schools Conference. One-to-one Mentors for 
all students and time each week set aside to meet with 
those mentors. SEL programming intends two essential 
benefits: 1) encouragement of positive, strength-based 
behaviors, integrated as norms for lifetime practice, 
and 2) discouragement of behaviors associated with 
negative school and life outcomes. Increasingly, 
educators, policymakers and employers alike hold that 
SEL is the key to optimizing education and training. 

What programs 
would you like 
to see offered at 
TVHS? 

social-emotional learning, mental 
wellness, adequately trained 
staff, practical real-life skills, 
career skills 

Weekly Wellness Wednesday, Goodlife SEL Curriculum, 
Ramsey Financial programming, Home-Economics, 
One-to-one Mentoring, Peer Mediation program, 
SEL/Real-world Electives 

Are you satisfied 
with the 
education that 
your child is 
receiving? 

only 29% of the parents 
surveyed were satisfied with 
their child’s education, less than 
1 out of 3 

Provide a safe space for students to grow and learn. 
Provide the necessary staff training, school culture, 
programming and resources to students and their 
families to ensure that they are satisfied with their 
child’s education. 

 

Please see Attachment 13  

Table 4.6: Survey Responses and Outcomes  
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INCUBATION YEAR DEVELOPMENT 

(1) Provide a detailed start-up plan as well as specific organizational goals for the planning year 
(SY 2022-2023) to ensure that the school is ready for a successful launch in fall 2023. Using the 
template provided, outline key activities, responsible parties, and milestones and submit as 
Attachment 14 (“Incubation Year Planning Table”).   

Please see Attachment 14 

(2) Please describe the plans for leadership training and development of the selected school leader 
during the incubation year prior to school opening and how these plans support your year 0 goals.  
If partnering with an organization, please briefly describe the main components of the training 
program and why that organization was chosen. 

The general philosophical beliefs that guide this leadership training and development plan are that 
all this work shall be driven by TVHS’s organizational beliefs, and the content must reflect the 
philosophy and culture of the school.   

The theoretical framework that guides the professional development is that leadership is developed 
by focusing on the Personal, Interpersonal, Managerial, and Organizational attributes, skills, and 
competencies of TVHS’s leadership team. The theory of action is that, if TVHS, supported by board 
and external partners, provides high quality, in depth, current and innovative employee and 
leadership capacity-building in a thoughtful and well-planned structure, key performance 
indicators will rise and allow TVHS to accomplish its long-term strategic vision and plan. The 
elements of this focus will be a) Character and Culture; b) Organizational Management; c) Coaching 
and Mentoring; d) Decision Making, and e) Instructional Leadership.108 

Within two months of the initial hiring of the leadership team, two days of professional 
development will be provided to ensure that there is alignment between the beliefs, goals, and 
culture of TVHS and the leadership behaviors of the new team.  The Board will be included in this as 
well.   

An additional day will be provided to ensure that the leadership team understands Nevada charter 
law, regulation, statutes, and expectations as well as understanding the collection and reporting of 
all pertinent data.  

The board of directors, along with the leadership team, will receive two days of training in 
governance, Nevada Open Meeting Law, and conflict of interest.  There will also be time set aside for 
the development of a governance team handbook which makes explicit the roles, responsibilities, 
and the protocols needed for interaction between the board of directors and the leadership team.   

Upon the hiring of teaching staff, the priority will be team building, including the school culture and 
beliefs.  Classroom level scope and sequence instruction, lesson plans, special education processes, 
school protocols, procedures and requirements will follow as well as training in the use of specific 
software. 

 
108 Gallizzi, R. (2021). Every Student Learns, Inc., Theoretical Framework.  
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Additionally, teaching staff will need training in Developing Positive School Culture, Teaching 
Students with Trauma, Social Emotional Growth Assessments, and Mentoring. This training will be 
through our community partners, SEED Impact, and Goodlife SEL Curriculum. These will begin with 
overviews and continuous training will be embedded throughout the school year as part of the 
professional development set aside on Wellness Wednesdays.  Teachers will be supported by 
ongoing observation, feedback, and coaching.   

The professional development for the leadership and board will be provided by Every Student 
Learns (ESL), a Nevada based organization.  This organization was chosen because of a shared 
underpinning philosophy that every student has an innate ability and desire to learn given the right 
conditions.  ESL looks for innovative ways to enhance and improve learning environments to 
optimize the educational opportunities for all involved.  They have a proven track record of 
working with traditional public schools, school boards, charter schools, and charter school boards.   

Savvas Learning Company will provide teacher training and technology training with the 
curriculum programs that we will be using at TVHS. These trainings will take place in the beginning 
of the year before school starts in the teacher workdays and then throughout the year on Wellness 
Wednesday.  

All these providers will be present throughout the years through observation of staff and follow-up 
feedback and coaching as well as the embedded professional development.   

(3) Explain who will work on a full-time or nearly full-time basis immediately following 
assignment of a location to lead development of the school(s) and the plan to compensate these 
individuals. 

Upon the assignment of a location, the principal will lead development and construction of the 
school, along with Red Hook Capital Partners.   

SERVICES 

(1) Provide a description of how the school leadership team will support operational execution. 
Please provide narrative or evidence that illustrates the staffing model, performance metrics, and 
the school’s plan for supporting all operational needs of the school, including but not limited to 
those listed below. In this space and in the finances section, demonstrate how you will fund the 
provision of these services.   

(a)Transportation: Describe your plans for providing student transportation. If the  
school will not provide transportation, please identify how the school will ensure 
that this does serve as a barrier to enrollment or ongoing attendance.   

 
TVHS will not provide daily transportation for the students to and from school. Should a special 
education student enroll who has an Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) that has transportation 
as an accommodation, TVHS will work to partner with CCSD or Regional Transportation 
Commission of Southern Nevada (RTC) as to how to best provide this accommodation. For any 
school field trips or events, a plan will be developed to accommodate transportation needs by 
contracting a charter bus company. The school will work with their broker at Charter School 
Insurance Alliance to ensure that all necessary insurance policies and coverage are in place.  
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(a) Food Service: Outline your plans for providing food service at the school, 
including whether and how you will be your own school food authority or will 
contract with another provider.  If the school will not provide food service, 
please identify how the school will ensure that this does serve as a barrier to 
enrollment or ongoing attendance.   
 

TVHS plans on providing food services at their school and anticipates participating in the National 
School Lunch Program. TVHS also anticipates identifying and contracting with multiple, third-party 
service providers to ensure a variety of foods from various cultures on a weekly basis. The Board 
will ensure that the vendor(s) is approved and is in good standing with the Food and Nutrition 
Program.  

(b) Facilities maintenance (including janitorial and landscape maintenance)  
 

TVHS plans to have a campus monitor(s) and custodian(s). Their role will be to maintain order and 
maintain the cleanliness of the facility during the school day. Also, there will be a contract with an 
outside cleaning company to provide a cleaning service five nights a week, simultaneously with the 
daytime staff. TVHS also has a relationship with James Rolnik at Winzer Corporation who can get 
paper products, bathroom supplies, cleaning tools/supplies, and chemicals at cost from the 
supplier. A-1 chemical will also provide all the bathroom dispensers and chemical dilution systems 
for no cost.  

(c) School health and nursing services: Describe your plans for providing nursing 
services, including, how student required immunizations will be monitored. 
 

TVHS will be a provider of health services to all students identified in need of those services. The 
governing body will contract with the appropriate trained professionals, the number of 
professionals will be based on the student enrollment and number of students enrolled requiring 
care and services. In accordance with NRS 392.420, a licensed school nurse will be contracted by 
TVHS to train the health office staff.  A First Aid Safety Assistant (FASA) will be responsible for 
planning and carrying out health examinations required by law, and for checking immunizations. 
The FASA will be responsible for following up with parents/guardians of any student who has a 
problem in any of the screenings or students missing immunizations. Pursuant to NRS 392.420, the 
FASA will also repost these findings to the State Health Officer. 

(d) Purchasing processes 
 

The purchasing agent will be appointed by the governing body (traditionally the school principal). 
They will be responsible for developing and administering the charter school’s purchasing 
program. No obligation may be incurred by any officer or employee of the governing body unless 
that expenditure has been authorized in the budget or by governing body action and/or governing 
body policy. In all cases calling for the expenditure of charter school money, except payrolls, a 
requisition and purchase order system must be used. 

Unless authorized by the administrator, no purchase, except for a petty cash purchase, will be 
authorized unless covered by an approved purchase order. No bills will be approved for payment 
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unless purchases were made on approved orders. The administrator or designee is authorized to 
enter and approve payment on contracts obligating charter school funds not to exceed ($25,000) 
for products, materials, supplies, capital outlay and services that are within current budget 
appropriations. The governing body shall approve all contracts that are collective bargaining 
agreements or service contracts that include the provision of labor performed by charter school 
employees, such as custodial, food service and transportation services. 

The administrator will review bills due and payable for the purchase of supplies and services to 
determine if they are within budget amounts. After appropriate administrative review, the 
administrator will direct payment of the just claims against the charter school. The administrator is 
responsible for the accuracy of all bills and vouchers. Bids or proposals shall be called for on all 
purchase, lease or sale of personal property, public improvements, or services other than 
agreements for personal service, in accordance with applicable competitive procurement 
provisions of Nevada Revised Statutes and adopted public contracting rules.109  

(e) Safety and security (include any plans for onsite security personnel) 
 
In compliance with Nevada NRS 388.253, TVHS will utilize the Nevada Crisis and Emergency 
Response Model Plan Guidance Checklist. In addition, the Federal Guide for Developing High-
Quality School Emergency Operations Plans. 
 

· Emergency Management Plan 
· Campus monitor(s), security cameras, ID badges for all students and staff.  
· Monthly drills 
· All visitors must check in with the main office 
· Staff training on emergency protocols 
· National School Safety and Security Conference and Workshop 
· Innovative Schools Summit (mentor training, trauma informed teaching, school culture 

and climate, at-risk and struggling students) 

(2) Technology: Outline the technology infrastructure and support mechanisms across your 
school, staff, and teachers. Your outline should include but not be limited to reliable and secure 
wide area networking, local area networking (e.g., wireless and cables), hardware (e.g., personal 
computing devices, servers, telephony, storage, routers, switches), technology policies and 
procedures, device management, and end user support.  

 
TVHS’s IT plan is premised around the idea that it supports the mission and vision of the 
school. Technology will be part of school culture and because it is such an important part to this 
schools overall plan it will be crucial that all educators have a voice in the ongoing process of 
building out the structure. TVHS will primarily use a wireless system with a goal of providing a 
seamless one to one implementation for all staff and students. Ongoing assessment of the system 
will be built into the school technology plan. Ease of integration and technology as a tool to support 
the curriculum is of highest importance. Technology will be a tool that will be designed to work 

 
109 NRS Chapter 332, 388A.420 
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seamlessly and personally for every individual. Technology should never be a barrier to learning. 
To support daily operations TVHS will employ a technology firm (two have been sourced) to 
provide technology hardware and software support. Ongoing PD will be necessary and provided to 
ensure that staff are prepared to use the tools effectively and efficiently. Specific software tools and 
the Learning Management System (LMS) systems, Infinite Campus and Google Classroom will have 
a technology team designed, pathway of incremental stepped PD education for staff. The technology 
team will consist of TVHS staff with the expertise and experience to lead their colleagues in 
valuable PD to improve instruction. If necessary, TVHS will contract with outside consultants to 
deliver high quality PD to the staff. Specific online software tools that are part of the educational 
programming such as the Goodlife, SEED Impact, and Savvas Learning programs have professional 
development and training components included as part of the initial program rollout. 
 
TVHS will use a router, filtering and firewall security system that will keep students safe even when 
they use laptops on/off school premises. The software components will include software to block, 
monitor and eliminate any suspicious or malicious intrusions via intranet. Students 
along with staff will develop and agree to an Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) to set the standard and 
expectations for the use of all technology. Students will also be held to an expectation of 
full compliance and will sign-off on the AUP. The goal of the IT infrastructure and complete 
technology system is immediate safe secured filtered access for all stakeholders with every aspect 
of the implementation centered on the learner and providing a reliable enterprise built 
on digital equity. 
 
TVHS will pursue e-rate pricing and support from this this will provide between 70%-90% of the 
schools initial and ongoing technology related expenses.  
 
All infrastructure components to support the visible end of technology must be robust at TVHS, as it 
is a high-tech school. Internet bandwidth will be provided by COX Communications which has given 
a pricing of $1000 a month for necessary bandwidth with room for growth within that quote and to 
include phone services. All other necessary hardware: secure router, server, UPS, switches, WIFI 
nodes, hardwire cabling, etc., will be sourced and installed using a reputable provider. Our provider 
will also plan for disaster recovery and will keep multiple backups using an automated off-site 
cloud-based system. Login credentials will be created and maintained offsite with a staff person 
designated to add or delete students as needed. Virus and other threat protections will be in place 
with a plan developed for disaster recovery. 
 
The initial infrastructure will be robust and scalable for school growth. It will include security and 
cloud-based services. The actual physical on-site support hardware will be in a secured limited 
access location. Google will provide the primary e-mail, digital cloud drive with office products, and 
Google classroom as the primary Learning Management System. It is cost-effective, (free to public 
education), scalable, supports a wide variety of formats and teaching modalities. It is available to 
the students and parents 24/7 anywhere the internet is available. Because it is supported by 
Google all data has redundancy, and it is hardware independent. It is available on laptop, PC, 
tablet, and phone. The use of Google products will help to ensure the minimizing of any malicious 
malware and viruses. The school will use Infinite Campus as its Student Information System (SIS) 
using it to maintain student records, grades, attendance, finance, and human resources. This is an 
on-line system that has training components included in the startup pricing included in the budget. 
Additional software i.e., Adobe Suite, will be added as needed to support the needs of the staff and 
school. TVHS will review and comply with all NRS 385A.800 laws. 
 
Student laptops as well as all TVHS hardware will have physical external asset itemized labeling. 
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All laptops will have tracking and locating software pre-installed, and laptops will be heavily 
branded with TVHS name and logo. Students will be given responsibility and be expected to 
maintain hardware in good physical condition. The school will design methods and systems to 
maintain hardware and to replace broken or irretrievable hardware. 
 
To monitor and review all technology needs and to further develop technology the building 
principal will appoint a technology committee to have meetings and develop a five-year 
technology plan. They will also monitor, develop, and conduct yearly surveys of students, staff, and 
parents for technology services performance and needs. This will include implementation and 
ongoing school modifications as recommended by the committee. Other aspects of technology i.e., 
CCTV system will also be considered by the committee with all recommendations and plans taken 
to the Committee to Form and later to the School Board. 
 

(3) Student Information Management: Timely communication of accurate student information is 
critical for payments to schools, compliance, and performance monitoring.  Please describe how 
you will manage student information using the statewide Infinite Campus system, and how you will 
build capacity around the use of the software.  If most of the applicant group or the CMO/EMO is 
new to operating in Nevada’s education environment, explain your plan to determine Nevada 
specific reporting requirements. Detail the staff members who will enter data along with the project 
manager who will commit to trainings and regularly monitor student information for accuracy. 

TVHS will be using the statewide Infinite Campus system and will also be hiring a 
Registration/Attendance Clerk to fulfil all required duties. Infinite Campus representatives will 
provide specific Registrar/Attendance training along with staff training specifically on Infinite 
Campus. Registrar/Attendance staff will attend any training hosted by the SPCSA. The high school 
counselors will also be trained on using infinite campus and on how to run different queries to 
analyze data patterns.  
 

(4) Data Security: SPCSA charter schools record, generate and consume data that falls under strict 
requirements for security, privacy, and retention (including FERPA and recent legislation related to 
the protection of personally identifiable information (PII)). Describe the systems and procedures 
you will implement in order to ensure you are compliant with these obligations.   

The governing board will delegate authority to the principal the task of ensuring student records 
are maintained accurately and up-to-date as well as safe and with limited access to only 
appropriate personnel. The Board will ensure student records will be accurately maintained and 
kept in a safe, locked area of the school’s main office in secure cabinets, and in accordance with all 
Nevada laws. Only authorized staff and administration will have access to the files. 
 
In accordance with NRS 385A.800-8.30, the school will participate in Student Accountability 
Information Network (SAIN) and will use software, hardware, and telecommunications compatible 
with its sponsor (The Nevada State Board of Education) to fulfill data transfer requirements to the 
sponsor. TVHS will report data to its sponsor by the beginning of the school’s first year of 
operation. TVHS will use Infinite Campus that is hosted as an Application Service Provider by the 
Department of Education. 
 
The governing board chairperson will be the person responsible for the records of students if the 
school is dissolved or the written charter of the charter school is not renewed. If the charter school 
closes, or a student withdraws, the school will forward the permanent record of the student to the 
office of student records of the school district in which the student resides. When a student 
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graduates from the charter school, the school shall forward the permanent record of the pupil(s) to 
the office of student records of the school district in which the pupil resides. If a licensed teacher 
who is a member of the governing body of a charter school fails to comply with the policy, the 
charter authorizer may consider whether such failure to comply constitutes grounds for suspension 
or revocation of the license of the teacher pursuant to NRS 391.330 and whether appropriate action 
is warranted in accordance with NRS 391.320 to 391.361, inclusive. 
 
In accordance with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) (20 U.S.C. § 1232g; 34 
CFR Part 99), parents or eligible students have the right to inspect and review the student's 
education records maintained by the school. Schools are not required to provide copies of records 
unless it is impossible for parents or eligible students to review the records. Schools may charge a 
fee for copies. Parents or eligible students have the right to request that a school correct records, 
which they believe to be inaccurate or misleading. Schools may disclose, without consent, 
"directory" information. Schools must notify parents and eligible students annually of their rights 
under FERPA. 
 
In addition, TVHS will comply with NRS 388.291 to ensure that all school service providers provide 
written disclosure of the types of personally identifiable information collected by the school service 
and the plan for ensuring data security. Strict compliance with this statute will be enforced by the 
Board Chair and the principal prior to purchasing any school service. Additionally, pursuant to NRS 
388.294, the principal will ensure that all teachers and other licensed educational personnel 
complete professional development regarding the use of school service providers and the security 
of data concerning pupils. 

(5) In addition to the narrative above, provide as Attachment 15, an operational execution plan, 
which identifies the key organizational business processes necessary to support exemplary 
academic, business and financial performance including those discussed in this narrative. This 
operational execution plan may be in a format of your choosing, and may include Gannt charts, 
process maps or flow charts, or other appropriate illustrative devices in addition to a coherent and 
well-developed narrative. 

Please see Attachment 15 

FACILITIES 
(1) Describe the facility needs of the proposed school for each year of the charter period including 
any unique features necessary to implement the school design and academic program including: 
The desired location of the school facility;  

(a) The desired location of the school facility: 
North Las Vegas; 89030, 89031, 89032, 89081, 89115 
 

(b) The number of general education classrooms required each year; 
Year 1 - 11 classrooms, Year 2 - 20 classrooms, Year 3 - 31 classrooms, Year 4 - 38 classrooms, Year 
5+ 38 classrooms 
 
The number of classrooms was based on the enrollment number, divided by the class size of 28 
students in each classroom.  
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(c) Any additional classroom space required for special education or ELL services, 
labs, specialty classes and intervention or enrichment programs; 
 

TVHS will have between 3-5 spaces for the various special education, ELL, intervention, and 
mentoring programs that are offered. The students will always have a private, safe place to go, like 
the Wellness Room, Relaxation Room, or even a Peer Mediation session. TVHS will have two 
chemistry labs and two biology labs, starting year 1 with one of each and then adding the second 
when we are closer to reaching capacity. TVHS will also have private offices designated for our 
school counselors, mental health and counseling professionals. Enrichment/RTI programs will take 
place in the classroom.  

(d) Space requirements for administrative functions, food services and physical 
education 

TVHS will have a gymnasium that seats all 1000+ students and staff at one time, and will be around 
15,000sqft. (16sqft per student was used). It will be used for assemblies, guest speakers, class 
meetings, physical education classes, after school extra-curricular activities, and hosting of 
community events in the evenings.   

The cafeteria will have a variety of seating choices and food options. There will be traditional lunch 
tables that seat 12, tables that seat 4 and tables that seat 2. We will have both indoor and outdoor 
seating. The cafeteria will seat 400 students max and be approximately 6,400 square feet. 

(2) If a facility is not yet identified, please describe the organization’s approach to finding a 
suitable facility, including progress to date, partners, and any evidence that supports the credibility 
of the plan.  Please include the organization’s plans to finance the facility, including: 

Please see Attachment 16 

(3) If you currently hold a facility or have an MOU or other proof of intent to provide a facility, 
please provide the proof of commitment as Attachment 16. Briefly describe the facility, including 
location, size, and amenities.  You may provide, included with Attachment 16, up to 10 pages of 
supporting documents providing details about the facility. Charter school facilities must comply 
with health and safety requirements. In addition, charter school applicants must be prepared to 
follow applicable county and municipal review procedures which vary significantly between 
jurisdictions.  If the applicant does not yet have a facility identified, please upload an attestation 
explaining that these materials will be furnished as part of a charter contract amendment.   

Please see Attachment #16 

(4) Describe the organization’s capacity and experience in facilities acquisition and management, 
including managing build-out and/or renovations, as applicable.   

(5) Explain the organization’s plan to maintain the independent facility. 

To maintain the facility, TVHS plans to contract with a third party to clean the facilities nightly. 
TVHS will also have a campus security monitor/custodian who will be responsible for cleaning, 
restocking, and taking care of any other situational needs of the school. A maintenance budget line 
item will also be included and will be used for maintenance provisions that the school will have to 
address. By maintaining a positive school culture, we plan on having a beautification committee, the 
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staff and students will be a part of maintain the structure and cleanliness of the school and school 
campus. 

(6) Communication with local jurisdictions and municipalities is important when opening up a 
new charter school.  In some cases, municipalities may have additional processes that are required, 
or may request information from proposed charter schools.  Please explain, in detail, the applicant 
team’s interactions with the local jurisdiction to date.  Specifically, the applicant should clarify if a 
proposed school is approved for final land use from the local government entity, as well as describe 
any other pertinent topics related to the facility (ex. queueing for drop-off and pick-up, providing 
sufficient recreation space).  If the applicant has approval from the local jurisdiction for the 
proposed location, please provide that as part of Attachment 16 to the final application. 

TVHS has narrowed down to one facility. Please see Attachment 16. 

ONGOING OPERATIONS 

(1) SPCSA schools coordinate emergency management with local authorities. Explain your process 
to create and maintain the school’s Emergency Management Plan required by the State of Nevada.  
Include the types of security personnel, technology, equipment, and policies that the school will 
employ. Who will be primarily responsible for this plan?   

In compliance with Nevada NRS 388.253, TVHS will utilize the Nevada Crisis and Emergency 
Response Model Plan Guidance Checklist. In addition, the Federal Guide for Developing High-
Quality School Emergency Operations Plans. 
 
The principal will be responsible for the Emergency Management Plan, with the approval of the 
School Board. This plan will follow the policies and procedures for AED use, fire drills, hard/soft 
lockdown, active shooter, and evacuations that have already been adopted by CCSD. Safety is the 
job of every member of TVHS community, with the principal and school administrators 
implementing the Emergency Management Plan. Staff and students will receive regularly scheduled 
training and practice for all the variety of emergency situations. All students will be taught drill 
procedures for evacuations at TVHS orientation, training for staff will take place during summer 
staff training.  

TVHS will also implement the use of security cameras, two-way radios, a school-wide intercom 
system, and or any other technologies that can be used to communicate a crisis. 

TVHS plans to hire a full-time campus security monitor(s) (CSM) to supervise the hallways, 
restrooms, and common areas. CSM’s will also be responsible for escorting students to the office as 
well as conducting student searches if necessary. 

(2) Provide, as Attachment 17, a list of the types of insurance coverage the school will secure, 
including a description of the levels of coverage. Types of insurance should include workers’ 
compensation, liability insurance for staff and students, indemnity, directors and officers, 
automobile, and any others required by Nevada law or regulation.   

TVHS has received a quote for insurance coverage from Charter School Insurance Alliance, a 
division of Distinctive Insurance.  

Please see Attachment 17 
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5) Financial Plan
(1) Describe the systems and processes by which the school will manage accounting, purchasing,
payroll, and audits.  Specify any administrative services expected to be contracted for the school
and describe the selection process and criteria for the selection of contractors.

The TVHS Board are the fiduciaries who are responsible for monitoring and oversight of the 
school’s financial management, financial reporting, and internal controls.  Accordingly, all board 
members will undergo training in how to be prudent stewards of public and other school 
funds. Training will include processes for conducting periodic risk assessments and how to evaluate 
such. Internal controls to reduce identified risks will be in place and working, to ensure accurate, 
complete, and timely financial reporting, so that funds are effectively managed in compliance with 
all relevant laws and regulations, and operations are efficient. Board members will also be educated 
in how to develop key performance indicators of financial stability to better monitor overall 
performance on an ongoing basis. 

TVHS board will use a competitive search to contract with an experienced Charter School 3rd party 
financial provider, we are currently working with Spencer Styles and Charter Impact, for in-house 
services including budgeting and forecasting, cash management, accounts receivable/ payable 
processing, compliance, and grant reporting, as well as audit preparation. All grants and additional 
funds received by TVHS will also be financially managed by the 3rd party financial provider in 
cooperation with the board decisions and direction. The school principal or principal’s designee 
will supervise the day-to-day cash collections at the school. The person designated to draw all 
orders pursuant to NRS 388A.420 for the payment of monies belonging to the charter school is the 
principal. The principal and school board will work closely with the retained financial service 
provider to ensure that the school always maintains debt solvency and sufficient cash reserves. All 
claims for payment from charter school funds will be processed by the financial service provider. 
Payments will be authorized against invoices properly supported by approved purchase orders 
with properly submitted vouchers approved by the governing body. The campus principal is 
responsible for assuring budget allocations are observed and the total expenditures do not exceed 
the amount allocated in the budget.  

The TVHS governing board will be contracting for the outsourcing of all payroll processes and 
retirement reporting to a 3rd party vendor. Preparation of payroll, including time schedules and 
payroll periods, will be done in accordance with each employee’s agreement with the governing 
school board per Nevada law. Employee health, accident, dental, and other types of insurance will 
be provided as outlined in the agreements. Mandatory payroll deductions will be withheld as 
required by state and federal law. TVHS intends to adopt and comply with all state guidelines 
developed for Charter Schools, by the Nevada Department of Education. The function of charter 
school purchasing is to serve the educational program by providing the necessary supplies, 
equipment, and services for the benefit of students. The governing body will appoint a purchasing 
agent. That person will be responsible for developing and administering the charter school’s 
purchasing program. Any officer or employee of the governing school board may incur no 
obligation unless that expenditure has been authorized in the budget or by governing body action 
and/or governing body policy. Any payment to a governing school board member will only be made 
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if approved in advance and only for travel expenses, salary or specific services rendered. For all 
expenditures using charter school money, except payrolls, a requisition and purchase order system 
will be used. Unless authorized by the administrator, no purchase will be authorized unless covered 
by an approved purchase order. No bills will be approved for payment unless purchases were made 
on approved orders. The administrator will review bills due and payable for the purchase of 
supplies, equipment, and services to ensure they are within budget amounts. After appropriate 
administrative review, the administrator will authorize direct payment of the just claims against 
the charter school. The administrator is responsible for the accuracy of all bills and vouchers 
submitted for payment and reports directly to the board. 

(2) As Attachment 18, present a budget narrative including a detailed description of assumptions 
and revenue estimates, including but not limited to the basis for revenue projections, staffing levels, 
and costs. The narrative should specifically address the degree to which the school budget will rely 
on variable income (e.g., grants, donations, fundraising, etc.). Include the following: 
 
Please see Attachment 18 

(3) Submit the completed Financial Plan Workbook for the proposed school as Attachment 19.  

Please see Attachment 19 

(4) Describe the annual audit of the financial and administrative operations of the school.  Discuss 
the planned financial controls and their implementation plans.  Include evidence that the school 
will adhere to the accounting, auditing, and reporting procedures and requirements that apply to 
public schools operating in Nevada.  

An accounting firm that is familiar with federal and state accounting practices and is familiar with 
Nevada charter school audits, will provide TVHS’s annual audit. TVHS will not incur an audit fee in 
the first year of operation as the first audit will take place in September following the first fiscal 
year. The auditing services provided will include the auditing of school finances for annual 
reporting, IRS reporting, and legal compliance.  
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BYLAWS  OF The Village High School

ARTICLE I INTRODUCTION: LEGAL STATUS 

Section 1. The name of the charter school is The Village High School (hereinafter 
referred to as the “School”). The School is located in North Las Vegas, Nevada (location to be 
determined). 

Section 2. Legal Status. The School is a charter school pursuant to Nevada Revised 
Statute 386.527 sponsored by the State Public Charter School Authority (hereinafter 
referred to as the “Authority”). The Governing Board of the School is an independent 
body under the authorization of the Board of Trustees of the Authority. The Board of 
Directors plans and directs all aspects of the school’s operations. 

Section 3. Statutes. The School shall operate in accordance with Nevada Revised 
Statutes, Chapter 386. 

ARTICLE II PURPOSE AND MISSION 

Section 1. Purpose and Mission. The purpose of the School is to provide high quality education 
to children from ninth (9) to twelfth (12) grade and shall be operated exclusively for educational 
objectives and purposes. The School, in partnership with its parents and community strive to instill 
in its students high standards for academic achievement, leadership, integrity, responsibility and 
citizenship. The charter School will create leaders one project at a time. 

Section 2. Non-Discrimination. The School shall not discriminate on the basis of race, national 
origin, sex, gender or gender identity, sexual orientation, religion, age, and disability, status as a 
Vietnam- era or special disabled Veteran, or other protected class in accordance with applicable 
federal or state laws in hiring or other employment practices of the School. Further, the School shall 
be open to all students in its authorized geographic area on a space available basis and shall not 
discriminate in its admission policies or practices on the basis of race, national origin, sex, gender 
or gender identity, sexual orientation, religion, age, and disability, status as a Vietnam- era or 
special disabled Veteran, or other protected class in accordance with applicable federal or state 
laws. The School shall conduct all of its activities in accordance with all applicable local, state and 
federal anti-discrimination laws, as well as in accordance with all other laws and regulations 
applicable to the operation of the charter public schools in the State of Nevada. 
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ARTICLE III GOVERNING BODY 
 

 Section 1. Powers and Duties. The business, affairs, and property of the School shall be 
managed by a Board of Directors, herein referred to as the “Board”. The Board shall govern the 
School, maintain overall control of the School and be responsible for the operation of the School. 
Without limiting the general powers conferred by these Bylaws and provided by law, the Board 
shall have, in addition to such powers, the following powers: 

a) Perform any and all duties imposed on the Board collectively or individually by law or by 
these Bylaws; 

b) To make and change policies, rules and regulations not inconsistent with law, or with these 
Bylaws, for the management and control of the School and its affairs, and of its employees, 
and agents; to lease, purchase, or otherwise acquire, in any lawful manner, for and in the 
name of the School, any and all real and personal property, rights, or privileges deemed 
necessary or convenient for the conduct of the School’s purpose and mission. 

c) To develop an annual School schedule of events and activities; 
d) To establish and approve all major educational and operational policies to the extent 

deemed necessary by the board; 
e) To enter into agreements and contracts with individuals, groups of individuals, 

corporations, or governments for any lawful purpose; 
f) To hire, supervise and direct an individual who will be responsible for the day-to-day 

operations of the School; 
g) To develop and approve the annual budget and financial plan which shall be monitored and 

adjusted as necessary throughout the year; 
h) To submit a final budget to the Nevada Department of Education pursuant to statute and 

regulation; 
i) To cause to be kept a complete record of all the minutes, acts and proceedings of the Board; 
j) To cause an annual inspection or audit of the accounts of the School, as well as any other 

audits required by law, to be made by an accountant to be selected by the Board, which 
inspection and audit shall show in reasonable detail all of the assets, liabilities, revenues 
and expenses of the School and its financial condition. 

k) ensure ongoing evaluation of the School and provide public accountability. 
l) To uphold and enforce all laws related to charter school operations; 
m) To improve and further develop the School; 
n) To strive for a diverse student population, reflective of the community; 
o) To ensure adequate funding for operation; 
p) To solicit and receive grants and other funding consistent with the mission of the 

School with the objective of raising operating and capital funds; 
q) To critically evaluate the performance of any contractor for the School and select 

another contractor if the contractor is not performing his or her duties or services in 
a satisfactory manner;  

r) To carry out such other duties as required or described in the School’s Charter; and 
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s) The board may decide to recognize a single Parent Teacher Organization for the 
School, subject to any rules, requirements and/or restrictions the Board may 
impose on such organization.  

 Section 2. Formation. The first Board formed after the approval of a charter issued 
pursuant to NRS 386.527(4) or NRS 386.527(6) shall consist of the Directors of the Committee to 
Form the School. Former Committee Directors prohibited from Directorship on the Board by NAC 
386.345 or other applicable statute or regulation shall resign from the Board at its first meeting. 
Remaining Board Directors shall fill all vacancies created by resignations or these Bylaws at the 
first meeting. At the first meeting upon formation of the Board, the Board of Directors shall elect 
officers. Those officers shall remain on the Board for four years. The other three members shall 
remain on the Board for three years. 

 Section 3. Qualifications; Election; Tenure. The Board shall be composed of a 
minimum of seven (7) and a maximum of nine (9) Directors and shall be subject to the 
following requirements, restrictions, and prohibitions: 

(a) The Board shall adhere to the statutory requirements of NRS 386.549, 
which requires that the governing body of the school consist of (each 
category must be filled by a separate person): 

1. One person who is licensed pursuant to chapter 391 or a person who 
previously held such a license and is retired (a Nevada Licensed 
Teacher); 

2. One person licensed pursuant to chapter 391 or is a person who 
previously held such a license and is retires; or a person who is a school 
administrator with an out of state license or a person who previously 
held such a license and is retired; 

3. One person who is a parent or legal guardian of a pupil enrolled in the 
School who is not a teacher or an administrator at the School; 

4. Two person who possesses knowledge and experience in one or more of 
the following areas: accounting, financial services, law or human 
resources; and 

5. Two “at large” positions, that may, but not necessarily qualify pursuant 
to sections (1)-(4) above.  

 

(b) Pursuant to NRS 386.549 (b), the Board may consist of, without limitation, 
parents and representatives of nonprofit organizations and businesses. Not 
more than two persons who serve on the Board may represent the same 
organizations or business or otherwise represent the interest of the same 
organizations or business. A majority of the Directors of the Board must reside 
in this State. If the Directorship of the Board changes, the governing body shall 
provide written notice to the sponsor of the charter school within ten working 
days after such change, or at such other times and intervals as required. 
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(c) Following the first board meeting, the three positions requiring special 
qualifications as provided in Section 3, subsection (a)(1-4) above, shall be 
appointed by the currently comprised board. Any person nominated in 
this manner, must sign and agree to abide by the Affidavit acknowledging 
the rights, duties, and responsibilities of charter school board members, 
prior to serving on the Board. The board will accept nominations and 
resumes for the two “at large” positions and appoint new directors based 
on those resumes. 
 

(d) Nominations: In the event that less people submit resumes, the Board 
shall nominate applicants. The Board shall attempt to nominate a 
sufficient number of people so that twice the number of resumes are 
available for review than are open seats. 

 
(e) Teacher positions shall be appointed by the Board of Directors at the 

annual meeting. The Board of Directors shall consider public comment on 
the nominated teachers prior to the election of the Teacher positions. 

 
(f) A majority of Board Directors shall be residents of Clark County, which is 

the county in which the school is located. 
 

(g) All Board Directors shall be devoted to purpose and mission of the School 
and shall represent the interests of the community. 

 
(h) The Board Directors shall serve two (2) year terms. Terms shall be 

staggered so that no more than four members of the Board shall be up for 
election/appointment in any one year, unless a vacancy(ies) needs to be 
filled. Elected officers of the first Board, shall remain on the board for four 
years, the other three positions shall remain on the Board for three years. 

 
(i) The School shall notify its sponsor and the Department of Education 

within ten days of the selection of a new Board Director and provide the 
sponsor and the Department of Education with the new Director’s 
resumes and affidavits as required pursuant to NRS 386.549(1) and any 
other applicable statutory or regulatory provision. 

 
(j) Board Directors shall be fingerprinted according to the NRS 386.588 

procedure for employees of the school. 
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 Section 4. Annual Meeting. The annual meeting of the Board shall be held in May of 
each year, or such other month as the Board may determine. The annual meeting shall take the 
place of the regularly scheduled meeting. Written notice stating the place, day, and hour of the 
meeting shall be given personally or mailed to each Director of the Board at least three (3) business 
days prior to the date fixed for the annual meeting. Notice and conduct of the annual meeting shall 
comply with the Nevada Open Meeting Law. The annual meeting shall be for the purpose of 
appointing new Board Directors and for the transaction of such business as may come before the 
Board. 

 Section 5. Regular and Special Meetings. The Board shall establish a regular day and 
place for regular meetings that shall occur no less frequently than once a quarter and shall be held 
in Churchill County. Special meetings of the Board may be called at any time by the President or by 
a majority of the Board. Special meetings shall be held at such time and place as may be designated 
by the authority calling such meeting. Notice and conduct of the annual meeting shall comply with 
the Nevada Open Meeting Law. Notice of the time and place of every regular or special meeting shall 
be given to each Director of the Board by first class mail at least three (3) business days before the 
date fixed for the meeting and to all those individuals who request notice of relevant meetings. The 
purpose of any regular or special meeting must be specified in the notice of such meeting. Minutes 
of each Board meeting shall be taken and shall be approved by the Board and kept at the School. 

 Section 6. Agenda. An agenda must be produced for each board meeting except as 
otherwise permitted under the Nevada Open Meeting Law and these Bylaws. The agenda shall be 
prepared in accordance with NRS 241.020(2). In addition to previously requested agenda items, 
any Board Director may provide additional agenda items for the following meeting by providing the 
requested agenda item, via email, fax, or regular mail to the School’s supervising employee or 
administrator noting its appropriate place on the normal agenda format, and describing a realistic 
time requirement for such item. Such requests must be received at least 24 hours prior to the 
posting deadline pursuant to Nevada Open Meeting Law. 

 Section 7. Quorum. A quorum at all meetings of the Board shall consist of a majority of 
the number of Directors then in office. Except as provided specifically to the contrary by these 
Bylaws, the act of a majority of the Directors in office at a meeting at which a quorum is present 
shall be the act of the Board 

 Section 8. Vacancies. Any vacancy occurring in the Board may be filled by the 
affirmative vote of a majority of the Directors present at a regular or special meeting of the Board. A 
Director elected to fill a vacancy resulting from death, resignation, or removal shall be appointed for 
the unexpired term of such person's predecessor in office and shall hold such office until such 
person's successor is duly appointed and qualified. 

 Section 9. Committees. The Board may designate from among its Directors, by 
resolution adopted by a majority of the entire Board, an Executive Committee, a Personnel 
Committee, a Finance Committee, an Academic Committee and one or more other committees, 
each of which shall consist of at least one (1) Director and which shall have and may exercise such 
authority in the management of the School as shall be provided in such resolution or in these 
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Bylaws. Committee reports shall be provided in written format and unless the relevant committee 
or the Board request a recommendation for decision or substantial discussion the committee shall 
be given no more than 10 minutes on the agenda. The Board shall not be permitted to delegate the 
powers to contract, financial or budget making authority. Any delegated activity or decision-
making authority may be unilaterally revoked at any time. All committee meeting shall be 
conducted in accordance with Nevada Open Meeting Law. 
 
 Section 10. Removal. Any Director of the Board may be removed by the affirmative vote of 
two-thirds (2/3) of the Directors then in office, excluding the Director at issue whenever in their 
judgment such removal would serve the best interests of School. 

 Section 11. Resignation. A resignation by a Board Director shall be effective upon 
receipt by the President of a written communication of such resignation. 

 Section 12. Participation by Telephone. To the extent permitted by law, any Director of 
the Board or committee thereof may participate in a meeting of such Board or committee by means 
of a conference telephone network or similar communications method by which all persons 
participating in the meeting can hear each other, and participation in such a fashion shall constitute 
presence in person at such meeting. 

 Section 13. Proxy Voting. Proxy voting is not permitted. 

 Section 14. Compensation. No Director of the Board shall receive any compensation for 
serving in such office; provided that, the School may reimburse any Director of the Board for 
reasonable expenses incurred in connection with authorized service on the Board. 

 Section 15. Closed Sessions. Any Board Director may call a Closed Session during any 
special or regular Board meeting for issues concerning personnel or other matters requiring 
confidentiality in accordance with the Nevada Open Meeting Law. All persons except Board 
Directors may be excluded from such Closed Sessions at the discretion of the President. No action 
may be taken in a Closed Session. 

 Section 16. Orientation/Training. Orientation and training will be optional. 

 Section 17. Protocol. The Board shall use Robert’s Rules of Order, unless stated 
otherwise herein. If a Board Director is unable to attend a Board meeting, the Board Director shall 
contact the President, Administrator, or designated supervising employee prior to the meeting. 

 Section 18. Public Comment. Time shall be set aside at each Board and Committee 
meeting for public comment in accordance with the Nevada Open Meeting Law. After the speaker 
identifies his or her name, address and affiliations, public comment may be limited to the extent 
permitted by law. 

 Section 19. Contracts. The Board may authorize any officer or officers, agent or agents, 
employee, or employees to enter into any contract or other instrument on behalf of the school, and 
such authority may be general or confined to specific instances. Except as herein provided or as 
authorized by the board, no officer, agent, or employee shall have any power or authority to bind 
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the school by any contract or engagement, or to pledge its credit, or to render it liable for any 
purpose or for any amount. 

ARTICLE IV OFFICERS 
 

 Section 1. Number. The officers of the School shall include a President, Vice- President, 
Secretary, Treasurer, and such other officers as the Board shall deem necessary to elect. 

 Section 2. Election and Term of Office. The Board of Directors, at its first meeting after 
July 1st of every year shall elect and appoint all officers of the School to serve for terms of one (1) 
year and until their successors have been duly elected and qualified. Should there be more than one 
(1) nominee for a vacancy, the nominee receiving the greatest number of votes shall be declared 
elected and shall be installed in office. Any two offices may be held by one person. 

 The Board of Directors may from time to time, by resolution, appoint such additional Vice-
Presidents, and additional Assistant Secretaries and Assistant Treasurers of the School as it may 
deem advisable; prescribe their duties, and fix their compensation, and all such appointed officers 
shall be subject to removal at any time by the Board of Directors. All officers, agents, and factors of 
the school shall be chosen and appointed in such manner, and shall hold their office for such terms 
as the board of directors may by resolution prescribe. 

 Section 3. Suspension and Removal. Any officer of the School appointed by the Board 
of Directors may be removed or suspended by a majority vote of the Board of Directors at any time, 
with or without cause. Any agent or employee appointed or employed by the President may be 
removed or discharged or suspended by him at any time, with or without cause. 

 Section 4.     Powers and Duties of the President.   The President of the Board shall preside at 
all meetings of the Board. The President of the Board shall possess the power to sign all certificates, 
contracts or other instruments of the School which are approved by the Board. The President of the 
Board shall exercise and perform such other powers and duties as may be prescribed by the Board 
from time to time. 

 Section 5. Powers and Duties of the Vice-President(s). The Vice-President(s) of the 
School shall generally assist the President, and shall perform such duties as may be assigned to 
him/her by the Board of Directors. In the event of the death, resignation, absence, or inability to act 
of the President, he/she shall assume and discharge pro tempore the powers and duties of the 
President of the School. 

 Section 6. Powers and Duties of the Secretary. The Secretary shall be secretary of the 
Board of Directors. S/He shall keep the minutes of all meetings of the Board of Directors, shall have 
charge of the books and records, and shall serve all notices to the Directors. In general, s/he shall 
perform all duties incident to his/her office. 

 Section 7. Powers and Duties of the Treasurer. The Treasurer shall have oversight 
responsibility and shall keep and maintain or cause to be kept and maintained adequate and correct 
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accounts of the properties and business transactions of the School, including accounts of its assets, 
liabilities, receipts, disbursements, gains and losses. The books of account shall at all times be open 
to inspection by any Board Director. The Treasurer shall be charged with safeguarding the assets of 
School and he or she shall sign financial documents on behalf of the School in accordance with the 
established policies of the School. He or she shall have such other powers and perform such other 
duties as may be prescribed by the Board from time to time. 

 Section 8. Returns and Statements. It shall be the duty of each officer of the School to 
make and file any and all returns, reports, lists, or statements required by law to be made and filed 
by him/her, and to make full report to the Board of Directors respecting the affairs of the School in 
his/her charge whenever he/she may be requested to do so. 

 Section 9. Compensation. The salaries of all officers shall be fixed by the Board of 
Directors, and the fact that any officer is a Director shall not preclude him/her from receiving a 
salary or from voting upon the resolution providing the same. 

ARTICLE V MISCELLANEOUS 
 

 Section 1.  Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of the School shall be July 1 to June 30. 

 Section 2.  Disposition of Monies Received. All checks and drafts of funds of the School 
shall be deposited from time to time to the credit of the School in such banks, trust companies, or to 
other depositaries as the Board of Directors may from time to time designate. All checks shall be 
drawn out of the regular check books of the School and upon the stub of each such check; the 
purpose and amount for which the same is drawn shall be specified. All checks, notes, drafts, bills of 
exchange, acceptances, or other orders for payment of money or other evidences of the 
indebtedness of the School shall be signed as shall from time to time be designated by resolution of 
the Board of Directors. 

 Section 3.  Non-Liability of Board Members. The Board of Directors shall not be 
personally liable for the public charter school’s debts, liabilities or other obligations. 

 Section 4.  Indemnification of School Agents and Board Members. The School may, to 
the fullest extent now or hereafter permitted by and in accordance with standards and procedures 
provided by NRS 41.032 and 41.0337 of Nevada law and any amendments thereto, indemnify any 
person made, or threatened to be made, a party to any action or proceeding by reason of the fact 
that he, was a Director, Officer, employee or agent of the School, against judgments, fines, amounts 
paid in settlement and reasonable expenses, including attorneys’ fees, provided that the Board has 
determined that the person has acted in good faith and without willful misconduct or gross 
negligence for a purpose which he reasonably believed to be in the best interest of the School. 

 Section 5.  Insurance for School Agents. The Board of Directors may adopt a resolution 
authorizing the purchase and maintenance of insurance on behalf of any Board Director, officer, 
employee or other agent of the public charter school, against any liability other than for violating 
provisions of law relating to self-dealing asserted against or incurred by the agent in such capacity 
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or arising out of the agent’s status as such, whether or not the public charter school would have the 
power to indemnify the agent against such liability or as otherwise approved by a majority of the 
Board of Directors, acting in accordance with Nevada law. 

 Section 6.  Notice. Whenever, under the provisions of these Bylaws, notice is required 
to be given to any Director, it shall not be construed to be limited to personal notice, but such notice 
may be given in writing by depositing the same in a Post Office or letter box in a postpaid, sealed 
wrapper, addressed to such Director at the latter’s last known address, and the time when the same 
shall be thus mailed shall be deemed to be the time of the giving of such notice. 

  Section 7.  Books and Records. The Bylaws and such other books and records of 
the School as are required by law or as may from time-to-time be prescribed by The Board of 
Directors, shall be kept at the principle office of the School for inspection by all who are authorized 
or have the right to inspect the same. All other books and records of the school shall be kept at such 
places as may be prescribed from time-to-time by the Board of Directors. 

 Section 8.  Singular and Plural, Etc. It is understood that any and all references to the 
plural shall include the singular and any references to the masculine shall include the feminine and 
vice versa, as indicated by the context and number of parties involved. 

 Section 9.  Faxed and Electronic Signatures. A faxed or electronic signature of any 
Director shall have the same force and effect as an original signature. 

 Section 10.  Amendments to Bylaws. The Board of Directors shall have power to make, 
amend, or repeal the Bylaws of the School at any meeting or at a special meeting called for the 
purpose. A 2/3 vote is required to amend, alter, or repeal the Bylaws.  

 Section 11.  Unenforceable or Illegal Provisions. In the event any provision contained in 
these Bylaws are found to be illegal or unenforceable, that provision shall be stricken and all other 
provision contained herein shall remain in full force and effect. 

In Witness Whereof, we, being all the Directors of the Board of Directors of The Village 
High School, have hereunto set our hands this day of , 202_. 

 

____________________________________________ 
Director  

____________________________________________ 
Director  

____________________________________________ 
Director  

____________________________________________ 
Director  

____________________________________________ 
Director  

____________________________________________ 
Director  

____________________________________________ 
Director  

____________________________________________ 
Director  

____________________________________________ 
Director  
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The Village High School 

Conflict of Interest Policy 

For Directors, Board Officers, and 

Members of a Committee or Subcommittee with Board Delegated Powers 

ARTICLE I: PURPOSE; NEVADA ETHICAL CODE 

1. The purpose of this Board conflict of interest policy (this “Policy”) is to protect The Village 
High School (“TVHS”)’s integrity, interests, and reputation when it is contemplating 
entering into a transaction or arrangement that might benefit the private interests of a 
director, board officer, or board committee (or subcommittee) member of TVHS (any such 
person, a “TVHS Governor”). 

2. This policy is intended to supplement, but not replace, any applicable state and federal laws 
and regulations governing conflicts of interest applicable to charter schools, as well as 
TVHS’s Charter Agreement and Rules of Governance, as they may be amended from time to 
time. (In the event of an unavoidable conflict, those laws, regulations, and documents trump 
this Policy.) 

3. Among other things, the applicable laws include the Nevada Code of Ethical Standards (the 
“Nevada Ethical Code”), codified at NRS 281A.400 et seq., a copy of which (in effect as of the 
start of the 2022-2023 school year) is attached as Exhibit A to this Policy, and which 
applies to each TVHS Governor (as a “Public Officer”) pursuant to NAC 386.345(7). 

ARTICLE II: DEFINITIONS 

1. Interested TVHS Governor. 

 Any TVHS Governor who has a direct or indirect financial interest, as defined below, is an 
 “Interested TVHS Governor.” 

2. Financial interest. 

 A person has a relevant “financial interest” if the person has, directly or indirectly, through 
 business, investment, or family: 

a. An ownership or investment interest in any entity with which TVHS has a 
transaction or arrangement, 

b. A compensation arrangement with any entity or individual with which TVHS has a 
transaction or arrangement, 

c. A potential ownership or investment interest in, or compensation arrangement 
with, any entity or individual with which TVHS is negotiating (or is reasonably likely 
to negotiate in the next six months) a transaction or arrangement; or 

d. One of other types of interests listed in NRS 281A.420(1)(a) through (d) of the 
Nevada Ethical Code. 
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 Compensation includes direct and indirect remuneration as well as gifts or favors that are 
 not insubstantial. 

 A financial interest is not necessarily a conflict of interest. A person who has a financial 
 interest may have a conflict of interest only if the TVHS Governor or Board decides that a 
 conflict of interest exists, in accordance with this Policy. 

3. Independent Director. 

 A director shall be considered “independent” for the purposes of this Policy if he or she is 
 not an Interested TVHS Governor. 

ARTICLE III: POLICY MATTERS 

1. General Prohibitions. 

a. Every TVHS Governor shall comply in all material respects with the provisions of NRS 
281A.400 of the Nevada Ethical Code, which (paraphrasing, and without amending that 
statute, nor exhaustively summarizing it) generally prohibits the TVHS Governors from: 

b. accepting gifts which will improperly influence decision making, or using his or her position 
to gain unjustified privileges or benefits; 

c. participating in negotiations with an entity in which the TVHS Governor has a significant 
pecuniary interest; 

d. receiving compensation from a private source for the TVHS Governor’s public duties; 
e. using confidentially-obtained information for his or her own pecuniary gain, or suppressing 

official information to prevent a loss in his or her own pecuniary interests; and 
f. using TVHS time, property, equipment, or facilities for his or her own pecuniary gain. 

2. Duty to Disclose. 

f. In connection with any actual or possible conflict of interest, an Interested TVHS Governor 
must timely disclose the existence of the financial interest and be given a reasonable 
opportunity to disclose all of the material facts to the Board, in accordance with the full 
paragraph in NRS 281A.420(1) of the Nevada Ethical Code (but subject to the disclosure 
exceptions in NRS 281A.420(1) of that Code). 

g. For Open Meeting Law purposes, a conflict-of-interest discussion is deemed to be a part of 
any agenda item in which an actual or potential conflict of interest is raised, even if the 
conflict-of-interest is not expressly stated in the agenda item and is only raised at the 
meeting. 

3. Recusal (a/k/a abstention) by Oneself. 

h. A director shall recuse himself or herself at any time from involvement in any decision or 
advocacy (but not necessarily the discussion, generally) in which the director believes he or 
she has or may have a conflict of interest, when recusal is required by NRS 281A.420(3) and 
(4)(a) of the Nevada Ethical Code. Generally, the test in those statutes is whether the 
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“independence of judgment of a reasonable person in the public officer’s situation would be 
materially affected” by the financial interest. That is an objective test, based on what a 
reasonable person would do. 

 Any director may recuse himself or herself at any time from involvement in any decision or 
 discussion in which the director believes he or she has or may have a conflict of interest, 
 without going through any process for the other TVHS Governors determining whether a 
 conflict of interest exists, but shall first consider the policy statement set forth in 
 NRS281A.420(4)(b) of the Nevada Ethical Code, which discourages abstention except in 
 “clear cases.” 

i. Upon recusal, the necessary quorum to act upon the matter, and the number of votes 
necessary to act upon the matter, as fixed by any statute, ordinance or rule, is reduced as 
though the member abstaining were not a member of the Board, Committee, or 
Subcommittee. In the event of a tie vote among the remaining TVHS Governors, no approval 
or denial shall be deemed given (meaning it is as if the Board did not vote). 

4. Recusal by the Remaining TVHS Governors. 

 If, after disclosure of the financial interest and all material facts pursuant to Section III(1), 
 and after any discussion with the Interested TVHS Governor, the Interested TVHS Governor 
 has not recused himself or herself, and an Independent TVHS Governor (on the Board, 
 Committee, or Subcommittee, as the case may be) has reasonable concerns about that 
 decision, then: 

• the Interested TVHS Governor shall leave the Board meeting; and 
• the remaining Independent TVHS Governors shall discuss, decide if a conflict of 

interest exists, and vote upon recusal. 

5. Eligibility for Contracts. 

 Neither TVHS nor any TVHS Governor (nor any entity controlled by a TVHS Governor) shall 
 bid upon, negotiate, or enter into any contract or similar arrangement except in material 
 accordance with NRS 281A.430 of the Nevada Ethical Code, describing in detail under which 
 conditions such contracts or arrangements may and may not be bid upon, negotiated, and 
 entered into. 

6. Additional Matters. 

 The Board President, if appropriate, appoint an Independent TVHS Governor or committee 
 to investigate alternatives to a proposed transaction or arrangement. If the Interested TVHS 
 Governor is the Board President, then a majority of the Governance Committee may take 
 these actions. 

7. Violations of the Conflicts of Interest Policy. 
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j. If the Board has reasonable cause to believe a TVHS Governor has failed to disclose actual or 
possible conflicts of interest, it shall inform the TVHS Governor of the basis for such belief 
and afford the TVHS Governor an opportunity to explain the alleged failure to disclose. 

k. If, after hearing the TVHS Governor’s response and after making further investigation as 
warranted by the circumstances, the Board determines that the TVHS Governor has failed to 
disclose an actual or possible conflict of interest (with a vote of a simple majority of 
Independent TVHS Governors, excluding the board member in question), it shall take 
appropriate disciplinary and corrective action. 

8. Amendments to this Policy. 

 A majority of the Board as a whole may approve or disapprove of amendments and 
 modifications to this Policy from time to time. Upon any modification being approved, the 
 school shall submit the same to the State Public Charter Schools Authority (“SPCSA”) within 
 five (5) days. 

ARTICLE IV: RECORDS OF PROCEEDINGS 

The minutes of the Board, committee, and subcommittee shall contain: 

1. The names of the persons who disclosed or otherwise were found to have a financial 
interest in connection with an actual or possible conflict of interest, the nature of the 
financial interest, any action taken to determine whether a conflict of interest was 
present, and the Interested TVHS Governor or Board's decision as to whether 
recusal was required. 

2. The names of the persons who were present for discussions and votes relating to 
the relevant transaction or arrangement, the content of the discussion, including any 
alternatives to the proposed transaction or arrangement, and a record of any votes 
taken in connection with the proceedings. 

ARTICLE V: ANNUAL STATEMENTS 

1. Each TVHS Governor shall annually sign a statement which affirms that such person: 

a. Has received a copy of this Policy, 
b. Has read and understands this Policy, and 
c. Has agreed to comply with this Policy. 

2.   If at any time during the year, the information in the annual statement changes materially, 
 the Interested TVHS Governor shall immediately disclose such changes and revise the 
 annual disclosure form. 

3. The Governance Committee shall regularly and consistently monitor and enforce 
 compliance with this Policy by reviewing annual statements and taking such other actions 
 as are necessary for effective oversight. 
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Exhibit A 

Nevada Code of Ethical Standards for Public Officers (NRS 281A.400 et seq.) 

NRS 281A.400 General requirements; exceptions. A code of ethical standards is hereby 
established to govern the conduct of public officers and employees: 

1. A public officer or employee shall not seek or accept any gift, service, favor, employment, 
engagement, emolument or economic opportunity, for the public officer or employee or any 
person to whom the public officer or employee has a commitment in a private capacity, 
which would tend improperly to influence a reasonable person in the public officer’s or 
employee’s position to depart from the faithful and impartial discharge of the public 
officer’s or employee’s public duties. 

2. A public officer or employee shall not use the public officer’s or employee’s position in 
government to secure or grant unwarranted privileges, preferences, exemptions or 
advantages for the public officer or employee, any business entity in which the public officer 
or employee has a significant pecuniary interest or any person to whom the public officer or 
employee has a commitment in a private capacity. As used in this subsection, “unwarranted” 
means without justification or adequate reason. 

3. A public officer or employee shall not participate as an agent of government in the 
negotiation or execution of a contract between the government and the public officer or 
employee, any business entity in which the public officer or employee has a significant 
pecuniary interest or any person to whom the public officer or employee has a commitment 
in a private capacity. 

4. A public officer or employee shall not accept any salary, retainer, augmentation, expense 
allowance or other compensation from any private source, for the public officer or 
employee or any person to whom the public officer or employee has a commitment in a 
private capacity, for the performance of the public officer’s or employee’s duties as a public 
officer or employee. 

5. If a public officer or employee acquires, through the public officer’s or employee’s public 
duties or relationships, any information which by law or practice is not at the time available 
to people generally, the public officer or employee shall not use the information to further a 
significant pecuniary interest of the public officer or employee or any other person or 
business entity. 

6. A public officer or employee shall not suppress any governmental report or other official 
document because it might tend to affect unfavorably a significant pecuniary interest of the 
public officer or employee or any person to whom the public officer or employee has a 
commitment in a private capacity. 

7. Except for State Legislators who are subject to the restrictions set forth in subsection 8, a 
public officer or employee shall not use governmental time, property, equipment or other 
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facility to benefit a significant personal or pecuniary interest of the public officer or 
employee or any person to whom the public officer or employee has a commitment in a 
private capacity. This subsection does not prohibit: 

a) A limited use of governmental property, equipment or other facility for personal purposes 
if: 

1. The public officer or employee who is responsible for and has authority to authorize 
the use of such property, equipment or other facility has established a policy 
allowing the use or the use is necessary as a result of emergency circumstances; 

2. The use does not interfere with the performance of the public officer’s or 
employee’s public duties; 

3. The cost or value related to the use is nominal; and 

4. The use does not create the appearance of impropriety; 

b) The use of mailing lists, computer data or other information lawfully obtained from a 
governmental agency which is available to members of the general public for 
nongovernmental purposes; or 

c) The use of telephones or other means of communication if there is not a special charge for 
that use. 

 If a governmental agency incurs a cost as a result of a use that is authorized pursuant to this 
 subsection or would ordinarily charge a member of the general public for the use, the public 
 officer or employee shall promptly reimburse the cost or pay the charge to the 
 governmental agency. 

8. [Intentionally omitted] 
9. A public officer or employee shall not attempt to benefit a significant personal or pecuniary 

interest of the public officer or employee or any person to whom the public officer or 
employee has a commitment in a private capacity through the influence of a subordinate. 

10. A public officer or employee shall not seek other employment or contracts for the public 
officer or employee or any person to whom the public officer or employee has a 
commitment in a private capacity through the use of the public officer’s or employee’s 
official position. 

NRS 281A.410 Limitations on representing or counseling private persons before public 
agencies; request for relief from strict application of certain provisions. In addition to the 
requirements of the code of ethical standards and the other provisions of this chapter: 

1. If a public officer or employee serves in a state agency of the Executive Department or an 
agency of any county, city or other political subdivision, the public officer or employee: 
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a) Shall not accept compensation from any private person to represent or counsel the 
private person on any issue pending before the agency in which that public officer 
or employee serves, if the agency makes decisions; and 

b) If the public officer or employee leaves the service of the agency, shall not, for 1 year 
after leaving the service of the agency, represent or counsel for compensation a 
private person upon any issue which was under consideration by the agency during 
the public officer’s or employee’s service. As used in this paragraph, “issue” includes 
a case, proceeding, application, contract or determination, but does not include the 
proposal or consideration of legislative measures or administrative regulations 

2. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, a State Legislator or a member of a local 
legislative body, or a public officer or employee whose public service requires less than half 
of his or her time, may represent or counsel a private person before an agency in which he 
or she does not serve. 

3. A member of a local legislative body shall not represent or counsel a private person for 
compensation before another local agency if the territorial jurisdiction of the other local 
agency includes any part of the county in which the member serves. The Commission may 
relieve the member from the strict application of the provisions of this subsection if: 

a) The member files a request for an advisory opinion from the Commission pursuant 
to NRS  281A.675; and 

b) The Commission determines that such relief is not contrary to: 
i. The best interests of the public; 

ii. The continued ethical integrity of each local agency affected by the matter; 
and 

iii. The provisions of this chapter. 

4. For the purposes of subsection 3, the request for an advisory opinion, the advisory opinion 
and all meetings, hearings and proceedings of the Commission in such a matter are 
governed by the provisions of NRS 281A.670 to 281A.690, inclusive. 

5. Unless permitted by this section, a public officer or employee shall not represent or counsel 
a private person for compensation before any state agency of the Executive or Legislative 
Department. 

NRS 281A.420 Requirements regarding disclosure of conflicts of interest and abstention 
from voting because of certain types of conflicts; effect of abstention on quorum and voting 

requirements; exceptions. 

1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, a public officer or employee shall not approve, 
disapprove, vote, abstain from voting or otherwise act upon a matter: 

a) Regarding which the public officer or employee has accepted a gift or loan; 
b) In which the public officer or employee has a significant pecuniary interest; 
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c) Which would reasonably be affected by the public officer’s or employee’s commitment in a 
private capacity to the interests of another person; or 

d) Which would reasonably be related to the nature of any representation or counseling that 
the public officer or employee provided to a private person for compensation before 
another agency within the immediately preceding year, provided such representation or 
counseling is permitted by NRS 281A.410, without disclosing information concerning the 
gift or loan, the significant pecuniary interest, the commitment in a private capacity to the 
interests of the other person or the nature of the representation or counseling of the private 
person that is sufficient to inform the public of the potential effect of the action or 
abstention upon the person who provided the gift or loan, upon the public officer’s or 
employee’s significant pecuniary interest, upon the person to whom the public officer or 
employee has a commitment in a private capacity or upon the private person who was 
represented or counseled by the public officer or employee. Such a disclosure must be made 
at the time the matter is considered. If the public officer or employee is a member of a body 
which makes decisions, the public officer or employee shall make the disclosure in public to 
the chair and other members of the body. If the public officer or employee is not a member 
of such a body and holds an appointive office, the public officer or employee shall make the 
disclosure to the supervisory head of the public officer’s or employee’s organization or, if 
the public officer holds an elective office, to the general public in the area from which the 
public officer is elected. 

2. The provisions of subsection 1 do not require a public officer to disclose: 

a) Any campaign contributions that the public officer reported in a timely manner pursuant to 
NRS 294A.120 or 294A.125; or 

b) Any contributions to a legal defense fund that the public officer reported in a timely manner 
pursuant to NRS 294A.286. 

3. Except as otherwise provided in this section, in addition to the requirements of subsection 
1, a public officer shall not vote upon or advocate the passage or failure of, but may 
otherwise participate in the consideration of, a matter with respect to which the 
independence of judgment of a reasonable person in the public officer’s situation would be 
materially affected by: 

a) The public officer’s acceptance of a gift or loan; 
b) The public officer’s significant pecuniary interest; or 
c) The public officer’s commitment in a private capacity to the interests of another person. 

4. In interpreting and applying the provisions of subsection 3: 

a) It must be presumed that the independence of judgment of a reasonable person in the 
public officer’s situation would not be materially affected by the public officer’s acceptance 
of a gift or loan, significant pecuniary interest or commitment in a private capacity to the 
interests of another person where the resulting benefit or detriment accruing to the public 
officer, or if the public officer has a commitment in a private capacity to the interests of 
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another person, accruing to the other person, is not greater than that accruing to any other 
member of any general business, profession, occupation or group that is affected by the 
matter. The presumption set forth in this paragraph does not affect the applicability of the 
requirements set forth in subsection 1 relating to the duty of the public officer to make a 
proper disclosure at the time the matter is considered and in the manner required by 
subsection 1. 

b) The Commission must give appropriate weight and proper deference to the public policy of 
this State which favors the right of a public officer to perform the duties for which the public 
officer was elected or appointed and to vote or otherwise act upon a matter, provided the 
public officer makes a proper disclosure at the time the matter is considered and in the 
manner required by subsection 1. Because abstention by a public officer disrupts the 
normal course of representative government and deprives the public and the public officer’s 
constituents of a voice in governmental affairs, the provisions of this section are intended to 
require abstention only in clear cases where the independence of judgment of a reasonable 
person in the public officer’s situation would be materially affected by the public officer’s 
acceptance of a gift or loan, significant pecuniary interest or commitment in a private 
capacity to the interests of another person. 

5. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 241.0355, if a public officer declares to the body or 
committee in which the vote is to be taken that the public officer will abstain from voting 
because of the requirements of this section, the necessary quorum to act upon and the 
number of votes necessary to act upon the matter, as fixed by any statute, ordinance or rule, 
is reduced as though the member abstaining were not a member of the body or committee. 

6. [Intentionally omitted] 

7. [Intentionally omitted] 

8. [Intentionally omitted] 

NRS 281A.430 Contracts in which public officer or employee has interest prohibited; 
exceptions; request for relief from strict application of certain provisions. 

1. Except as otherwise provided in this section and NRS 218A.970 and 332.800, a public 
officer or employee shall not bid on or enter into a contract between an agency and any 
business entity in which the public officer or employee has a significant pecuniary interest. 

2. A member of any board, commission or similar body who is engaged in the profession, 
occupation or business regulated by such board, commission or body may, in the ordinary 
course of his or her business, bid on or enter into a contract with an agency, except the 
board, commission or body on which he or she is a member, if the member has not taken 
part in developing the contract plans or specifications and the member will not be 
personally involved in opening, considering or accepting offers. 

3. [Intentionally omitted] 
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4. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, 3 or 5, a public officer or employee may bid 
on or enter into a contract with an agency if: 

a) The contracting process is controlled by the rules of open competitive bidding or the rules 
of open competitive bidding are not employed as a result of the applicability of NRS 332.112 
or 332.148; 

b) The sources of supply are limited; 
c) The public officer or employee has not taken part in developing the contract plans or 

specifications; and 
d) The public officer or employee will not be personally involved in opening, considering or 

accepting offers. 
e) If a public officer who is authorized to bid on or enter into a contract with an agency 

pursuant to this subsection is a member of the governing body of the agency, the public 
officer, pursuant to the requirements of NRS 281A.420, shall disclose the public officer’s 
interest in the contract and shall not vote on or advocate the approval of the contract. 

5. A member of a local legislative body shall not, either individually or through any business 
entity in which the member has a significant pecuniary interest, sell goods or services to the 
local agency governed by his or her local legislative body unless: 

a) The member, or the business entity in which the member has a significant pecuniary 
interest, offers the sole source of supply of the goods or services within the territorial 
jurisdiction of the local agency governed by his or her local legislative body; 

b) The local legislative body includes in the public notice and agenda for the meeting at which 
it will consider the purchase of such goods or services a clear and conspicuous statement 
that it is considering purchasing such goods or services from one of its members, or from a 
business entity in which the member has a significant pecuniary interest; 

c) At the meeting, the member discloses his or her significant pecuniary interest in the 
purchase of such goods or services and does not vote upon or advocate the approval of the 
matter pursuant to the requirements of NRS 281A.420; and 

d) The local legislative body approves the purchase of such goods or services in accordance 
with all other applicable provisions of law. 

6. The Commission may relieve a public officer or employee from the strict application of the 
provisions of this section if: 

a) The public officer or employee files a request for an advisory opinion from the Commission 
pursuant to NRS 281A.675; and 

b) The Commission determines that such relief is not contrary to: 

i. The best interests of the public; 

ii. The continued ethical integrity of each agency affected by the matter; and 

iii. The provisions of this chapter. 
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7. For the purposes of subsection 6, the request for an advisory opinion, the advisory opinion 
and all meetings, hearings and proceedings of the Commission in such a matter are 
governed by the provisions of NRS 281A.670 to 281A.690, inclusive. 
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Exhibit A 

Nevada Code of Ethical Standards for Public Officers 

(NRS 281A.400 et seq.) 

NRS 281A.400 General requirements; exceptions. A code of ethical standards is hereby 
established to govern the conduct of public officers and employees: 

1. A public officer or employee shall not seek or accept any gift, service, favor, 
employment, engagement, emolument or economic opportunity, for the public officer or 
employee or any person to whom the public officer or employee has a commitment in a 
private capacity, which would tend improperly to influence a reasonable person in the 
public officer’s or employee’s position to depart from the faithful and impartial discharge of 
the public officer’s or employee’s public duties. 

2. A public officer or employee shall not use the public officer’s or employee’s 
position in government to secure or grant unwarranted privileges, preferences, exemptions 
or advantages for the public officer or employee, any business entity in which the public 
officer or employee has a significant pecuniary interest or any person to whom the public 
officer or employee has a commitment in a private capacity. As used in this subsection, 
“unwarranted” means without justification or adequate reason. 

3. A public officer or employee shall not participate as an agent of government in 
the negotiation or execution of a contract between the government and the public officer 
or employee, any business entity in which the public officer or employee has a significant 
pecuniary interest or any person to whom the public officer or employee has a 
commitment in a private capacity. 

4. A public officer or employee shall not accept any salary, retainer, augmentation, 
expense allowance or other compensation from any private source, for the public officer 
or employee or any person to whom the public officer or employee has a commitment in a 
private capacity, for the performance of the public officer’s or employee’s duties as a public 
officer or employee. 

5. If a public officer or employee acquires, through the public officer’s or 
employee’s public duties or relationships, any information which by law or practice is not 
at the time available to people generally, the public officer or employee shall not use the 
information to further a significant pecuniary interest of the public officer or employee or 
any other person or business entity. 

6. A public officer or employee shall not suppress any governmental report or 
other official document because it might tend to affect unfavorably a significant pecuniary 
interest of the public officer or employee or any person to whom the public officer or 
employee has a commitment in a private capacity. 

7. Except for State Legislators who are subject to the restrictions set forth in 
subsection 8, a public officer or employee shall not use governmental time, property, 
equipment or other facility to benefit a significant personal or pecuniary interest of the 
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public officer or employee or any person to whom the public officer or employee has a 
commitment in a private capacity. This subsection does not prohibit: 

 

(a) A limited use of governmental property, equipment or other facility for personal 
purposes if: 

(1) The public officer or employee who is responsible for and has authority to 
authorize the use of such property, equipment or other facility has established a 
policy allowing the use or the use is necessary as a result of emergency 
circumstances; 

(2) The use does not interfere with the performance of the public officer’s or 
employee’s public duties; 

(3) The cost or value related to the use is nominal; and 

(4) The use does not create the appearance of impropriety; 

(b) The use of mailing lists, computer data or other information lawfully obtained 
from a governmental agency which is available to members of the general public for 
nongovernmental purposes; or 

(c) The use of telephones or other means of communication if there is not a special 
charge for that use. 

If a governmental agency incurs a cost as a result of a use that is authorized pursuant to this 
subsection or would ordinarily charge a member of the general public for the use, the public 
officer or employee shall promptly reimburse the cost or pay the charge to the governmental 
agency. 

8. [Intentionally omitted] 

9. A public officer or employee shall not attempt to benefit a significant personal 
or pecuniary interest of the public officer or employee or any person to whom the public 
officer or employee has a commitment in a private capacity through the influence of a 
subordinate. 

10. A public officer or employee shall not seek other employment or contracts for 
the public officer or employee or any person to whom the public officer or employee has a 
commitment in a private capacity through the use of the public officer’s or employee’s 
official position. 

NRS 281A.410 Limitations on representing or counseling private persons before 
public agencies; request for relief from strict application of certain provisions. In 
addition to the requirements of the code of ethical standards and the other provisions of 
this chapter: 

1. If a public officer or employee serves in a state agency of the Executive 
Department or an agency of any county, city or other political subdivision, the public 
officer or employee: 

(a) Shall not accept compensation from any private person to represent or counsel 
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the private person on any issue pending before the agency in which that public officer or 
employee serves, if the agency makes decisions; and 

(b) If the public officer or employee leaves the service of the agency, shall not, for 
1 year after leaving the service of the agency, represent or counsel for compensation a 
private person upon any issue which was under consideration by the agency during the 
public officer’s or employee’s service. As used in this paragraph, “issue” includes a case, 
proceeding, application, contract or determination, but does not include the proposal or 
consideration of legislative measures or administrative regulations. 

2. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, a State Legislator or a member 
of a local legislative body, or a public officer or employee whose public service requires 
less than half of his or her time, may represent or counsel a private person before an 
agency in which he or she does not serve. 

3. A member of a local legislative body shall not represent or counsel a private 
person for compensation before another local agency if the territorial jurisdiction of the 
other local agency includes any part of the county in which the member serves. The 
Commission may relieve the member from the strict application of the provisions of this 
subsection if: 

(a) The member files a request for an advisory opinion from the Commission 
pursuant to NRS 281A.675; and 

(b) The Commission determines that such relief is not contrary to: 

(1) The best interests of the public; 

(2) The continued ethical integrity of each local agency affected by the matter; 
and 

(3) The provisions of this chapter. 

4. For the purposes of subsection 3, the request for an advisory opinion, the 
advisory opinion and all meetings, hearings and proceedings of the Commission in such a 
matter are governed by the provisions of NRS 281A.670 to 281A.690, inclusive. 

5. Unless permitted by this section, a public officer or employee shall not 
represent or counsel a private person for compensation before any state agency of the 
Executive or Legislative Department. 

NRS 281A.420 Requirements regarding disclosure of conflicts of 
interest and abstention from voting because of certain types of 

conflicts; effect of abstention on quorum and voting requirements; 
exceptions. 

1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, a public officer or employee shall 
not approve, disapprove, vote, abstain from voting or otherwise act upon a matter: 

(a) Regarding which the public officer or employee has accepted a gift or loan; 
(b) In which the public officer or employee has a significant pecuniary interest; 
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(c) Which would reasonably be affected by the public officer’s or employee’s 
commitment in a private capacity to the interests of another person; or 

(d) Which would reasonably be related to the nature of any representation or  
counseling that the public officer or employee provided to a private person for 
compensation before another agency within the immediately preceding year, provided such 
representation or counseling is permitted by NRS 281A.410, without disclosing information 
concerning the gift or loan, the significant pecuniary interest, the commitment in a private capacity 
to the interests of the other person or the nature of the representation or counseling of the private 
person that is sufficient to inform the public of the potential effect of the action or abstention upon 
the person who provided the gift or loan, upon the public officer’s or employee’s significant 
pecuniary interest, upon the person to whom the public officer or employee has a commitment in a 
private capacity or upon the private person who was represented or counseled by the public officer 
or employee. Such a disclosure must be made at the time the matter is considered. If the public 
officer or employee is a member of a body which makes decisions, the public officer or employee 
shall make the disclosure in public to the chair and other members of the body. If the public officer 
or employee is not a member of such a body and holds an appointive office, the public officer or 
employee shall make the disclosure to the supervisory head of the public officer’s or employee’s 
organization or, if the public officer holds an elective office, to the general public in the area from 
which the public officer is elected. 

2. The provisions of subsection 1 do not require a public officer to disclose: 

(a) Any campaign contributions that the public officer reported in a timely manner 
pursuant to NRS 294A.120 or 294A.125; or 

(b) Any contributions to a legal defense fund that the public officer reported in a 
timely manner pursuant to NRS 294A.286. 

3. Except as otherwise provided in this section, in addition to the requirements 
of subsection 1, a public officer shall not vote upon or advocate the passage or failure of, 
but may otherwise participate in the consideration of, a matter with respect to which the 
independence of judgment of a reasonable person in the public officer’s situation would 
be materially affected by: 

(a) The public officer’s acceptance of a gift or loan; 

(b) The public officer’s significant pecuniary interest; or 

(c) The public officer’s commitment in a private capacity to the interests of another 
person. 

4. In interpreting and applying the provisions of subsection 3: 

(a) It must be presumed that the independence of judgment of a reasonable person 
in the public officer’s situation would not be materially affected by the public officer’s 
acceptance of a gift or loan, significant pecuniary interest or commitment in a private 
capacity to the interests of another person where the resulting benefit or detriment 
accruing to the public officer, or if the public officer has a commitment in a private capacity 
to the interests of another person, accruing to the other person, is not greater than that 
accruing to any other member of any general business, profession, occupation or group 
that is affected by the matter. The presumption set forth in this paragraph does not affect 
the applicability of the requirements set forth in subsection 1 relating to the duty of the 
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public officer to make a proper disclosure at the time the matter is considered and in the 
manner required by subsection 1. 

(b) The Commission must give appropriate weight and proper deference to the 
public policy of this State which favors the right of a public officer to perform the duties for 
which the public officer was elected or appointed and to vote or otherwise act upon a 
matter, provided the public officer makes a proper disclosure at the time the matter is 
considered and in the manner required by subsection 1. Because abstention by a public 
officer disrupts the normal course of representative government and deprives the public 
and the public officer’s constituents of a voice in governmental affairs, the provisions of this 
section are intended to require abstention only in clear cases where the independence of 
judgment of a reasonable person in the public officer’s situation would be materially 
affected by the public officer’s acceptance of a gift or loan, significant pecuniary interest 
or commitment in a private capacity to the interests of another person. 

5. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 241.0355, if a public officer declares to 
the body or committee in which the vote is to be taken that the public officer will abstain 
from voting because of the requirements of this section, the necessary quorum to act upon 
and the number of votes necessary to act upon the matter, as fixed by any statute, 
ordinance or rule, is reduced as though the member abstaining were not a member of the 
body or committee. 

6. [Intentionally omitted] 

7. [Intentionally omitted] 

8. [Intentionally omitted] 

NRS 281A.430 Contracts in which public officer or employee has 
interest prohibited; exceptions; request for relief from strict 

application of certain provisions. 
1. Except as otherwise provided in this section and NRS 218A.970 and 332.800, a 

public officer or employee shall not bid on or enter into a contract between an agency 
and any business entity in which the public officer or employee has a significant pecuniary 
interest. 

2. A member of any board, commission or similar body who is engaged in the 
profession, occupation or business regulated by such board, commission or body may, in 
the ordinary course of his or her business, bid on or enter into a contract with an agency, 
except the board, commission or body on which he or she is a member, if the member has 
not taken part in developing the contract plans or specifications and the member will not 
be personally involved in opening, considering or accepting offers. 

3. [Intentionally omitted] 

4. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, 3 or 5, a public officer or 
employee may bid on or enter into a contract with an agency if: 

(a) The contracting process is controlled by the rules of open competitive bidding 
or the rules of open competitive bidding are not employed as a result of the applicability 
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of NRS 332.112 or 332.148; 

(b) The sources of supply are limited; 

(c) The public officer or employee has not taken part in developing the contract 
plans or specifications; and 

(d) The public officer or employee will not be personally involved in opening, 
considering or accepting offers. 

If a public officer who is authorized to bid on or enter into a contract with an agency pursuant to 
this subsection is a member of the governing body of the agency, the public officer, pursuant to 
the requirements of NRS 281A.420, shall disclose the public officer’s interest in the contract 
and shall not vote on or advocate the approval of the contract. 

5. A member of a local legislative body shall not, either individually or through 
any business entity in which the member has a significant pecuniary interest, sell goods 
or services to the local agency governed by his or her local legislative body unless: 

(a) The member, or the business entity in which the member has a significant 
pecuniary interest, offers the sole source of supply of the goods or services within the 
territorial jurisdiction of the local agency governed by his or her local legislative body; 

(b) The local legislative body includes in the public notice and agenda for the 
meeting at which it will consider the purchase of such goods or services a clear and 
conspicuous statement that it is considering purchasing such goods or services from one 
of its members, or from a business entity in which the member has a significant pecuniary 
interest; 

(c) At the meeting, the member discloses his or her significant pecuniary interest 
in the purchase of such goods or services and does not vote upon or advocate the approval 
of the matter pursuant to the requirements of NRS 281A.420; and 

(d) The local legislative body approves the purchase of such goods or services in 
accordance with all other applicable provisions of law. 

6. The Commission may relieve a public officer or employee from the strict 
application of the provisions of this section if: 

(a) The public officer or employee files a request for an advisory opinion from the 
Commission pursuant to NRS 281A.675; and 

(b) The Commission determines that such relief is not contrary to: 

(1) The best interests of the public; 

(2) The continued ethical integrity of each agency affected by the matter; and 

(3) The provisions of this chapter. 

7. For the purposes of subsection 6, the request for an advisory opinion, the 
advisory opinion and all meetings, hearings and proceedings of the Commission in such a 
matter are governed by the provisions of NRS 281A.670 to 281A.690, inclusive
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• Develops and maintains a culture of inclusivity, empathy, compassion, respect, and 
caring while simultaneously focusing on creating high school graduates ready 
academically, socially, and emotionally to enter their adulthood with a purpose and 
a plan.     

• Develops and maintains a culture among faculty and staff which demands and 
supports individual and collective professional learning that results in their 
continuous improvement and high performance.   

• Models ethical decision making and operates all aspect of the school with 
transparency and integrity.  

2. Assists in Instructional Supervision and Leadership  
• Walks through classrooms and learning environments daily to assess the quality, 

rigor, and student engagement of the instructional program.   
• Provides performance assessment and feedback to employees through observation, 

collaboration, and data analysis.   
• Teaches at least one class a month, when necessary, as a period substitute in the 

event of an unfilled teacher absence, or teach a regularly scheduled class/activity to 
keep in touch with the teacher experience.    

3. Assists in Management and Learning Environment  
• Establishes structures and implements policies that create a safe, fair, and respectful 

environment that meets the intellectual, linguistic, social-emotional, and physical 
needs of each student.    

• Aligns fiscal and human resources, policies, and procedures, which build and support 
a productive learning environment.   

• Collaboratively and effectively leads all certification and accreditation processes and 
ensures continual accreditation.  

4. Assists in Parent, Family, and Community Engagement   
• Fosters community and parent relations and support through positive interactions 

and communications with parents, advisory committees, community service 
organizations, the business community, and municipal, regional, state, and federal 
officials.   

• Engages with policy makers and influencers in political, social, economic, legal, and 
cultural contexts to improve educational policies, practices, opportunities, and to 
promote the school.   

5. Other duties as may be assigned or developed; demonstrating a high degree of flexibility   

  
Skills and Competencies:  

• Leadership – Ability to influence and guide the actions and opinions of the staff in a 
desired direction.   

• Decision Making and Problem Solving – Ability to systematically apply problem 
solving analysis and strategies while exhibiting judgment and systematic approach to 
decision making; analysis of situations and dimensions of problems; determination 
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• Provides individual and small group instruction in order to adapt the curriculum 
to the needs of pupils with varying intellectual and artistic abilities, and to 
accommodate a variety of instructional activities.  
• Establishes and maintains standards of pupil behavior needed to provide an 
orderly and productive classroom environment.  
• Instructs pupils in proper care and use of tools and equipment.  
• Evaluates each pupil’s performance and growth in knowledge and aesthetic 
understandings, and prepares progress reports.  
• Selects and requisitions books, instructional materials, tools, instructional aids, 
and maintains required inventory records.  
• Acts as resource person on an interdepartmental level to relate appropriate 
aspects of art to other subject areas.  
• Participates in curriculum and other developmental programs within the school 
of assignment and/ or on a district level. May teach under modular or flexible 
scheduling plans.  
• Supervises pupils in out-of-classroom activities during the assigned working day.  
• Shares in the sponsorship of student activities and participates in faculty 
committees.  
• May plan and coordinate the work of aides, teacher assistants, and other 
paraprofessionals.  

  
Skills and Competencies (Essential Functions):  

• Organizes storage areas and controls use of materials, equipment, and tools to 
prevent loss or abuse, and to minimize time required for distributions and collection.  
• Maintains professional competence through participation in in-service education 
activities provided by the district and/or in self-selected professional growth activities.  
• Communicates with parents and school counselors on the individual pupil’s 
progress.  
• Identifies pupil’s needs, and cooperates with other professional staff members in 
assessing and helping pupils solve health, attitude, and learning problems.  
• Performs basic attendance accounting and business services as required.  

  
Underlying Core Competencies:   

• Proficient communication skills  
• Effective collaboration/problem-solving ability  
• Practices continuous professional improvement  
• Demonstrates job specific skills required to meet essential job functions  
• Acceptance of, and willingness to support as an ally, students of multiple or fluid 
races, ethnicities, needs, personal identities, diverse or marginalized genders, 
sexualities, and orientations, etc.    
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Nothing in this job description restricts management’s right to assign or reassign duties and 
responsibilities to this job nor proscribe or restrict the tasks that may be assigned.   
  
FLSA Status:    Exempt   Non-Exempt  
  
Administration 
Signature_________________________________________Date_______________  
  
Date Created:  
Date Revised:   
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records, transfers, registration, grading, course history, attendance, health records, student 
accounting data, graduation, drop-out, and academic probation.  
• Certifies and issues official school transcripts, as requested.  
• Verifies graduation status of seniors.  
• Determines work priorities and exercises judgment with respect to urgency, confidential 
status, and relative importance.  
• Generates specialized reports using advanced queries.  
• Promotes public relations and deals tactfully and diplomatically with people.  
• Conforms to safety standards, as prescribed.  
• Performs other duties as assigned  

  
Skills and Competencies (Essential Functions):  

• Knowledge of and ability to access, use, edit, and maintain records and technology-
based (i.e., mainframe) student data reporting systems.   
• Knowledge of word processing, database, spreadsheet, desktop publishing, and data 
communication software.   
• Knowledge of the Nevada System of Higher Education (NSHE) admission requirements.   
• Ability to maintain confidentiality of data and knowledge of Family Educational Rights 
and Privacy Act (FERPA) requirements.   
• Ability to maintain confidentiality of information.   
• Ability to conduct audits to verify accuracy of enrollment.   
• Ability to review, evaluate, and interpret transcripts and related documents.  
• Ability to research, analyze, and perform mathematical computations.  
• Ability to compile, create/compose original reports, correspondence, and records.  
• Ability to interpret, explain, and apply written and oral instructions, policies, regulations, 
and procedures.  
• Ability to use computers and software applications related to assigned tasks.  
• Ability to develop, learn, and apply office procedures.  
• Ability to plan and organize work and work independently with minimal supervision.  
• Ability to meet predetermined deadlines and shift suddenly to new tasks as priorities 
change.  
• Ability to keep information confidential and maintain an ethical attitude.  
• Ability to do editorial checking for spelling, punctuation, and grammar.  
• Ability to work flexible hours or shifts.  
• Ability to judge when to act independently and when to refer situations to supervisor.  
• Ability to cooperate and deal tactfully and diplomatically with management, staff, and 
public.  
• Ability to coordinate multiple projects and meet predetermined deadlines.  
• Ability to recognize and report hazards and apply safe work methods.  
• Possess physical and mental stamina commensurate with the responsibilities of the 
position.  
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Exposure to work    
  
  
  
  
  

    
  
  
  
  
  

    
  
  
  
  
  

    
  
  
  
  
  

  
Exposure to noise          
Exposure to people          
Indoors          
Outdoors          
Driving          

  
Additional/unusual requirements:   
  
Nothing in this job description restricts management’s right to assign or reassign duties and 
responsibilities to this job nor proscribe or restrict the tasks that may be assigned.   
  
FLSA Status:    Exempt    Non-Exempt  
  
Administration 
Signature_________________________________________Date_______________  
  
Date Created:  
Date Revised:   
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• Notifies transportation and/or parents of changes in bus services, missed busses.  
• Develops and maintains filing systems.  
• Opens, routes and mails correspondence.  
• Operates a variety of office machines and equipment.  
• Arranges for maintenance and repair of equipment, machines and buildings.  
• Supervises students in the office for disciplinary or other reasons.  
• Arranges for and orients new/substitute personnel.  
• Functionally supervises assigned employees.  
• Plans and organizes workload and its distribution.  
• Trains staff and volunteers.  
• Performs other related duties as required.  

  
Skills and Competencies (Essential Functions):  

• Word processing, spreadsheet, database, and presentation software applications  
• Operation of a personal computer and Microsoft Office Word, Excel  
• Modern office practices, technology and procedures  
• Principles of public relations; school rules, regulations and policies  
• Methods of planning and organizing work, modern office practices, budget accounting, 
and payroll Practices and procedures  
• First aid principals and procedures.  
• Accurately type, format and edit keyboarded materials using standard computer 
hardware and software  
• Stay up to date on changes in processes, practices, and technologies  
• Efficiently use modern office technology, equipment and applications  
• Some positions may require to take dictation and transcribe accurately  
• Learn and follow procedures and directions  
• Communicate clearly and concisely orally and in writing  
• Gather, read, record and maintain routine and confidential information  
• Organize work  
• Exercise good judgment;  
• Establish and maintain good relations with supervisor, staff, subordinates, students, 
parents and public  
• Train assigned personnel  
• Handle stress and emergencies  
• Maintain and promote positive attitudes  
• plan and coordinate multiple activities despite on-going interruptions  
• Accountability  
• Good public relations  

  
Underlying Core Competencies:   

• Proficient communication skills  
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Exposure to noise    
  
  
  
  

    
  
  
  
  

    
  
  
  
  

    
  
  
  
  

  
Exposure to people          
Indoors          
Outdoors          
Driving          

  
  
Additional/unusual requirements:   
  
Nothing in this job description restricts management’s right to assign or reassign duties and 
responsibilities to this job nor proscribe or restrict the tasks that may be assigned.   
  
  
Administration 
Signature_________________________________________Date_______________  
  
Date Created:  
Date Revised:   
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• May monitor students during assigned period within a variety of school environments 
(i.e., assemblies, athletic areas/fields, bus stops, cafeteria/multi-purpose room, classrooms, 
field trips, playgrounds, restrooms, etc.) for the purpose of maintaining a safe and position 
learning environment, which may include physical interventions (i.e., jogging or running 
after a student to prevent them from doing harm to him/herself or others).  
• Conforms to safety standards, as prescribed.  
• Performs other tasks related to the position, as assigned 

  
Skills and Competencies (Essential Functions):  

• Knowledge of basic first aid, CPR/AED, and Universal Precautions.  
• Ability to attend and successfully complete annual medication assistance training and 
tests.  
• Ability to prepare, organize, and maintain accurate health records or reports.  
• Ability to interpret health and safety standards.  
• Ability to identify and prioritize health-related incidents.  
• Ability to learn, explain, and apply procedures.  
• Ability to learn and apply laws, rules, and regulations relating to health activities.  
• Ability to maintain security of confidential information.  
• Ability to learn to use computers and software applications related to the health office  
• Ability to determine when to act independently and when to refer medical situations to 
an administrator.  
• Ability to work cooperatively with employees, students, parents/guardians, and other 
medical personnel.  
• Ability to recognize and report hazards and apply safe work methods.  
• Possess physical and mental stamina commensurate with the responsibilities of the 
position.  

  
Underlying Core Competencies:   

• Proficient communication skills  
• Effective collaboration/problem-solving ability  
• Practices continuous professional improvement  
• Demonstrates job specific skills required to meet essential job functions  
• Acceptance of, and willingness to support as an ally, students of multiple or fluid races, 
ethnicities, needs, personal identities, diverse or marginalized genders, sexualities, and 
orientations, etc.    

  
Academic and Trades Qualifications  
Possession of a current Nevada Department of Motor Vehicles Driving License. Current First Aid 
certificate from the American Heart Association, American Red Cross, or other similar 
organization which must be maintained throughout employment.  Current Cardiopulmonary 
Resuscitation (CPR)/Automated External Defibrillator (AED) certificate from the American Heart 
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Additional/unusual requirements:   
  
Nothing in this job description restricts management’s right to assign or reassign duties and 
responsibilities to this job nor proscribe or restrict the tasks that may be assigned.   
  
  
Administration 
Signature_________________________________________Date_______________  
  
Date Created:  
Date Revised:   
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Section 1 Introduction  
   
1.1 Welcome to The Village High School  
   
The Village High School transforms the lives of graduates by offering a diploma, along 
with real-life people, coping and decision making skills that lead to grit and perseverance. 
We will create a safe space and accepting culture where all students can learn and be 
successful.  
  
We are a charter school that is committed to creating and sustaining an exceptional 
education for students whose needs cannot be met in traditional environments.  
   
1.2 Employee Handbook  
   
This Employee Handbook ("Handbook") is designed to summarize certain personnel 
policies and benefits of The Village High School (the "Company"), of TBD, North Las 
Vegas, Nevada _________________, and to acquaint employees with many of the rules 
concerning employment with the Company. This Handbook applies to all employees, and 
compliance with the Company's policies is a condition of employment. This Handbook 
supersedes all previous employment policies, written and oral, express and implied. The 
Company reserves the right to modify, rescind, delete, or add to the provisions of this 
Handbook from time to time in its sole and absolute discretion. This Employee Handbook 
is not a binding contract between the Company and its employees, nor is it intended to 
alter the at-will employment relationship between the Company and its employees. The 
Company reserves the right to interpret the policies in this Handbook and to deviate from 
them when, in its discretion, it determines it is appropriate.  
   
1.3 Changes in Policy  
   
Since our business is constantly changing, the Company expressly reserves the right to 
revise, modify, delete, or add to any and all policies, procedures, work rules, or benefits 
stated in this handbook or in any other document, except for the policy of at-will 
employment as described below. No oral statements or representations can in any way 
alter the provisions of this Handbook. Nothing in this employee handbook or in any other 
document, including benefit plan descriptions, creates or is intended to create a promise 
or representation of continued employment for any employee. Any changes to your at-
will employment status, described below, must be in writing and must be signed by the 
Company.  
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If you are uncertain about any policy or procedure, please check with your manager or 
Human Resources.  
   
1.4 Employment-At-Will  
   
Employment with the Company is on an at-will basis, unless otherwise specified in a 
written employment agreement. You are free to resign at any time, for any reason, with or 
without notice. Similarly, the Company is free to conclude the employment relationship 
at any time for any lawful reason, with or without cause, and with or without notice.  
   
Nothing in this Handbook will limit the right of either party to terminate an at-will 
employment. No section of this Handbook is meant to be construed, nor should be 
construed, as establishing anything other than an employment-at-will relationship. This 
Handbook does not limit management's discretion to make personnel decisions such as 
reassignment, change of wages and benefits, demotion, etc. No person other than the 
CEO, President, or CFO has the authority to enter into an agreement for employment for 
any specified period of time or to make an agreement for employment other than at-will 
terms. Only the CEO, President, or CFO of the Company has the authority to make any 
such agreement, which is only binding if it is in writing and signed by the President of the 
Company.  
   

Section 2 Employment Policies  
   
2.1 Employee Classifications  
   
The following terms are used to describe employees and their employment status:  
   

Exempt Employees - Employees whose positions meet specific tests established 
by the Federal Labor Standards Act ("FLSA") and Nevada state law. In general, 
exempt employees are those engaged in executive, managerial, high-level 
administrative and professional jobs who are paid a fixed salary and perform 
certain duties. In addition, certain commissioned sales employees and highly paid 
computer professionals are exempt. Exempt employees are not subject to the 
minimum wage and overtime laws.  

   
Nonexempt Employees - Employees whose positions do not meet specific tests 
established by the FLSA and Nevada state law. All employees who are covered 
by the federal or state minimum wage and overtime laws are considered 
nonexempt. Employees working in nonexempt jobs are entitled to be paid at least 
the minimum wage per hour and a premium for overtime.  
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Full-Time Employees - Employees who are not temporary employees, 
independent contractors, or independent consultants and who are regularly 
scheduled to work a schedule of 40 hours per work week.  

   
Part-Time Employees - Employees who are not temporary employees, 
independent contractors, or independent consultants and who are regularly 
scheduled to work less than 40 hours per work week.  

   
Temporary Employees - Employees who are hired as interim replacements to 
temporarily supplement the workforce or to assist in the completion of a specific 
project. Employment assignments in this category are of limited duration and the 
temporary employee can be let go before the end of the defined period. Short term 
assignments generally are periods of three (3) months or less, however, such 
assignments may be extended. All Temporary employees are at-will regardless of 
the anticipated duration of the assignment (see Employment-at-Will Policy). 
Temporary employees retain that status unless and until notified in writing of a 
change.  

   
Independent Contractor or Consultant - These individuals are not employees 
of the Company and are self-employed. An independent contractor or consultant 
is engaged to perform a task according to his/her own methods and is subject to 
control and direction only as to the results to be accomplished. Independent 
contractors or consultants are not entitled to benefits.  

   
Each employee will be advised of his or her status at the time of hire and any change in 
status. Regardless of the employee's status, the employee is employed at-will and the 
employment relationship can be terminated by the Company or the employee at any time, 
with or without cause and with or without notice.  
   
2.2 Equal Employment Opportunity & Americans with Disabilities Act  
   
It is the policy of the Company to provide equal employment opportunities to all 
employees and employment applicants without regard to unlawful considerations of race, 
religion, creed, color, national origin, sex, pregnancy, sexual orientation, gender identity, 
age, ancestry, physical or mental disability, genetic information, marital status or any 
other classification protected by applicable local, state or federal laws. This policy 
prohibits unlawful discrimination based on the perception that anyone has any of those 
characteristics, or is associated with a person who has or is perceived as having any of 
those characteristics. This policy applies to all aspects of employment, including, but not 
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limited to, hiring, job assignment, working conditions, compensation, promotion, 
benefits, scheduling, training, discipline and termination.  
   
The Company expects all employees to support our equal employment opportunity 
policy, and to take all steps necessary to maintain a workplace free from unlawful 
discrimination and harassment and to accommodate others in line with this policy to the 
fullest extent required by law. For example, the Company will make reasonable 
accommodations for employees' observance of religious holidays and practices unless the 
accommodation would cause an undue hardship on the Company's operations. If you 
desire a religious accommodation, you are required to make the request in writing to your 
manager as far in advance as possible. You are expected to strive to find co-workers who 
can assist in the accommodation (e.g. trade shifts) and cooperate with the Company in 
seeking and evaluating alternatives.  
   
Moreover, in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the Company 
provides reasonable accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities to the 
fullest extent required by law. The Company may require medical certification of both 
the disability and the need for accommodation. Keep in mind that the Company can only 
seek to accommodate the known physical or mental limitations of an otherwise qualified 
individual. Therefore, it is your responsibility to come forward if you are in need of an 
accommodation. The Company will engage in an interactive process with the employee 
to identify possible accommodations, if any will help the applicant or employee perform 
the job.  
   
2.3 Confidentiality  
   
In the course of employment with the Company, employees may have access to 
"Confidential Information" regarding the Company, which may include its business 
strategy, future plans, financial information, contracts, suppliers, customers, personnel 
information or other information that the Company considers proprietary and 
confidential. Maintaining the confidentiality of this information is vital to the Company's 
competitive position in the industry and, ultimately, to its ability to achieve financial 
success and stability. Employees must protect this information by safeguarding it when in 
use, using it only for the business of the Company and disclosing it only when authorized 
to do so and to those who have a legitimate business need to know about it. This duty of 
confidentiality applies whether the employee is on or off the Company's premises, and 
during and even after the end of the employee's employment with the Company. This 
duty of confidentiality also applies to communications transmitted by the Company's 
electronic communications. See also Internet, Email and Computer Use policy, herein.  
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As a condition of employment with the Company, all employees must sign a Non-
Disclosure Agreement.  
   
2.4 Employment of Minors  
   
The FLSA's child labor provisions, which the Company strictly adheres to, are designed 
to protect the educational opportunities of youth and prohibit their employment in jobs 
that are detrimental to their health and safety. Generally speaking, the FLSA sets the 
minimum age for employment (14 years for non-agricultural jobs), restricts the hours 
youth under the age of 16 may work, and prohibits youth under the age of 18 from being 
employed in hazardous occupations. In addition, the FLSA establishes subminimum 
wage standards for certain employees who are less than 20 years of age, full-time 
students, student learners, apprentices, and workers with disabilities. Employers generally 
must have authorization from the U.S. Department of Labor's Wage and Hour Division 
(WHD) in order to pay sub-minimum wage rates.  
   
2.5 Employment of Relatives  
   
The Company recognizes that the employment of relatives in certain circumstances, such 
as when they will work in the same department, supervise or manage the other, or have 
access to confidential or sensitive information regarding the other, can cause problems 
related to supervision, safety, security or morale, or create conflicts of interest that 
materially and substantially disrupt the Company's operations. When the Company 
determines any of these problems will be present, it will decline to hire an individual to 
work in the same department as a relative. Relatives subject to this policy include: father, 
mother, sister, brother, current spouse or domestic partner, child (natural, foster, or 
adopted), current mother-in- law, current father-in-law, grandparent, or grandchild.  
   
If present employees become relatives during employment, the Company should be 
notified so that we may determine whether a problem involving supervision, safety, 
security or morale, or a conflict of interest that would materially and substantially disrupt 
the Company's operations exists. If the Company determines that such a problem exists, 
the Company will take appropriate steps to resolve the problem, which may include 
reassignment of one relative (if feasible) or asking for the resignation of one of the 
relatives.  
   
2.6 Personnel Records and Employee References  
   
The Company maintains a personnel file and payroll records for each employee as 
required by law. Personnel files and payroll records are the property of the Company and 
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may not be removed from Company premises without written authorization. Because 
personnel files and payroll records are confidential, access to the records is restricted. 
Generally, only those who have a legitimate reason to review information in an 
employee's file are allowed to do so. Disclosure of personnel information to outside 
sources will be limited. However, the Company will cooperate with requests from 
authorized law enforcement or local, state, or federal agencies conducting official 
investigations and as otherwise legally required.  
   
Employees may contact a Human Resources representative to request a time to review 
their payroll records and/or personnel file. With reasonable advance notice, an employee 
may review his or her own records in the Company's offices during regular business 
hours and in the presence of an individual appointed by the Company to maintain the 
records. You also have the right to obtain a copy of your personnel files, but you may be 
required to pay for any such copies. You may add your comments to any disputed item in 
the file.  
   
By policy, the Company will provide only the former or present employee's dates of 
employment and position(s) held with the Company. Compensation information may also 
be verified if written authorization is provided by the employee.  
   
2.7 Privacy  
   
The Company is respectful of employee privacy. All employee demographic and personal 
information will be shared only as required in the normal course of business. Healthcare 
enrollment  
information is kept in a separate folder from other human resources forms. Workers' 
Compensation information is not considered private healthcare information; however, 
this information will be released only on a need-to-know basis.  
   
The Company does not make or receive any private healthcare information through the 
course of normal work. If any employee voluntarily shares private healthcare information 
with a member of management, this information will be kept confidential. If applicable, 
the Company will set up guidelines for employees and management to follow to ensure 
that company employees conform to the requirements of the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act (HIPAA).  
   
2.8 Immigration Law Compliance  
   
In compliance with the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, each new 
employee, as a condition of employment, must complete the Employment Eligibility 
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Verification Form I-9 on the date of hire and present documentation establishing identity 
and employment eligibility within three business days of date of hire. Former employees 
who are rehired must also complete an I-9 form if they have not completed an I-9 form 
with the Company within the past three years, or if their previous I-9 form is no longer 
retained or valid. You may raise questions or complaints about immigration law 
compliance without fear of reprisal.  
   
2.9 Political Neutrality  
   
Maintenance of individual freedom and our political institutions necessitates broad scale 
participation by citizens concerning the selection, nomination and election of our public 
office holders. The Company will not discriminate against any employee because of 
identification with and support of any lawful political activity. Company employees are 
entitled to their own personal political position. The Company will not discriminate 
against employees based on their lawful political activity engaged in outside of work. If 
you are engaging in political activity, however, you should always make it clear that your 
actions and opinions are your own and not necessarily those of the Company, and that 
you are not representing the Company.  
   

Section 3 Hours of Work and Payroll Practices  
   
3.1 Pay Periods and Paydays  
   
Employees are paid on a bi-monthly basis. All employees will be paid on the 15th and the 
last day of the month. All employees are paid by check or direct deposit on the above-
mentioned payday. If the regular payday falls on a weekend or Company holiday, 
employees will be paid on the last business day before the holiday and/or weekend.  
   
3.2 Overtime  
   
Nonexempt employees will be paid in accordance with federal and Nevada state law.  
   
In Nevada, the standard work week for employees should not exceed 8 hours in a day, if 
the employee's regular rate of pay is less than one and one-half times the minimum wage; 
or 40 hours in a week, for all employees. Should the Company find it necessary to 
employ an employee in excess of this standard, overtime hours shall be compensated at 
the rate of one and one-half times the regular rate of pay.  
   
All overtime work by non-exempt employees must be authorized in advance by their 
manager. Only hours actually worked will be used to calculate overtime pay.  
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3.3 Rest and Meal Periods  
   
All rest and meal periods will be in accordance with Nevada state law.  
   
Nonexempt employees will be provided a 10-minute rest break for every four hour 
period, or major fraction of, worked. This time is counted and paid as time worked. 
Nonexempt employees scheduled to work a continuous eight hour period will be 
provided a 30-minute unpaid meal period.  
   
3.4 Time Cards  
   
Nonexempt employees are required to keep an accurate and complete record of their 
attendance and hours worked. Time cards are official business records and may not be 
altered without the employee's supervisor's approval and may not be falsified in any way.  
   
3.5 Payroll Deductions  
   
Various payroll deductions are made each payday to comply with federal and state laws 
pertaining to taxes and insurance. Deductions will be made for the following: Federal and 
State Income Tax Withholding, Social Security, Medicare, State Disability Insurance & 
Family Temporary Disability Insurance, and other items designated by you or required by 
law (including a valid court order). You can adjust your federal and state income tax 
withholding by completing the proper federal or state form and submitting it to 
Accounting or Human Resources. At the start of each calendar year, you will be supplied 
with your Wage and Tax Statement (W-2) form for the prior year. This statement 
summarizes your income and deductions for the year.  
   
3.6 Wage Garnishment  
   
A garnishment is a court order requiring an employer to remit part of an employee's 
wages to a third party to satisfy a just debt. Once the Company receives the legal papers 
ordering a garnishment, we are required by law to continue making deductions from your 
check until we have withheld the full amount or until we receive legal papers from the 
court to stop the garnishment. Even if you have already paid the debt, we still need the 
legal papers to stop the garnishment.  
   
3.7 Direct Deposit  
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All employees are encouraged, but not required, to use direct deposit and have their 
paychecks deposited into a bank account of an accredited participating bank or credit 
union.  
   

Section 4 Standards of Conduct and Employee Performance  
   
4.1 Anti- Harassment and Discrimination  
   
Diversity & Inclusion Policy  
   
The Company is dedicated to creating and maintaining an atmosphere of diversity and 
inclusion for all.    
Company values are important, and are only made better by gathering the experiences, 
knowledge, and perspectives of people from all walks of life. We celebrate differences in 
age, race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, physical and mental ability, sexual 
orientation, gender identity or expression, family and marital status, and all the various 
backgrounds that help shape us all.  
   
The Company's commitment to diversity applies to hiring practices, promotions, pay and 
benefits, terminations, training, teambuilding, and more. Prospective employees and 
current employees alike are expected to treat each other, and be treated, with respect and 
dignity. We seek to foster an environment that promotes:  

    
• A healthy, collaborative, and courteous atmosphere.    
• Engagement from all employees that allows for more varied insights.    
• Adjustability, where appropriate, to allow for an individual's personal needs.   
• Initiatives from the Company and the employees that encourage growth in the 

community. 
   
The Company is committed to providing a work environment free of sexual or any form 
of unlawful harassment or discrimination. Harassment or unlawful discrimination against 
individuals on the basis of race, religion, creed, color, national origin, sex, pregnancy, 
sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, age, ancestry, physical or mental 
disability, genetic information, marital status or any other classification protected by 
local, state or federal laws is illegal and prohibited by Company policy. Such conduct by 
or towards any employee, contract worker, customer, vendor or anyone else who does 
business with the Company will not be tolerated. Any employee or contract worker who 
violates this policy will be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination 
of his or her employment or engagement. To the extent a customer, vendor or other 
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person with whom the Company does business engages in unlawful harassment or 
discrimination, the Company will take appropriate corrective action.  
   
Names/ Pronouns:  
   
Employees have the right to be addressed by the name and pronoun that correspond to the 
employee's gender identity, upon request. A court-ordered name or gender change is not 
required. The intentional or persistent refusal to respect an employee's gender identity 
(for example, intentionally referring to the employee by a name or pronoun that does not 
correspond to the employee's gender identity) can constitute harassment and is a violation 
of this policy. If you are unsure what pronoun a transitioning coworker might prefer, you 
can politely ask your coworker how they would like to be addressed.  
   
Prohibited Conduct:  
   
Prohibited harassment or discrimination includes any verbal, physical or visual conduct 
based on sex, race, age, national origin, disability or any other legally protected basis if:  
      
a. submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition 

of an individual's employment or engagement;    
b. submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as a basis for 

decisions concerning that individual's employment or engagement; or    
c. it creates a hostile or offensive work environment. 
   
Prohibited harassment includes (but is not limited to) unwelcome sexual advances, 
requests for sexual favors and lewd, vulgar or obscene remarks, jokes, posters or 
cartoons, and any unwelcome touching, pinching or other physical contact. Other forms 
of unlawful harassment or discrimination may include racial epithets, slurs and 
derogatory remarks, stereotypes, jokes, posters or cartoons based on race, national origin, 
age, disability, marital status or other legally protected categories. Prohibited harassment 
might also be transmitted using the Company's electronic communications system, or 
through other on-line conduct.  
   
Complaint Procedure:  
   
Employees or contract workers who feel that they have been harassed or discriminated 
against, or who witness any harassment or discrimination by an employee, contract 
worker, customer, vendor or anyone else who does business with the Company, should 
immediately report such conduct to their supervisor or any other member of management.  
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Do not allow an inappropriate situation to continue by not reporting it, regardless of who 
is creating the situation. No employee, contract worker, customer, vendor or other person 
who does business with this organization is exempt from the prohibitions in this policy. 
In response to every complaint, the Company will conduct an investigation which may 
involve interviewing witnesses if warranted and, if improper conduct is found, take 
appropriate corrective action.  
   
To the extent that an employee or contract worker is not satisfied with the Company's 
handling of a harassment or discrimination complaint, he or she may also contact the 
appropriate state or federal enforcement agency for legal relief.  
  

4.2 Attendance  
   
Punctuality and regular attendance are essential to the successful operation of the 
Company's business. If an employee is unable to report to work (or to report to work on 
time) for any reason, the employee must notify his or her supervisor before his or her 
starting time. If an employee desires to leave work for any reason during the workday, the 
employee must obtain the approval of his or her supervisor prior to leaving. In the event 
that the employee fails to call his or her supervisor or report for work for 10 consecutive 
workdays, the employee will be deemed to have voluntarily resigned from his or her 
employment with the Company and will be removed from the payroll. Excessive 
absenteeism or tardiness may subject the employee to disciplinary action, up to and 
including termination.  
   
4.3 Discipline and Standards of Conduct  
   
As an at-will employer, the Company may impose discipline whenever it determines it is 
necessary or appropriate. Discipline may take various forms, including verbal counseling, 
written warnings, suspension, demotion, transfer, reassignment or termination. The 
discipline imposed will depend on the circumstances of each case; therefore, discipline 
will not necessarily be imposed in any particular sequence. Moreover, at any time the 
Company determines it is appropriate, an employee may be terminated immediately.  
   
Every organization must have certain standards of conduct to guide the behavior of 
employees. Although there is no possible way to identify every rule of conduct, the 
following is an illustrative list (not intended to be comprehensive or to limit the 
Company's right to impose discipline for any other conduct it deems inappropriate). Keep 
in mind that these standards of conduct apply to all employees whenever they are on 
Company property and/or conducting Company business (on or off Company property). 
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Engaging in any conduct the Company deems inappropriate may result in disciplinary 
action, up to and including termination.  
   
a. Dishonesty;    
b. Falsification of Company records;    
c. Unauthorized use or possession of property that belongs to the Company, a coworker, 

or of the public;    
d. Possession or control of illegal drugs, weapons, explosives, or other dangerous or 

unauthorized materials;    
e. Fighting, engaging in threats of violence or violence, use of vulgar or abusive 

language, horseplay, practical jokes or other disorderly conduct that may endanger 
others or damage property;    

f. Insubordination, failure to perform assigned duties or failure to comply with the 
Company's health, safety or other rules;    

g. Unauthorized or careless use of the Company's materials, equipment or property;    
h. Unauthorized and/or excessive absenteeism or tardiness;    
i. Lack of teamwork, poor communication, unsatisfactory performance, unprofessional 

conduct, or conduct improper for the workplace;    
j. Sexual or other illegal harassment or discrimination;    
k. Unauthorized use or disclosure of the Company's confidential information;    
l. Violation of any Company policy. 
   
4.4 Dress Code  
   
What we wear to work is a reflection of the pride we have in our Company, in what we 
do, and in ourselves. Although dress code requirements will vary according to job 
responsibilities, we ask that your appearance at all times show discretion, good taste, and 
appropriateness for the safe performance of your job.  
  

4.5 Safety  
   
The Company is committed to providing a safe workplace. Accordingly, the Company 
emphasizes "safety first." It is the employee's responsibility to take steps to promote 
safety in the workplace and work in a safe manner. By remaining safety conscious, 
employees can protect themselves and their coworkers. Employees are expected to 
promptly report all unsafe working conditions, accidents and injuries, regardless of how 
minor so that any potential hazards can be corrected.  
   
4.6 Substance and Abuse  
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The Company is committed to providing its employees with a safe and productive work 
environment. In keeping with this commitment, it maintains a strict policy against the use 
of alcohol and the unlawful use of drugs in the workplace. Consequently, no employee 
may consume or possess alcohol, or use, possess, sell, purchase or transfer illegal drugs at 
any time while on the Company's premises or while using the Company vehicles or 
equipment, or at any location during work time.  
   
No employee may report to work with illegal drugs (or their metabolites) or alcohol in his 
or her bodily system. The only exception to this rule is that employees may engage in 
moderate consumption of alcohol that may be served and/or consumed as part of an 
authorized Company social or business event. "Illegal drug" means any drug that is not 
legally obtainable or that is legally obtainable but has not been legally obtained. It 
includes prescription drugs not being used for prescribed purposes or by the person to 
whom it is prescribed or in prescribed amounts. It also includes any substance a person 
holds out to another as an illegal drug.  
   
Any violation of this policy will result in disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination.  
   
Any employee who feels he or she has developed an addiction to, dependence upon, or 
problem with alcohol or drugs, legal or illegal, is strongly encouraged to seek assistance 
before a violation of this policy occurs. Any employee who requests time off to 
participate in a rehabilitation program will be reasonably accommodated. However, 
employees may not avoid disciplinary action, up to and including termination, by 
entering a rehabilitation program after a violation of this policy is suspected or 
discovered.  
   
4.7 Workplace Searches  
   
All offices, desks, file drawers, cabinets, lockers, Company vehicles, and other Company 
equipment (including but not limited to computers, e-mail and voice mail) and facilities 
or any area on Company premises are the property of the Company ("Company 
Property"), and are intended for business use. Employees should have no expectation of 
privacy with respect to Company property and/or items stored within Company Property 
or on Company premises. Inspection may be conducted at any time, without notice, at the 
discretion of the Company.  
   
In addition, when the Company deems appropriate, employees may be required to submit 
to searches of their personal vehicles, parcels, purses, handbags, backpacks, brief cases, 
lunch boxes or any other possessions or articles brought on to the Company's premises.  
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Persons entering the premises who refuse to cooperate in an inspection conducted 
pursuant to this policy may not be permitted to enter the premises. All employees must 
cooperate in an inspection; failure to do so is insubordination and will result in 
disciplinary action, up to and including termination.  
   
4.8 Internet, Email and Computer Use Policy  
   
The Company uses various forms of electronic communication including, but not limited 
to:  
computers, email, telephones, voicemail, instant message, text message, Internet, cell 
phones and smart phones (hereafter referred to as "electronic communications"). The 
electronic communications, including all software, databases, hardware, and digital files, 
remain the sole property of the Company and are to be used only for Company business 
and not for personal use.  
   
The following rules apply to all forms of electronic communications and media that are: 
(1) accessed on or from Company premises; (2) accessed using the Company computer or 
telecommunications equipment, or via Company-paid access methods; and/or (3) used in 
a manner which identifies the Company. The following list is not exhaustive and the 
Company may implement additional rules from time to time.  
     
a. Electronic communication and media may not be used in any manner that would be 

discriminatory, harassing, or obscene, or for any other purpose that is illegal, against 
Company policy, or not in the best interest of the Company. Employees who misuse 
electronic communications and engage in defamation, copyright or trademark 
infringement, misappropriation of trade secrets, discrimination, harassment, or related 
actions will be subject to discipline, up to and including termination. Employees may 
not install personal software on Company computer systems.    

b. Employee's own electronic media may only be used during breaks. All other company 
policies, including the Company's no tolerance for discrimination, harassment, or 
retaliation in the workplace apply.    

c. All electronic information created by any employee on Company premises or 
transmitted to Company property using any means of electronic communication is the 
property of the Company and remains the property of the Company. You should not 
assume that any electronic communications are private or confidential and should 
transmit personal sensitive information in other ways. Personal passwords may be 
used for purposes of security, but  
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the use of a personal password does not affect the Company's ownership of the 
electronic information. The Company will override all personal passwords if 
necessary for any reason.    

d. The Company reserves the right to access and review electronic files, messages, 
internet use, blogs, "tweets", instant messages, text messages, email, voice mail, and 
other digital archives, and to monitor the use of electronic communications as 
necessary to ensure that no misuse or violation of Company policy or any law occurs. 
All such information may be used and/or disclosed to others, in accordance with 
business needs and the law. The Company reserves the right to keep a record of all 
passwords and codes used and/or may be able to override any such password system   

e. Employees are not permitted to access the electronic communications of other 
employees or third parties unless directed to do so by Company management. No 
employee may install or use anonymous e-mail transmission programs or encryption 
of e-mail communications.   

f. Employees who use devices on which information may be received and/or stored, 
including but not limited to cell phones, cordless phones, portable computers, fax 
machines, and voice mail communications are required to use these methods in strict 
compliance with the Confidentiality section of this Handbook. These communications 
tools should not be used for communicating confidential or sensitive information or 
any trade secrets.   

g. Access to the Internet, websites, and other types of Company-paid computer access 
are to be used for Company-related business only. Any information about The Village 
High School, its products or services, or other types of information that will appear in 
the electronic media about the Company must be approved before the information is 
placed on any electronic information resource that is accessible to others. 

   
4.9 Social Media Policy  
   
The Village High School is committed to utilizing social media to enhance its profile and 
reputation, to listen and respond to customer opinions and feedback, and to drive revenue, 
loyalty and advocacy. We encourage employees to support our activities through their 
personal social networking channels while adhering to the guidelines outlined in this 
section.  
   
For the purpose of this section, social media and networking refers to the use of web-
based and mobile applications for social interaction and the exchange of user-generated 
content. Social media channels can include, but are not limited to: Facebook, Twitter, 
LinkedIn, YouTube, blogs, review sites, forums, online communities and any similar 
online platforms.  
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Employees are expected to conduct themselves in a professional manner and to respect 
the views and opinions of others. The Company and its employees are committed to 
conducting ourselves in accordance with best industry practices in social networking, to 
being responsible citizens and community members, to listening and responding to 
feedback, and to communicating in a courteous and professional manner. Behavior and 
content that may be deemed disrespectful, dishonest, offensive, harassing or damaging to 
the company's interests or reputation are not permitted. The use of social media channels 
on company time for personal purposes is not allowed.  
   
Any social media contacts, including "followers" or "friends," that are acquired through 
accounts (including but not limited to email addresses, blogs, Twitter, Facebook, 
YouTube, LinkedIn, or other social media networks) created on behalf of the Company 
will be the property of the Company.  
   
Employees must not disclose private or confidential information about the Company, its 
employees, clients, suppliers or customers on social networks. Employees must respect 
trademarks, copyrights, intellectual property and proprietary information. No third-party 
content should be published without prior permission from the owner.  
   
The Company maintains the right to monitor company-related employee activity in social 
networks. Violation of policy guidelines is grounds for discipline, up to and including 
termination.  
   
4.10 Cell Phone Policy  
   
The use of personal cell phones at work is discouraged because it can interfere with work 
and be disruptive to others. Therefore, employees who bring personal cell phones to work 
are required to keep the ringer shut off or placed on vibrate mode when they are in the 
office, and to keep cell phone use confined to breaks and meal periods. Conversations 
should be had away from areas where other employees are working. When cell phone use 
interferes with the satisfactory performance of an employee's duties or disturbs others, the 
privilege of using a personal cell phone at work may be taken away and other disciplinary 
action, up to and including termination, may be imposed.  
   
The Company may provide cell phone allowances to employees in certain positions in an 
effort to improve efficiency and effectiveness. When cell phones are used for Company 
business, employees must comply with all Company policies governing conduct, 
including our policies prohibiting discrimination, harassment, and violence in the 
workplace. When using the cell phone in a public place, please remember to maintain the 
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confidentiality of any private or confidential business information. As a courtesy to 
others, please shut cell phones off or place on vibrate mode during meetings.  
   

Section 5 Employee Benefits and Services  
   
5.1 General  
   
Aside from those benefits required by state and federal regulations, The Village High 
School also offers additional benefits for its full-time employees. From time to time, 
benefits may be added or deleted from the benefits package. The Company reserves the 
right to make such changes.  
   
This Handbook does not contain the complete terms and/or conditions of any of the 
Company's current benefit plans. It is intended only to provide general explanations. For 
information regarding employee benefits and services, employees should contact Human 
Resources.  
   
5.2 Group Health Insurance  
   
The Village High School offers a group health plan for eligible employees. The 
Company's group health insurance plan is offered through TBD. For more information, 
refer to the Company's benefits booklet for complete details and benefits.  
   
5.3 Group Life Insurance  
   
The Village High School offers a group life insurance plan for eligible employees, 
including accidental death and dismemberment coverage. The Company's group life 
insurance plan is offered through TBD. For more information, refer to the Company's 
benefits booklet for complete details and benefits.  
   
5.4 Flexible Spending Account (FSA)  
   
Under Section 125 of the IRS Code, the Company has set-up a flexible spending account 
for employees who wish to take advantage of this provision. This plan allows employees 
to withhold a portion of their salary on a pre-tax basis to cover the cost of qualifying 
insurance premiums, out of pocket medical expenses and dependent care expenses (child 
and/or elder care) such as day care expenses and in-home dependent care. An amount 
selected by the employee is deducted on a pre-tax basis to cover these expenses. Any 
unused amounts in the medical and dependent care account will be forfeited after the end 
of the plan year.  
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5.5 COBRA  
   
Under the provisions of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) 
of 1986, if you are covered under the Company's group health insurance plan(s) you are 
entitled to continue your coverage in the event that your employment with the Company 
ends. Under COBRA, the Company must offer each qualified beneficiary (the employee 
and any covered dependents) who would otherwise lose coverage under the plan as a 
result of a qualifying event an opportunity to continue their insurance coverage. A 
qualifying event is defined as termination of employment, a reduction in the number of 
hours of employment, death of covered employee, divorce or legal separation, a 
dependent child ceases to be dependent, eligibility of the covered employee for Medicare, 
or an employer's bankruptcy.  
   
5.6 Workers' Compensation  
   
All states have Workers' Compensation laws whose purpose is to promote the general 
welfare of people by providing compensation for accidental injuries or death suffered in 
the course of employment. These laws are designed to provide protection to workers 
suffering occupational disabilities through accidents arising out of, and in the course of 
employment. The Village High School carries Workers' Compensation Insurance for all 
employees and pays the entire cost of the insurance program. An employee who suffers 
an injury or illness in connection with the job is usually eligible to receive payment 
through the insurance company for lost wages. In addition to disability payments, 
necessary hospital, medical and surgical expenses are covered under  
Workers' Compensation, with payments being made directly to the hospital or physician. 
Workers' Compensation benefits to injured workers also include assistance to help 
qualified injured employees return to suitable employment.  
   
5.7 Social Security Benefits (FICA)  
   
During your employment, you and the Company both contribute funds to the Federal 
government to support the Social Security Program. This program is intended to provide 
you with retirement benefit payments and medical coverage once you reach retirement 
age.  
   
5.8 Unemployment Insurance  
   
The company pays a state and federal tax to provide employees with unemployment 
insurance coverage in the event they become unemployed through no fault of their own 
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or due to circumstances described by law. This insurance is administered by applicable 
state agencies, who determine eligibility for benefits, the amount of benefits (if any), and 
duration of benefits.  
   
5.9 Additional Benefits  
   
Nevada Public Employee Retirement System (NV PERS)  
Employer Paid - 29.25% Shared equally between employer and employee  
Employee/Employer Paid - 15.25%  
   

Section 6 Employee Leaves of Absence and Time Off  
   
6.1 General  
   
While regular attendance is crucial to maintain business operations, the Company 
recognizes that, for a variety of reasons, employees may need time off from work. The 
Company has available a number of types of leaves of absence. Some are governed by 
law and others are discretionary. For all planned leaves, however, employees must submit 
a request at least 14 days in advance; in case of emergencies, employees should submit 
the request as soon as they become aware of the need for leave. All leaves must have the 
approval of Company management. If, during a leave, an employee accepts another job, 
engages in other employment or consulting outside of the Company, or applies for 
unemployment insurance benefits, the employee may be considered to have voluntarily 
resigned from employment with the Company.  
   
All requests for a leave of absence will be considered in light of their effect on the 
Company and its work requirements, as determined by Company management, which 
reserves the right to approve or deny such requests in its sole discretion, unless otherwise 
required by law. For disability-related leave requests, the Company will engage in an 
interactive process with the employee to determine if a leave is the most appropriate 
accommodation. The employee must provide a certification from his or her health care 
provider to the Company to support a leave for medical reasons. Failure to provide the 
required certification to the Company in a timely manner will result in delay or denial of 
leave. If an employee requires an extension of leave, the employee must request such 
extension and have it approved before the expiration of the currently approved leave.  
   
While the Company will make a reasonable effort to return the employee to his or her 
former position or a comparable position following an approved leave of absence, there is 
no guarantee that the employee will be reinstated to his or her position, or any position, 
except as required by law.  
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6.2 Paid Time Off Days  
   
Eligible employees are entitled to ten paid time off ("PTO") days per year. A PTO days 
pay for regular full-time employees will be calculated based on the employee's base pay 
rate times the number of hours the employee would otherwise have worked on that day. 
Regular part-time employees will be paid on a pro-rata basis. Employees may not accrue 
more than 20 days of time off. Once an employee's time off balance reaches this limit, an 
employee may accrue more time off only by taking some time off to bring the balance 
back below the limit. When employees eligible for paid time off days do not take the full 
amount of vacation time they could have taken in a year, that amount automatically 
carries over to the next year.  
   
6.3 Family and Medical Leave  
   
Because of the Company's small size, we are not required to comply with the federal 
Family and Medical Leave Act ("FMLA"). However, we recognize that our employees 
may occasionally need to take unpaid leave to care for a new child, to care for a seriously 
ill family member, to handle an employee's own medical issues, or to handle issues 
relating to a family member's military service, possibly including caring for a family 
member who is injured while serving in the military.  
   
If you anticipate that you might need time off to deal with family and medical issues, 
please speak with your supervisor. We will seriously consider every request on a case-by-
case basis.  
   
6.4 Workers' Compensation Leave  
   
Any employee who is unable to work due to a work related injury or illness and who is 
eligible for Workers' Compensation benefits will be provided an unpaid leave for the 
period required. The first 12 weeks will be treated concurrently as a family and medical 
leave under the federal Family Medical Leave Act ("FMLA") for employees eligible for 
FMLA leave.  
   
6.5 Jury Duty  
   
U.S. citizens have a civic obligation to provide jury duty service when called. Employees 
are entitled up to three working days, with pay, at their regular straight time or base 
salary for jury duty.  
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By state law, an employee cannot be required to use paid leave for a jury duty absence.  
   
The employee must bring in the jury duty notice as soon as it is received so that 
appropriate arrangements can be made to cover his or her duties. Employees are required 
to call in or report for work on those days or parts of days when their presence in court is 
not required.  
   
6.6 Voting Time  
   
Employees who are registered voters and who lack sufficient nonwork hours when polls 
are open to vote in any local, state, and national election may take one hour if work is two 
miles or less from the polling place, two hours if work is two to ten miles from the 
polling place, or three hours if work is more than ten miles from the polling place. This 
time may be taken with pay. Employees should provide notice prior to election day when 
time off is required.  
   
   
At-Will Employment Agreement and Acknowledgement of Receipt of 

Employee Handbook  
   
   
Employee: _________________  
   
I acknowledge that I have been provided with a copy of the The Village High School (the 
"Company") Employee Handbook, which contains important information on the 
Company's policies, procedures and benefits, including the policies on Anti-
Harassment/Discrimination, Substance Use and Abuse and Confidentiality. I understand 
that I am responsible for familiarizing myself with the policies in this handbook and 
agree to comply with all rules applicable to me.  
   
I understand and agree that the policies described in the handbook are intended as a guide 
only and do not constitute a contract of employment. I specifically understand and agree 
that the employment relationship between the Company and me is at-will and can be 
terminated by the Company or me at any time, with or without cause or notice. 
Furthermore, the Company has the right to modify or alter my position, or impose any 
form of discipline it deems appropriate at any time. Nothing in this handbook is intended 
to modify the Company's policy of at-will employment. The at-will employment 
relationship may not be modified except by a specific written agreement signed by me 
and an authorized representative of the Company. This is the entire agreement between 
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the Company and me regarding this subject. All prior or contemporaneous inconsistent 
agreements are superseded.  
   
I understand that the Company reserves the right to make changes to its policies, 
procedures or benefits at any time at its discretion. However, the at-will employment 
agreement can be modified only in the manner specified above. I further understand that 
the Company reserves the right to interpret its policies or to vary its procedures as it 
deems necessary or appropriate.  
   
I have received the Company Employee Handbook. I have read (or will read) and agree to 
abide by the policies and procedures contained in the Handbook.  
   
   
   
   

  
By: ___________________________________ 

Rachel Kaplan  
   
   
   

  

Date: 
__________________ 

By: ___________________________________ Date: 
__________________ 

_________________  
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English Courses grades 9-12 
 
Course Title: English 9 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
This course provides instruction in the all of the Common Core English language arts strands and 
domains. The course is designed to build on knowledge and skills acquired in earlier grades by 
completing multi-week, hands-on projects. This course is project-based and will offer instruction in 
reading and vocabulary strategies necessary for comprehension of printed materials; research; the 
writing of effective paragraphs and multi-paragraph papers, with emphasis upon all stages of the 
writing process in timed and untimed assessments (prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, 
publishing); speech instruction including formal and informal presentations; evaluation of mass 
media; the analysis of genres and the study of language in conjunction with writing, concentrating 
on conventions of grammar, usage, and mechanics. This course satisfies one credit of the English 
graduation requirement. 
PREREQUISITE: None 
 
Course Title: English 10 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
This course provides instruction in all of the Common Core English language arts strands and 
domains. The Focus is on traditional, technical, and creative methods of composition. The course is 
designed to build on knowledge and skills acquired in earlier grades by completing multi-week, 
hands-on projects. This course is project-based. Instruction emphasizes the study of themes found 
universally in global text, both literary and informational, critical analysis of text, as well as author’s 
historical, philosophical, cultural, and ethical perspectives. Content includes instruction in reading 
literature and in vocabulary strategies necessary to comprehend printed materials; the writing of 
essays for various purposes and audiences, using literary and nonliterary subjects; untimed and 
timed writings, utilizing all elements of the writing process where appropriate (prewriting, 
drafting, revising, editing and publishing); emphasis of applicable research; analysis of selections 
found in world literature; study of grammar, mechanics, usage and other conventions of standard 
written English in conjunction with writing; study of mass media, including analysis of propaganda 
and persuasion techniques; and instruction in speech, including analysis of effective techniques in 
oral presentations. This course satisfies one credit of the English graduation requirement. 
PREREQUISITE: English 9 
 
Course Title: English 11 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
This course provides instruction in all of the Common Core English language arts strands and 
domains. The course is designed to build on knowledge and skills acquired in earlier grades by 
completing multi-week, hands-on projects. This course is project-based. This course provides 
instruction in the English Language Arts strands reading, writing, speaking and listening, and 
language. This course requires expository, analytical, and argumentative writing assignments that 
are based on readings representing a wide variety of prose styles and genres. The course is also 
structured around themes and perspectives found in literary, non-fiction, and expository texts by 
American authors. Composition instruction includes frequent practice in writing various types of 
multi-paragraph papers, including documented papers/projects. Referencing and summarizing 
skills will be stressed as well as all phases of the writing process (prewriting, drafting, revising, 
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editing, and publishing). This study will include the analysis of representative examples of literary 
works in various genres, as they illustrate distinctive national qualities and ethnic and cultural 
diversity. Vocabulary, grammar, and usage are studied in conjunction with literature and writing. 
This course satisfies one credit of the English graduation requirement. 
PREREQUISITE: English 10 
 
Course Title: English 12 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
This course promotes excellence in English language arts through experiences in all of the Common 
Core English language arts strands and domains. The course is designed to build on knowledge and 
skills acquired in earlier grades by completing multi-week, hands-on projects. This course is 
project-based.  Instruction will cover the written and oral analysis of major literary works of 
various genres in relationship to cultural influences and to the development of the literary 
traditions of the English language. Writing assignments will develop Pupils’ abilities to interpret 
literature and analyze it critically. All phases of the writing process will be utilized where 
appropriate (prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing). Pupils will also extend their 
speaking, researching, viewing, and listening, skills. Language study should include vocabulary and 
grammar in the context of literature and writing and an overview of the history of the language as 
reflected in literature. This course satisfies one credit of the English graduation requirement. 
PREREQUISITE: English 11 
 

Mathematics Courses grades 9-12 
 
Course Title: Algebra I 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
This course is designed to develop the algebraic concepts and processes that can be used to solve a 
variety of real world and mathematical problems. Through this course, pupils will increase 
mathematical fluency in problem solving, reasoning, modeling, and effective communication in the 
study of number, algebra, functions, and statistics. The use of manipulatives, mathematical tools, 
and technology, including calculators and computer software, is an essential component of this 
course. This course fulfills the Algebra I requirement and one of the mathematics credits required 
for high school graduation. 
PREREQUISITE: MS Pre-Algebra 
 
Course Title: Geometry 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Geometry is a course designed to develop the geometric relationships and deductive strategies that 
can be used to solve a variety of real world and mathematics problems. The content will include, 
but not be limited to, geometric constructions, terminology and fundamental properties of 
geometry, deductive and inductive reasoning and their application to formal and informal proof, 
formulas pertaining to the measurement of plane and solid figures, coordinate geometry and 
transformations on the coordinate plane, exploration of geometric relationships such as 
parallelism, perpendicularly, congruence, and similarity, properties of circles, and right triangle 
trigonometry. The use of manipulatives, mathematical tools, and technology, including calculators 
and computer software, is an essential component of this course. This course satisfies the Geometry 
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graduation requirement. 
PREREQUISITE: Algebra I  
 
Course Title: Algebra II 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Algebra II is a course designed to continue the study of the structure of algebra and to provide the 
foundation for applying these skills to other mathematical and scientific fields. Topics shall include, 
but not be limited to, structure and properties of the complex number system, arithmetic and 
geometric sequences and series, relations, functions, and graphs extended to polynomial, 
exponential, and logarithmic functions, varied solution strategies for linear equations, inequalities, 
and systems of equations and inequalities, varied solution strategies including the quadratic 
formula for quadratic equations, conic sections and their applications, data analysis including 
measures of central tendency and dispersion, and probability, permutations, and combinations. 
This course satisfies one credit of the Mathematics graduation requirement. 
PREREQUISITE: Geometry  
 
Course Title: Algebra II/Pre-Calculus 
Credit: 1.00 
Grade Level: 9-12 
The purpose of this course is to emphasize the study of functions and other skills necessary for the 
study of calculus. Topics shall include, but not be limited to, polynomial, rational, exponential, 
inverse, logarithmic, and circular functions; sequences; series; theory of limits; vectors; conic 
sections; polar coordinates; symbolic logic; mathematical induction; and matrix algebra. This 
rigorous course is designed for pupils with a strong background in Algebra II and will 
prepare the pupil for Calculus. In addition to reviewing topics from trigonometry, this course 
includes problem- solving techniques using analytical geometry, vectors, matrices, relations and 
functions and introductory concepts of calculus. This course satisfies one credit of the Mathematics 
graduation requirement. 
PREREQUISITE: Geometry and teacher recommendation 
 
Course Title: Modeling and Statistical Reasoning 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
This course is designed with an emphasis on meeting the requirements of the College Board 
Advanced Placement AP Statistics Examination. The course provides pupils with college-level 
curriculum and addresses the major concepts and tools for collecting, analyzing and drawing 
conclusions from data. Pupils are exposed to four broad conceptual themes: exploring data; 
sampling and experimentation; anticipating patterns; and statistical inference. This course satisfies 
one credit of the Mathematics graduation requirement.  
PREREQUISITE: Algebra II  
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Science Courses grades 9-12 
 
Course Title: Biology 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
This course is designed as a survey of the biological sciences. The emphasis is on developing inquiry 
skills and problem- solving techniques while developing an understanding of major biological 
concepts. The course also familiarizes pupils with the nature of science and technology. This course 
fulfills one credit of the Nevada high school graduation requirement for science and qualifies as a 
laboratory science for college entrance. 
 
Course Title: Chemistry in the Earth System 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Chemistry I will provide opportunities for pupils to study the composition, properties, and changes 
associated with matter. Topics will include but not be limited to: classification and structure of 
matter, atomic theory, the periodic table, bonding, chemical formulas, chemical reactions, balanced 
equations, behavior of gases, physical changes, acids, bases, and salts. Laboratory activities that 
include the use of the scientific method, measurement, laboratory apparatus, and safety are an 
integral part of this course. This course satisfies one credit of the Science graduation requirement. 
PREREQUISITE: Biology I and Algebra I. 
 
Course Title: Physics in the Universe  
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Physics I will provide opportunities to pupil for an introductory study of the theories and laws 
governing the interaction of matter, energy, and the forces of nature. Topics will include but not be 
limited to: kinematics, dynamics, energy, work and power, heat, thermodynamics, wave 
characteristics, light, electricity, magnetism, and nuclear physics. This course satisfies one credit of 
the Science graduation requirement. 
PREREQUISITE: Algebra II (can be concurrently enrolled) 
 
Course Title: Environmental Science 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Physics I will provide opportunities to pupil for an introductory study of the theories and laws 
governing the interaction of matter, energy, and the forces of nature. Topics will include but not be 
limited to: kinematics, dynamics, energy, work and power, heat, thermodynamics, wave 
characteristics, light, electricity, magnetism, and nuclear physics. This course satisfies one credit of 
the Science graduation requirement. 
PREREQUISITE: Algebra II (pupil may be concurrently enrolled). 
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Social Studies grades 9-12 
 
Course Title: World History 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
World History will provide pupils the opportunity to acquire an understanding of the chronological 
development of civilization by examining the political, economic, social, religious, military, dynastic, 
scientific, and cultural events that have affected humanity. This course satisfies the World 
History/Geography or Social Studies graduation requirement. 
PREREQUISITE: None. 
 
Course Title: United States History 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
United States History will provide pupils with the opportunity to acquire an understanding of the 
chronological development of the American people by examining the political economic, social, 
religious, military, scientific, and cultural events that have affected the rise and growth of the 
nation. This course satisfies the United States History graduation requirement. 
PREREQUISITE: Modern World I and II 
. 
 
Course Title: United States Government 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
This course is a study of United States federal, state, local, and tribal governments evaluating the 
impact of political foundations, structures, processes, and institutions. Students apply constitutional 
principles to assess the growth and development of the United States government and political 
system. Pupils will acquire a comprehensive understanding of American government and political 
behavior. Appropriate concepts and skills will be developed through an evaluation of the 
Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights, an analysis of the roles of the 
three branches of government at the local, state, and national levels, a comparative view of the 
changing roles of the three branches of government at the local, state, and national levels, a 
comparative view of the changing nature of political parties and interest groups in determining 
government policy, an evaluation of citizen rights and responsibilities in a democratic state, and the 
importance of civic participation in democratic political processes. Economics will provide pupils 
the opportunity to acquire an understanding of the way in which society organizes its limited 
resources to satisfy unlimited wants. The pupil will be introduced to the major characteristics of the 
mixed market economic system in the United States and how the basic economic questions are 
answered. This course satisfies the United States Government graduation requirement. 
PREREQUISITE: Modern World I and II, US History. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Electives 
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Course: Health 
Credit: 0.5 
Grade Level: 9-12 
In this class students acquire skills, fitness, attitude, and knowledge to lead a healthy life. Health A 
focuses on the impact of personal decisions and healthy well-being. Topics include: peer pressure, 
self-esteem, nutrition, drugs, and alcohol. 
PREREQUISITES: None 
 
Course Title: Computer Applications I 
Credit: 0.5 
Grade Level: 9-12 
The purpose of Computer Applications I and II is to provide pupils with intensive hands-on 
experience with some commonly used software packages. Advanced applications of 
commercially available software will be emphasized. 
PREREQUISITE: None 
 
Course: Physical Education I (PE) 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
This Physical Education course is designed to provide students with the essential knowledge and 
skills needed to participate in physical activities that promote individual well-being. Physical 
education is necessary for healthy living but this course teaches more than just running and 
jumping. Many aspects of healthy living are covered. Topics discussed include physical fitness, 
nutrition, healthy peer relationships, stress management, weight and strength training, and a host 
of others. 
PREREQUISITES: None 
 
Course: Physical Education II (PE) 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
This Physical Education course is designed to provide students with the essential knowledge and 
skills needed to participate in physical activities that promote individual well-being. Physical 
education is necessary for healthy living but this course teaches more than just running and 
jumping. Many aspects of healthy living are covered. Topics discussed include physical fitness, 
nutrition, healthy peer relationships, stress management, weight and strength training, and a host 
of others. 
PREREQUISITES: PE I 
 
Course: Ramsey Financial Literacy 
Credit: 0.5 
Grade Level: 9-12 
It is never too early to learn about monetary concepts related to financial literacy. This course will 
help you understand budgeting, work income, money management, and key concepts of banking 
and credit. Another important component of sound financial planning is to learn the basics of 
saving and investing. The Financial Literacy and Personal Finance course will educate you on how 
to spend, save, and invest money in order to achieve your financial goals. This course will count as 
an elective math credit. 
PREREQUISITES: None 
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Course: Spanish I 
Credits: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Spanish is spoken in 21 countries, making it one of the most commonly spoken languages in the 
world. Knowing Spanish will enable the student to connect with a wider range of people in their 
daily life, perhaps even leading to a job where speaking another language is an advantage, as in 
medicine or business. This course teaches the student how to greet others, describe their friends 
and family, exchange telephone numbers, and talk about their daily life, including school and home. 
PREREQUISITES: None 
 
Course: Spanish II 
Credits: 1.0 
Grade Level: 9-12 
Students will continue to explore the Spanish language and the study of its structure to learn to 
speak at greater length with Spanish-speaking people of other cultures. The primary focus of 
Spanish II will be the expansion of verb tenses to include the simple past (preterite) and the 
imperfect, as well as vocabulary useful for all modes of transportation and travel. 
PREREQUISITES: Spanish 1 
 

SEL Pathways Electives 
 
Social-Emotional Electives 
Course title: Social Emotional Success 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade level: 9-12 
In this course, students will learn the importance of Social Emotional Learning (SEL) in education. 
Students will examine the five SEL competencies: self-awareness, self-management, growth 
mindset, and self-efficacy and social awareness. Throughout the course, students will develop their 
own understanding of each of these competencies, and then apply this knowledge in an educational 
context by developing lesson and classroom plans that reflect an understanding of these 
competencies.   
  
Course title: Mental Health and Wellness 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade level: 9-12 
Mental Health & Wellness is a course designed to reinforce and empower a student’s overall mental 
health, especially in times of crisis or trauma. This course is designed to help students cope with 
difficult situations, self-soothe, and manage conflicting emotions. It seeks to give students the tools 
they need to keep their mind and well-being safe and sound. By participating in this course, 
students build a framework for citizenship, embrace the value of diversity, and learn how to 
appropriately use their voice to fight against injustices. Upon completing this course, students will 
understand the value of resiliency and how to utilize a framework for working through life 
challenges, enabling them to lead a meaningful and fulfilling life. 
  
Course title: Social Awareness 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade level: 9-12 
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Social Awareness is a key social emotional competency that requires the ability to take the 
perspective of and empathize with others from diverse backgrounds and cultures, and to recognize 
family, school, and community resources and supports. Students will initially develop an 
understanding of empathy and appreciation of diversity within themselves and their peers through 
a self-reflection process that results in a student’s individual presentation of their public and 
private personas. Students will then transfer this knowledge to the role of a classroom teacher by 
interviewing teachers regarding their use of the social awareness competency in their classroom, 
and then designing a classroom management plan that promotes social-awareness for both the 
teacher and the students. 
  
Course title: Relationship Skills 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade level: 9-12 
In this course, students will investigate their why and identify the person they want to become. Yet, 
no matter how strong their self-awareness is, events will occur that will challenge them. This course 
allows students to examine what motivates them to keep pressing on and pushing through the pain 
of growth that is necessary to leading a fulfilling life. By participating in activities and discussions in 
this course, students build the interpersonal and intrapersonal skills that lead to a life of purpose. 
Upon completing this course, students will understand how to balance the principles of happiness 
and success, the importance of helping others, the connection between internal thoughts and 
external communication, and how to build and maintain healthy relationships. 
  
Course title: Trauma-Informed Living 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade level: 9-12 
Trauma-Informed Living is designed to address common mental health issues, provide resources 
and techniques to healthily process, cope, and heal our emotions, and reduce the stigma of mental 
health issues in society. There are many common, and normal, mental experiences that individuals 
face that are misunderstood, undiscussed, and/or untreated, which may lead to long-term and 
development problems or suicidal thoughts and behaviors. By participating in this course, students 
learn how to prevent, recognize, and identify different mental health issues, how to navigate the 
emotions involved, how to seek resources for help with mental health, and how to help others in 
need do the same. The topics discussed in this course include: personal safety and wellness, self-
esteem, potential mental barriers, social-emotional trauma, childhood trauma, mental health 
disorders, and suicide prevention and awareness. 
  
Course title: Self-Awareness, Self-Management 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade level: 9-12 
Self-Awareness is the ability to accurately recognize one’s own emotions, thoughts, and values and 
how they influence behavior. It is the ability to accurately assess one’s strengths and limitations. To 
begin this unit, students will complete a personality test to discover more about themselves in 
terms of how they view themselves as well as how others view them.  Students will explore articles 
and videos that pertain to self-awareness and apply that learning by creating a two-perspective 
poem. Students then explore the developmental stages of self-awareness and use that knowledge to 
examine and teach a lesson to their peers. Self-management is the ability to manage one’s emotions, 
thoughts and behaviors effectively in different situations. This includes managing stress, delaying 
gratification, motivating oneself and setting and working toward personal and academic goals. All 
these skills are crucial for longevity in the teaching profession and overall wellness. In this unit, 
students will create a plan to reflect on their own self-management, as well as create infographics 
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and design schematics and self-management plans that demonstrate their understanding of this 
competency as it relates to the various stages of development and its impact on learning. 
  
Course title: Character and Leadership Development 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade level: 9-12 
In this course, students will learn what leadership looks like in a 21st-century world, how new 
generations are adapting to lasting principles and how to influence others and take on a leadership 
role in their own community. The course begins with providing students the opportunity to identify 
and write out their life vision, mission, and purpose and begin to understand the value of making 
memories, having adventures, and creating meaningful experiences. Upon completion of this 
course, students will have a clear understanding of what it takes to have an impact on their family, 
friends, and peers, as well as a personal action plan of practical steps they can take to reach their 
goals. 
  
  
  
  
Course title: Growth Mindset 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade level: 9-12 
This unit is designed to increase students’ Growth Mindset, a competency required for personal and 
professional success in the field of education. Growth Mindset is the belief that individuals can grow 
their talents with effort, learn from criticism, and persist in the face of setbacks. Students will 
analyze a fiction or nonfiction narrative, cite evidence of a character’s Growth Mindset, and record 
their observations within their Interactive Notebook. In addition, pairs of students will create a 
presentation in which they link Growth Mindset elements to a non-chapter children’s book of their 
choice. 
  
Course title: Peer Mediation, Peer Counseling 
Credit: 1.0 
Grade level: 12 
Development and application of beginning skills and knowledge required to establish and maintain 
effective peer helping relationships in a high school setting. Focus on the role, function, and 
responsibilities of the peer mentor; verbal and nonverbal communication skills; problem solving; 
and strategies and resources for first-year student success. Includes on-campus service-learning 
component. A Peer Mentor is a trained peer leader who provides guidance, support, and role 
modeling to first-year high school students in a structured setting. Peer Mentors work with 
students within the classroom of an assigned first-year high school class. Peer Mentors also provide 
out-of-class peer guidance and referral to appropriate campus resources. In addition, they facilitate 
student engagement in classroom activities under the guidance of the instructor. 
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The Village High School Philosophy 

 
The key components for The Village High School secondary program model are to provide a rigorous, 
innovative, and hands-on core curriculum. In addition, a social-emotional learning program, and high-
level technology certification programs in piloting drones and cybersecurity. 

Our mission and vision consist of 5 core beliefs: 

1 – Students cannot learn if they do not feel safe. 

2 – Several students are in desperate need of counseling and mental health services at school. 

3 – Data-driven instruction.  

4 – High-quality teachers, curriculum, and materials increase student growth. 

5 – High quality professional development is vital to the success of the school. 

The Village High School proposes to give families the ability to attend a quality high school in which 
students feel in charge of their learning, safe, and mentally healthy. 
 
We believe that our unique model will transform education, especially for the diverse and traditionally 
underserved student populations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Academic Pathways 

The Village High School will incorporate the Savvas Learning Curriculum for core curriculum 
classes.  These classes include English, Math, Science, Social Studies.  Savvas Learning is a research-
based approach to education designed to drive student engagement, meaningful learning, and strong 
student-teacher relationships that prepare students for life beyond the classroom. The Savvas Learning 
program offers schools customizable curriculum, a range of educational resources and technology tools, 
professional development for educators, ongoing coaching, and support for schools. Students learn from 
teachers through whole group, small group, and one-on-one time. Project-based and group learning 
allow teachers the opportunity to demonstrate for students the application of life-long learning skills via 
team collaboration, data interpretation, and persuasive arguments. The curriculum largely centers on 
real world related projects. Students connect what they are learning to life beyond the classroom. 
 
Classroom teachers will also mentor students weekly during dedicated one-on-one sessions.  During 
these mentoring sessions students will set long and short-term goals with their mentor.  These sessions 
will foster strong relationships between students and mentors as they celebrate successes and discuss 
learning opportunities from roadblocks they need to overcome. Paired with the Summit Learning, TVHS 
will also be utilizing, during Wellness Wednesdays, the Ramsey financial curriculum, Foundations in 
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Grading Scale 

 

Grade Numerical Value (%) Grade Point Value 

A 90-100 4 

B 80-89 3 

C 70-79 2 

D 60-69 1 

F 0-59 0 

I  
(incomplete) 

0 0 

 
Late work policy 
If an assignment is late, past the due date, the student must complete a written explanation of why the 
assignment was not completed on time, and a parent or guardian must sign the form. Teachers may 
require the student to serve a detention for not completing an assignment, the student will complete 
the assignment during detention. Late work will not be accepted after a grading period has closed and 
within one week of the end of that grading period.  
 
Make-Up Work 
Immediately following any absence, students are required to initiate contact and follow up with their 
teachers. Once contact has been made with the teacher, specific make up work must be completed and 
returned to the teacher within a reasonable length of time, to be determined by the teacher. The 
teacher must communicate the deadline to the student and the parent/guardian. The make-up work 
must be completed correctly and returned to the teacher by the specified due date. If an assignment 
was due on the date of the student’s absence, that assignment will be due on the students return to 
school.  
 
Homework Requests 
Homework may be requested for extended absences (3 or more days) and for prearranged absences. 
Ultimately, it is the student’s responsibility to obtain their missing assignments and homework. 

Student Schedule / Bell Schedule 

 

Weekly Schedule for Monday, 
Tuesday, and Thursday, Friday 200 minutes per class weekly 

Period # Time Minutes 
Morning Huddle 8:00am - 8:30am 30 
1 8:35am - 9:25am  50 
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2 9:30am - 10:20am 50 
3 10:25am - 11:15am 50 
LUNCH 11:20am - 12:05pm 45 
4 12:10pm - 1:00pm 50 
5 1:05pm - 1:55pm 50 
6 2:00pm - 2:50pm 50 
Extra-Curricular 3:00pm - 4:00pm  
  375 

  
Total daily minutes with passing 
periods (35 minutes) = 410 minutes 

  

 

Wellness Wednesday Weekly 
Schedule  

Activities  

8:30am - 9:00am Morning Huddle   
Check schedule for the day and be 
present 

9:05am - 10:15am 
Meeting with your mentor and 
mentoring group 

Team building, Self-Care, Mentoring, 
Counseling, Peer Mediation 

10:20am - 11:30am 

Wellness Wednesday Activity 
(Teachers will be encourage to 
participate in the WW activity, have 
Parent/Teacher Conference(s) , 
establish Professional Learning 
Community(s), and/or set mentoring 
appointments during this time)  

*Special Guests (NAMI, Behavioral 
Health, Social Emotional Learning, 
Dealing and living with Trauma, Local 
Businesses, Community Members, 
Celebrities, Local Non-Profits), Goodlife 
SEL curriculum, SEED Impact SEL growth 
assessment, Ramsey Financial Program 

11:30am - 12:15am Lunch  

12:20pm - 1:30pm 

Wellness Wednesday Activity 
(Teachers will be encouraged to 
participate in the WW activity, have 
Parent/Teacher Conference(s) and/or 
establish Professional Learning 
Community(s) during this time) 
  

*Special Guests (NAMI, Behavioral 
Health, Social Emotional Learning, 
Dealing and living with Trauma, Local 
Businesses, Community Members, 
Celebrities, Local Non-Profits), Goodlife 
SEL curriculum, SEED Impact SEL growth 
assessment, Ramsey Financial Program,  

1:35pm - 2:45pm 
Meeting with your mentor and 
mentoring group 

Team building, Self-Care, Mentoring, 
Counseling, Peer Mediation 

3:00pm - 4:00pm 

Teacher training, Planning, and 
scheduling upcoming events 

Teachers will also use this time to 
analyze their testing data, including 
MAP, SEED, and classroom common 
assessments. 

Attendance Policies 
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ATTENDANCE ENFORCEMENT FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS’ GRADES 9-12              
(REGULATION 5113.2)  

 
a. All students and their parents/guardians will be required to sign an attendance notification.  
b. CCSD regulation R-5113 requires students under 18 to show proof of school attendance per NRS 
483.2521. Students will be required to submit a DMV-301 to the DMV office for either an instruction 
permit or driver's license.  
c. Students who exceed 6 unverified absences in any class, per semester, will not earn credit and 
may be referred to an alternative placement. Students referred to an alternative educational 
program will not gain credit from The Village High School.  
d. If a student is absent due to physical or mental reasons, the parent/guardian must provide 
written notification to the school attendance office within three days of the absence. Failure to do 
this will result in an unexcused absence. 
e. A student who is determined to be habitually truant will be referred to the appropriate law 
enforcement officials and truancy court.  
f. Students more than 30 minutes late to class will be marked absent. 
g. Notices will be sent to the student’s recorded residence after the third, fifth, and eighth absences. 
School attendance letters are mailed after four absences.  
h. Absences for the following reasons will not be included in the absence total: a. while participating 
in a school-sanctioned activity, b. while on suspension or required parent conference, or c. while 
assigned in-house suspension. 
i. If the parent/legal guardian has reason to believe that there is an error in the attendance record, 
or if extenuating circumstances exist, an appeal hearing may be requested with the assistant 
principal.  
j. After any absence, a student shall be required to initiate contact with their teachers to obtain 
make-up work within three school days. Once contact has been made with teachers, the teachers 
will determine special make-up work and the time interval allowed for completion (3-day 
minimum).  

 
TRUANCY LAW  
School attendance is vital to academic success in school. Laws regarding school truancy include:  
a. The principal of the school is required to report the pupils who are habitually truant to law 
enforcement.  
b. A habitual truant is defined as “a student who has three unapproved or unexcused absences 
within one year, for any class.” 
c. A truant is a pupil who is absent from school without the written approval from a parent or 
guardian.  
d. The court the parent to pay a fine of $100 or more for habitual truancy.  
e. The court can order the suspension of existing driver’s license privileges for students 16 years of 
age or older if they are habitual truants. 

 
Guidance Services 

 
The Guidance Office is for the benefit of every student in the school. Each school counselor will assist 
students with educational planning, interpretation of test scores, career information, dual credit 
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options, home/school/social concerns, or any other concerns or questions that the student would like to 
discuss. Students will also have accessibility to mental health counselors for their personal self-care. The 
mental health counselors will also assist families in need of external resources within the community.  

To make an appointment with a School Guidance Counselor to see any member of the Guidance 
Department, you must request an appointment using the online scheduler. A confirmation of your 
appointment will be sent to you. Show your appointment slip to your teacher and have it signed before 
coming to the scheduled appointment. If you need to see a guidance counselor but have not made an 
appointment, go to the Guidance Area and ask the attendance secretary for assistance.  

 
Make an appointment with your school guidance counselor throughout any school day. 

Make an appointment with a mental health professional or self-care counselor 

Project 150 Community Room -  

Student Code of Conduct 

 
The Code of Conduct has been prepared in conjunction with members of the community, students, 
teachers, and administrators to gather input and assure representation of diverse views. School rules will 
continue to be developed in a manner that involves all stakeholders in the development and 
implementation of fair school rules. The Code of Conduct reflects the ethics and values of The Village High 
School community. To address and respond to the ongoing collection of data on school violence, 
vandalism, harassment, intimidation, and bullying, and attendance, the code will be reviewed annually by 
the educational community through a meeting of students, parents, teachers, and administrators and will 
be disseminated annually to students, parents, and staff via electronic and other media. The Principal and 
school Board will provide information to the Nevada Charter Authority, the community, and the New 
Nevada Department of Education through annual reports on student conduct. Beliefs This Code of 
Conduct is designed to promote a healthy and safe school environment that encourages the academic, 
social, and emotional development of all students. A disciplined environment is essential to achieving 
these ends. This Code of Conduct is intended to enable the development of self-discipline in all students. 
Both positive and negative consequences of behavior are recognized as necessary to encourage 
appropriate behavior and discourage inappropriate behaviors that would interfere with the goals and 
missions of the schools. Students are entitled to work in a school setting free of harassment, intimidation, 
bullying, and violence. As such, TVHS will maintain a safe environment free of harassment, intimidation, 
bullying, and violence, in accordance with district policies. Additionally, The Village High School will not 
tolerate the illegal possession of weapons, alcohol, tobacco, e-cigarettes, vaping devices and/or other 
related paraphernalia, or other controlled dangerous substance on any school property or at any school 
function on or off school property. Any violation involving these items will bring severe sanctions, and 
involvement of law enforcement officials should be expected. Also be advised that carrying or using a 
firearm will carry with it the most swift and severe of sanctions available to the Board.  

 
 

Student Rights  

1. Students shall have the right to participate in a school that is physically safe from internal and external 
threats.  
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2. Students shall have the right to learn in an environment free of harassment, intimidation, and bullying 
from peers or adults.  
3. Students shall have the right to be respected by their teachers and their peers.  
4. Students shall have the right to expand their experiences and opportunities through a challenging 
program of academic and extracurricular activities.  
5. Students shall have the right to be educated in an environment that recognizes and supports their 
cognitive learning styles.  
6. Students shall have the right to express their opinions in a responsible manner and to take part in their 
education as appropriate for their age and maturity.  
7. Students shall have the right to know the rules and expectations for their behavior.  
 

Student Responsibilities  
 
1. Students shall be responsible for respecting school property, ensuring that safe conditions continue in 
the schools.  
2. Students shall be responsible for their behavior and shall refrain from harassing, intimidating, or 
bullying others.  
3. Students shall be responsible for demonstrating respect for themselves through their personal hygiene, 
dress, and behavior.  
4. Students shall be responsible for demonstrating respect for others through their use of appropriate 
language, avoiding profanity; racial and ethnic slurs; or any otherwise denigration of others through other 
verbal and nonverbal language or communication.  
5. Students shall be responsible for working to their potential in and outside of the classroom.  
6. Students shall be responsible to accept the challenges of their classroom work and give their best efforts 
to complete assignments in a timely and meaningful manner.  
7. Students shall have the responsibility to speak up for themselves and be their own advocate in the 
classroom.  
8. Students shall have the responsibility to offer their opinions and participate in their education. 
 
 

Technology Acceptable Use Policy 

 
 
 
 
 

Dress Code Policies 

 
Student dress, personal appearance, and conduct are required to be of such character as not to disrupt 
or detract from the educational environment of the school. Any style that tends to diminish instructional 
effectiveness or discipline control by a teacher is not acceptable. The TVHS dress code is in accordance 
with Clark County School District Regulation 5131. The school administration shall have the right to 
designate which types of dress, fashion, fads, or appearance disrupt or detract from the educational 
program and may be a potential safety hazard. The specific requirements and prohibitions are: 
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• Students must wear shoes with soles. Slippers and sandals are not permitted.  

• Shirts and blouses must be appropriately buttoned in accordance with the design of the shirt 
or blouse. Length must extend beyond the belt level with no skin showing between bottom 
of shirt/blouse and top of pants or skirts. 

• Crop tops, and clothing that is strapless, low-cut or has slits, or tops and outfits that provide 
minimum coverage or that are transparent, are not permitted. 

• All attire may be no more than two inches above the knee. If shorts are worn, they must be 
hemmed and without fraying. Cutoffs are not permitted.  Skin should not be visible more than 
two inches above the knee. 

• No spaghetti straps are permitted. All sleeveless shirts must have straps must cover the 
shoulder. 

• Prohibit slogans or advertising on clothing, which by their controversial (e.g. Iron Cross) or 
obscene nature disrupt the educational setting. This includes any clothing that advertises 
racial bigotry and sexual activities, tobacco products, alcoholic beverages, or drugs; jewelry; 
wallet chains; or any gang-related clothing. 

• Coats, mittens, and scarves must be removed upon entering the building. 

• Pants may not be worn in a sagging fashion that displays private undergarments, or any attire 
that is not conducive to the educational setting of The Delta Academy. No undergarments 
may be displayed. If a student’s pants do not fit at the waist, the student will need to wear a 
belt. 

• Sunglasses may not be worn inside the building.  

 
Any student violating the dress code will not be allowed to attend class. The principal may make an 
exception to this aspect of the policy if the offending shirt or blouse can be worn inside out or covered up 
by another article of clothing. The goal is to find solutions before immediately interrupting the student’s 
classroom instruction. Continuous violations will result in Required Parent Conferences and/ or 
suspensions.  The principal shall retain the authority to grant exceptions for special occasions and/or 
conditions. 

 
Testing 

 
State Testing It is expected that students participate in all State-mandated testing, as they are required 
for graduation in the State of Nevada. The result of students not participating in state testing will include 
but is not limited to; a letter grade reduced in the tested course by one (1) letter grade. During the actual 
administration of testing, parent/guardians cannot be in the testing room. At the conclusion of the testing 
period, parent/guardians will need pick-up students at the scheduled time. Teachers cannot stay with 
students after the testing is concluded. If parent/guardians are not accompanying their child to the testing 
location, parent/guardians must send a signed note giving permission for the test coordinator to release 
the student from testing location upon completion of the test (unless the student is 18 years of age). The 
appropriate Legal Authorities must be called to pick up any child who is left unattended for more than 30 
minutes after the testing period is concluded. The Village High School will follow the 2022-2023 Nevada 
Testing Calendar of the Nevada Department of Education. All assessments for TVHS students will take 
place on campus in proctored settings. 
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TVHS Nevada Budget Narrative 

The following narrative provides an overview of TVHS projected revenue and expenses. The budget 
is based off of a planned enrollment of 300 in year 1 and growing to 800 at capacity. 

Revenue 

The budget created for TVHS includes the per-pupil base revenue assumption of $7,293 for the first 
fiscal year of operation (2023-2024), with an estimated 1.00% increase each subsequent year 
thereafter. The per pupil revenue amount increases to $8,410 when adding in Title funds, Nutrition 
program, and IDEA special education funding. 

Per-Pupil Revenue:  

National School Lunch Program (NSLP): 

The budget created TVHS includes an assumptive NSLP reimbursement rate of $1.80 and $2.50 per 
student for breakfast and lunch, respectively. The National School Lunch Program is a federally 
assisted meal program that provides nutritionally balanced, low-cost or free lunches to children 
each day. The operating expenses also include the cost of these meals and the TVHS will start with a 
part-time Cafeteria Manager in year 1 and convert to a full-time position in year 2.  The program 
will also be supported by other clerical staff such as the Receptionist and Registrar during meal 
service. 

Special Education Funding (IDEA): 

Anticipated $1,005 per SPED student – Revenue is budgeted based upon prior year SPED counts 
which take place in October of each year. Student SPED counts are budgeted at 12.5% of the 
anticipated student enrollment, which is based on the Clark County percentage.  

SPED Discretionary Unit: 

Anticipated $3,694 per SPED student – Revenue is budgeted based upon prior year SPED counts. 
Student SPED counts are budgeted at 12.5% of the anticipated student enrollment. TVHS will not be 
eligible to receive this funding during their first year of operations.  

Expense Categories: 

1. Personnel
2. Benefits
3. General Operating
4. Contracted Services
5. Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment and Technology
6. Facility and Insurance
7. Marketing
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*All salaries are expected to increase by 5.0% each year. 
 
 

 

Benefits: 
Approx. 10% of the budget (Year 1 – Year 6)  

Employee benefits will cover all employees except for substitute teachers and other contracted 
services as they are not employed by the school. Employee benefits include, but are not limited to, 
the following:  

PERS (Retirement) 
Medicare 
Workers Comp 
Medical/Dental/Vision/Life/Disability  

These expenses and percentages are based on the recommended from the SPCSA included in the 
budget template. 

 

General Operating (other than contracted services below): 
Approx. 11% of the budget (Year 1 – Year 6)  

TVHS has included the cost of staff recruitment as well as professional development for staff in 
every year. 

The cost for textbooks, supplies (office and instructional) and assessments are specifically based on 
the blended instructional model which also utilizes 1:1 student device ratio and related 
instructional software.  The budget provides increases to all these items in future years as the 
school grows as well as a 3% inflation increase each year. 

General operating expenses also include the cost of travel and parent/staff meetings each year. 

National School Lunch Program (NSLP)- As outlined in Section 3: Meeting the Need of this 
application, TVHS projects 85% of the student population will qualify for free and reduced 
lunch.  Administrative costs are minimal and may include a date-stamp, envelopes, and mailing 
stamps. The school will seek to contract with a Vendor to prepare specified meals under the 
National School Lunch Program (NSLP). The school will administer the application process for all 
free and reduced- price meals and will submit claims for reimbursement to the state. The budget 
assumes an expense rate of $1.62 and $2.25 per breakfast and lunch mean, respectively.  

 

Contracted Services (accounting, audit, legal, special education): 
Approx. 5% of the budget (Year 1 – Year 6)  
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Accounting – TVHS has engage Charter Impact to provide back-office, bookkeeping, payroll, 
accounts payable and student data services.  The budget included the costs of the full support 
package based on 2.25% of total revenue per year.  A company bio has been included. 

Audit - An accounting firm that is familiar with federal and state accounting practices and is familiar 
with Nevada charter school audits, will provide TVHS’s annual audit. TVHS will not incur an audit 
fee in the first year of operation as the first audit will take place in September following the first 
fiscal year. The auditing services provided, which include the auditing of school finances for annual 
reporting, IRS reporting, and legal compliance; are priced at $15,000 per year.  

Legal Fees – TVHS will contract with a legal firm to provide legal expertise for any school specific 
issues that may arise during the schools’ operation. TVHS will research firms to ensure quality legal 
services, which include business/tax/regulatory issues; priced at $6,000 each year. Pre-operational 
legal fees of $2,500 have been included in the incubation year costs. 

Special Education Contracted Services – Anticipated expense of $1,750 per student the first year, 
increasing incrementally as student enrollment increases. Special Education Contracted Services 
include speech therapy, occupational therapy, physical therapy, nursing, and psychological 
services.  

Furniture, Fixtures, Equipment and Technology: 
Approx. 3% of the budget (Year 1 – Year 6)  

Copier/Printing – Anticipated copier lease quoted at a rate of roughly $12 per student for overages 
in printing, which will also incrementally increase as student enrollment increases. An estimated 
$2,500 for pre-operational printing for brochures and information has been included in the 
incubation year budget.  

Computer Lease – TVHS intends to lease both the staff and student computers in order to spread 
the cost of these devices over a 4-year term, improving the cash position in the early years as the 
school grows.  The budget assumes that the lease amount will increase as devices are added due to 
school growth with full replacement every 4 years. 

IT Infrastructure – Due to the use of technology as a part of the instructional model, the budget also 
provides necessary resources for internet set up, servers, router, switch, wireless access points 
(WAPs) and requisite cabling. 

Classroom Technology and Support – In addition to the items above, the budget includes $2,000 per 
classroom for all other technology needs.  In order to ensure all equipment keeps running properly, 
the budget also includes the support from outsourced IT professionals at $1,200 per month. 

Phone & Communications – annual anticipated contract expense of $1,350 per month for 
phone/internet connection, incrementally increasing based on a 3% inflation. TVHS will apply for e-
rate to garner reimbursement for most technology expense. 

Furniture – TVHS intends to purchase furniture for faculty and students as grade levels and 
students are added during the growth period.  TVHS has budgeted $800 and $110 per new FTE and 
student, respectively, during each year of the budget. 
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Facility and Insurance: 
Approx. 16% of the budget (Year 1 – Year 6)  

Scheduled Lease Payment (rent) – The TVHS Nevada Board will secure a facility lease in time for 
the commencement of school operations. Assumes TVHS will utilize a facility of approx. 40,000 sq. 
ft. in year 1.  The facility will allow for necessary classrooms, science labs, multi-purpose room, and 
office space needed. Year 1 rent total of $336,000 (or $8.40 per sq. ft. per year), increasing each 
year based on a 3% escalator on a per sq. ft. basis. Discussions regarding a facility lease agreement 
have yet to be finalized; however, this projection provides a more than adequate depiction of the 
anticipated rental cost.  

Public Utilities (electricity, water, sewer, trash) – Utility expenses have a direct correlation to the 
size and student population of a school; as student enrollment increases, public utilities increase as  

TVHS is budgeting $20,000 in Year 1 for public utilities, increasing incrementally as student 
enrollment increases.  

Contracted Janitorial – Approximately $0.15 per sq. ft. per month this amount includes a cushion for 
any major/miscellaneous janitorial expenses. Amount budgeted is based on what charter and 
private schools are paying for janitorial services.  This cost is in addition to the in-house staff 
included in salary costs.  

Facility Maintenance – basic facility maintenance and internal repairs of $24,000 in Year 1, 
increasing as student enrollment increases and to account for general facility maintenance.  

Facility and School Insurance - $24,000 annually - based upon costs incurred by comparable charter 
schools. These rates increase by 3% each subsequent year thereafter  

Marketing: 
Approx. 0.1% of the budget (Year 1 – Year 6)  

Marketing/Advertising – All marketing expenses are assumed in the pre-operational budget 
included in will market via multiple modes to ensure that all families are informed of their 
educational options. The marketing campaign includes, but may not be limited to, the following: 
school website, social media such as Facebook, flyers, direct mailers, advertisements in varying 
English and Spanish media, building relationships with community groups, and a direct marketing 
approach with also possible door-to-door approach. Budgeted to be $6,000 as a yearly amount and 
increasing by a 3% inflation factor. 
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